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PREFACE.

This work contains an account of forty-tliree species of Copepoda, all parasitic on niala-

costracous Crustacea, and all belonging to the same family. When in 1890 I began

my study of this group, there were published descriptions of only three species, and mention

had been made of a fourth. Two more have been since described and a seventh named,

but not described; so that until now (July 1897) only five species have been really made

known. In the present work I increase this number about nine times, and yet, most

likely, my discoveries only extend to one fifth or one sixth or perhaps a much smaller part

of the species extant. I have been brought to this conclusion by the consideration that no

less than thirty-thi-ee of my species have been found exclusively on Crustacea in the

Zoological Museum of the Copenhagen University. What multitudes of these animals are

likely to be discovered, when some day the large foieign museums acquire rich collections

of non-decapod Malacostraca , and when this material is submitted to a thorough research!

On the whole, my studies of late years have given me the impression that of nearly all the

Crustacea living on the bottom of the sea — the Decapods excepted — we only know

from about half down to a very small percentage of existing species. Especially to the

parasitic forms does this apply, and I think one of the most important results of the present

work is to show the wealth of a group, which hitherto has occupied only a very diminutive

place. It may be added that, in the course of the last two years, I have found on the

material brought home from the sea near Iceland and Greenland by the »Ingolf« expedition

several new forms which cannot be included in the present treatise, but which will be

subjected to fixture examination.

A chance led me to this study. In dissecting a female of Idofhea marina (L.) I

discovered in its marsupium an unknown parasite belonging to the Epicaiidea, and further

researches led to the discovery of a number of specimens of this species and of a form

nearly akin to it on Edotia nodidosa (Kr.). Both parasites were afterwards described from



my material bj' Giaid and Bonnier (the genus Clypconiscits G. andB.). Those authors had

just previously described an Epicarid living as a parasite on Ampelisca diadema Costa.

What I had found on Idotheid;* tempted me to go on looking for Epicaridea, so I examined

our Ampeliscidae and found — not these foi-ms, — but several species of Choniostomatidse

as well as another most remarkable parasite, wliich I described in 1892 under the name of

ItMzorUnaAmpelisc(e'S..S.'R. Professor Sars has told me (1886) that he had found some

species of Sphceronella on Ampliipoda. Now, as my own discoveries had called forth my

interest, I began in the Copenhagen Museum an examination of the material of Ampliipoda

and later on of the other orders of Malacostraca.

Professor G. 0. Sars lent me all his material of this family for my researches, and

he further provided me with newly discovered forms — seven in all, — of which four are

particularly interesting; two of the most remarkable genera, the parasites on Mysidae, are

owing entirely to him — for all of wliich I have great pleasure in offering the eminent

naturalist my best thanks. — The Rev. Canon A. M. Norman, F. R. S. , lent me the types

of Aspidoecia Normani Giard and Bonnier, and the Rev. Th. R. R. Stebbing, F. R. S.,

determined for me some Amphipoda from the Mediterranean, the West-Indies, the Cape and

Hong-Kong, for which I beg these gentlemen to accept my thanks.

Last, not least, I wish to express my warm gi-atitude to the managing Committee

of the Carlsberg Fund for having allowed me a considerable sum to defray the expenses of

the present work.

The English translation from the Danish manuscript is the work of Miss Louise

von Cossel.
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I. INTRODTICTORY REMARKS.

The majority of the species here described I found in examining systematically for this

purpose the collections of the Zoological Museum in Copenhagen. Throughout a number

of years the two directors of the entomological department, the late Professor J. C. Schiodte

and his successor , Inspector Dr. P. Meinert , have taken care not only to acquire as many

species as possible, but — of the smaller forms — also as many individuals as could be

procured, so that of a good many northern Amphipoda, and of a great number of Danish

Amphipoda, Cumacea, etc., the museum possesses hundreds of specimens. This has been of

the greatest use to me in my researches, for while a few of the parasites — at least of

those found on our own material — are met with rather frequently, the greater number are

very rare, and a considei-able part so scarce, that only one or two specimens are found on

each hundred of the animals examined. As a matter of course, I have examined numerous

species without finding a single parasite.

Of the following forty-three species only one lives on the outside of its host (Mysidae

verae), two occur in the branchial cavity of Cumacea, two in the branchial cavity of Hi2U)oh/fe

;

all the remaining species are only found in the marsupium of the female of Amphipoda

Gammaridea, Isopoda, Cumacea and Mysidse verae (or sometimes in young individuals of

Amphipoda on the ventral side of the thoiax between the gills). In the Isopoda, the

Mysidae, and sometimes in the Amphipoda, parasites can be seen by looking through the

plates of the marsupium. In most Amphipoda and in Cumacea the marsupium has to be

submitted to a closer examination; some of the plates have to be lifted up and examined

through a lens; in the small forms even the adult parasites can only be discovered by help

of a simple microscope. Where a closer search of an infested marsupium is required, it is

usually necessary to place the host in a hollow ground glass -plate under water, and to

examine it very carefully twenty or thirty times magnified under a simple microscope, in

order to be able to discover the male animals which are generally V*—Ve nim. in length,

as well as the fiee larvae and the pupae, and to find out the way in which these minute

animals are hinged.

1



Pai-asites are not at all easy to deal with; when taken out, everything — except

perhaps tolerably large females and ovisacs — must be kept in glycerine on an object-

glass, for if males, pupae, etc. are put in spirit, they are generally difficult to find and to

get out of the tubes. For this use the glycerine must always be strongly diluted with water,

otherwise the animals shrink very much, and the females especially are very apt to lose

their shape. The water is made to evaporate by standing exposed to the air. Neither the

females nor the males nor the animals in any stage of development, can bear the pressure

of a glass- cover, or of part of it, without losing their natural shape. In order to make

drawings of the entire animals or of parts of the females, the following method was employed

:

I took very small covers (fi-equently a middle-sized cover was cut into foiu' parts), and

placed a very thin wooden wedge under the middle of the back edge of the cover, so that

by very carefully pulling the wedge a little, I made the glass touch the animal, or part of

it, just sufficiently to keep it in a certain position ; by means of a hair, which was introduced

through the opening, its attitude could easily be changed. In this way I was able after

some practice to manipulate a male of the length of Vfi mm. , so that I could make accurate

illustrations of one specimen seen from below and sideways without damaging it at all.

After use the animal and all the parts that had been examined were placed under a large

glass-cover in the way described above, and the o[)ening was closed with varnish. The

female was always dissected, in order to submit the head and the genital area to a careful

examination. The latter part was treated in the following way: with a sharp and very

small knife I cut through the animal a little above the genital region, after which this part

was placed under a simple microscope wliich magnified it a hundredfold; the inside of it

was cleaned with a knife, so as to leave only the muscles of the genital apertures and one

or both of the receptacula seminis. I specify this proceeding, which 1 learned by degrees

through rather troublesome experiences, partly that the reader may judge of tlie accuracy

of my illustrations, partly to enable future students, who may not possess such ample material,

to conquer the difficulties with comparative ease.

As far as possible, I have everywhere given figures of an adult female, a male and

an ovisac (sometimes adding one or two pupae) magnified to the same scale, in order to show

the relative size of the two sexes, the ovisacs and eggs. The size of the male compared

with the female and the ova varies very much in the ditierent species. For the convenience

of the student, and in accordance with earlier statements (1890), I have always figured the

males vertically from the ventral side and laterally from the left-hand side. While in

symmetrically shaped Arthropoda, in dorsal or ventral view, I generally arrange the position

of the legs aud figure those on one side to correspond with those on the other, with the

parasites described in the present work I have not ventured to do this. ' The animals were

often a little crooked on account of a slight pressure, to which they had been exposed in

the marsupium; maxillipeds and legs were found sti'addling in different directions, and as a

rule were too small to allow of much alteration in their attitude, without great risk of



damage ensuing-. I onh' ventured slight attempts at construction, not being able to calculate

how the details — e. g. legs of males and larvae — would appear, if drawn in a position^

dili'ering from the one in which they were found. As a lule I have figured the animals

with all the irregularities they presented, and the limbs in the position they happened to

occupy at the time of drawing. Where I had several specimens at my disposal, of coiu'se

I chose the one which was most suitable for illustrat on.

I must briefly mention one point in my nomenclature. In 1S93 I stated (in »Zool.

Auzeiger«) that the two pairs of limbs which had been formerly named the first and second

pairs of maxillipeds, ought to be regarded as the second pair of maxillae and a pair of

maxillipeds. Shortly afterwards Dr. W. Giesbrecht gave very detailed proofs of the same

fact (Mitth. Zool. Stat. Neapel, 11. B.). I also proposed to introduce the names »maxillulae«

and >> maxillae* (in analogy with the commonly used names >'antennuhe« and antennae-<) for

the two pairs of jaws , and I shall here avail myself of these short ,

' convenient and very

intelligible names.

In conclnsion a few remarks may be offered about the plan of the present work.

For several reasons I have contented myself wth representing the external structure of the

adult animals and their post-embryonic development, and I have spent an exceedingly long

time, partly in finding females and eggs, males, larvae and pupae, partly in studying the

material I had discovered. The result is that at present scarcely any moderately large

family of genuinely parasitic Copepoda is so well known as the Choniostomatida?. I have

found the males of thirty-two of the forty-three species, the larvae of twenty-three, the pupae

or other stages of the post-larval development of a pretty considerable number of species.

At the same time I must call attention to the great and numerous gaps in the knowledge

of the metamorphosis of these animals, which vary remarkably according to the ditferent

species. On their embryology I do not enter at all, and their anatomy is almost totally

omitted; I could not have given information of any value unless I had stayed long enough

at the seaside to enable me to collect a large supply of living animals of several species,

but this would have considerably delayed and increased the work, wliich is rather voluminous

as it is ; so, not being able to present an exhaustive study of these topics, I have — contrary

to the habit of numerous authors — only treated what was indispensable to classification

(the genital region and receptacula seniinis). Besides, I should advise students not to enter

upon the anatomy of forms so small, difficult and for the most part rare, before having

acquired a thorough autoptical knowledge of representatives of various other families among

parasitic Copepoda.

1*



11. GENERAL HISTORICAL VIEW.

Unfortunately I am obliged to go much into detail in this chapter, not only in order to

give a summary of our previous knowledge and its defects, but also and particularly

in order to throw light on a number of very objectionable postulates, reflections and theories

put forward by Mssrs. A. Giard and J. Bonnier in their two (four) papers. Very short contri-

butions (by G. 0. Sars and J. Sparre-Schneider) are mentioned in the special part.

W. Salensky: Sphceronella Leuckarti, ein neuer SchmarotzerJcrebs (Archiv fill" Natur

geschichte, 34ter Jahrgang, 1868, p. 301—322. Taf. X). The author has given a very

extensive account of this new genus and species, the iirst form which was discovered of

this family. He has found females , males , eggs, larvae and pupee, in fact all stages, and

on the whole his descriptions are good, but unfortunately the illustrations are rather rude,

which is indeed a pity, as the species happens to belong to the most difficult group of the

large genus. I do not think it necessary to point out some slight differences between the

author's account and my own, e. g. his incorrect statement of the number of joints in the

antennulae of the larvae etc., but it must be mentioned that he has overlooked the rudimentary

antennae (2nd pair) in the male and the female, that his very detailed description of the

rostrum is not correct, as he has taken the hairs outside the membranous border of the

mouth for »Radiarfalten« in the membrane itself (p. 303), and that his long description of

the more solid chitine lists of the rostrum is too diagrammatic. This is connected -with his

quite wrong idea on the maxillulae, about which he writes: »Es sind namlich zwei solcher

Kiefern vorhanden, welche eingliedrig sind und an ihrem Ende eiue Borste tragen« (comp.

my description below). On the other hand it must be acknowledged that he has found and

described correctly the legs and the caudal stylets of the female, but in the male he mis-

interprets the stylets, taking them for a third pair of legs ; he has found spermatophores etc.

Furthermore, his representation of the genital area is defective, and he has overlooked

receptacula seminis, but he is right in stating that the female has no anus. He also gives

a somewhat detailed account of the embryology of these parasites, making out their stages

of development till they appear as full-grown larvae, but this part of the development I have



scarcely studied at all. Finally he describes three stages of the pupae, mentioning^ their

want of internal structure during the first stage and their considerable growth, but he has

failed to understand their mouth, nor does he mention the possibility of a very different

development of the two sexes. He concludes with some reflections on the place which the

new form ought to occupy in the system, thinking — Avith good reason — that it »in keine

der bis jetzt aufgestellten Familien vollkommeu hineinpasst« (p. 320), but that it is nearest

akin to the Lernceidte on account of similarity in the structure of the mouth, an opinion

which I cannot share (s. below). Salensky took his species at Naples on an Ampliipod

which was many years after determined by Delia Valle as Microdeutopus gryUotalpa Costa.

About its occurrence on males as well as on females he has a statement (p. ;-502) which will

be mentioned later on in the part headed » Habitation, biology and distribution*.

Max Weber: Die Isopoden gesammelt ivdhrend der Falirten des Willem Barents in

das mrdliche Msmeer in den Jahren 1880 mid 1881 (Bijdr. tot de Dierkunde, 1884). The

author informs us (p. 35) that in a vesicular swelling on the carapace of a specimen of

Hipiwhjtc Gaimardii M. Edw. he found four globular bodies which contained either eggs or

larvae, and he thought they were » Bopyriden - Larven im ersten Larveu- Stadium* and that

the eggs »werden wohl schubweise abgesetzt vom Weibchen iind von einer gemeinsameu

Hiille umgeben«. His suggestion of Bopyiid-larvae is a great mistake; what he found were

the ovisacs of a Choniostoma. The statement is only of interest in so far as it indicates

a locality of the genus; the fact that this otherwise excellent author happens to be the

first who found such ovisacs appears more than valueless to me, considering how he explains

the matter, and I only mention it here, because it relates to my remarks in the criticism

of Giard and Bonnier.

H. J. Hansen: Oversigt over de paa Dijmphna- Togtet indsamJede Krebsdgr (Dijmphna-

Togtets zool.-bot. Udbytte, 1887). In this paper (p. 271—278, Tab. XXIV, fig. 7—7h),

I gave a detailed description of the female, of ova and larvae of a species found on Hippolyte

Gaimardii M. Edw. and Hipp, polaris (Sab.) in the Kara Sea, and I gave it the name of

Clwniostoma mirabile. Furthermore, on this form I established a new family, Choniostomatidae

;

I did not know Salensky's paper at the time, but when Prof G. 0. Sars had called my

attention to it, I mentioned it in the French resume worked out later on (p. 511); however,

I maintained my new genus. In the female I found antennulae, antennae and a mouth with

supposed mandibulae, the anterior branch ot the maxillulse and the maxillae. The description

of the mouth is not quite correct, as I did not mention the membranous mouth-border, but

I found the hairs which I thought proceeded from the margin of the mouth; I also over-

looked the rudimentary maxillipeds, nor did I find the genital apertures. The description

of the larva is pretty correct on the whole, but I have with some hesitation mentioned four

joints instead of three in the antennulae, nor have I understood its olfactory seta as such.

In 1889 Giard and Bonnier were of the opinion that the specimen found by me on Hippolyte

polaris belonged to another species which they called Choniostoma Hanseni; this opinion



was based on the fact that it was much larg:er and lived on another species. The animal

did in fact prove to dilt'er from Choniostoma mirabile; however, the two reasons alleged by

the authors proved to be wrong, for a female with eleven ovisacs found on Hippolyte Gai-

mardii and proving to be identical with the species on Hipp, polaris, was even somewhat

smaller than the largest Choniostoma mirahile. Consequently Chan. Hansenii is found on

two species of Hippohjte, whereas Chon. mirahile has as yet only been noticed on one.

A. GiARD and J. Boxnier: Sur tin iupicaride parasite d'tin Amphipode et stir tm

Copepode parasite d'un ^incaride (Comptes-rendus de I'Acad. des Sciences, 29 avril 1889).

This preliminary note is only mentioned here for the sake of completeness, as its contents

are largely worked out in the following publication.

A. GiARD and J. Bonnier: Note sur I'Aspidoecia Normani et sur la famille des

Choniostomatidce (BnW. scientifique de la France et de la Belgique, T. XX, 1889, p. 341—72,

PI. X—XI). . In this paper the authors have partly described and figured the Aspidoecia

Normani, the new species and genus established in their preliminary note, partly given a

very detailed critique of all that has been written on the subject. Each of these parts de-

serves a special mention. Of their new species the authors have examined a female with

five ovisacs and two males attached to it, sitting on the back of the carapace of Erythrops

microphthalma G. 0. Sars (belonging to Mysidae verai) under an obliquely placed Epicarid,

Aspidophryxus Sarsi Giard and Bonnier. Accidental circumstances led them to adopt the

following conclusion as the most plausible: »qu'il existe un rapport soit de parasitisme soit

de mutualisme« (p. 353) between Aspidoecia anA Aspidophryxus (which is a mistake; o: below);

they say that the female Copepod »6tait reli6e a J!Aspidophryxus par un appareil fixateur«

(p. 344), though such an object does not exist, and they declare that it »adh6rait certainement

a la Mysis par une ventouse« (p. 344), which is not the case either, as it is attached by

what later on I shall call »the adhesive plate« , a congealed substance forming a plate-like

cover on the forehead in front of the mouth, and which is secreted by the »glandes c6men-

taires« mentioned by the authors (p. 349). In their description of the female (p. 347—50)

they mention »les deux points cliitineux« (entrances to the receptacula seminis), and they

give a correct description of the genital apertures, except that the small opening which they

call spore de f6condation«, and of wliich they say that it serves »6videmment a rentr6e des

spermatozoides«, does not serve this purpose at all. They have found »la ventouse« on the

head , but they cannot make out whether the mouth is situated at the bottom of it (which

it does), or whether it is found »a la partie sup6rieure de la ventouse, celle-ci servant

uniquement a la fixation du parasite«. Finally, they have overlooked the antennulge, the

maxillulae and the maxillae. However, it must be borne in mind that having had only one

individual which they were not allowed to dissect, it would be unfair to expect them to be

able to study the organs of this small and extremely difficult animal much better than they

have done. With regard to the male the case is different; it is much easier to examine,

besides they had two specimens. After having studied my own material of the same species,



T came to results which ditfered very much from tlie figures and desci-iptions of the authors.

Though feeling convinced that I had studied animals belonging to their species, I wanted

to make quite sure of it and asked the Rev. Canon A. M. Norman to lend me the animals which

had served as tyijes to the French authors, and I received a male and a female. The male

was kept in a preparation made by Mssrs. Giard and Bonnier, but it was considerably

flattened in an oblique direction, these animals — as stated above — not being able to with-

stand the pressui'e of a glass-cover; its position was about the same as that shown on

pi. XI in their paper. The spot where the animal was found was encircled by a red ring

on the glass-cover, and there could be no doubt that it lay just as it had been placed by

the authors. I did not open the preparation, as all I wished to see was clear enough. I

found what I expected: perfect similarity between this specimen and my own males —
, and

the statements of the authors proved to be incorrect in the following important points:

1) »Les pattes nageoires font compl6tement d6faut, ou sont r6duites a des appendices

difficilement visibles (pt.)«. The first part of this sentence is right, but to judge from the

specimen in hand, the two dots marked pt. are spots possessing a slight deviation in the

refraction of light, and situated beneath the inner side of the skin; according to my expe-

rience with other animals, they are accidental.

2) »La partie post6rieure du corps est divis6e en deux renflements arrondis renfermant

chacuu une sphere a contour tres net dout le contemi est form6 de quatre spheres appliqu6es

les uues contre les autres et d^form^es par pression r^ciproque comme les blastomeres d'un

oenf au stade quatre de segmentation. Les deux spht^roldes sont des spermathe(iues < (p. 346—47).

In the following pages I also call the two globules spermatothecEe , though I am not abso-

lutely certain that they are not testicles; so far we agree, but no further. In the male of

their preparation there was no vestige of a fold in the middle of the body. The spermato-

thecae showed inward folds which were not nearly so regularly aiTanged as it would appear

from theu' description aud figuring of the contents, nay they seemed to be empty. A careful

and exact adjustment of the microscope showed that the granular substance usually contained

in the animal was outside the spermatothecae, though a less accuiate adjustment might give

the impression that it also was inside; filled spermatothecae have a very different look. The

folds are easily explained by the flattening of the animal through the pressure to which it

had been exposed.

3) About the antennulae they write: »elles sont form^es d'une saillie basilaire sur

laquelle est ins6r6 un article unique en batounet termini par une pointe courte«. However,

this » saillie basilaire « in their preparation is considerably longer and somewhat different in

shape from their figure of it; it is in fact the antennulae itself (comp. my figure pi. XII,

fig. 3k.). What they call »un article* is the olfactory seta; nor is its extremity so slender

and pointed as they represent it.

4) They say about the mouth (p. 346): »La membrane de la ventouse est soutenue

par de fins rayons chitineux constituant les generatrices du tronc-cone. Ces rayons out 6te
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vus par Salensky et par Hansen dans la ventouse de SphmroneJla et de CJioniostoma.

Mais le premiei- de ces observateurs les a consideros comme de simples replis de la mem-

brane; le second n'a pas vu la membrane et a pris les rayons pour des cils chitineux. Un

examen tres attentif pent seul permettre d'6viter cette double erreur«. In spite of this well

worded [)hrase, I must observe that they have not arrived at any better result than the

predecessors they criticise. The membrane exists without folds and without »rayons chitineux«,

for these »rayons« are free hairs, »cils chitineux«, which originate at the base of the mem-

brane, leaning freely against it on the outside, and in their own preparation these hairs, as

usual, stand clearly out beyond the edge of the membrane.

5) »La premiere patte machoire (mxpi) est r6duite a un long stylet di'oit aigu,

beaucoup plus simple que I'organe cori'espondant du male de SphceroneUa'^ (p. 346). What

they describe and figure here is only the terminal joint of the maxiUa (according to my

definition of this pair of limbs); it is not straight, but slightly curved, in their own type

specimen, as well as in my drawing (pi. XII, fig. 8 k.). They have also overlooked the

very large, long and broad basal joint, which appears distinct enough in their own type ; if

they had seen it, they would have found the missing resemblance with Sph(eroneUa , and it

seems difficult to understand this gap in their observation.

6) However, the climax of the incomprehensible is reached in their description of

the maxillipeds. In their text they mention three joints, of which »le troisieme se prolonge

en une dent crochue«, yet this »dent« is drawn as a claw-like joint, which is well

separated by an articulation and can be folded up towards the joint above it. But in

examining their type specimen, 1 found that it agreed perfectly with my figme on pi. XII;

what they describe and draw as the three first stout joints, indeed is only one single joint

without a vestige of the two articulations they mention and figure. The »dent crochue« is

really jointed on, as they figure it, but furthermore, /« their own preparation it consists

of two distinct joints, and I cannot have misunderstood their text, for their statement

about the claw »a laquelle fait face un petit tubercule pointu« is fairly correct. So,

seeing that their own type specimen agrees exactly with my illustrations, I leave it to

the reader to compare their description, and especially their figure, with mine, and to find

out how they can possibly have been so much mistaken; as for me, I am at a loss to

understand it.

I have two reasons for giving this detailed demonstration of the mistakes committed

by the authors in their description and figure of this male specimen. In the first place I

wish to verify in detail the identity of their species with my own, secondly I wanted to be

able to refer to this substantiation in the following pages, where I shall have to point out

that in a later paper the same authors have made consideiable mistakes in their description

of two other forms, of which I have not seen their type specimen.

The authors (p. 356) state their opinion that the family Choniostomatidse is nearest

akin to Chondracanthidae, Lernaeopodidse and Ascomyzontidse. I agree with them as to
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Ijeiiiiieopndidif ; OlioiuliiU-antliidii' seem to me to dittVr much more, and Ascomyzontida" do

not show any real relationship.

The authors quote and criticise at great length ail that has been written about this

family, but in their eagerness to exhaust the mattei-, they seem to go a little too far. They

give a long quotation from H. Kkoyer: JiIo)ui(ii-aJisl; Frfmstillimi af Slmjtcn Hijijioli/fc's

mrdislce Arfer (Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selsk. Skrifter, Nat. Math. Afh. IX, 1842, p. 2(33—(;4)«

in order to prove that this excellent investigator was the first to discover an animal of this

family, and that his specimen belonged to the genus Choniostoma. They quote the passage

in Danish (p. 368—69) and in a French translation; the latter is correct, except in three

points, of which one may be called a very free translation, whereas the other-s are indeed

important mistakes and will be mentioned presently. Kroyer states that he has found a

specimen of HippoJyte (/ihba (from Spitzbergen) , whose carapace was much swollen on both

sides ; however, he found no Bopyrid in it, but about a score of sub-globular, yellowish white

bodies of different size (from ^/s'" to nearly IV2'" in diameter), which were lying free and

unconnected side by side. He supitoses tliem to be eggs of an unknown parasite and adds:

»the smaller ones I found filled with a yolk-like, granulous substance« [»de mindre a1' dem

har jeg fundet opfyldte af en aiggeblommeagtig, gryuet Masse«], which Giard and Bonnier

translate as follows: »Les plus petits 6taient I'emplis dune masse grenue ressemblant a des

oeufs«, but this gives a very different meaning from the word »yolk-like«, and may (piite

well be understood, as if the globules were ovisacs containing the eggs of a Choniostovia,

though Kroyer's expression does not imply such an idea at all. Kro3-er continues: ^In the

larger globules, which were probably very near maturity, I have noticed a rather long

(6— 7'"), thin, vermiform body. It may be, that some leech-like animal develops itself out

of these eggs« [»i de sterste, som rimeligviis vare naerved Modenhed, har Jeg iagttaget et

tenimelig langt (6—7'") tyndt, ormedannet Legeme. Maaske udvikler dei- sig altsaa af

disse iEg et igleagtigt Dyr«]. Judging from the two sizes indicated by Kriiyei-, we might

suppose that the larger globules were females, the smaller ones ovisacs of a Choniosfoma,

but it seems to me very improbable, that a luxturalist like Kroyer should not have seen

that the small globules in reality contained eggs or larvse, instead of supposing their

contents to be a yolk-like, granulous substance, and his statement that he found a \ermiform

body about 13— 15 millini. in length in the large globules, must in my opinion do away with

any idea that it could be the female of a Choniostoma (comp. my description of this genus

later on). But then, how sliall we explain tliat Giard and Bonnier could advance sucli an

opinion? Well, in their trans]ati(jn of Kroyer's description of the contents of the large

globules, they translate the first woi-ds: / de .storste« [>/« the larger ones«l by: »pres des

plus gros' which gives quite a ditferent meaning, allowing this remarkable, vermifoiin l)ody

to be taken for a free animal belonging to another class. Thus two faults in their trans-

lation of Kroyer lead them to find a similarity whicli does not really exist between a Cho-

nioKfomit with its ovisacs and Kriiyer's description. 1 am iinahlc lo t<'ll whal tiic objects

2
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examined by Kroyer could be, but the sug-gestion that the large globules which, according

to his statement, contained a long, vermiform body of about half an inch or a little more

in length, should be females of a Choniosfoma, indeed seems overbold to me, even in our

golden age of loose conjectures, and if we could really suppose Kroyer to have made such

extraordinary mistakes in his statements, we should indeed consider them worse than

worthless and deserving of everlasting oblivion. When in 1889 I read this passage by

Giard and Bonnier, I remembered, that while working at my previous investigation of

Choniosfoma, I had perused the short paragraph in Kroyer's excellent monograph: »Et Par

Bemserkninger om Snyltedyr ^s>.s. Hippolyter« [»Some remarks about parasites on Hip2}olyte«\

(p. 262—65) without finding anything at all applying to the parasite I was going to describe.

On p. 371 the two authors write further: »I1 est singulier que Hansen ait laiss6 passer

inaper^ue I'observation de Weuek, et surtout le passage beaucoup plus important de son

compatriote Kkoyer«. I shall presently make a few remarks about Weber, and as far as

regards my overlooking Kroyer, I will only observe that it would certainly have been wiser

of Mssrs. Giard and Bonnier, whose success in finding a pretty good proof in favour of their

assertion was entirely owing to two rather untbitunate faults in translation, to consider

Avhether they themselves had not read Kroyer wrongly, before accusing me of having done

so, especially as this countryman of Kroyer's has repeatedly expressed his appreciation of

him, precisely in the repoi't on the results of tlie Dijmphna-expedition, and who about twenty

pages earlier (p. 258) has pointed out Kroyer's description of small, but interesting, joints

in the antennae and in the mandible-palp in another Oopepod.

Concerning the censure of my ignoiing Max Weber, I will make a few remarks.

In my dissertation: Fahrica oris Dipterorum, 1883 (Naturh. Tidsskr. 3 R. B. XIV), in oider

to avoid unnecessary length, I did not mention all authors and their opinions, but confined

myself to the statement (p. 8) that I had made a rule of leaving out writeis whom I did

not consider as having added new elements of importance to the existing knowledge of its

[the mouth's] structure, or its use for classification, or whose incorrect views had proved

to be of no importance. I have followed the same principle in later works, but it seems

that, in order to avoid the accusation of ignorance, I shall have tf) use the saiue precaution

as in my dissertation, where, immediately after the quoted passage, I enumerate the authors who

are not mentioned, because they are unimportant with regard to the subject in hand, though

they may be excellent in their treatment of other branches. I do not think that I had

noticed the above-mentioned erroneous observation by Max Weber before publishing my

essay (of which separate copies were distributed in July 1886), and I cannot tell now if

I should have quoted it, had I knomi it then, but, as a matter of fact, I had lead and

understood it before I wrote the French r(^sum(S (in wliich, as mentioned above, I corrected

my omission with respect to Salensky's (to me) important work) and I purposely forbore

mentioning Webeii, considering liis observations irrelevant, though four or five lines would

have been sufficient to reproduce their essence. The interest attached to his statements
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consists in his indicating new a localit}' for Choniosfomn on the other side of NovaZemhlia

oijposite to mine (the Kara Sea), and that an otherwise very deserving' author has committed

a most peculiar mistake. That is all; whether I ought to have mentioned the subject is a

matter of opinion; at the time I thought it might as well be left out.

I shall pass over several other remarks which might call for censure, and take up

some hypotheses set forth rather hesitatingly by the authors, p. 352—53. After having

declared themselves at a loss to understand that a CJtonio/<towa with its ovisacs can cause

a swelling in the carapace of a Hippohjte entirely resembling that which is produc:ed by

Gyge Hippolytes, they write: »I1 nous parait beaucoui) plus vraisemblable d'admettre que le

Cop6pode a infests les Hippolytes d6ja parasites pai- les Gyye, et qu'il supplante les Epicarides

ou tout au moins proflte pour se loger de la deformation produite par ces derniers«. To

this conclusion they add a doubt wliich I think rather iiielevant, and say further: »N6au-

moins en rapprochant I'^thologie d'Aspidoecia de celle de CJwnwstoma , il nous semble

bien probable qu'il existe un rapport, soit de para.sitisme , soit de mutualisme, entre ces

parasites et les Epicarides des genres Aspidopliryans et Gyge". However, they go still

fmther. They have found a genus of Epicaridea, Podascon G. and B., on a species of the

genus Ampcliscu, and Salensky has found nnmeious examples of a Splta-roiiclla in all stages

ou an Ampliipod of an alioydlicr diffcrmt iiunily. Here we should think it would be lather

difficult to establish a connection between the Epicaridea (Fodascon) and the Choniostomatid3e

(SplHcrondla), which live »exactement dans les memes conditions «; nevertheless they continue:

»on pent se demander s'il n'a pas existe autrefois enti-e ces deux groupes de parasites des

rapports analogues a cenx que nous avous cherch6 a d6montrer entr-e les auties Choniosto-

matides (Aspidoecia et Choniontoma) et certains Epicarides«. With the ^\'ord auti-efois«

the authors resort to the past, but it will be impossible in a case like the present one to

gain any perfect or imperfect knowledge concerning the Ibinier state of things. We confess

that this invention would be ingenious if — as sometimes happens where an excellent thing

is carried to an extreme — it had not overstepped the limit and become ridiculous.

My experience, which is based on very extensive lesearches, enables me to declare

that, as far as the present time is concerned, these hypotheses, Avhich the authors repeat

with additional remarks in two later paiiei-s, ai'e entirely destitute of foundation.

Of infested Isopoda this work mentions four examples of three species with three siiecies

oi SphceroneUa ; of Cumacea with parasites in the marsupium twenty-four examples lielonging

to six species (the parasites belong to five species), and of these six species I have examined

several hundred specimens, in order to find those tliat were infested. Of two species of

Cumacea seventy -three instances were found with (two species of) Homoeoscelis under the

carapace; finally, one hundred and forty examples of Amphiitoda (lielonging to twenty- eight

species) were found and proved to be infested with twenty-eight species of SplueronelJa and

Stenotocherea. Of these twenty eight species of Amphipodal have examined several thousand

specimens. So the result is, that of tdl three orders tuyefher I hare seen (dwut tua hundred
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nnci forty i^pec imens hehnfjinfj to thirty-eight specios infested ivith Choniostomafidcp, hit neither

on these, nor on any other of the thousands of individuals belonging to these thirty-eight

species, have I found one single Epicarid. So we have done with thirty-eight of my species

of Choniostomatidse, and of the five remaining species two may be passed over, viz. tlie species

of the genus Mysidion, for neither I nor any other author have found any Epicarid in the

marsupium of the hosts of Mysidion, viz. the genera Erythro^ys and Parerythrops. Only on

the outside of the body of the species belonging to the genus Erythrops, and in the branchial

cavity of two species of Hippolyte, others as well as myself have found altogether three

species of Choniostomatidse, and at the same time species of Epicaridea. As a rule the

animals of each order were found on separate specimens; in one case observed by myself,

and in one case mentioned by Giard and Bonnier, animals of both orders were found on the

same specimen. Still it can be proved that these two quite diiferent types of parasites,

though perhaps in very rare cases they may be in each others way, stand at least in no

other mutual relation. As for Ghoniostoma Hansenii, I can prove that the animal itself

produces the .swelling on the carapace (comp. my special description of this animal), and in

the only case where Ghoniostoma and Gyge were found on the same side undei- the carapace,

a male and a still smaller female of the latter genus had lodged themselves in a large

swelling, which was inhabited by an adult female Choniosfoma with eleven ovisacs. As for

the last of my species — Aspidoecia Normani — I have fouiul it on twenty-one specimens

of all five species of the genus Erythrops, but I found no Epicarid on any of these animals.

Moreover, the occurrence of Aspidoecia, not only on the shield, but also on the exterior side

of the thorax and on the six abdominal segments, as well as on the eyes, proves sufficiently

that it stands in no comiection whatever with Aspidophryxus , wliich parasite lives only

on the carapace.

Immediately aftei' the paragraph criticised above the authors write: »Toutes ces

considerations sont sans doute fort hypotlieti(|ues, mais elles peuvent inspirer de nouvelles

recherches et indi(jner la voie aux investigateurs. Elles ont de plus I'avantage de rattacher

par un lieu 6thologi([ue comniun les types de Copepodes si 6tranges qui constituent la famille

des Ghoniostomatidff!"^. This »lien 6thologi(iue« is (juite broken now and will scarcely ever

be restored. As for the first part of the ([notation, I regret to say that it has indicated

no path to me, and that, far from having been inspired by their , consid6rations« , 1 have

been obliged to waste time and space upon proving the untenability of some unwarranted

hypotheses. To suggest sucli hypotheses indeed is not very difficult, and most zoologists

have imagination euongli to invent scores of them. If productions of this kind had any real

value, it would be easy to promote the progress of science. But I confess that, though I

honour everybudy wIkj is cai)able of suggesting a theory which proves to be well founded

and fertile in results, I have always felt and, as time goes on, feel more and more distaste

for superficial conjectures.
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A. Bella Vallk: y,Gammarim del Golfo di Napoli- (Fauna and Flora des Golfes von

Neapel, 20. Monographie, 1893, 4to). In the chapter »Parassiti del Ganimarini« (p. 289—90) the

author informs us of some observations he has made, and suggests some hypotheses about

SpheeroneUa. The species on which Salensky found his SpmroneUa Leuclcartii is said to be

Microdeutopus gryUotalpa, and the author lias f(jund it in the locality indicated by the

discoverer of the species. He further states that he has found the same SphfProndJa on

Ampelisca diadema Costa, where it lives under the same conditions as Podascvn DdJa Vallei

G. and B. And he proposes three hypotheses, viz. that Spha-rondln changes colour according

to its residence, in older to look like the eggs of the two different species of hosts; that

it does not live at the expence of the host itself, but by consuming its progeny, and that

for some time after having left the egg, the young SplKerondla is entopaiasitic , not ecto-

parasitic, developing itself in the oviduct and consuming the eggs successively as they appear.

In support of this last conjecture he states that he has found on an Amiwlisca a Spliwronclla

mth its multitude of ovisacs, which host at the same time »racchiudeva in uno dei smii

ovidutti, verso I'estremo esterno, uno piccolissima SpheeroneUa, in cni nondimeno erano giii ben

visibili le nova quasi mature« (p. 290), but in spite of this rather peculiar observation, his

conjecture seems unduly hasardous, as an attentive perusal of Salensky's excellent treatise

with the description of the pupa stage, wliich follows the larval stage, would have shown

its absurdity. Besides, Giard and Bonniei- have refuted all these hypotheses in a latei'

paper; they justly maintain that there is a physiological reason for this castration (» castration

paiasitaire«) effected liy the para.site on its host, and they consider the form found on Am-

pvVwca as a ditferent species from Spli. Lcuckartii, in which no doubt they are right. So I

think I need not throw further light on these questions. —
About Rhizorhina Ampeliscce H. J. H. the author in his Bibliogra|)lua,

i».
8<I7, only

writes: »Questo nuovo Copepodo rassomiglia molto alia <S/j/ji«/oweZ/a ie«c/;ar//, Salensky. The

quality of this resemblance is treated in the following pages.

A. GiAiU) et J. BuNNiKu: •^Sur deux types nouveaux de Ghoniodomutidee des eoles de

France: Sjjhfcronella microcephcda, G. et B. etScdensh'a hiherosa, G. et B. (Comptes-rendus

de I'Acad. d. Sc, 25 sept. 1893). The contents of tliis preliminary note appear in a later

essay, much enlarged and — in one point — altered.

A. GiAKD et J. Bonnikr: 'Contributions a I'etnde des £j)ic(frid<'s (Bull. Scientif. de la

France et de la Belgique T. XXV, 1895 — the part headed: y>Les SphreroneUid(e-',i).A:62-'6b,

PI. XII—XIII). This part calls for a detailed comment.

The authors descril)e and figure the female and eggs of SpheeroneUa microcephatn

G. etB., a species found on foiu- specimens of Anipeliscu tenuicornis Lilljeborg fi-om Croisic.

Doubtless the frame of the head is incorrect, for a list like the one represented in the

illustration (PI. XII, tig. 43) as going from the outermost posterior angle towards the median

line behind the base of the maxillae, does not exist. If there is a connection between the

frame and the sub-median skeleton -- which by the by they have not seen — but wliich is
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never wanting in anj' SpharoneUa, there must also be a list behind the niaxilliperts. How-

ever, the whole frame seems to me most problematical, nor have I found it in specimens

which, as far as I can judge, belong to the same species. I should not have dared to

suppose so great a fault in this illustration, if I had not seen their type specimen of the

male of Aspidoecia, which enabled me to ascertain their astonishing mistakes in the repre-

sentation of several organs, especially in the maxillae and the maxillipeds (comp. above p. 7— 8).

Moreovei', they have decidedly overlooked the maxillulse, which I have never found wanting

in any female of this family. About the maxilla; (»les maxillipedes internes*) they say that

they are »form6s de quatre artieles« (p. 464), but this is wrong, for these limbs in all

females, males and larvae of tlus family contain at most three joints, and the two last joints

are even frequently so completely fused that we only find two distinct joints, as shown in

my illustration (pi. VlII. fig. 2d) of the head of this species. Neither do I doubt that their

representation of the maxillipeds with their strange flexion and the second joint thick and

quite as long as the first, is entirely ^^'long. Their description and figure of the genital

region (p. 465, pi. XII, fig. 44) is not successful either. By the words of the text: »un arc

de cercle chitineux (c) qui, post6rieuiement, se termine par deux branches... « and by the

illustration, it is seen that they have turned the whole part vesicle doivn, as in reality both

branches turn foiward towards the head of the animal, seen from the ventral side (comp.

my fig. 2a on pi. VIII). The chitinous arch with its branches is pretty correct. Their

representation of the genital apertures and their nniscles is perfectly correct, while the

apertures maiked a and designed as being »les ouveitures d'une paire de grosses glandes

. . . les glandes collet6riques« — are the orifices of the receptacula seminis (comp. my de-

scription below and my figures of several other species of the genus). In fig. 2f on pi. VIII,

as in several other instances, I have not represented these orifices, but after a renewed

examination of the same species, I can state that the orifices, leading to the receptacula seminis

in my Sph. microccphcda G. and B., are found precisely in this place, and from these openings

each of the middle-sized leceptacnla — forming an oblong sac — curves gently backward

and somewhat inward towards the centre. I am at a loss to understand anything about

these glands illustrated by the authors. They also represent a pair of very large »receptacula

seminis« as ojiening into the genital apeitures; though unable to explain what they are, I

am positive that they are not what the authois suppose them to be. Finally, what they

describe as follows: »Au centi'e meme de I'aire genitale il existe un espace cordifornie clair

(ec) , avec trois petites v^sicules granuleuses aux tiois sommets, la superieure etant la plus

grande et la plus nette; toute cette partie est situ6e profondement, sous le tegument* is

certainly no oigan or organs, but accidental formations produced by coagulation or the like.

The authors have taken their species on y^l>H^)6V/.s(w /c««(/fo«*/s Lilljeboig tVom Croisic

(south coast of Brittauy), and their determination of the host has been confirmed by the

eminent Carciuologist , Prof G. O. Sars. The specimens described later on in tliis work,

which I have considered as belonging to the same species, were taken on Ampelisca it/pica
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Sp. Bate. During the interval between the appearance of tlie fii-st publication and that of

the principal essay I corresponded with the authors about these questions, and as they quote

some of my written statements, I must make a few remarks. It is not only the fact that

Sph. microcephala had been found in Denmark on Ampelisca typica and in France on Amp.

lenuicornis, which I may have thought »tres curieux«, but in examining a large quantity

of Danish material of^4w^). tenuicornis, not only had I found no specimen of Sph. microcepJiala

whatever, but I had found several specimens of a very different species (Sph. hngipes n. sp.),

so it struck me as »very curious« i\\»iAmp. tenuicornis from the Danish coast had a parasite

which it had not near the French coast, while in the latter locality it had a parasite belonging

to the same genus, and which was not found on the Danish Amp. lemticornis , though this

very parasite lives in Denmark, but had passed on to Amp. ft/pica. However, I will add

that future researches may prove both species of parasites to live on both species of hosts

in either locality. In this case we shall wonder no longer, but until further notice we
have reason to find the circumstance curious.

Subsequently the autliors enter upon a critique of Delia Valle's observations and

hypotheses. To the species found by Delia Valle on Amp. fJimJcmd Costa, they give the

name of Sjih. diarlrma G. and B., which conse(iuently is put down without description.

However, as I have briefly sstated the principal points of Delia Valle's obseivations on a

former page, I may pass them over here; I will only add that I am not prepared to judge

of the value of the reflections set forth by Giard and Bonnier aljont the colour of the eggs

of para.sites — tliongh I can say for certain that Delia Valle's opinion is wrong. On

p. 462-63 the authors repeat the above criticised suggestion of a connection between Cho-

niostomatidae and Epicaridea: >.Les Choniostoniatides sont-ils des parasites des Epicarides

dont ils prendraient la place en les faisant p6rir, ou les Epicarides tacilitent ils senlement

rentr6e des Choniostoniatides en produisant sur les Mnh(ro.<:/r(ira des defoi-niations et une

castration parasitaire plus ou moins complete V C'est cette derniere hypothese (jui nous

parait actuellement la plus vraisemblable«.

That Delia Valle had found a species of SphteroneJJa on two specimens of Ampelisca

dindema, and a species of the genus PodciRcon (an Epicarid) on two other specimens of the

same Amphipod indeed was the only fact of interest which had occui-red since their previous

work in 1889, but this fact only proves that a fourth species of Choniostomatid* lias been

added to the three, of which it has been stated above that they live on species infested

^\itil Epicaridea, and this is of the slightest importance compared with the statistics I give

on \\. 11— 12, and the conclusions drawn from these statistics and from my observations.

We now arrive at the most unfortunate idea advanced by these authors, their

(ironping of Choniostomatidce H. J. H. and of Heipi/JloljiidfC H. J. 11. an snh-families (with

the ffuffix inm) of the family SphcnronMidep G. and B. In Older to refute this combination

— one of the most inappropriate I have ever met with in Carcinology — and some hypotheses

connected with it, I shall also have to mention the family Herpylhjbiidaj.
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In 1892 I published an essay: ^Rliizorhina AmppJiscff' n. gen. n. sp. En in/ fiJ

Herjn/Uohiidce n. fam. Iwrende Copepod, snyltende paa Aivpelisca Imvigata Lilljeb. (Entoniol.

Meddelelser, 3. B. 5. Hefte p. 207—34, Tab. Ill), which in the first place contains a detailed

description of the above-mentioned new and very curious form, in the second place makes

an important contribution to the knowledge about HerpyUohius Stp. and Ltk.; finally the

new family HerpyUohiid<p is established, and the genera — seven in all — which can with

more or less certainty be referred to it, are grouped together. Two of these genera,

Troplumiphila M' Intosh and Oestrella M' Intosh, are described so defectively that we prefer

not to consider them in this place. The female of the other five genera has a globular or

oblong body without any vestige of mouth or limbs; posteriorly are two genital apertures,

each with its ovisac. The front part of the female of Bhisorhina forms a short, slender

stalk, which pierces the skin of the gill of its host; tlie inside of tliis stalk consists of two

tubes. Just beneath the skin of its host the stalk expands very much, the tubes are consi-

derably dilated, they separate and lamify irregularly thioughout the gill, even entering

somewhat into the body of the host. In the genera HerpyUohhts Stp. and Ltk. and Eury-

silenium M. Sars, the stalk, wliich consists of a single tube, is found on the ventral side of

the body, pierces the skin of its host and expands inside it like a collar, but this collar is

surrounded by the root of a large, oblong, foliaceous or irregulaily sausage-shaped body,

which is decidedly homologous with the tubes of the Rhizorhma, and, like these, has the

functicm of drawing nourishment from the host to the external, limbless body, whose business

it is to develop the eggs. In Succopsis Lev. and Bradophila Lev. Levinsen has indeed found

the stalk, but no body at the expanded end of it in the body of the host. However, he had

but slight material of both forms to work with, so 1 will now state as my peisonal opinion,

that a body, or one or two tubes, may have proceeded frdin the stalk into the body of the

host; otherwise it would be impossible to understand how the parasites could get their food.

Moreover, I may mention that, when (in Nov. 18i)(3) I spoke to the author. Inspector

G. M. R. Levinsen, about the matter, he felt inclined to share my opinion. Giard and Bonnier

(in their above-mentioned paper) describe a new parasite, Salenskya tuberosa, of wliich a

single specimen was found on Ampelisca spinipes Boeck from Croisic. They confess (p. 474)

that it »pr6sente certainement uue tres grande ressemblance avec Rhizoihina ampeJiftccr ....

et nous avous longtemps hesit6 a maintenir le genre SaJensJcyn, cree par nous (in the preli-

minary note] quelques mois apres la publication du travail de Hansen*. Still they tliink

they are justified in maintaining it, »au moins provisoirenient«, on the following basis:

»Au lieu d'etre fix6 a son bote par des racines rappelant un pen celles de Sdccidina,

ou par un renflement comparable a celui des Herpi/Unhiiis, la femelle de SaJeni^l-ya possede

un appareil chitineux special, (ju'on pourrait rapproclier plutot de celui de Saccojisi.^: hrchclUdi.'i

figur6 par Levinsen « (p. 475). I have just spoken of Saccopsis, and I will noAV express

my opinion that if a specimen of Salenskya is found again on Awj). spinipes, and the part

(jf the host occupied by the parasite is cut otf, this part inilJ contain internal tidies exactly
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like those I liave described i» Rhizorhina ; the two ai)ertures mentioned and described by

the authors are tlie roots of these tubes. Separate copies of iii,v essay about Rhizorhina

were distributed in July 1892 (one of tlieui was sent to tlie authors). Tlieir preliminary

note, in which they establish Salenslcya, mentioning its »appareil fixateiu- en forme damphi-

disque ou de bouton de manchette«, is dated Sept. 25th 1893, but it is quite e\adent that,

at the time their manuscript was sent to the press, they had not read my essay. So, having

but one specimen of the animal to work upon, they committed the same mistake which I

had made with my tirst specimen of Rhizorhina: without having any idea of the tubular

system inside the host, I detached the visible part of the parasite, thus breaking the stalk

wliich united it to the hidden part. After what I have just said about their investigation

of the male Axpidoccia, I am quite justified in not trusting tlieii- statements in a question so

difficult as that concerning Salensli/a, where tlieir judgment rests on the examination of but

one individual. The i-esult is that the genus Salenshija G-. and B. must be cancelled, being

established only on this one single character. Whether their species differs from Rhizorhina

AnqwliscfP will have to be proved by ascei'taining if the slight differences between our repre-

sentations of the males agree with facts. Though this on the whole may possibly be the case,

I doubt that they are right in stating that the larva of the parasite they describe has two

orifices for the ducts of the genital organs; I have only found one hole surrounded by a

somewhat tliickened ring.

The authors quote from their preliminary publication (p, 475—76) a long passage,

in which they suggest »prog6nese« and »dissogonie« in the male of Salenslcya. They now

give up these theories, saying: »Les recherches de Hanskn prouvent que chez Rhizorhina

la metamorphose regressive existe bien chez les males de ce genre A'HerpyUohiinw et

quelle est tout aussi acceutu6e que chez les Choniostomafina:.« However, the last sentence

which is meant to establish a relationsliip between the two groups to each other, is very

misleading, as the male of Rhizorliina (and HerpyUohiits) is a body entirely without limbs,

mouth or any other external organ or internal muscles, with notliing in fact but genital

organs, the male of any Choniostomatid whatever is a liiglily developed animal with auten-

nulffi, a very complex mouth Avith mandibles, besides maxillulae, maxillas and maxillipeds

with some joints, internal muscles etc. So in saying: »Ce charactere diff^rentiel [»pro-

genese« in Salenshja and other Herpyllobiidse] eutre les deux sous-groupes ne pent dona

etre maintenu« , they are perfectly right, but such a negative feature does not imply

any kinship.

However, the principal points are contained in the following paragraph, and in

order to criticise it I am obliged to quote the last half of p. 476 and a little of p. 477 in

their paper; I will, however, divide the quotation into thi-ee parts. They write: »Le reste

de I'organisation Concorde dune fa(;ou lemarquable, non seulement chez la femelle ou, en

raison de la degradation , toute comparaison pent sembler d^pourvue de valeur , mais aussi

chez les males et les embryons: meme tendance a la disparition de la deuxieme paire

3
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d'antennes, meme structiue de I'appareil buccal avec la ventouse si sp6ciale et les appendices

transform^s en stylets, meme disposition des merabres thoraciques, etc.

Les jeimes individus surtout pr^sentent ime ressemblauce extraordinaii'e et indiquent

uettement la parents des deux groupes.

Mais il est un caractere du male sur lequel nous d6sirons particulierement attirer

I'attention, parce qu'il est tres exceptionnel et qu'on ne le retrouve dans aucune autre

famille de Cop^podes, en dehors des C]ioniosfomatince et des Herpyllohimce.

Les canaux excreteurs des glandes genitales males debouchetit dans la partie cepha-

lique de Vanimal et dans le voisinage de la bouche«.

Let us examine this a little more closel3^ Though the authors think that the

larvae in particular show »une ressemblauce extraordinaire «, we find that these larvae, which

indeed may be said to be in the first (7yctoj>s-stage , resemble each other less than the

larvae of a Choniostomatid and of an AcJdJteres respectively, according to the illustration

given by Clans (Zeitschrift wissensch. Zoologie B. XI, Taf. XXIII, fig. 5). At any rate,

the likeness between the mouths of the larvae of a Bhigorhina and of that of a Choni-

ostomatid is not so great as the authors seem to tliink, and it is certainly much smaller

than that between the mouth of a larvae of the last-mentioned group and e. g. of a larva

of Pennella. The maxillae of the two groups deviate much from each other in shape and

position etc. Several great differences between the males of Choniostomatidae and of Her-

pyllobiidae have been pointed out above, and we shall soon mention more. The differences

between the adult females also seem to be so great that we are struck by the astonishing

boldness of the assertion that: »en raison de la degradation, toute comparaison peut sembler

d6pourvue de valeur«. In the former type, the Choniostomatidae, the female possesses at

least the antennulae, a well-developed mouth with mandibles, maxillulae and maxillae; in

the latter, the Herpyllobiid;*, the body has no vestige of these organs or of any limbs, and

in the three genera which are examined so thoroughly, that our knowledge about their

nutrition is perfectly reliable, we know that it takes place through a large mysterious body

(in Herpgllohius and Silenium) or through an e(iually mysterious tubular system [Rhizo-

rhina) which is found in the body of the host, and which has a most curious, hitherto

unexplained development (comp. my essay about Rhizorhina). Indeed, I can find no other

likeness between the females of these families than the small size of their bodies, their sub-

globtdar or oval form., and their two genital apertures, and as this last character seems

to be common to all parasitic Copepoda, we might as well pass it over.

But still more objectionable is the statement printed in italics, that in the males

of both families the genital aperture is found on the head near the mouth. I shaU begin

by speaking of HerpyllobiidaB. The authors substantiate their opinion in these words: »Ce

caractpre, tellement extraordinaire que nous ne I'avions signals qu'avec reserve dans notre

6tude sur Aspidoecia et dans nos recherches plus r6centes sur Salenslci/a, Hansen I'a mis
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completement hois de doute dans sou beau travail sur Rhizorhina . . .« This requires a

comment. I have proved the following facts. The males of Rhizorhina and of HcrpiiUohius

are iwf the larva. The larva fastens itself to the female by a gluey substance, after which

all its muscles etc. are dissolved; the limbs are emptied of their contents and the whole

plasma of the larva contracts and surrounds itself with a new skin , thus forming a male

ivithout limbs, mouth or other external organs, and without visible internal organs except testicles

and their efferent ducts tvhich gradually develop themselves. In the Rhizorhina this male

remains inside the skin of the larva, pushing its remarkable spermatic ducts out through

the hole in front of the mouth of this dead case. In the Herpyllobius the skin af the

larva bursts, the male fastens itself with its front, and the spermatic ducts proceed (behind

the attached end) through the split produced by the bursting of the larval skin. So in

both cases the male is transformed to such a degree as to render a morphological orientation

rather uncertain; at all events, we can no longer speak of »le voisinage de la bouche», as

there is no mouth at all. This description of the male of Herpyllobiidae will also give a

sufficient idea of the immense diiference between this animal and the males of Choniosto-

matid;¥ wliich, moreover, fix their spermatophores on the females in the usual way.

The authors continue: »Chez tous les Sjiheeronellidce , les cauaux g6nitaux males

servent aussi a I'excr^tion d'uue substance c^mentaire avec laquelle le male se fixe sur la

fenielle d'une fagon plus on moins durable. Ce role nouveau et ces connexions singulieres

des canaux g^nitaux constituent a coup sur le trait le plus saillant de la morphologie de la

famille des Sph(eronellid(F, telle que nous la comprenons«, namely Choniostomatidse and Her-

pyllobiidae together. The authors are bold indeed; they do not hesitate to suggest one

hypothesis after another, the second more erroneous than the first. Now, to begin with

Herpjdlobiidse, who has said anything that could justify the statement that the genital organs

of the male secrete the ^iscous substance by which the animal attaches itself? The authors

have seen nothing themselves, and they cannot base their statement on my essay about

Rhizorhina, as I maintain that the larva of tliis animal attaches itself by a gluey matter

proceeding from the mouth before the male is developed and before there is any indication of

genital organs. The male keeps inside the skin of the larva, which remains attached to the

female, and no further fixation talies ])lace^). How then must we qualify the sentence the

authors pronounce as if it were proved? To put it mildly, we can only call it a product

of imagination. — We shall now turn to the second division of their vSphceronellidce^ : the

Choniostomatidse , and here again we shall have an opportunity of considering their above

quoted lines in italics: »Les canaux excr^teurs des glandes g6nitales m^Ies d^bouchent dans

la partie c6phalique de I'animal et dans le voisinage de la bouche«.

') In the HerjiyHobiiis ths male citlaches itself a second time by its front end, but tbe genital aperture

is found at some distance behind this fixation (Entom. Meddel. 1. c. p. 230).

3*
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The authors have proved (1889) that in Aspuloecia the male is hinged by a thread

which proceeds from a hole on the ventral side of the front part of the head: »ce filament

est secr6t6 par deux grosses glandes c6mentaires probablemeut homologues de celles qui

servent a la fixation chez les Cirripedes«. No doubt it is this comparison on wliich they

base their opinion that the genital aperture is found on the head, and also that the spermatic

glands secrete the viscous substance which forms the thread, as these organs are believed

to perform this double function in the Cirripeds^). A slight basis indeed for such remarkable

statements! The observation about the hingement of the male is correct, but then, has the

thread to disappear in order to allow the spermatophores to come out of the hole, or is the

order of the two processes to be inverted, or does the male possess another genital aperture

on its front near the base of the thread? Unfortunately we get no answer to all these

legitimate questions — though indeed we can scarcely imagine any possibility besides these

three. No, the doctrines about the genital aperture on the head and the double function of

the sexual organs in the Choniostomatida; are postulates without any foundation. Within

the family mentioned it is an ordinary phenomenon to iind the male attached by a thread;

this prevents it from being washed away and allows it to creep as far as the tlii-ead can

reach, giving it frequent opportunities to fix its spermatophores on the entrances to the

receptacula seminis. Besides, the genital aperture is not found on the head; in Sphceronella

paradoxa I have been able to prove the existence of two genital apertures at a short

distance from each other on the ventral side of the trunk: from each spermatotheca proceeds

an efferent duct forward and obliquely towards the median line, and these canals open on

the posterior side of the depression between the first pair of trunk-legs, or at least somewhat

behind the basis of tlie maxillipeds. But then, what remains of the hypotheses advanced as

facts by the two authors, that the genital aperture of the male in the Ghoniostomatidae is found on

the head, and that the »canaux g6nitaux« secrete the viscous substance by which the animal

attaches itself? Nothing, ahsolutely nothing \ And what remains of their best proof- based

on these organs — , that Choniostomatidaj and Herpyllobiidse ought to be grouped in one

family? Equally: nothing I except a rather surprising impression of the loose method of the

authors: to establish unreliable conjectures as facts in order to prove an absurdity.

Though I suppose that most readers have now formed a pretty clear idea of the

great differences between the two families, I will give a summary. The likeness between

the two families is limited to the following features: both are parasitic Copepoda, in which

the males are several or many times smaller than the females; in both sexes the body is

small, sub-globular or oblong; the last larval stage of Herpyllobiid* is the fii'st Cyclops

stage, it resembles to a certain degree the larva just coming out of the egg in the Cho-

1) I will not here enter upon criticisms wliicli tiave appeared elsewhere about Darwin's unfortunate

statements upon this subject, nor on Giard's later suggestions concerning Rhizocephala.
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iiiostomatidse. The dift'ereiices between the families will be shown most clearly by giving a

short description of each. In the Choniostomatidae both sexes possess at had antennnlas, a

month with mandibles, maxilliilae and niaxillse, and the males have always maxillipeds, and

they fix their spermatophores on the females in a normal way. The female deposits its eggs

in one or two free lumps or, in most cases, in ovisacs, of wliich at least four or five and

sometimes more than twenty are found; the larvae attach themselves by an adhesive plate

on the forehead and — whether passing through the pupa stage or not — develop them-

selves into animals of eithei- sex. In Herpyllobiidse both sexes lack antenuai, mouth and

appendages; the females project a mysterious body or two ramified tubes into the host

and draw nourishment through these organs. The males project from the anterior part of

their body in advance of the mouth of the larval skin two long spermatic ducts, which are

formed by a secretion in the genital organs, and through these canals nearly the whole sub-

stance of the body , having been transformed in the service of propagation , is transferred

into the female. The female has \\\(y ovisacs; the larva attaches itself by a gluey sub-

stance proceeding from the mouth, and is transformed into a limbless male or female. In

the latter case the animal forms a stalk which pierces the skin of the host, inside which

it dilates and develops into the above-mentioned organ of nutrition. — Whereas the Cho-

niostomatidae, on the whole, fit in well among the other families of parasitic Copepoda, the

Herpyllobiidae remove themselves from the others by a series of very peculiar features,

occupying a more isolated position than any other of the families.

This, I hope, will be sufficient to prove that the juxtaposition by the authors of

the two families in question as sub-divisions of one family, is contrary to all sound classi-

fication. I think also that sufficient light is thrown on the characters and hypotheses of

the authors. The present work being a kind of monograph, I found it necessary to write

tins rather detailed critique of their publication. However, this task has not been at all

pleasant to me, because in another branch, the Epicaridea, they have published works

which must be considered the principal sources of our knowledge about important groups

belonging to tliis large and difficult family. In the interest of the authors and of carci-

nology, as well as for my own sake, I wish they had not published their four, at least not

the two last of their contributions (the preliminary note in 18ii3 and their final essay

1895) about Choniostomatidae. It Avould indeed have been very natural to postpone the

publication of their two last papers , as their material of these animals (whose manipulation

presents considerable technical difficulties) was rather scanty, and as, even as early as 1891,

they know that I was preparing a work based on very abundant material. (I need scarcely

add that the fact of their publishing a report about one species previously to myself atfects

me very little; indeed I might easily have secured this priority by some >preliminary note«).

If, nevertheless, they were intent upon describing their few animals, their researches might

and ought to have been much better, and they ought to have abstained from filling up i-eal
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or imaginary gaps by a number of unproved assertions and unwarranted hypotheses regarding

structure, biology and classitication.

Nowadays many authors have a remarkable weakness for publishing innumerable

immature notes, for building zoological card-houses, drawing up genealogical trees and

in^'enting theories and hypotheses, especially where they know very little. Where they have

ac<iuired considerable knowledge based on thorough study of a large mateiial, as a rule,

they abstain more from hazardous conjectures. One result indeed has been obtained: Zoo-

logy has been encumbered with endless preliminary notes, with papers abounding in faulty

and defective representations and unaccountable postulates and reflections, so as to render

the study of it troublesome to an almost unsurraountable degree.

Jules Bonnikr: Mesultats scienlifiqites de la Campagne du yCaudan' dans le

GoJfe de Gascogne, Aoitt-Sepfemhre 1895. ildriophthalmes. (Ann. de rUniversit6 de Lyon,

1896)^). In an appendix to this valuable work the author describes and figures a new

species, Spharonella sedentaria Bonn., which he has discovered in the branchial cavity of

Cydaspis longkatidata G. 0. Sars of the order Cumacea, in a depth of 9t)0 metres, lat.

44° 5'N., long. 4" 45' E. He found an adult female, four ovisacs and a small specimen,

w^hich he considers to be a young female, but wliich is no doubt a male. The species

belongs to my new genus Homoeoscelis, and comes very close to my IT. minuta. He begins

by describing the small specimen, and his description of its body, the borders of its head,

its antennulse, maxillipeds, trunk-legs and caudal stylets is essentially correct. He also

corrects Salensky's erroneous conception of the caudal stylets as a third pair of legs, but

he has certainly overlooked the maxillulae (comp. my drawings of the males of my species:

pi. II, fig. li— Ik and pi. XIII, fig. If— Ig), which are never wanting in any species ol

the whole family — unless the outer part of the mandibles possibly may be the larger part

of the maxillulie, wliich might indeed be supposed from the drawing. The hairs surrounding

the membranous border of the mouth are overlooked, and the basal joint of the maxills wliich

he mentions (his »maxiilipede interne«) does not exist; what he takes for this joint is no

doubt a part of the sub-median skeleton. As will appear from my subsequent description,

the only feature by which the male and a young female of the same size of the genus

Homoeoscelis can in all cases be distinguished from each other, is the distinctness of the

genital apertures in the female. The author has found no such apertures, and this circum-

stance, as well as the occurrence of the animal together with an adult female, indicates

that it must have been a male. The author's comparison of the female with the small

specimen is correct; only his description of the genital area calls for a few remarks. He

') A special copy of this pajier, kindly sent me by the author, arrived on Febr. lllh 1897, .so that

the present remarks had to be written and inserted in my work when a large part of the fair copy of it

was already written.
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is of the opinidu that each of the geuital apertures is provided with a separate frame, of

which he presents a dr-awing (fig. 5e), but the anterior part of these frames is scarceh'

correct in drawing, as it is not likely to reach up to the »pore de f6condation« (orifice of

the receptaculum seminis) which — we see — here for the first time is proved to exist

in an animal of this family. Neither has he seen the median part of the firm cliitine of

the genital area wliich unites the two »fi-ames«, but it must be pointed out, that without

a special dissection — in which, moreover, a certain amount of practice is desirable —
these details are difficult to discover. The whole description of the two small specimens

is considerably better than the above-mentioned joint work on this family by the same

author and Prof. A. Giard.



III. GENERAL REPRESENTATION OF THE FAMILY.

In order to facilitate the use of this large section it is divided into three chapters, the

first of which contains a general view of the structure and development of the animals,

the second of their habitation, biology and distribution, the third some general observations

about the classification. Each of these chapters contains several sub-divisions.

A. Structure and Development.

a. The Female.

This sex is knowu in all species. The body is nearly always a little flattened —
seldom more than a little; if seen from beloAV or from above it is ovate or globular. The

young specimens are generally much longer than they are broad ; the adults are now a little

longer than they aie broad, now the reverse; sometimes their broadest dimension is a little

in front of, sometimes a little behind the middle. Specimens which are going to lay, or

have commenced laying eggs, are always somewhat — probably as a rule much — larger

than old ones which are emptied of eggs (pi. 6, fig. 3a shows such a female wliich is going

to lay eggs, fig. 3c a female (with a male) wliich is emptied of eggs, both enlarged to

the same scale). In consequence of this evacuation the animals frequently shrink and

become vaguei' of outline. We often happen to see specimens wliich have become crooked

and irregular from pressure, otherwise all the animals are naturally symmetrical. The

size of the adults varies considerably; in most species the diameter of the animal seen

from below is ^/s—IV2 mm. ; it can even decrease to about -3 mm. (Homoeoscelis mediter-

ranea), and Choniosfonia Hansenn G. and B. can obtain a lenglit of 5'3 and a breadth

of 5-5 mm. As a rule there is a certain proportion between the size of the parasite and

that of its host; however, it must be borne in mind that the parasites themselves diff'er

in size according to their habitation in the marsupium or under the carapace; in the latter

place they are compai-atively smaller. As a matter of course, small Ampliipoda cannot
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support laige parat>ites , whereas large species like CalJiopiiif-- Jfrvivsnihis Kr. , Mimftoimf

tyx)ica M. Sai'S and Hippolyte, are inliabited by large animals.

In most species the regular, rounded, ovate or globular shape of the body is inter-

rupted in lioiit or a little behind the anterior margin on the ventral side by a small pro-

truding head, which as a rule is tolerably well defined at the basis. Tn the adults it

is most frequently very small, compared with the trunk; in small, and particularly in

recently hatched specimens (pi. VII, fig. 2 e, and especially pi. Ill, fig. 2 c) it is of a very con-

siderable size. The reason of this difterence is that the haul and Us organic do not grow or

at most grow very little, whereas the trunk greatly increases in size, in order to give room

for the mighty production of eggs. In some forms there is no separate head at all, so that

its (veiy small) organs: antennulae, antennae, mouth, maxillulae, maxillie and maxillipeds, are

situated near each other anteriorly on the ventral side of the vaulted body. In Stenofhochercs

(pi. I) the thorax has two rather small pairs of limbs; in the other genera these limbs are quite

minute or wanting altogether. In Stenothocheres we find a distinctly marked, prominent

abdiimen. — In no species the body shows any vestige of segmentation.

This will give a general idea of the females. In giving a closer description of their

structure I think the best plan is to begin with Spharonella and kindred forms, as the

genus Stenothocheres, though in two important points — the size and development of the

trunk-legs and the existence of an abdomen — more closely related to less transformed Cope-

poda, in other respects is less qualified for serving as base of the description.

I. Homoeoscelis , Sphceronella and Choniostoma. Many species have a prominent,

well defined head: the back, front part and sides are evenly vaulted and pretty well chiti-

nised, and the chitinous border to the front and on the sides stands out a little beyond the

ventral side, which is partly covered by a soft membrane, and has a somewhat concave

surface. Seen from below, the sides of the head are arched posteriorly, for the above-

mentioned protruding lateral borders are somewhat removed from the outline of the head;

they are generally ciliated, whereas the margin of the frontal border is mostly hairless. As

a rule, a narrow, arched, transversal list, or two narrow, parallel lists, proceeding from the

posterior ends of the lateral margins and passing behind the basis of the maxillipeds, forms

or form the posterior limit of the head. Sometimes this list is interrupted at the median

line (pi. Ill, fig. 2c), sometimes it does not reach the lateral margins (pi. VIII, fig. Id).

Choniostoma (pi. XI) at first sight seems to have no distinct head at all , however,

the above-described borders in front, posteriorly and on each side remain, forming a frame

round the soft area, in the middle of which the mouth and its appendages are situated.

The front part of this frame m Chon. Hansenii (pi. XI, fig. 2d) rises a little beyond its sur-

roundings, thus representing the only lemaining part of the anterior and upper surface of

the head.

Sphmr. Acanthozonis (pi. VII, fig. 5a and 5b) presents a fine intermediate form

between Choniostoma Hansenii and the species that have a well defined, prominent head

4
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(illustr. on pi. II to pi. VII etc.). In all species with well-developed head, or at least with

the frame left, we see beliind the frontal margin and inside the lateral parts of the fi-ame

a broad band of thin, soft skin. Somewhat behind the middle of the frontal margin is the

rostrum (proboscis) with antennae and maxillulse, and from this part backward towards, or

quite up to the list beliind the basis of the maxillipeds, we see a system of plates or lists.

This system, which I shall call the mh-niedian skeleton, is partly or all the way divided

into two halves by softer skin along the median line; its structure diifers in nearly every

species; as a rule it expands considerably in the middle of its lateral margins. The inner

margin of the basal joint of the maxillae touches the outer margin of the front part of the

expansion, whereas the maxillipeds are articulated behind the expansion touching the outer

margin of the narrower posterior part of the skeleton.

In several species of the genus Sphreronella, namely Sphwr. microcejihala, S. dispar,

S. insignis, S. Munnopsidis and S. marginata (pi. VIII, tig. 2d; pi. IX, %. 3f and fig. 4c;

pi. X, fig. 4b, and pi. XIII, fig. 6d), there is no separate head and no harder chitinous borders

(only in *S^. marginata and in S. microcephala there is a low border or a transverse list in

front of the mouth (pi. XIII, fig. 6 d, pi. VIII, fig. 2 e)), whereas the sub-median skeleton exists,

strongly developed as a solid plate in S. Munnopsidis (pi. X, fig. 4 b), much reduced in S. dispar

and S. insignis (pi. IX), and particularly so in S. marginata.

The Antennulce. In all species, except the five without separate head and without

frame, the antennulae are well developed, and in these they are articulated to the solid frame,

each at one of the angular points where the lateral margin merges into the frontal margin (comp.

e.g. pi. II, fig. Ih and fig. 3 a, pi. XI, fig. la). Each antennula is usually composed of three

joints, of which the second is generally the shortest, the third the longest. The front angle

of the first joint is mostly provided with two or three shorter or longer setae; the terminal

joint is rather well provided with bristles of different length, among which an olfactory seta

(b) can be frequently pointed out. In the genus Homoeoscelis the antennulae become 2-jointed

by the fusion of the second and third joints (pi. XIII, fig. Id). InSphcer. decorata (pi. VIII,

fig. Be) the first and second joints are coalescent. In Splicer, marginata the antennulae

(pi. Xm, fig. 6d) are constructed as m Homoeoscelis. In the other four species ai Spharonella.,

which are devoid of separate head and of frame, the antennulae are situated at the same

points, but fastened to the thin membrane, besides being shorter and reduced so as to show

only indistinctly separated joints or no division at all.

The Antennce. These organs I have been unable to discover in the species of the

genus Homoeoscelis, and in Sphcer. modesta, S. dispar, S. insignis, S. marginata, S. Munnopsidis

and S. microcephala, whereas they exist in the other species of Sphrrronella and in Chonio-

stoma. They are always placed on the side of the rostrum itself near the margin of its

expanded basal part, and they are always short, slender, generally 3-jointed (e. g. pi. V, fig. 2d),

without hairs and terminating in one shorter or longer seta. In a few species, e. g. Sphcer.

decorata, the number of joints is reduced to two, in Sphcer. antillensis (pi. Ill, fig. 2 c) they are
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ludiinentaiy, Ijointed and have a very short seta, and so they are in the seven remaining

species belonging to the group of Sphcer. Leuchartn Sal. (comp. the systematic part).

The Rostrum. It is always of good size and bluntly conical, or like a cylinder

with dilated base. Its structure is very complex, and we will begin by studying its distal

part, for the representation of which Choniostoma Hansenii (pi. X, fig. 6a and fig. (Jb) will

serve as type. In fig. Ga the cylinder is seen sideways and without the expanded part at

its base. At the margin of the terminal face of the cylinder originates a membrane which

has the shape of a kind of border or very short inverted cone. In looking at it from the

distal end (fig. 6b) we see that the membrane covers the whole tei-minal face, having the

shape of a cup or perhaps rather of a flat funnel, as it leaves an oblong aperture at the

bottom in the centre; tliis is the entrance of the mouth, beyond the margin of which the

points of the mandibles are seen to proceed. In front of the mouth the membrane is divided

in the middle by a deep incision; the opening thus produced is filled by an odd median plate,

on each side of which is another plate which is partly covered by the membrane. In the

illustration these parts are marked d. The membrane is downy at its edge (fig. Gb), and

the whole inner surface of the funnel is covered with peculiar dots, which are smaller near

the edge than towards the centre, and which probably represent tiny knots. Outside the

membrane are seen a number of cylindrical hairs which are sometimes furcate at the apex

(b). They are articulated to the distal edge of the cylinder at the base of the membranous

border and, being longer than its height, proceed somewhat beyond its li^ee margin. When
— as in the present instance — the rostrum is cut off, it is easy enough to see that these

hairs do not exist within the membrane, but only lean against it. In some species, e. g. in

Sphceronella curtipes (pi. X, fig. 2d), the membrane (viz. the free part of it) is considerably

broader, in others narrower, than in Choniostoma Hansenii. The hairs in some species are

much more numerous and much thicker than in others, and they often converge or diverge very

ii-regularly, according to the position they happen to occupy ; in a few species I was not able

to discern them. My figures as a rule are too small to allow of drawing the membrane, but

these hairs are drawn as well as it could be done. It must be observed that the shape of

the mouth varies considerably in specimens of the same species; I have found it more or less

funnel- or cup-shaped, in accordance with the angle formed by the membranous border and

the surrounding hairs against the terminal face. In the systematic part of the present work

the free part of the membrane together with the hairs is called the mouth-border.

The outer surface of the rostrum shows several harder chitinous lists, and when the

rostrum is examined from its distal end, some harder parts are seen thi'ough the semi-dia-

phanous membrane as circles, which are interrupted in front at the median line. In my
opinion the distal part of the rostrum nuist be explained as being a liiglily modified Jahium,

or rather hypopharynx, which forms a kind ot sheath round the mandibles and stretches so

far towards the front that its edges approach very near to each other, and that the above-

mentioned median part marked d. must be considered as the hilinim. However, I am not

4*
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able to account more fully for the stiiicture of these parts and the attachment of the mandibles.

When looking at the rostrum from its distal end (fig. tib), we see them through the inter-

mediate substance, like narrow lists in appearance, the free distal points of which are visible

in the mouth-aperture and are somewhat different in shape on the right and the left

mandible. Departing fiom the points, they turn outward, at the same time running down

the rostrum, their basal end lying inside its walls rather far from the aperture of the mouth.

It is only the distal part of the rostrum which can be considered as formed by the

hypopharynx and the labrum, the proximal part must be cliitine belonging to the ventral side

of the head itself, which here has become cone-shaped or forms the foot and the proximal

part of the cylinder. I draw this conclusion from the fact that the antenna;, where they

are found, proceed from the basal part of the cone or from the foot {Choniostoma, pi. XI,

fig. 2 d), and that the maxillulse are situated on its lateral surfaces (see e. g. pi. X. fig. 6 a, c,

and many illustrations of heads of females seen from below). But these last-mentioned

mouth-organs must be treated separately.

The Maxillnlm are found in all species. Each maxillula consists of a somewhat oblong

plate wliich almost throughout its whole length is coalescent with the middle and the more

proximal part of the rostrum, and in the latter place this coalescence is so complete that it

becomes impossible to distinguish the outline of the proximal part of the maxillula (fig. 6a),

whereas its distal part (c) detaches itself from the lateral siuface of the cylinder. Here it

divides itself into two branches, the anterior of wliich forms, now a shorter or fairly long,

now, and mostly, a very long process, which looks somewhat like a proximally very tliick

and distally more slender seta. The posterior branch has a quite similar structure. These

two more or less setiform processes I consider as the principal branches of the maxillula;

they are never wanting, and as a rule they are somewhat curved (in the specially examined

specimen of Chonio^toma their terminal half was sinuous), and on examining the head from

below, the anterior branch of the maxillula is mostly seen to proceed beyond the foremost

part of the lateral margin of the mouth-border, the posterior branch behind the posterior

part of the same lateral margin, whereas the distal i)art of its plate and the base of the

two branches are covered by the lateral part of the mouth-border, tlu'ough which they can

be seen (e. g. pi. V, fig. 2d and especially fig. 3d). Besides, in most species the maxilla

possesses as an additional branch a process shaped like a stout and usually long seta,

articulated to that part of the maxilla wliich is coalescent with the rostrum , and often so

proximally that, in looking at the head from below, we get the impression that it is situated

outside the basis of the maxilla. The basal part of tliis additional branch is frequently set

off by an articulation. This branch is wanting only in Homoeoxcclis and in the tlu-ee species

of Sphreronella which are parasites on Cumacea, and which have no separate head.

The whole rostrum is movable, so that its distal part with the mouth is turned

more or less forward or backward, now protruding, now receding considerably, wliich

ditferences are seen most distinctly by observing the head sideways, and comparing the
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position of the rostrum witli tlie lateral margins of the head (comp. the rostrum in the

numerous figiu'es of males seen fi-om left side).

The 3Iaxilhe are always (except in one single species mentioned below) well deve-

loped, often very powerful. They are situated far from each other, somewhat beliiud the

base of the rostrum, on the outer margin of the sub-median skeleton, the expansion of

wliich reaches their inner margin and fretiuently extends beliind their posterior margin.

Typically they have three joints, of which the first one is veiy tliick, often not much longer

than broad; the second and third joints together are usually shaped like a slender, distally

somewhat curved cone, which can be folded up like a claw against the oblique terminal

margin of the basal joint, and as a rule these two joints are coalescent, though sometimes

we find them very distinctly separated (e. g. in SphferoneUa insiynis, pi. IX, fig. 4 c). The

basal joint is often provided with one or two protruding knots or taps, and its terminal

margin at the articular membrane is firequently furnished with hairs, or, as in Sphrer.

Munnopsidis, with some peculiar cylindrical bristles or fine processes (pi. X, fig. 4b); in

SphoT. decorata (pi. VIII, fig. 3e) and in S. modesta (pi. IX, fig. 2d) a part of the articular

membrane between the first and the second joint is decorated with I'ather numerous small

chitinous taps. The terminal joint usually ends in a point; in Splicer, dispar (pi. IX, fig. 3f)

the apex is blunt, but has several fine, setiform points. In Sphter. marginata (pi. XIII,

fig. 6 d) the maxillse are qiute rudimentary.

The MaxiUipeds are well developed in SphceroneUa and in Homoeoscelis. They are

ai'ticulated on the posterior part of the sub-median skeleton and are usually somewhat

closer to each other than the two maxillae. They consist typically of four joints, of which

the basal one is thick, very long and always distinctly longer, often much so, than the

others together; these can be folded up against it in a very acute angle. The basal joint

is often decorated with pi'ocesses, spines, rather long hairs, shorter or very short hairs, or

very fine, conical taps; the hairs and taps are arranged in spots, stripes or rings. The

second and third joints are slender, distinctly or indistinctly articulated or quite fused

together without the slightest distinction. The tliird joint has generally on the inner side

of its distal end a spine, which in those species of Spharonella which live on Cumacea,

is provided with fine points, besides being sometimes broad and flat (pi. XIII, fig. 6d). The

last joint is more slender than the others, somewhat curved and often ending in a point

with one or two spines on the inner side behind the point; in most of the Sphm-oneUce

living on Cumacea the joint expands a little towards its somewhat flattened and rounded

extremity, along the nmrgin of which we see numerous fine and short, setiform processes.

A somewhat similar structure is noticed in SphrrroneJhi Mnnnopsidis (pi. X, fig. 4b). In

Sphcer. microcepliala (pi. VIII, fig. 2d) the maxillipeds are weak and c(miparatively rather

small, second and tliird joints coalescent and very short, the last joint very small and

stunted. In the genus Choniostoma the maxillipeds are quite rudimentary (pi. XI, fig. la,g

and fig. 2d), and reduced to two very small or quite diminutive joints.
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Before leaving the head I will mention some peculiar formations, which I am at a loss

to understand. In Sphcer. frontalis we notice at the middle of the frontal margin (pi. VIII,

fig. 1 d) a strange cup-shaped, rather large expansion in which I have been unable to find any

hole which might be the outlet from some gland. In Sphcer. modesta, on the ventral side of

the protruding frontal border, inside its margin we see a square of considerable size (pi. IX,

fig. 2d, x) with rounded corners, which seems to be pierced with rather numerous holes.

The TrnnJc. The body — except the head — of course corresponds to thorax and

abdomen, but in the tliree genera treated here, the latter never appears as a separate part;

we must consider it as being represented by the genital area and its surroundings, which,

however, are not marked by distinct outlines. I beg to give notice that, as a separate

abdomen only appears in the genus Stenothocheres (s. below) and in no other genus of the

whole family, I shall — for practical reasons •— in mentioning and describing all the genera,

except Stenothocheres, always both here and in the systematic part use the word » trunk" for

the whole body, except the head.

The shape of the trunk is mentioned above, for as the head, at least in adult spe-

cimens of most species, is very small, I can refer to my description of the body (p. 24—25).

The skin — except on the genital area — is very thin, often quite naked, sometimes covered

with hairs behind the head, being naked everywhere else, sometimes hairy all over. In several

species the trunk is more hairy during the early, not half-developed stages, than when the

animals have grown to their full size, so e. g. in Splicrr. danica, whose young ones are covered

all over with peculiar thin, flat hairs, whereas the older specimens are either quite naked or

have only a hairy pait behind the head. In Sphmr. Calliopii (pi. Ill, fig. 3 d and fig. 3 g) the

trunk has a rather close coat of very peculiar three-branched hairs growing out from tiny

knots , the middle hair being longer than the two others. In Sphcer. irregularis (pi. XIII,

fig. 5 c and fig. 5 d) somewhat similar two- and three-branched hairs are seen.

In most species the trunk has two pairs of entirely uniform legs, but in a good

number of species (as in Sphcer. microcephala, and in all eight species of the Sphceronella living

on Cumacea and Isopoda) legs are entirely wanting. The legs are placed on the ventral

side, now at some distance within the outline, now at the lateral margin, and as a rule there

is no considerable difference in the distances between the first pair and the head, between

the first and second pairs and between the second pair and the leg-like caudal stylets. In

J3bmoeosce& the legs, though small, are comparatively conspicuous, each apparently consisting

of a diminutive, short and rather thick basal part, from which proceeds a much longer, very

narrow, conical, almost setiforni branch and a pair of very short bristles or a short tap as

an indication of a second branch. In Sphceronella and Choniostoma the legs are nearly always

exceedingly small; in recently hatched or young specimens they are as a rule easy to find,

but as they do not grow, they are often very difficult to point out in adult animals. Each

leg consists of a small cylindrical joint ending in two short setse. In Sphcer. longipes (pi. VII,

fig. 2 a and fig. 2e) only, the legs are somewhat larger, particularly because one of the sette
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is long. In Splicer. Acanthozonis (pi. VII, fig. 5a and fig. 5b) they are reduced to rounded

eminences without setae.

A genital area is found in all species of these three genera, and it is in some cases

much smaller, in others .somewhat larger than the head. In its most developed form it is a

more or less tliickly cliitinised plate, which is sometimes nearly circular [Splxerondla

curtipes, pi. X, fig. 2 e), mostly considerably broader than it is long, and not unfrequently with

a more or less concave anterior or posterior margin. In this plate we find the genital

apertures more or less close to each other, so that the distance between them is nearly

always shorter than the length of each; they are usually placed near the posterior margin,

seldom in the middle or even nearer the anterior margin. Sometimes the central part of

the plate or two rather lateral parts of it are thiu- skinned (pi. II, fig. 3 b), and in this last

case the plate is really reduced to an oval ring with a median longitudinal band. In Sphcer.

Munnopsidis (pi. X, fig. 4 c) the plate is more than tvdce as broad as it is long, and a large

inner part of the same shape as the outline is more thin-skinned; the genital apertures are

placed transversely and somewhat further from each other than the length of each. In other

species the plate is reduced to about two tliirdsof a more or less oval, transverse ring, the

posterior margin of which is close to the genital apertures, whereas the sides are further

removed from them. A further reduction is noticed e. g. in Sphar. frontalis (pi. VII, fig. 6i),

where the more conspicuous parts consist only of a chitinous arch behind and outside each

genital aperture, the two arches yet being connected in the median line. In Splmr. nticro-

cephala (pi. VIII, fig. 2f) the genital area is much longer than it is broad, and the cliitinised

part of it forms a semi-circle which opens towards the front, its two extremities running

forward and forming two rather long, nearly parallel and partly dilated lists. The genital

apertures are — as stated above — nearly always closer to each other than the length of

each, besides they are curved and placed in an oblique direction, so that their convex sides

turn towards each other, and their anterior ends are much closer together than the posterior

ones ; e. g. in Spluer. microcephala , and especially in Sphar. Munnopsidis , these apertui'es

are turned so as to be almost or quite transverse; and in Sphmr. Munnopsidis the distance

between them is greater. Each genital aperture is provided with two chitinous lists, the

lips, of wliich the hindmost one is nearest to the median line and covers the fi'ont part of

the other lip, when the genital aperture is closed. From the outer lip proceeds a strong

muscle outward and obliquely forward, its proximal end being attached to the inner side of

the plate or to the ring mentioned above. The contraction of this muscle pulls outward the

outer lip, thus opening the genital aperture (pi. XI, fig. 4d). Fortius purpose the skin close

outside the outer lip is always thin (in many figures kept in a grey tint) though the sur-

rounding parts may be a pretty hard chitinous plate.

In fi'ont of each genital aperture, at a shorter or longer distance from it, though

always within the genital area, is a very diminutive orifice which forms the entrance to

an oval or somewhat elongate vesicle, the rcceptaculum seminis (pi. I, fig. 3a, !). These two
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orifices are shown only in some of the ilhistrations of the genital i-egion, and they are

often very difficult to find, if one or each of them has not a spermatophore attached to it;

this, however, is rather frequently the case; sometimes we find even two spermatophores, or

at least their stalks, on each orifice (pi. XIII, fig. 1 e). Such a spermatophore is a globular

or ovate vesicle with a stalk twice or three times as long as itself; this stalk — a thin

tube — is attached to the skin closing on the above-mentioned orifice, or sometimes — by

mistake — outside it (pi. IV, fig. 2c, where we find one spermatophore on each orifice and

the stalk of a tliird one outside it). The two receptacula, when filled, have a strong

refraction of light, which as a rule makes them easy to find. Their outlines are traced with

dotted lines in some of the illustrations. — In Splurr. Munno}}sidis I have found in the an-

terior part of the plate two holes (pi. X, fig. 4c, k) corresponding to those in Mytiidion

abyssorum and Aspidoecia (see p. 34— 35).

In the species wliich have trunk-legs there is always a pair of caudal sfylefs shaped

somewhat like the legs. In Homoeoscelis (pi. II and pi. XIII) they are a little thicker and

longer than the legs; in Spluprondla and Choniostoma they consist either of a cylindrical, a

rounded or a triangular joint terminating in two or three setae (which rather frequently fall

off dui-ing the preparation); they are sometimes longer, sometimes shorter than the setae of

the legs (as e.g. pi. VII, fig. 2e). In Sphceronella Acanthosonis each caudal stylet has (me

single rather long seta (pi. VII, fig. 5d). In Sphcer. modesfa, which has no trunk-legs, each

stylet consists of a rather short, thick joint, from the innei' posterior angle of which proceeds

an acute »joint« twice as long but scarcely half as thick, which must be considered as a trans-

formed seta, and outside it are seen one or two simple setae (pi. IX, fig. 2e). Nearly all the

other species which lack trunk-legs are devoid of caudal stylets as well. The place of these

stylets varies much; in most species they are situated close together, either on the plate or

the ring , a little behind the genital apertures , or close behind the posterior mai-gin of the

ring or plate, but in the species belonging to the group of Spliferonella Leud-artii they are

situated pretty far or very far from each other, and also more or less far behind the genital

area (pi. II, fig. 2e and fig. 3 b).

The remarkable fixation oi Sphceronella paradoxa will be described in the systematic

part; here it may be sufficient to draw attention to it.

II. Stenothochercs (pi. I). This genus, comprising two species, deviates considerably from

the tlu-ee recently mentioned genera, and in at least two important features: — lai-ger trunk-legs

with two branches and a separate abdomen — it comes nearer to the less transformed Copepoda.

The body is sub-ovate or nearly globular; its abdomen is comparatively rather small

and prominent posteriorly on the ventral side or on the hind margin itself. It has no separate

head, not even the vestige of a fi-ame (like the one in Choniostoma). The sub-median skeleton

is reduced to a plate in front of each maxilliped (pi. I, fig. le, h and fig. 2f), and this plate

may extend forward like a list between the maxillae and the outside of the rostrum. An-

tennulae, antennae, rostrum, maxillae and maxillipeds occupy a larger space on the ventral
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side of the body tlian in the other genera. The antennulae (fip:. la, a and fig. 2g) are of

medium length, without distinct articulation, they have a few rather short setae, among them

one olfactory (fig. le, b). The antennae (comp. fig. le and fig. 2f) are placed somewhat

obli(|uely outside and in front of the rostrum, but not on its basal part; they are of medium

length, in Sf. Pf)r('(/ii(s(Qg. le, c) probably 3-jointed, with a couple of short terminal setae of

unequal length; in St. Sarsii (fig. 2f, c) they are weak, with indistinct articulation. The lostrum

is on the whole like that in SpheeroneUa, though it must be observed that the mouth-border

is very narro^\'. The maxillulse (fig. le. e) are on the whole like those of SplueroncUa, the

principal branches lather short or of medium length, the additional branch wanting. The maxillse

(fig. la, f; fig. le and fig. 2f) are powerful and do not show any important ditterences from

those species of SphferoneUa which are parasitic on Amphipoda. The same remark can be

applied to the maxillipeds with regard to their structure, but these limbs, compared with

the maxilla', are shorter and slenderer than in most species of Sphceronella, and we may

add that the second and third joints are always fused into one single comparatively short

joint, which at most is a little longer than the pointed terminal joint and lacks the spine

at the distal inner angle, as the terminal joint lacks a spine inside its apex.

The trunk is naked all over (so is the whole body with all its appendages). The

trunk-legs are placed differently from those of the preceding genera; both pairs being

situated on the ventral side at a good distance within the lateral margin, the first pair

(fig. la, m) somewhat behind the middle of the body, and the second pair (fig. la, n) close

in front of the basis of the abdomen. Both pairs, though rather small, are very large

compared with those of the preceding genera. Each leg consists of a peduncle with two

branches not distinctly set off by articulation, and as a rule the outer branch is the longest.

In the first pair the outer branch terminates in two strong setae of unequal length, in the

second one (fig. Ig, u and fig. 2i) each branch apparently consists of two joints, of which

the terminal one is somewhat spine-like, but it must be preferred to consider each branch

as being composed of one joint with a long and very tliick terminal spine.

A comparison between the figures 2a and 2d shows that in the same species the

abdomen may be found more or less distant from the posterior margin on the ventral side

of the trunk, according as the animal is more or less swelled with eggs. The abdomen is

not set off from the trunk by an articulation; it consists of a broad, rather stout basal part

with arched lateral margin (fig. Ig and fig. 2i), and a narrower terminal part with a more

or less deeply incised extremity, which forms two very short and clumsy, badly defined cairdal

stylets (fig. Ig, t), each with four thick setae. The abdomen seen from below (fig. Ig and

fig. 2i), presents near the outer margins of the basal part two very long genital apertures

(g) in their whole or a considerable part of their length ; in the abdomen seen sideways

(fig. 1 h), the genital aperture (g) shows its longest extent, and the muscle which opens it (m)

is directed towards the dorsal side of the abdomen. Fig. Ih also shows a receptaculum

seniinis (r) as a large oblong vesicle, placed a little above the abdomen. I have repeatedly

5
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seen two such receptaciila, but I cannot indicate tlieir external oriiices, as, sti-angely enough,

I have never found sperniatophores on any of the rather numerous specimens I have examined.

III. Mysidion (pi. XI—XII). The head is pretty well defiTied from the trunk, but

so feebly cliitinised in front and at the sides that the frontal and lateral borders are wanting.

The antennuls are much reduced and either 2-jointed or ] -jointed (pi. XII, fig. 2a, and

fig. la, a). Antennae seem to be wanting. Mouth and niaxillulae as in SphmroneUa. The

basal joint of the maxillae has at the inner edge one or two processes, and the appendage

is a powerful prehensile organ. The basal joint of the maxillipeds has irregular outlines.

Trunk-legs and caudal stylets are wanting. There is no genital area: the genital apertures

are situated very far from each otiier (pi. XI, fig. 3 b and fig. 3e); each of them has — besides

the li^ys — its own skeleton, consisting of a list which is semi-circular or forms the larger

part of a defective oval, the longest diameter of which runs parallel with the median line

of the animal, and the opening of which is turned towards this line. The genital aperture

is situated close to the posterior part of the list, and the muscles radiate towards its foremost

part. The receptaculum seminis — odd, as far as I can see — is situated in the median

line, far in front of the genital apertures (pi. XI, fig. 3e). The skin covering it is closely

set with many — as many as twenty-six — spermatophores (s), and betw^een them are seen

stalks of other vanished spermatophores, some of these sticking together in bulks which

cover the skin so completely that, in spite of several attempts, I have been unable to find

the entrance or entrances to the receptaculum seminis. In fig. 3e the letter /• marks recep-

taculum seminis, whicli on each side opens into an obliquely backward running duct, which

I have been able to follow towards the genital aperture (comp. the following genus). In

Mysidion abyssornm I have found in the semi-circle surrounding the genital apertmre a hole

(or perhaps rather a spot, covei-ed with a thin membrane pierced with small holes (pi. XII,

fig. 2b, k) forming the outlet from a gland which I have found, though I have not been

able to examine it more closely, and whose function is incomprehensible to me. — Several

parts of the head of this animal are freciuently covered with a viscous substance, by which

it fastens itself to the marsupium of the host. This substance, in the females as well as in

the males and the larvae, is probably secreted by glands placed in front of the mouth (comp.

the female of the following genus).

IV. Aspidoecia (pi. XII). This genus (one species) approaches very near to Mysidion.

In this place only its most important characters will be mentioned, an exhaustive description

being given in the special part of this work. The body is considerably broader than it is

long, the head is distinctly defined from the trunk and pretty well chitiuised, with rounded

forehead and sides. The front is covered by a large adhesive plate (fig. 3d, s) by which

the animal is attached, this plate at the same time covering the 1-jointed autennulse (fig. 3h, a).

Antennae are wanting; the niaxillulae are very small, without additional branch; the mouth

is normal, but I have found no hairs along the mouth-border; the maxillae are like those in

Sphceronella; maxillipeds are wanting. Trunk-legs and caudal stylets are wanting. Each
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of the genital apertures — as in 3Ii/sidion — has its own list, which in this animal forms

a ring (fig. 31); in the front part of this ring we see a rather large hole (k) which serves

as opening to a gland (comp. Mysid. abijssormn). The genital aperture (g) lies up to the

part of the ring which is turned towards the median plane of the animal. Contrary to

3l!/si(UoH, the distance between the rings varies between being a little greater and very

much smaller than the diameter of each. A long way in fmnt of the genital apertures

we see two knots a little apart from each other (fig. 3g, r', fig. 3e, o) which show as it

were irregular cracks in the thick diitine; no doubt they form the entrances to the recep-

taculum seminis (fig. 3e, r) which is odd, much broader than it is long, and at each side

bends backward, thus continuing as two almost parallel ducts, which are wide, at the

middle sowewhat narrowed, and run to the genital apertures. No spermatophores have

been found.

b. The Male.

Out of my forty-three species I know the males of thirty-two, viz. of all species of

the genera Stenothocheres, Homoeoscelis, Mysidion and Aspidoecia, as well as of twenty-five

out of the thirty-foiu- species of Spheeronella. So in nine species of Sphceronella and in the

two species of Choniostoma the males are still unknown. AVith respect to the latter genus

particularly the gap is keenly felt.

The male is always much smaller than the adult female — as a rule quite dispro-

portionally so. In tlu-ee species only : Splicer, frontalis, S. decorata and (S'. curtipes, its length

exceeds ^/a mm. The largest male I know belongs to S. curtipes and measures '92 mm. in

length and ^/s of tliis size in breadth. In most species the length is about Vi—Vs mm., and

the length somewhat , exceeds the breadth. The smallest normal males I have found in

Aspidoecia Normani, two specimens of which were respectively 147 and -I'SS mm. long.

In Mysidion abyssonim the normal male seems to be about •164 mm. long, though I have

found two perfectly dwarfish specimens, of which one \\'as 099 mm. long — and this is one

of the smallest of adult Copepods hitherto discovered, Imwever, it may be that these two

specimens were recently hatched and had not grown to their full size (s. below under »post-

larval development «). The genus Homoeoscelis shows least difference between the male and

the female, especially H. mediterranea , of which the largest female was -31 mm. long,

•32mm. broad and rather flat, whereas the male was 174 mm. long, -096 mm. broad and

equally tliick. The greatest difference between the sexes I have found in Sphcer. microcephala,

in ^^•hich the largest female was 1 '44 mm. long , of the same breadth and almost perfectly

globular, whereas the male without counting the rostrum was •18 mm. long, 15 mm. broad

and ab. -11 mm. thick, wliich gives a volume of between 800—1000 times smaller than

the female.

The body, as a rule, is somewhat longer than brcKid, and seen from below, varying

from sub -globular to an elongate oval, seen sideways, the back is strongly vaulted, the

5*
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ventral side almost flat, and the animal is nearly always somewhat broader than it is thick.

In the genus Homoeoscelis (pi. II and pi. XIII) as in Sphcpv. curtipes (pi. X, fig. 2f and fig. 2g)

the body is much longer than it is broad, the length varying from P/s to a little more than

twice the breadth: besides, in S. curtijjes it is curved, so that, seen from the side, it presents

a moderately concave ventral outline. The length of the head varies between a little more

and a little less than half of the total length, in S^jheer. frontalis (}^l VII, fig. 6a—6 b) it does

not take up a third part. The body is usually broadest somewhat behind or almost on a

line with the base of the maxillipeds. In S2)h(r): modesfa{p\. IX, fig. 2f) the greatest breadth

lies before the middle of the maxillae; in several species it is rather far behind the head,

and in this case the trunk is somewhat or much larger than the head, viz. in Sphrey. Bonnieri

(pi. VII, fig. la), in S. frontalis (pi. VII, fig. 6a) and in Mysidion abyssorum (pi. XII. fig. 2e).

A distinct abdomen is found only in the genus Stenothocheres. Antennulae, anteuna, rostrum,

maxillulse, maxillae and maxillipeds are much like those of the female, still we find a number

of minor differences which must be mentioned. Trunk-legs and caudal stylets are well

developed in all the species whose females possess these organs, though as a rule they differ

very much in the two sexes, and they are also found in a few species, as Sphcer. microcephala

and S. modesta, whose females lack both trunk-legs and caudal stylets, or only trunk-legs.

In Splmr. dispar, S. insignis, S. marginata, as well as in the genera Mysidion and Aspidoecia,

the males have not the slightest rudiment either of trunk-legs or of caudal stylets.

In the genus Stenothocheres the autennulae, the antennje, the rostrum and the mouth-

appendages are situated on the foremost rather flatly vaulted part of the ventral side of the

body. In all the other genera the surrounding of the rostrum and the mouth-appendages in

front and at the sides lie moi-e or less deep and are limited anteriorly by an outstanding

border, which is frequently rather high or forms a slanting plate, at the sides by very

conspicuous lateral borders, which usually run nearly parallel from the front towards the

base of the maxillae, whence they curve more or less outward towards the lateral margins

of the animal and vanish somewhat behind the base of the nmxilli[ieds. The shape of these

lateral borders is rather variable and ditficult to describe, but the numerous illustrations

will show two outstanding rounded plates bending like a cape towards the ])ase of the

maxillse, and outside these protruding borders we can always see something of the slanting

lateral surfaces of the head, when looking at the animal from the ventral side. The frontal

border is sometimes distinctly separated from the lateral ones, but it usually foinis a direct

or nearly direct continuation of them ; in most forms it is evenly curved ; in Sphay. elegantida

(pi. II, fig. 2f) and in kindred species it has a deep incision on each side, by which the

frontal plate is divided into a large, median, almost square pan and two much smaller

rounded lateral lobes. In Sphmr. Calliopii(\)\.lll,^g.'6\\) the frontal margin is divided into

six lobes, in S. decorata (pi. VIII, fig. 3f) the frontal plate is much elongated, with the

anterior end cut off transversely and with several incisions, one in the middle and two on

each side, by wliich it is divided into four square and two low triangular lobes, all of wliich.
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bear small si)init'orm processes on their outer margin. In Splicer, dispar (pi. IX, fig. 3 h) and

in Spheer. insignis (pi. X, flg. 1 b and fig. 1 c) the frontal plate expands in a most peculiar

way. Seen from below, the head tapers very much towards the front, whereupon it dilates

to an almost circular plate oi' a transverse oval with acute lateral angles; the sides and the

front margin of the circular plate and the front margin of the oval project into a series of

closely situated spiniform little processes ; on the ventral side of the plate we see a chitinous

ring, fi'om the inner edge of which four processes run towards the centre; in S. dixpar these

processes do not meet, but form the surroundings of a cross-shaped space, whereas in S. insig-

nis they meet in the centre, thus forming a cross, and dividing the space into four parts,

(wliich perhaps are pierced with small holes). The purpose of tliis peculiar ring is un-

known to me.

The part surrounded by the protruding frontal and lateral borders frequently lies

very deep, and where the lateral borders are liigh, sometimes, as in Splicer, curtipes (pi .X,

fig. 2 f and fig. 2 g), they hide the rostrum and the maxillie , if the animal is seen fi'om the

side; as a rule a lateral view shows these organs in almost their whole, or in half of their

length. Sevei-al males of the same species may show great individual difference in tliis

point, whereas on the other hand, there are species, as e. g. Splicer, curtipes, in which the

rostrum and the maxillis are always partly invisible because of the height of the lateral

borders, in other species again, as in Splmr. microcepliala (pi. VIII, fig. 2 g and fig. 2 h), the

borders are so low, that the above-mentioned organs are always visible in nearly their

whole length.

The suh-median skeleton, which is found in all females and has been described as

far as this sex is concerned, is also seen in all males, and in most respects shows a similar

structiu'e, but in most species of the genus SphceroneUa it is produced into free processes.

Three pairs of such processes may be found. Those of the first pair are usually rather short

and broad, sometimes rounded, in S. microcepliala (pi. VIII, fig. 2 g and fig. 2 h, i) pretty

long, slender and pointed, being situated behind or beloAV the basis of the maxiUte; some-

times, as in S. elegantula (pi. II. fig. 2 f and fig. 2 g), they extend backward over the basal

part of the maxillipeds. The second pair of processes are found most frequently, and may

become much longer than any of the other two pairs; they proceed at a shorter or longer

distance from each other between the maxillipeds, and are sometimes parallel, sometimes or

mostly diverging. The tliird pair appears in very few species only, as in S. paradoxa

(pi. Ill, fig. 4h and fig. 4i), in S. Metopa? and in S. HolhoUi (both on pi. V.); they proceed

between and a little beliind the second pair and are much shorter than these ones. In the

systematic desci'iption of the species I use the terms: first, second and third pair, in speaking

of these processes.

Tiie Antennulce are found in all species ; in Stenothoclieres they are situated in front

of and outside the antennae, in all other forms they are found on the lateral margins of the

head, where these merge into the frontal margin. They are constructed much like those of
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the females, e. g. where the anteniiulse of the females are well developed and 3-joiiited, those

of the males ai'e equally so, and where they are reduced in size or in number of joints, we

generally — though not alwa}^s {Sphmr. microcephala, Mysidion commune) — find a similar

reduction in tlie male. In Sphmr. microcephala (pi. VIII) the antennuhe of the female are

very short and l-jointed, those of the male long and likewise without distinct articulation.

In Mysidion commune (pi. XI and pi. XII) those of the female are very short and l-jointed,

those of the male short and 2-jointed. Their bristles are much the same as in the female,

and they have frequently a rather conspicuous olfactory seta. The greatest reduction is noticed

in Aapidoecia (pi. XII, fig, 3 k and fig. 3 1), the antennulae of which consists of a very short,

naked joint terminating in an olfactory seta wldch is several times longer than the antennula.

The Antennte are altogether so like those of the female that a special description of

them is superfluous; where they are wanting or reduced in the female, they are equally so

in the male.

The Itostrum is very like that of the female, but seems now and then to be longer

and more slender; in Sphrer. microcephcda it is much longer than that of the female (pi. VIII).

In several species, e. g. in SpJuvr. modesta (pi. IX), the mouth-border is much broader, its

hairs at least are considerably longer in the male than in the female.

The Maxillul(B are always found and are constructed like those of the female. In

dissecting the head of a male of Sphmr. frontalis I found that, in addition to the two long —
though unequally long — principal branches and the long additional branch, the maxillula

of this animal possesses a fourth shorter one (pi. VII, fig. 6 d), which proceeds within the

base of the anterior principal branch. As this supplementary branch is not likely to be

discovered without undertaking a dissection expressly for this purpose, I cannot tell whether

it is found in the female as well; without dissecting the rostrum I have looked for it in

vain in the female as well as in both sexes of other species of SphmroneUa. Fig. 41 in

pi. III. will give a good idea of the rostrum with antennaB and maxillulse in a male which

possesses all these organs in their typical form.

Tlte 3Ia:rillce are well developed in nearly all species and are in the main constructed

like those of the females; sometimes they are somewhat smaller, sometimes rather larger, in

Aspidoecia (pi. XII) much larger. Occasionally we find differences of detail in the two

sexes; in Sphmr. capensis the basal joint of the male has at its distal end, where the inner

and the posteiior side meet, a rather high, prominent plate, the margin of which runs out

into spiniform processes (pi. VI, fig. 1 c and fig. 1 d) ; tliis excrescence is wanting in the female.

In the male of Sphcer. insiynis the posterior side of the basal joint is provided with a conside-

rable number of peculiar processes (pi. X, fig. 1 c) which the female lacks. In Sphmr. margi-

nata (pi. XIII) whose female has rudimentary maxillae, these organs in tlie male have about

the same general shape and size as in kindred species, but all three joints are fused together.

The Maxillipeds are well developed in all species and essentially like those of the

females, though in the male the basal joint is frequently provided with haiis, and also some-
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times w'itli i)r(icesses, whereas in the female there are no processes and fewer or no hairs

etc. In Mysidion cominimc the male possesses on the outer side of the basal joint a knot-

like excrescence and a process of very considerable size (pi. XI, fig. 3 g and fig. 3 h), and

its second joint has a conspicuous process, all of wliich are wanting in the female. In Asiu-

doecia (\i\. XII) the female lacks maxillipeds; in the male, though somewhat smaller than

usual, they are well developed: the basal joint is much as in Stpnothochcres, but the second

joint, wliich as in several other forms consists of two completely fused joints, is exceedingly

short, somewhat shorter than the terminal joint.

Tnml-h'()ti and caudal stylets. The occurrence of these organs is mentioned above

on p. 30. In Homoeoscelis (pi. II and pi. XIII) there is but a slight difference between

the two similarly shaped pairs of trunk-legs and the caudal stylets, and as both are like

those of the female, they do not require further mention; we shall only add that they are

sometimes rather larger than, sometimes of the same size as those in the other sex. In Stenotho-

cheres (pi. I) the trunk-legs are very similar to those of the female and of almost equal size,

however, as the trunk of the female is large, that of the male small, of course the legs of the

latter are much more conspicuous and appear larger. In the male the basal part of the legs

stands more out from the body, and the longer robust terminal spine on the outer branch is

longer than in the female; the other differences are insignificant. Thus, in Stenothocheres

Sarsii the spine on the inner branch of the second pair of legs is curved like a hook, in

Sfen. egreghis it is less curved, and in the illustrated specimen the right and the left spine

curve differently. Behind and above the basis of the second pair of legs both species show

two considerable spines wliich are situated close together on a small projection; I should

tliink they might possibly be considered as rudiments of a tliird pair of legs, but I do not

presume to have any definite opinion about the matter: The abdomen is small, with short,

distinct, rather broad stjdets, not set oft' by an articulation, and each provided with four

spines, of which the two innermost are the longest and tliickest.

In Sphceronella, as a rule, there is a great difterence between the two pairs of trunk-

legs and between each of these and the caudal stylets. The shape and size of the trunk-

legs vary much according to the species, and the appearance of the legs as well as of the

stylets presents very great variation on account of the very different length of their terminal

setae. In this genus the first pair of legs usually originates outside and behind the basis of

the maxillipeds, nearly in the middle between the lateral margins and the median line of the

trunk, at the bottom of a pretty broad transverse depression. Each leg consists of a basal

part, a peduncle, differing much in length and breadth (sometimes, as in iS/j/fcfr. intermedia

(pi. V, fig. 3 f and fig. 3 g), this part in exceedingly large) , and of two branches, one of

which is generally longer than the other, sometimes the one is wanting altogether. As a rule,

none of the branches are articulated on the peduncle, and frequently one or both of them

terminate in setse, one of which is longer than the others, the one on the outer branch

often exceedingly long, occasionally half as long as the whole animal. The second pair of
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leg's is situated at or behind the middle of the trunk, and if seen from below, near or on

the lateral margin; as a rule it is shorter than the iirst pair, the peduncle is not much

thicker than the i-ather short inner branch, whereas the outer branch — if there is one —
is triangular and often ends in a short seta. The terminal setae of the inner branch vary

as much in length as those of tlie outer bi-anches of the first pair of legs, and one of them

can attain to half the length of the animal. The caudal stylets are usually situated rather

close to each other, most frequently near the posterior end of the body, sometimes very much

to the front about at the middle of the trunk, especially where it is very large, as in Sphcer.

Bonnieri and in S. frontalis (pi. VII) ; in the latter species they even appear in fi-ont of the

second pair of legs. Both stjdets as a rule are rather short, sometimes very short, nearly

cylindrical; one terminal seta on each stylet is often rather or very long, occasionally excee-

ding in length the above-mentioned long setae on the trunk-legs. — Several species of

Sphaironella deviate now in one, now in more respects, fi'om this description which is based

on the main bulk of the species. In Sphcer. modesta (pi. IX, fig. 2 f and fig. 2 h) the first,

and especially the second pair of legs are considerably reduced in size etc., whereas the

caudal stylets are comparatively large and constructed like those of the female (see above).

In S. (kcorafa (pi. VIII, fig. 3 f and fig. 3 g) the two pairs of trunk-legs are very much

alike, each leg consisting of a short basal part with two short branches, and each branch

ending in a thick, but rather short seta; caudal stylets are wanting. Concerning S.microce-

phaJa (pi. VIII, fig. 2g and 2h) which deviates considerably and is ditticult to understand,

I refer to my description in the systematic part of tliis woi'k. In *S'. cmiipes (pi. X, fig. 2 f

and fig. 2 g) both pairs of legs are very small, slender and 2-jointed, the caudal stylets are

quite minute and situated far from each other on the posterior margin of a long and broad,

but not much projecting eminence, the posterior angles of which are decorated with peculiar

rounded processes and knots (might the whole formation possibly be a reduced abdomen?).

It has been mentioned already that trunk-legs and caudal stylets have disappeared altogether

in several species of SpJimronella as well as in Mysidion and Aspidoecia.

In the species belonging to Stenothocheres and Aspidoecia the . body of the male is

quite naked, whereas all the other species are more or less clothed with hairs. In not

a few species the frontal margin is furnished with very short hairs or with fine spiniform

processes (the species of SphceroneUa which live as parasites on Cumacea). In nearly all

species the margin of the lateral borders of the head are trimmed with a series or a stripe

of hairs usually of medium length, which as a rule extends towards the front in a curve

round the base of the antennulse, ending just in front of it
;
posteriorly it follows the lateral

margin up to its curved extremity, whence (or a little in front of it) the stripe continues

across the sides and the back, now straight on, now curving or in a broken line, now advan-

cing, now receding obliquely. This line I consider as forming the boundary between the

head and the trunk, its hairs being now very long (pi. Ill, fig. 3 i
;

pi. VI, fig. 1 d), now of

the same length as those which cover the sides of the trunk. Sometimes (e. g. pi. IV, fig. 3 h)
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we see instead of a single line a wider or narrower band of hair going fi'oni the posterior

extremity of the lateral margin up across the back, and behind this line or hand is a larger

or smaller transverse naked area , whereas the other parts of the trunk : the back, the sides,

the posterior extremity and the ventral siu'face, are closely coveied with shorter or longer

hairs, with the exception of a transverse band in fiont between the first pair of legs — and

frequently their surroundings — which is naked. These hairs are usually simple ; in Splicer,

frontalis (pi. VII, fig. 6 a, fig. 6 b and fig. 6 h) and in Mysidion commune (pi. XI, fig. 3 g and

fig. 3 h) the trunk is closely covered all over with transverse minute knots, each of which

bears several (in S. frontalis at least many of them ten) fine hairs. In Sphcer. Giardii the

trunk is covered with 2- or 3-branched hairs similar to those mentioned above in the

female of jS'. CaUiopii and in S. irreyidaris. In the male of S. CnUiopU (pi. Ill, fig. 3 h

and fig. 3 i) the hairs of the boundary line between the head and the ti-unk are particularly

long, whereas the dorsal suiface and the posterior extremity are covered -nith fine dots

resembling the roots of hairs, though I have been unable to find any hairs, and across the

back to the exterior angles of the first pair of legs we find a narrow, naked band; the

ventral surface behind the caudal stylets is provided with ordinary hairs. In Sphar. microce-

phala (pi. Vni, fig. 2 g and fig. 2 h) the hair-covering is less developed than in any of the

other species, as only the hindmost part of the lateral borders of the head and the ventral

surface of the trunk are covered with hairs, the other pai'ts of the body being naked. In a

few species we find hairs in front of the base of the maxillipeds, and in Splicer, cliinensis

(pi. m., fig. 1 a) and kindred species there is a bunch or a short band of hairs outside the

base of the maxillulse.

As to the internal structure of the male I confine myself to the following observa-

tions. In a well-preserved specimen we usually perceive through the transparent skin two

larger or smaller globular bodies in the middle of the trunk or somewhat more to the front;

in Stenofliocheres they are situated close to the front of the abdomen behind the base of the

second pair of legs. I will call these bodies spermatotheccp, though I cannot make out

whether they have really the function of such organs, or whether they are the testicles them-

selves. I have illustrated them in several forms, as Splurr. paradoxa (pi. Ill, fig. 4 h, q),

*S^. capensis (pi. VI, fig. 1 c), S. Bonnieri (pi. VII, fig. 1 a, q), S. frontedis (pi. VII, fig. 6 a, q)

and Mysidion commune (pi. XI, fig. 3 g, q); in this last species the spermatothecae are

particularly large and obliquely situated (probably a case of anomaly or of accidental pressure

in the figured specimen, for in the next species: Mysidion ahyssorum (pi. XII, fig. 2 c, q)

they are normal). In Aspidorcia Normani the specimen illustrated (pi. XII, fig. 3 k) showed

a single, but very large spermatotheca (q), but in a couple of other specimens I saw two

considerably smaller and normally situated spermatothecae. In Splicer, paradoxa I succeeded in

finding the genital apertures very close to each other on the posterior wall of the depression

which runs across the fi'ont part of the trunk on its ventral surface. From each spermato-

theca a rather short duct goes forward and obliciuely towards the median line to its apertuie.

6
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In HomoeosccUg mimita (pi. II, fig. 1 i and fig. 1 k) I have found the rather small spennato-

thecse (though they are not illustrated) close together in the line between the hindmost pair

of trunk-legs, and I think I have found the two genital apertures in close proximity in the

posterior wall of the ventral depression — which is particularly conspicuous in fig. Ik —
in a line between the iirst pair of legs.

In a number of species belonging to SjihreroneUa I have found a most peculiar struc-

ture beneath the larger part of the skin of the head at its back and sides. It appeared most

distinctly in S. paradoxn, where I saw very plainly beneath the skin a single layer of

rather large hollow spaces; fig. 4k in pi. Ill is drawn to the same scale of enlargement

as fig. 4 i and shows the skin and two rows of the afore-mentioned hollow spaces beside

each other. In S. Metopw (pi. IV, fig. 3 i) the spaces were filled and appeared in outline

as shown in the illustration.

The males are sometimes liinged on the females, but much more frequently on the

gills or on the marsupial plates of the host by a thread which proceeds from the median

line of the front close in advance of the rostrum. This thread is secreted by a gland or

glands and can presumably be produced by the males of all species. The shortest tlu-ead I

found in Homoeoscelis minnta, in two specimens, in one of which its length was similar to

that of the first joint of the maxilliped, in the other somewhat shorter. In e. g. Spheer. para-

doxa (pi. Ill, fig. 4 h, s) the thread is about ^/s of the length of the animal, in Sfenothocheres

Sarsii (pi. I, fig. 2 k, s) a little shorter and in S. abi/sui (pi. IV, fig. 2 d) even a little longer

than the whole animal. I found the longest thread in a specimen of Aspidoecia Normani,

where it was between twice and three times as long as the animal, whereas in the spe-

cimen illustrated in pi. XII, fig. 3 k it was scarcely half as long as the male. Tlris last

instance shows that the length of the thread can vary very much in the same species, but

this is not usually the case, as in some species a shorter, in others a long tlu-ead is always

found. In all the above-mentioned and in several other species the tln-ead is always simple

and cylindrical, generally a little dilated towards the distal end by which it attaches itself,

and not unfrequently the end is expanded into a disk. Deviating forms of this tliread are

met with in the species of the genus Mysidion, and especially in the species wliicli I have

placed together below under the heading of the SpJueroneUa LeucJcarHi-grou]). In Mymlion

the proximal part of the thread is simple, the distal part appears in two varieties; either,

as in Mysidion abyssorum (pi. XII, fig. 2 g), it shows two considerable fusiform expansions,

the middle parts of which are each surrounded by a peculiar collar-shaped ring, or, as in

Mysidion commune (pi. XI, fig. 3h, s), the apical part is very tliick and above it the

thread dilates still more and becomes fusiform; its widest part has a collar-like ring, and

a similar ring surrounds it somewhat higher up, where the tliread is only half as wide. In

the species belonging to the SpJuer. Leuckartii-gvon^ we often find the male hinged by a thread

which varies in extent between nearly half and almost the full length of the animal, and is

constructed in the following way: it is divided into two parts, either of equal length, or
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the proximal part longer than the distal one, the former ending in a thick, bell-shaped and

thick-skinned, hairy expansion (pi. II, fig. 4 b); the distal part comes out of the bell in

which its extremity forms a little ball; its other extremity expands into a disk wliich is

glued on to the Amphipod. I have found several of such threads and examined them as

carefully as possible, but it is quite incomprehensible to me how the animal has been

capable of producing them.

c. The Ovisacs and the Development of the Eggs.

1. The Ovisacs. Of forty-one species the ovisacs have been found, and only in

two species of SjjhceroneUa they are unknown to me. In the two species of the genus

Stenothocheres they differ so much from those met with in the other genera, that I prefer to

leave out this genus for the present, setting it aside for separate treatment.

In Homoeoscelis, SjjhceroneUa, Choniosfonm, 3Ii/si(lio>i and Aspidofcia each female

deposes several — no doubt at least foui- or five — or many ovisacs, wliich, if not deformed

by pressure, are sub-globular, oval or, in Mi/sidion, of a short pyriform shape. In Homoeo-

scelis minuta, of which I have examined a large material, I can assert that the female

deposes at most eight ovisacs, though usually but five to seven are found; in Choniostoma

the maximum seems to be twelve, in Aspiduccia thirteen to fourteen, in Mt/sidion seventeen

or still more. In the numerous species of Sphmronella which live in the marsupium of

Ampliipoda, I cannot indicate the maximum of the ovisacs, partly because my material of

each particular species is too small, or because not ixnfi'equently a couple or more of females

are lodged in the same marsupium, partly because, in many cases, one cannot be certain

that some of the sacs have not been washed away. Better information can be given about

some species living in the marsupium of Isopoda and Cumacea: in Splim-. Munnopsidis I

found one female with twenty ovisacs, in 8. decorata the same number, in one specimen

of S. modesfa twenty-two, in another fiveiifif-eic/ht ovisacs, all laid by one single female.

Tliis latter number may be supposed to be about the maximum, not only in the above-

mentioned species, but in the whole family. It is very difficult to indicate the smallest

number of ovisacs made by normal females of the different species, as, for one tiling, it has

to be ascertained, whether the specimen in hand has altogether finished laying eggs, and a

considerable material has to be examined for this purpose alone; still, though I have not

done this, I think I can say that the number is never less than four or five, perhaps seldom

less than five or six. In all five genera each ovisac is smoothly rounded, its eggs being

as usual enclosed in a common membrane. In Homoeoscelis, Sphceronella and Choniostoma

all ovisacs are deposed freely witJiout being attached to the female or having any real

connection ivith eacli other. Indeed, we see rather frequently some, or many, of the

ovisacs sticking together, or one, or several of them, adhering somewhere to the body

of the female; however, this kind of adhesion is of a secondary, quite unimportant nature,

6"
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and is certainly owing to the fact that the membrane surrounding the ovisac was not

sufficiently stift'ened, when — or shortly after — the ovisac was laid. In Mysidion and

Aspidoecia all ovisacs, from the moment they are laid till the larvae have swum out, are

hinged to the lips of the yenitaJ apertures by stalks, wliich are rather short (in Mysidion),

or very short (in Aspidoecia), so that we see pretty frequently six to seven, or sometimes

more ovisacs lunged at one genital aperture (pi. XI, fig. 3 b); fig. 2 b in pi. XU shows

how the lips of the genital aperture and the part beliind them are covered by a plate formed

of a coagulated viscous substance, from which the stalks of the ovisacs proceed; the plate

must be considered as the coalescent basal parts of the stalks.

The genus Stenothocheres deviates considerably fi-om the other genera, but unfor-

tunately I am not prepared to represent its conditions as precisely as I should Uke to do.

Of one of its two species I have seen but one single female with eggs, of the other [St.

egregius) my material is indeed very abundant, but not particularly good, some of it being

very old, and most of it, though of later date, having slu-unk somewhat, because its hosts

— wliile still alive — had been put into too strong spirit. In many cases I only found a

single lump of eggs, wliich was rather larger, or considerably larger than the female, had

no regular form, and was not surrounded by a common membrane. Sometimes, but not

always, tliis lump seems to consist of two — seldom three — smaller coalescent lumps;

foui' instances were of a more instructive nature. A female of St. Sarsii showed two lumps

of about equal size, one of which was free, the other (no doubt accidentally) adliering to the

female. One of them is illustrated in pi. I, fig. 2 c, wliich shows the irregular shape and

want of a common membrane, as well as the size in proportion to the largest female which

is illustrated in fig. 2 a and magnified to the same scale. The tlu-ee other cases have been

observed in St. egregius; in all of them the female had doubtless finished laying eggs. In

one case two smaller, short oval lumps were glued together at their extremities, one con-

taining seven, the other nine eggs; in the second there were two lumps, one of them a

little larger, the other a little smaller than the female; in the tliird case there was an

oblong lump containing ten eggs, the young animals of which were a little more than half-

developed, six to seven larvae wliich were about to break out of the shells, and thirteen

free larvae; all tliis indicated that the eggs had been laid at intervals. It seems probable,

on the whole, that the eggs are not laid all at the same time, but successively, though the

intervals must be rather short, whereas the ovisacs, at least in most and probably in

all the other genera, are deposed at rather considerable intervals; tliis is easily seen from

the fact that among ovisacs deposed by the same female, we often find one or two wliich

have evidently been laid recently, whereas some others contain more or less developed larvae.

"We sum up our observations in the following statement, that in Stenothocheres the eggs are

deposed in one single large and free lump, or in a couple of smaller and free lumps of

irregular form and wthout the common membrane which belongs to a proper ovisac; and

finally, it seems rather probable that the eggs are not laid all at the same time.
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We have now to deal with several other questions, some of which are difficult to

answer definitely, namely: the size of the ovisacs compared with that of the females in the

different species, their relative size in females of the same species and of different species,

the number and size of the eggs in the ovisacs of the different species, and the fertility of

each species. Here, however, we at once meet two difficulties: the one mentioned above

on p. 24, that shortly before her laying eggs the female is always somewhat (and no doubt

usually much) larger than after it, and in most cases it is quite impossible to prociu-e spe-

cimens wliich are going to lay eggs, such as have half done and such as have (luite done

laying eggs; most frequently one only finds ti'om two to five specimens altogether, all of

wliich have half done or quite done, or else one or two of them are not full-grown ; besides,

an ovisac is somewhat smaller when it has just been laid, than later on, when the larvEe

break out of it, for during the development the ovisac increases somewhat in size,

getting at the same time less firm, as each egg, wliich is always globular or polyhedrons

at the beginning, becomes elongated. Making allowance for this fact, it is seen that in

most species there is not usually much difference between the sizes of the ovisacs deposed

by the same female, whereas in some species the ovisacs often, though not always, differ

very much in dimension (pi. X, fig. 4a; pi. XI, fig. 3c). -There is a great difference, on

the other hand, between the average size of the ovisacs compared with the adult females of

each species ; comp. e. g. the proportion between fig. 3 a and fig. 3 c in pi. ILL with that

between fig. 4 a and fig. 4 d in the same pi. Of coui'se, we may say that as a rule the

ovisacs are comparatively smaller in the species which depose a very large number of them

than in those which lay rather few, yet even in these the ovisacs sometimes do not exceed

middle size. In the species whose females are large, as a matter of covu'se, the ovisacs are

much larger than in the small species.

The number of eggs contained in the ovisacs natiu-ally depends on the size both of

the eggs and of the sacs. It is true, I have not measured the eggs of various forms, but

as I know the larvae that come out of the eggs in more than half of my species, as the

length of these larvae varies between about •15 mm. and 30 mm. only, and as they show no

relatively great difterences either of breadth or thickness, I possess a pretty accurate standard

for judging the relative size of the eggs, for, evidently, the largest eggs (judging li-om the

larvae: those of Splicer, decorata and of the genus Choniostoma) cannot be much more than

double the diameter of the smallest (in the genus Homoeoscelis). The further result is, that

in the species whose females are very small, as Stenolhocheres egregius (pi. I), Homoeoscelis

minuta (pi. II), and especially in Horn, mediterranea (pi. XIII), the eggs must by very large

compared with the females, whereas the eggs must be proportionally small where the females

are very large, as in Splicer. CalUopii (pi. Ill) and in the two species of Choniostoma

(pi. X and pi. XI). That these statements agree with facts appears very clearly from the

illustrations of the eggs and females of the above-mentioned species; — it must be borne
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in mind that the female and eggs of the same species are always illustrated enlarged on

the same scale.

As the ditference of size between the very small species (or rather those whose

adult females are very small), as Homoeoscdis minuta and H. mediferranea , and the very

large ones, as Choniosfonm mirahile and Ch. Hansenii, is exceedingly great (s. above p. 24),

and the ditference between the eggs not being greater as just stated, it follows that, with

equal proportion between fertility and volume, the large species lays manifold more eggs

than the small one. To abide by our example: the number of ovisacs in Homoeoscelis

amounting to about eight , in Choniostoma to about twelve , it is evident that in the small

species we find few, in the large ones numerous eggs in each ovisac, and this fact is indeed

proved by the following figures: in an ovisac of Homoeoscelis m,inuta are found only about

14 to 18 eggs, in H. mediterrnnea no more than about 6 to 10, whereas in a middle-sized

o\isac of Choniostoma mirahile I have counted 10.)7 eggs. If, in a smaller species, as e. g.

Sj)hcer. dispar and S. modesta, the number of ovisacs increases to about twenty, or, as in the

latter species, to about twenty-eight, the quantity of eggs contained in an ovisac is naturally

rather small (pi. IX, fig. 3 e, fig. 3 c and fig. 2 c), whereas ' in the gigantic Splicer. Miinnopsidis,

of which species one specimen ^ consisting only of a half-emptied skin — was about o mm.

in diameter, the number of ovisacs may indeed amount to twenty, still the average number

of eggs in each ovisac (in this species I have found gieat variety in the size of ovisacs of

the same specimen) is nevertheless very great, as is slio\^ni quite distinctly in fig. 4a on pi. X.

The entire bulk of eggs deposed by a female — as stated above — is always larger

than the animal itself after it has laid them, and it is often so marvellously large, compared

with the female, that we hardly understand the possibility of it (s. pi. XI, fig. 3a). This

state of things, however, may be partly explained by the fact that the ovisacs are deposed

at certain intervals (about a possible deviation in SteHothocheres, see above), and that conse-

quently the eggs can be gradually developed in the female. If we find seven or eight

ovisacs in a female, the development of at least one or two of these is nearly always so

far advanced, that the larvse are in the Naiqilius stage; where ten or eleven, or still

more, ovisacs are found, one or two of these usually contain almost or quite full-grown

larvae. The length of time which elapses between the laying of the first and of the

last ovisac ni specimens containing a large number of these sacs, as Spluer. decorata

and the other species living in the marsupium of Cumacea, seems to be about equal

to that which the first laid ovisac requires for its development: the division of the

germ, the Nauplius stage, and the development of the larva with numerous limbs, though

I cannot tell how many days are required for this process. The two species which lay

the smallest number of eggs are the diminutive forms Homoeoscelis mediterranea and

Sfenothocheres egregius, the former has as many as eight ovisacs containing in all 60 to

70 eggs, whereas St. egregius, as a rule, only lays about 30 eggs (I have found between

16 and 42 eggs, the latter number in an exceptionally large specimen). The largest species,
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viz. Sphfpr. Munnopsidis and the two species of Choniostoma, lay tlie largest number of

eggs. In a specimen of Ch. mirahile with eleven ovisacs I counted the eggs in one of these

presumably of middle size, and I found 1057 eggs, so the number of eggs laid by this

specimen may be said to amount to 11,620, and if we take this figure as the noimal

quantity in Ch. mirobiJc of the Kara Sea, at any rate we do not exaggerate. In Spluer.

Munnopsidis the number of eggs seems to be even much higher, however, it would scarcely

be possible to calculate the exact amount. Between these last-mentioned species and

Stenofhocheres egregius the other species present a variety of transitions, as far as fertility

is concerned. In a following chapter about distribution etc. I shall have an opportunity

of making some further observations on these rather i-emarkable differences.

II. The development of the eggs. As for the division of the germ and the earlier

part of the embryological development, which I have not studied myself, I shall refer to the

representation of Salensky. As in all Copepoda a Naupliu.^ stage is developed (pi. XI, fig. 1 c

and fig. Id); but this stage never becomes free, it evolves itself into the stage of a highly

organised larva, of which a detailed description is given below. When this larva, which

coi'responds with the first Cyclops stage in other parasitic Copepoda, is fidl-grown, it breaks

out of the egg-membrane and of the ovisac. As for the details concerning the development

of the Nanplius stage and of the larva, I must again refer to Salensky.

It may be added that in material preserved in spirit (and I have seen no other)

the ovisacs, when younger, are of a light yellowish coloiu', but they gradually get whiter,

as the larva; are developed.

d. The free Larva.

I. The Material. Of several species 1 iiave found free larvae, wliich were either

swimning out of, or had recently swum into the marsupium, and these specimens, of course,

were excellent, showing the normal shape of the larvae. Of a number of species I have

procured a rich material of larva by pulling them out of an ovisac; they were good enough

when taken while about to break out of the egg- membrane, though the body might be

somewhat soft and not extended in its full length, thus showing a vaguer outline which did

not quite correspond with that of the swimming specimens. Sometimes I had to content

myself with younger animals, which had to be pulled out of their egg-membranes, and which

had indeed a well-developed mouth, maxillae, maxillipeds etc., but whose cephalothorax was

decidedly shorter and stouter than those of the full-gro-mi larvae, and which also showed

other signs of unfinished development, so that no reliable observations could be made of

difficult parts, as e. g. the branches of the maxillulae. Finally, of a few species I had only

larvae which had swum into the marsupium of a new host, where they had attached them-

selves (.1: below), and in these the cephalothorax, as a rule, was shorter and broader

than in the free specimens. Of some species I had larv* of tliis kind as well as of others,
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that had been taken in a free state, or had been pulled out of an ovisac. All this put

together gives the result, that I have been able to examine the larvae of twenty-three species,

lacking only the larva of Stenothocheres Sarsii and nineteen species of Sphrrronella; thus I

possess the larva of Sten. egregins, of fifteen species of SplueroneUa and of all seven species

of the four remaining genei-a. Fortunately the fifteen species oi Spheeronella represent nearly

all the more important types of this large genus.

As for the illustrations, I beg to notice that I have frequently omitted the two pairs

of natatory legs, or at least their branches, as their representation, as a rule, would have

been exceedingly difficult, and the omission is of little consetiuence, as the number and the

arrangement of the natatory hairs are very much alike in the different species. In some

cases the abdomen is also left out. My representations of the maxillulaj include all that a

careful study enabled me to observe; however, I am inclined to think that a better material

would sometimes have allowed me to discover one — occasionally two — more branches.

II. Sfrtichire of the Larree. The length of the body usually varies between 20 and

•25 mm.; the longest larva I found belonged to Sphcer. decorata, and it is 30 mm. long, the

shortest, -15 mm. in length, belongs to Honweoscdis minnta. The body is divided into two

parts: the cephalothorax and the abdomen. The cephalothorax is somewhat depressed,

usually oval and about IV2 time as long as it is broad, sometimes (J!f«/«V7?ow, pi. XII, fig. 2h)

more elongated, almost double as long as it is broad; it consists of two divisions, namely,

the cephalothorax properly speaking, and a- single trunk-segment (pi. Ill, fig. 3 k), which are

joined by a rather sinuate articulation, whereas the trunk-segment is between five and eight

times (in a single case about eleven or twelve times) shorter than the anterior division.

I have found behind the segment mentioned a very short portion which looked like the

rudiment of a second free segment (pi. Ill, fig. 3k) and belonged to the cephalothorax, not

to the abdomen; I cannot, however, say anything definite about this part and will content

myself with stating what I have observed. The abdomen is narrow, and its length varies

between a little more than one sixth and rather more than one third of that of the cephalo-

thorax; it always consists of three distinctly separated segments and has two caudal stylets,

which as a rule are plainly articulated on the tliird segment, but sometimes are coalescent

with it (e. g. pi. I, fig. 1 1).

The foremost half of the large anterior division of the cephalothorax is always

provided with antennulae, antennae, rostrum with mandibles, maxillulse, maxillae and maxillipeds

;

the liindmost half has a longer or shorter odd pouch, which turns backward, decreasing in

width towards its distal end (pi. I. fig. 11, 1); its posterior part forms a free, either pointed

or rounded bag along the ventral surface, often covering the transversal band which unites

the first pair of natatory legs (pi. Ill, fig. 3 1), sometimes even the band between the second

pair of natatory legs (pi. II, fig. 11). The first pair of natatory legs is situated at the

posterior extremity of the first division of the cephalothorax, whereas the second pair

proceeds from the free trunk-segment. It may be mentioned finally, that Saleusky has
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shown the existenc-e of an eye (op. cit. p. 314, Taf. X. fig. 21 and 23, oe), which in the illu-

stration is drawn as situated on the ventral side of the forehead »in Form von zweien am

oberen Theile etwas verdickten sichelforniigen Pigmentflecken , welche in der Mitte sich

beriihren iind eine x-fcirmige Figur darstellen«. As a matter of course, the e3^e must be

found on the dorsal surface, but I have been unable to find it on my larvae, pi-obably

because the spirit had dissolved the pigment.

The Antenmdcc are always rather short; they consist typically of three joints, the

second of which is usually short and not unfrequently coalescent with the first, in which

case we only perceive two joints. The first, and particularly the third joint, are provided

with pretty long sets ; the terminal seta of the third joint is very long, and from the lower

side of this joint proceeds always a single, particularly long olfactory seta (pi. I, fig. 1 1, b),

wliich is at least double, usually several times, the length of the whole antennula; sometimes

this seta is exceedingly long, as e.g. in Sphrer. dispar (pi. IX, fig. 3 k) and va. Splwer. insignis

(pi. X, fig. le), where it I'eaches fiuther than the middle of the abdomen, nay in the last-

mentioned species the olfactory seta in itself is longer than the whole cephalothorax. The

antennulae are always attached pretty far from each other at the edge of the cephalothorax,

the area between them forming what I call the fi'ont. Close to the inner margin of the

base of the antennula we often see an oblique list; moreover, in nearly all species of

SplifpfoneUa which are parasitic on Cumacea, the front is decorated with one or several

rows of delicate and peculiar processes, wliich decoration reaches its highest development in

Sphter. cJecorata (pi. VIII, fig. 3i and fig. 31). In Splicer, modesta these processes are replaced

by transverse lists (pi. IX, fig. 2i).

The AntP)ui(P proceed beliind, and usually at the same time somewhat oblifiuely

inside the antennulie, but never from the base of the rostrum. Sometimes they are conside-

rably shorter than the antennula3, sometimes about the same length, and in the genus

Homoeoscelis (pi. II, fig. 11 and pi. XIII, fig. Ih) more than double the length. In Splicer,

marginaia (pi. XIII, fig. (ig) only two joints are found, in all other species they consist of

three or four joints, three of which are always distinct, but it is often difficult to make out

for certain, whether the eminence from wliich the supposed second joint proceeds, is a real

joint, or in other words, if the apparent basal joint consists of two joints; as, however,

Spheer. antillensw has four very distinct joints (pi. Ill, fig. 2e), this is probably the typical

number. The terminal joint is nearly always short and usually ends in a long, thick seta,

beside which we frequently find a shorter one. The next joint is now rather short, now

long, or very long, and where the antenna is long, it is on account of the length of tliis

joint, as the basal joint, or where there are four joints, the two first of these are never

elongate, but sometimes (pi. IX, fig. 2i and fig. 3k) comparatively broad. In Mysidion

(pi. XII, fig. 2h) the antennae are very small, and in Sphter. mkrocephala (pi. VIII, fig. 2i)

almost rudimentary, in both cases 3-jointed, -nnth an exceedingly short terminal seta.

The nostrum seems to correspond only with the more distal pai-t of this organ in

7
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the female and the male, for not only are the antennae situated a little outside its base, but

the maxillulse are found (luite, or nearly quite, outside it. The general structure of the

mouth is like that of the adult animal; the mandibles are frequently seen in the opening,

but the hairs of the mouth-border are always short, frequently so short, that they can only

be discovered with the greatest difficulty.

The. MaxUhd(B are difficult to understand, and it is very difficult to discover all

their setae. As mentioned above, in the various illustrations of the larvse I have drawn

what I have found, but I am pretty sure that I have not everywhere found all the elements.

The highest development I met in Sphcer. CaUiopii (pi. Ill, fig. 31) as well as in the species

which are parasitic in the marsupium of Cumacea, as Sphcpr. decorata (pi. VIII, fig. 3i),

(S. woffe/rt (pi. IX, fig. 21) and S. dispar (pi. IX, fig. 3 k). In these figures we see obliquely

behind and outside the rostrum on each side four setse, the two hindmost of which are

coalescent or adjacent at their base, one or both of them being plumose. Obliquely from

these and somewhat nearer to the rostrum proceeds a third seta, which turns straight

towards the front, and obliquely before this one again, there is a fourth, shorter seta. I

suppose that all these foiu- setae belong to one niaxillula, the basal part of which is not

separated from the ventral side of the head. In Spluft. marginata (pi. XIII, fig. iig) the

innermost seta is reduced to a short process. In most of the other forms I have only been

able to find tliree setae , e. g. in SpJusr. microcephala (pi. VIII, fig. 2 i) and in Choniostoma

mirahile (pi. XI, fig. le), or two, or only one. In Sfenothochercs egregins (pi. I, fig. 11) I have

found a niaxillula (e) wliich reminds me much of those in the adult animals, as it consists

of a short, basal part, from which proceed two tliick set<e, of which the hindmost is shortei'.

the foremost very long. In the genus Homoeoscelis (pi. II, fig. 1 1 and pi. XIII, fig. 1 h) I

have been unable to find vestiges of maxillulae.

The MaxiUcB nearly always consist of three distinct joints, and are very much like

those of the adult animals, though the stout basal joint, as a rule, is narrower and the two

next joints are longer than in the adult; these two joints are slender, and the last one

somewhat curved and claw -like. In Homoeoscelis only the two last joints are entirely

coalescent, forming one curved joint, which moreover along the larger part of both margins

is provided -ftitli exceedingly fine and short setiform processes (pi. XIII, fig. 1 h). As a rule

all three joints are simple and smooth, but in those species of Sphceronella which live in

the marsupium ofCumacea, the inner margin of the third joint is coarsely or finely serrated,

and the first joint has on its inner margin, against which the second joint can be folded

up, a double row of fine cylindrical processes (pi. VIII, fig. 3n and fig. 3o), and a similar

decoration is seen in Sphrer. Munnopsidis (pi. X, fig. 4d). — The two maxillae are always

situated at some — usually at a considerable — distance from each other.

The Maxillipeds, as a rule, are placed close behind the maxillae, and also generally

somewhat closer to the median line than these; in Homoeoscelis only (pi. II, fig. 11 and

pi. XIII, fig. Ih) there is a great distance between these two pairs of appendage^'. The
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maxillipeds are alwa}'s of considerable size, they aie very like those of tlie males, and

always consist of four distinct joints. Their rather stout basal joint is nearly as long as.

or some-\\'liat longer than, the tlu-ee following joints together; the second and the thii-d are

very slender, and their joint length is a little longer, or somewhat shorter, than the last

joint, which is extremely slender, almost setaceous, slightly curved and pointed. All tlie

joints are nearly always smooth and naked; in Splicer. Munnopsidis the fourth joint has

towards its apex three spiniform processes (pi. X, fig. 4d), and in Mysidion abyssorum there

are five or six somewhat similar processes along the more central part of the inner margin

(pi. XII, fig. 2h); the third joint at its extremity is always furni.shed with a spine inside

the articulation of the fourth joint.

In most figures I have carefully illustrated the suh-median sheleton, which consists

of lists running backward from the base of the rostrum and the maxilluls;, surrounding the

base and forming the articulation of the maxillge and the maxillipeds.

The two 2)airs of natatory legs of each specimen are very much alike, and they differ

very little, comparatively, in the various species. Each leg consists of a good-sized peduncle,

which is particularly broad m Stenothocheres egregius (pi. I, fig. 11, m and n), somewhat nar-

rower, or rather narrow, in the other species (see particularly pi. VIII, fig. 2i); fi'om the

posterior margin proceed at some distance from each other two one-jointed, about equally

long branches, and the outer branch, which proceeds fi'om the end of the peduncle, is broader

than the inner one and rather dissimilar in outline. The outer branch of the first pair of

legs, as a rule, has four rather short, naked setae on its outer margin, two very long

plumose setae on its terminal margin; on the inner margin it has either two very long

plumose sette (pi. IX, fig. 3k) or one of tliis kind and one much shorter, naked seta (pi. I,

fig. 1 1). The outer branch of the second pair of legs is very like that of the first pair, but

its outer margin has only tlii'ee shorter, simple setae, its terminal margin two, and its inner

margin two exceedingly long plumose setas, all four of which are longer than in the fii'st

pair of legs. The inner branch of the first pair of legs has four, of the second pair three

very long, plumose setae on its inner margin, and in both pair of legs tM'o similar setae

on its terminal margin (all these setae are longest in the second pair), whereas the

outer margin has only one single seta, which is either short and naked, or very long and

plumose. These are the results of my researches in the few species whose natatory legs

have been examined with special care, but it must be observed that these species belong to

thi'ee genera : Stenothocheres, Sph(eronella and Choniostoma. Even if an examination of more

species should show greater variety in tlie number of setae, such difierences are not at all

likely to be considerable, and furthermore, it is in most cases exceedingly difficult to count

the setae accurately, as the legs are very frequently folded up or standing on edge; therefore

it would be all but impossible to make any practical use of the presence or absence of such

a seta as characteristic mark of species or genera. — The two legs belonging to each pair

are, as usual, united by a prominent, movable transverse band (pi. I, fig. 11, m' and n').

7*
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The first abdominal segment always dilates considerably from its base towards its

end, and the free posterior angle has a powerful, often spiniform, seta, the length of which

varies between being a little longer than the following segment (Sienothocheres, pi. I, fig. 1
1)

and being longer than the whole abdomen, and plumose in its distal half [Choniostoma,

pi. XI, fig. le). Inside or outside tliis seta and close to it there is always another seta,

which, as a rule, is much shorter, and only in Sphrer. microcephala (pi. VIII, fig. 2i) is

remarkably long, though somewhat shortei' than the first one. The second segment is

sometimes shorter, and in this case not unfrequently somewhat narrower, than the first one,

e.g. in Ghoniostoma, sometimes quite as long, and always without setae. In Stenothocheres

(pi. I, fig. 1 1) the tliird segment, together with the not separated caudal stylets, forms a large

and broad, elongate segment, much larger than any of the preceding ones, and incised

posteriorly in the median line. In all other species the third segment, together A\ith the

caudal stylets, is nearly always somewhat, and generally much, smaller than the second

segment, and the stylets are sometimes not set oft' from the segment, but most fi-equently

distinctly articulated on it as two short, almost cylindrical joints. Each stylet has always

a very long and thick, sometimes plumose, seta, wliich in StenothocJieres egregim is only a

little longer than the abdomen, in Mysidion and Aspidoecia somewhat longer, though not

nearly half as long as the cephalothorax , in Homoeoscelis, Sphmronella and Ghoniostoma

longer than half the length of the cephalothorax, and sometimes attaining to thi-ee quarters

the length of this part, e.g. in SpJuer. disjmr (pi. IX, fig. iik). Outside this long seta each

stylet has in Stenothocheres four, in the other species two or three, comparatively short setae.

Whereas there were great diflerences between the females among themselves and

between the males among themselves in the difl'erent genera and species, we see from the

detailed description given above, that all larva I know are siu'prisingly uniform, so much

so, that I have been able to find rather insignificant generic characters only in Stenothocheres

and Homoeoscelis, as distinct from the four other genera; at the same time the larvae of

Mysidion and Aspidoecia — whose females deviate much from those of the other genera

with regard to receptaculum seminis, the position of the genital apertni-es and the hingement

of the ovisacs — deviate less fi-om various larvae of Sphcrronella , than these diti'er from

each other.

III. Further Develoj)ment of the Larvm. The larvae, after making their way out

of the ovisac, — at least as a rule, swim out and seek a new host. I cannot deny the pos-

sibility that one or a few of the larvae may remain in the branchial cavity or in the

marsupium of the mother's host, though I doubt it very much. In a marsupium which

was infested beforehand I have repeatedly found one or several larvae, which were

decidedly invaders. I met with the greatest invasion in a specimen of Hippolyte Gaimardii,

where in one of the branchial cavities I discovered a very young female of Ghoniostoma mirahile

and certainly more than fifty larvae and pupae hinged on the gill-fibres (s. the special

description below).
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When tlie larva has fouiirt its new host, it attaclies itself either beneath the cara-

pace to the branchiae or in the marsupiuni to one of its plates, to one of the gills, or simply

to the ventral surface of the body, or to the basal part of a leg, and iu case it attaches

itself to a not fiill-grown female of Ampliipoda. of course it must content itself with one of

the three last-mentioned places. The larvae of Aspidoecia fasten themselves either outside

on the dorsal surface of the host (an Erythrops), if they are growing into females, or on

a female of their own species (pi. XII, fig. 3 b), if they are going to be males. The fixation,

which is very solid, is etfected by a viscous substance, which expands itself so as to form a

larger or smaller plate on the fi'ont (pi. IV, fig. le, s; pi. VIII, fig. 2i; pi. XI, fig. 1 e, s).

This viscous substance must be secreted of a gland in the front part of the head, the orifice

of which, however, I have tried in vain to find; the gland itself must be studied from fresh

material. (It was pointed out long ago by several authors, that the larvae of various Caligidae,

of Achtheres etc., in their first stage fasten themselves in a somewhat similar manner by a

»Stirnband ' (Glaus).) The larva, after hinging itself in this way. relaxes the grip of its

limbs and hangs quite fi-ee; thereupon it begins to change form, bending forward the last

joint of the maxillae, and its cephalothorax getting gradually shoiter and broader (pi. XI,

fig. 1 e; pi. IV, fig. 1 e); how short and broad it may occasionally become, may be seen on

pi. IV, by comparing fig. 1 c, wliich represents a free larva, and fig. 1 d, which represents

a larva that has reached its full breadth, and which no doubt is going to develop into a

male; fig. le is an intermediate form shortly after the fixation. Then the muscles etc. in

all the limbs and in the abdomen dissolve themselves, and the contents of these oi-gans are

transferred into the cephalothorax, the muscles of which have also beeu dissolved, and finally

this united substance is suiTOUuded by a new skin under the old one. The subsequent

development will be treated in the next division.

e. The post-larval Developraent; the Pupae.

The post-larval development, wliich takes place between the larval stage just described

and the appearance of adult males and of females (wliicli, though very small, in all important

features resemble the egg-laying specimens), ofter the greatest deviations between the ditierent

forms, but, unfortunately, the representation I am capable of giving is very fragmentary.

The larva in many cases develops into a pupa, out of wliich evolves the female, and, in

some cases, the male; in other cases the male is developed immediately ft'oni the larva etc.,

and in Mysidion the metamorphosis is more complicated. I know the complete development

only of two species of SphceroneUa and of Homoeoscelis minuta. but the two first-mentioned,

in particular, are fortunately very diftei-ent from one another; I know, moreover, the develop-

ment of the male in A.^'pidoecia. and of the females belonging to the species of the Sph<rr.

Leuckartii-grou\). Finally I have found a pupa of each of four other species of Sphirronella
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{S. Ar(jiss(e, S. Jonijipes, S. m.icrocephala and S. insignis), numerous inipa; of Cltoniostoma

mirabile, and three different stages of development of Mysidion commime.

Let U.S begin witli the simplest form of development. On a completely adult female of

Aspidoccia Normani, sitting on the dorsal surface of the abdomen of Erytlirops serratus

G. 0. Sars, I found four larva attached (pi. XII, fig. 3 b, where one of the larvae is left

out and two of the others designated by a v.) One of these came off easily, when touched,

and it appeared that its skin had begun to burst along the lateral margin; on a closer

examination it burst somewhat more, and it proved to contain a full-grown male. In this

state the preparation is illustrated in pi. XII, fig. 3 m. The spermatothecae of the male

were filled, and it had a very short and very tliick frontal thread (s). This instance suffi-

ciently proves, that the male develops itself directly in the larva, without the intermediate pupa

stage and without a second moult. I also found a single larva, wliich had placed itself

directly on the carapace of the host, but its examination gave no result, its development not

being far enough advanced. However, I have found exceedingly small females sitting on

different parts of the host, and I have not the slightest doubt that the larvae wliich are

going to become females, attach themselves directly to the host, though I do not know,

whether they pass through the pupa stage or change directly into females, yet I feel

inclined to accept the latter alternative, seeing that the parasite sits on the outside of its

host, thereby running the risk of falling off very easily.

We now come to a species in wliich both sexes pass through a pupa stage, namely

Sphcer. Giardii (pi. VI. fig. 3i, fig. 3 k and fig. 31). I have found three male pupae and

not a few female ones. The body is of a short ovate shape; the males are more oblong and

smaller, -125 mm. in length (fig. 3 k), the female pupae stouter and varying in length between

125 mm. and "142 mm. (fig. 31, wliich is drawn on the same scale of enlargement as fig. 3 k).

In the female the foremost two thirds of the ventral surface form a broad, naked, odd area,

whereas the whole remainder of the body is closely covered with rather short hairs. The

male pupa is covered with hairs like the female, except that part of the back wliich coire-

sponds to the head and the upper parts of its lateral surfaces, which are naked (fig. 3 k).

Fig. 3 i shows a male pupa from below, fig. 3 k from the side ; the anteunulae (a), the

antennae (c), the maxillulae, the maxillae, the maxillipeds, the trunk-legs and the caudal sty-

lets are seen as naked, smooth, pouch-shaped processes, whereas the mouth is developed as in

the adult animal; in front of the mouth we notice a semicircular, rather vaulted and prominent

area, and between the maxillae and the maxillipeds two pairs of oblong, somewhat prominent

knots, corresponding with the sub-median skeleton. The female pupa has also a free mouth

and all the same processes and projecting parts as the male, from which, however, it is

easily distinguished, not only by the above-mentioned difference in the extent of the hair-

coat, but also by the size of the processes which stand in the place of the trunk-legs, and

which are very small, whereas in the male pup* these organs — especially the first pair

— are much larger and furcate at the end This difference between the trunk legs, wMch
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entirely agrees with tliat in the adult animals, proves in a satisfactory way that my

suggestion with regard to the sexes is correct. One of the illustrated male pupae (fig. 3 k)

is fastened by a frontal thread, which is about one third the length of the body and conside-

rably dilated towards the end, but its extreme expanded pait is of a different quality and

forms a disk-like plate. In the other male pupa (fig. 3 i) the thread is shorter and some-

what thicker, but its distal end is broken off. The fixation of the female pupa is effected

by a thread, which is so short that the front part of the animal is pressed against the gill,

or the plate of the niarsupium, to which it is attached. — It is stated above that the pupae

have a well-developed mouth, and it would seem probable that at least the female pupae

take food and grow a little. Undoubtedly the males and females come out directly of their

respective pupae, Like the females of the species belonging to the group of Sphmr. Lnuckartii,

in ^\ilicll I have observed the fact myself Only one point seems to present some difficulty,

namely, that my male pupae are only 125 nnn. in length, whereas the male animals are

between -17 and -21 mm. long and of a similar shape. With regard to tliis point I refer

to my observation of the growth of the male of Sphar. paradoxa mentioned below on p. 57—58.

Homoeoscelis mimda. A single pupa (pi. I, fig. 3 b) was found hinged by a frontal

thread to the gill-bearing epipod. The pupa is -18 mm. long, of an elongate oval shape and

naked all over. We see the pouch-shaped processes in which the antennulae (a), the antennae (c),

the maxillae (f), the maxillipeds (g), the first pair of trunk-legs (m), the second pair (n) and

the caudal stylets (p) are developed; but besides all these, we notice between the second

pair of trunk-legs and the caudal stylets a pair of very small, most peculiar processes (x),

wliich are possibly a rudimentary third pair of legs that do not develop any further , and

which disappear again. The mouth with the mandibles is like the pupa of Sphar. Ari/ittsce

(s. below) ; the frontal thread is scarcely a fourth of the length of the animal, it is simple,

with a discoid expansion at the end. This pupa was hinged in the brancliial cavity between

two adult males attached in the same way, but there was no female, and these two circum-

stances make it more than probable that the pupa was a female, especially, as in a large

material of this species I have seldom found more than one male, and never more than two

males and one female in the same branchial cavity. Later on I found in two specimens

respectively two and tluee pupae, one among the latter of wliich — being no doubt younger

than the others ~ was somewhat smaller and had less developed rudiments of limbs, though

otherwise it was similar to the other four, all of wliich agreed with the above-described

specimen. (The frontal thread in one of the specimens was half as long as the body).

Considering that (as stated above) I have never found more than oue female and two males

in the same branchial cavity, the foirr large pupae must either all be males, or — which is

probable — be male and female pupae. So, judging from the sex of the minutely described pupa,

there is no difference hehveen the development of the two sexes, and this agrees very well with the

fact that recently hatched females can sometimes be distinguished from the males only by

possessing genital apertures, as in several males the spermatotliecae are not distinctly seen.
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At least mth regard to the structure of the pupaj we know, Spheeronella Argisscr,

Sphmr. insignis and Choniostoma mirabile come rather close to the two preceding species;

each of them will now be treated separately.

Sph(P.roneUa Aygissm. Of this species I have found a single female pupa (pi. IV

fig. 3 1 and fig. 3 m), which in the most important features agrees with the female pupa of

S. Giardii. The body is ovate, naked all over, 15 mm. in length, and, like the last-men-

tioned species, provided mth the pouch-like processes, in which antennulse (a), antenna; (c),

maxillulse (e) maxillae (f) maxiilipeds (g), trunk-legs and caudal stylets (p) are developed, and

all these processes show about the same relative size as the corresponding organs in the

females compared with each other; moreover, the mouth is distinct, and the mandibles are

also seen in fig. 3 1. The animal is attached by a very peculiar crooked funnel of conside-

rable size (s), which is of course made of a viscous substance, and its narrower, though

comparatively thick, base proceeds from the front.

Sph(BroneUa insignis. Of Diastylis coynnta Boeck a single pupa was found (pi. X,

fig. 1 h), '14 mm. in length and sub-globular in shape. The mouth is well developed, as in

an adult female; antennulae, maxillulse, maxillse and maxiilipeds are seen as protruding naked

pouches of somewhat irregular shape ; in front of the mouth are found two rather large, odd,

connected areas, and close behind them a smaller spot on each side of the median line; in

front of, and in an oblique direction from, the maxillulae, theie are several small areas, and

finally a large transverse area, expanded in the middle, which joins the bases of the maxiili-

peds. All these areas are naked, and more or less prominent compared with the surroun-

ding skin. Except these organs and areas and the surface between them, the whole ventral

surface of the pupa and its sides are covered with hairs of medium length; the back is

covered in the same way on its most anterior part and on its posterior half, whereas a broad,

transverse area extends over the larger part of its anterior half; this area is naked, and

closely covered all over with irregular projections of a comparatively rather considerable

size, the real shape of which can only be recognised when seen obliquely, whereas a perpen-

dicular view gives the impression that this surface is covered with numerous irregular lines,

formiug ovals, oblong spots or simply flourishes. I have been unable to find out with

certainty the sex of this interesting pupa, as the adult male of this species is devoid of

trunk-legs; however, I consider it to be a female.

Ghoniostoma mirabile. On the gills of a Eippolyte Gaimardii M.-Edw. I have

found a number af larvae, wliich showed all the stages transitional to that of the pupa,

besides numerous fully developed pupae (pi. XI, fig. 1 g— 1 k). A comparison between the

figures 1 h, 1 i og 1 k, which are drawn to the same scale of enlargement, will show that

the pupae differ much in size and somewhat in shape; the largest specimen I have measured

is -38 mm. broad and -27 mm. long, the smallest only -27 mm. broad and -19 ram. long,

and one specimen, which was still enclosed in the skin of the larva, is only '19 mm. broad

and 18 mm. hmg. So the pupce grow very considerably after breaking out of the larval
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ftki)7, ami fhnre can he 110 doithf thai fhci/ talcp nomixhment fhrongh tJmr well-developed mouth

(s. latei' on under Sphcer. danica.) They are always considerably depressed, the anterior

mai-gin is long-, now (luite straight, now a little concave, in the younger specimens occasio-

nally a little convex; the lateral margins converge rather considerably backward and merge

more or less evenly into the posterior margin. The mouth is pretty well developed, with

distinct mandibles (tig. 1 g), and is situated much to the front on the ventral surface ; it is

surrounded by rather small pouch-like processes: antennulse (a), antenn* and maxillae, and

behind it is found a rather large, peculiar area. Near the anterior margin on the ventral

surface is seen a body with an irregularly curved posterior margin, and this is the adhesive

plate (s), by which the animal is liinged. The parts just described on the ventral surface

are surrounded by a naked area, whereas the greater part of the remainder of its surface

is provided with hairs, which are sometimes arranged in rows of two or thi'ee or more,

sometimes are more scattered, and the hairs wliich grow close to the edge are rather long,

the more central ones are short; the larger part of the dorsal surface is naked. Fig. 1 i

and tig. 1 k reveal that the contents of the pupa — perhaps on account of alcoholic influence

— do not i-each the outer skin, whereas fig. 1 h shows a very large and entirely filled

pupa; fig. 1 i, the specimen represented on a larger scale, so far shows the same as the two

illustrations just mentioned, but it reveals at the same time that the inner body has its

own skin with distinct setae at its margin. The male of Choniostoma being unknown, I

cannot decide how far all the specimens found are only female, or both female and male pupae.

We now come to a species — SphmroneUa paradoxa — whose development ditfers

veiy much from that of Sphcer. Giardii, or that of Homoeoscelis minuta, and the forms

which, according to my just stated (though rather defective) knowledge, are related to these

species. In Sphcer. paradoxa hoth sexes develop themselves without passing through the stage

of an independent pupa properly speaking, nevertheless there is a considerahle difference of

aspect between the development of the sexes. Let us first^ examine the development of the

male. I had a very considerable material of larvae, which were hinged by their ii'ont, and

in which the cephalothorax was nearly as broad as long, besides being very thick (pi. IV,

fig. 1 d) ; however, as it was impossible to me, in spite of careful searching, to find a single

male pupa, I conceived the idea of submitting my big larvae to a thorough examination, and

in a single specimen I fancied that I saw two spermatothecce through the skin. I succeeded

in taking away the skin of tliis larva, and I found a young male with hairs on its abdomen,

rather short caudal stylets, and two spermatothecse, .whereas the Umbs were still for the

most part rather indistinct. Hereby, then, we have got the} pfbof that the males come out

directly of these big larvce (comp. Aspidoecia, p. 54), still there remains a single point wliich is

not fully explained. My rather numerous males are — with very rare exceptions — about

•245 and -27 mm. in length, though one of the big larvae is only '19 mm. long, the empty

abdomen included, and the cephalothorax of one of the largest of these larvae is only -16 mm.

in length (in pi. Ill, fig. 4 c I have represented a male, in fig. 4 e such a larva enlarged on

8
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the same scale, and a comparison between these two ti^ures offers a pretty good ilhisti-ation of

the different sizes seen from below). Fortunately I have found a single male which without

any doubt, judging from its inward and outward condition, is quite recently hatched, and

which is only "18 mm. in length, consequently -02 mm. longer than the above-mentioned

cephalothorax ; now, if we consider the pi'oniinent frontal border in the male and its rather

more elongate shape, this slight difference is accounted for. The result is, that immediately

after hatching, the mate must grow to some extent, for, as males of small size in this (as in

other) species are pretty rare, we liave good reason to suppose that this growth is compara-

tively rapid.

TJie female apparently imsses through a pupa stage. I have found three such »pupse«

altogether, which were all about the same size; the specimen illustrated in pi. IV, fig. 1 f

is '174 ram. long. The body is ovate, somewhat flattened and attached at the ft-ont by a

broad adliesive plate (s). In the illustration several limbs are seen, but, on closer examina-

tion, it appears that all these organs are those of the larva: antennulae (a), antennae (c),

maxillae, maxillipeds (g), first pair of natatory legs (m), second pair of natatory legs (n) and

abdomen (o), in other words, the animal is enclosed in the skin of the larva, whose appen-

dages and abdomen are not only emptied of their contents, but have shrunk, so as to be almost

unrecognisable. There is no mouth. Under the skin we see tJie scarcely developed mouth,

the maxiUce and the folded maxillipeds of the young female. So the skin of the larva has

acquired the ajjpearance of a pupa; a real pupa does not exist. The animal cannot possibly

take any nourishment. Pig. 1 g in pi. IV represents a young female that has just burst

the ventral side of the »skin of the pupa«, whereas its ragged dorsal part still hangs on to

it; this specimen was only -201 mm. in length, consequently only '034 mm. longer than the

pupa represented. This young female was still attached by the adhesive plate (s) of the skin

of the larva.

A pupa deviating from those of the above-mentioned types is found in Sphceronella

danica, Sphmr. chinensis and closely allied species, which, together with Sphtpr. Leuckartii,

form a small gi'oup, whicli I have named after this species. Salensky (in his op. cit.) has

described and illustrated several stages of development of Sphrer. Leuckartii, and his obser-

vations agree very well with mine, only I have lieen able to make some additional statements.

The pupa is ovate, sometimes naked on its anterior part (pi. III. fig. 2 f), though, as a rule,

it has only a smaller naked spot in the luidst of the ventral surface (pi. II, several figures);

otherwise it is ail over pretty closely covered with rather short liairs; from the anterior

end, which is always narrower or more pointed, proceeds a tuft of longer hairs, and in the

midst of these is a rather short thread, which ends in a disk (pi. II, fig. (J e), by which the

pupa is liinged, either to one of the plates of the marsupium, to the inner side of the basal

joint of a leg, or to a gill. (Usually this frontal thread proceeds from a small depres.sion

with flat bottom, however, in one case, I have noticed that it proceeded from a stouter,

short, cylindrical eminence (pi. II, fig. 4 d and fig. 4 e). On the posterior half of the abcjve-
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mentioned naked spot we find a somewhat prominent nioutli (pi. 11, &g. 6 e and %. 6 f

;

pi. Ill, fig. 2 c), which is supported by some chitinous lists, the two longest of wliich point

straight forward, are as long as, or somewhat longer than, the diameter of the mouth and

enclose the anterior half of the naked si)ot. Of mouth-appendages we only see the well-

developed mandibles, the points of \\'hich project in tlie orifice of the mouth; the hairs round

the mouth-border are apparently wanting (but perhaps the magnifying power of my micro-

scope does not suffice to discover them). Outside the anterior half of the mouth, and beneath

the naked area in front of it, several muscles are seen, which evidently serve the action of

the mouth. The pupae of the same species show great difference of size. In Sphcpr. chinensis

a small pupa is -14(5 mm., a large one -24 mm. in length, and both are illustrated in pi. II,

fig. 6 c and fig. 6 d magnified on the same scale. But I have found a much greater difference

in Splicer, danica, of wMch species I have seen nine pupae : tlie smallest (pi. II, fig. 4 d) is

only -115 mm. long aud -085 mm. broad, an other (fig. 4 c) is -185 mm. long, and the largest

is -25 mm. long and -194 mm. broad, thus somewhat more than double the length and

double the breadth of the smallest specimen. //* the small ptipm I have not been able to find

the vestige of any organ, and their contents — except the muscles of the mouth — consisted

of a granular substance. Salensky writes (op. cit. p. 317): »Weder innere Organe, uoch

selbst irgend welche Formelemente liessen sich im lunern wahrnelimen ; doch konnte moglicher

Weise der Darmkanal vorhandeu sein und nur durch die zahlreiclicu Koinchen verdunkelt

werden« — ; later, on p. 318, he describes the mouth, but he has seen neithei- the man-

dibles nor the muscles, nor has he been aware that he had a mouth before him, and he

concludes Ids statement about liis youngest specimen, which is 12 mm, long, in the following

words: »Das Wachsthum geht in dieser Periode sehr rascli vor sich«. Tliis last observation

I consider to be correct, and as it appears from the above-stated measurements, that the

pupa during its development grows to a manifold larger Adiume, it is clear that if mnsf take

nourishment through its mouth, of ivhich we have given a description, but it must be left, to

new examinations of fi-esh material to explain how tliis is effected, if there really exists an

intestinal tube — wliich we must naturally suppose — but the contents of young and half-

grown pupae preserved in alcohol have made the impression on me of being evenly granulous,

without organs. In the above-mentioned laigest (-24 nun. long) pupa of S'phrer. chinensis

(pi, 11, fig, 6 b) and in the largest (25 nun, long) pupa of Spheer. dan lea I found young

females, and Salensky writes (p, 319): »Das letzte von mir geseheue Stadium zeigte das

unter der Puppenhaut sclion vollkomraen ausgebildete Thier mit alien Anhiingen, Die Puppe

hat eine Lange von 0,27 Mm, erreicht , . . . ; an ihrer Oberfliiche sind keine Veriinderungen

sichtbar«; whei'cupon he describes the animal, though without mentioning that it is a female,

however, this is easily seen from his illustration. My specimen of Sithar. chinensis (pi, II,

fig. 6 f) shows antennulae, mouth, maxillaj, maxillipeds, the two pairs of trunk-legs, the not

yet ftilly developed genital apertures and the caudal stylets, which are seen thi'ough the

hairy skin. It is seen that the mouth of the young female is situated far more to the front

8*
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tlian that of the pupa, and is much lai'ger. The largest pupa of Sphar. danica agreed

entirely whith fig. 6 f, except in one remarkable point : the mouth of the female projected

freehj through the shin of the pupa (thongli I was unable to discover any rent or larger

opening in the skin), thus presenting the extraordinary sight of two mouths protruding

beyond the ventral surface of the pupa; the mouth i>f the female is situated a little behind

the front extremity, that of the pupa nearly in the middle of the surface; the diameter of

the lattei' in pi-oportiou to that of the former being as seven to ten. — Fig. 2 c in pi. Ill

illustrates such a young female belonging to Sphcer. antillensis, which has rent and thi'own

oif about the front third of the skin of the pupa, whereas the hindmost part of the body is

still enclosed in the larger posterior pai-t of the skin, including the mouth of the pupa, and

as the same animal is illustrated in fig. 2 a magnified on the same scale as the ovisac

exhibited in fig. 2 b, a comparison of these two figures will show clearly, how much the

animal grows from its stage as an egg up to the moment when it comes out of the pupa.

But what about the male? The animal wliich Salensky found in its earliest stage

as pupa, and of which he has had several specimens, according to his description and

illustration is only the female, and of the pup* I have seen, the smaller ones contained no

animals, and the very large ones contained females. As mentioned above, a pupa containing

a female of Sphfpr. danica is '25 mm. long, but a male wliich, judging from its appearance,

seemed to be recently hatched, was only 15 mm. long, whereas a full-grown male of the

same species was '24 mm. in length. So we notice here the same growth of the young

male as mentioned above in Sphfcr. paradoxa, but at the same time we find that the fiill-

grown male is somewhat smaller, and the recently hatched male only a little more than

half as long as the large pupa (-25 mm.). As the small pupae examined by Salensky and

by myself never contained any animal, it is very jjrohaUe that tlie male of this species, as

well as that of Sphrrr. paradoxa, is developed directly from the larva, and the size of the

recently hatched male agrees perfectly with this supposition. Unfortunately, of all my eight

species of tliis group I have only seen very few larvae, however, the contents of a single

specimen of these seemed to indicate that a male, not a pupa, was developing in it, still its

growth was not sufficiently advanced to decide the question with absolute certainty.

Of Sphrrr. longipes I have found a single specimen of a pupa (pi. VII, fig. 2 g),

wliich essentially coincides with those belonging to the group Sphcer. LeucJcartH. Tliis pupa

is ab. 17 mm. long and -11 mm. broad, rather elongate, as we see; the lateral margins run

almost parallel in part of theii- length, the front extremity is somewhat pointed and has a

small orifice, out of which a short broken thread is protruding. The pupa is quite naked

and possesses in the centre of its ventral surface a small, but well developed, projecting

mouth, at the front and at the sides of which some chitinous lists and muscles are noticed.

Its contents consist of a granular substance, in wliich no organs are indicated; only towards

the front extremity we see — as shown in the illustration — some vague indications of an

organic structui-e.
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In this place I will briefly mention an oio:aiiisni, whidi I foinul on the glass after

having prepared Sphar. microcephala, and which, I snppose, is the pupa of this rather

deviating species. It is somewliat depressed (pi. VIII, fig. 2 k); its outline is ovate with a

straight posterior margin, whereas its rounded front margin bears a somewhat protruding

adhesive plate (the stripes of wliicli are too strongly marked in the illustration); its dorsal

siu'face is provided with some shoi't hairs, the ventral surface is naked. It is '20 mm. long, has

neither mouth nor other outer organs, nor do we find distinct indications of internal organs.

In Mfi.-<idinn commune the metamorphosis is more complicated than in the preceding

forms, but, unfortunately, my material is not large enough to allow me to elucidate it in all

details, besides, the forms in hand present several features which I do not understand. I

have found altogether tlu'ee stages of development, two instances of the earliest, one of the

medium, and two of the last and lai-gest stage. I will begin with this last stage, which

indeed presents a kind of semi-pupa, or a young female in possession of features which it

afterwards loses. The two specimens found are of about equal size, the one illustrated in

pi. XII, fig. 1 d is SI mm. long. The body is elongate ovate, ratlier pointed at the

fi'ont extremity, wliich has a mouth provided with a border and its surrounding hairs; on

its sides ai-e the niaxillulfe, and on the ventral surface, a little behind the mouth, are the

maxillis and the maxillipeds, which, thongli well developed, in some small, unimportant

points deviate from those of the adult female; on the dorsal side, at a rather good distance

fi'om the mouth, we find the one-jointed organs, wliich for a long time I considered to be

the antennulaj (a), but which no doubt are better explained as being the antennae. On the

ventral surface, at a considei'able distance from the posterior extremity, we see an odd,

strongly protruding, elongate and somewhat pointed process (x), and nearer the posterior

margin, somewhat up on the back, the scarcely fully developed crescent (r) which surrounds

the future genital aperture. In the middle of the back appears an odd, rather low, blunt

excrescence, from which proceeds a most peculiar fixation-thread, consisting of two divisions.

The first part (u) is somewhat shorter and thinner than the basal joint of the maxilliped,

and its distal part is tubular; fi'om the inside of this tube the second division comes out as

a tlu'ead, which is thin in a considerable part of its length, then dilates rapidly and widely

(v), forming a low collar at its widest expansion; it continues beyond the collar rather thick,

in the middle somewhat tliiuner; this part is hollow, very light and is no doubt furnished

with very thin walls, and its end is fastened to a plate of the marsupium of the host. Can

this singular fixation-thread be considered as homologous with the frontal thi'ead of other

pupa;? This would seem probable, though it is placed rather far backward; how it is

produced is incomprehensible to me, but its distal end is very like the thread I have de-

scribed in the male of Mysidion ahyssorum, and its proximal part exhibits great likeness to

the frontal thread in the male of Sphcer. danica. Somewhat in front of this thi-ead, on each

side, at a short distance from the outline of the back, we see a conical process (t), wliich

for a long time was inexplicable to me, but wliich I suppose must be explained as the
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antemiulap; according to this interpretation they ought to have been marked »a« in the

illustration, and the antennae not »a«, but i>c«. Somewhat behind the fixation-thread I

found a pair of bodies (z) which were situated at a short distance from each other and

looked as if they were pasted on; whether they belong to the animal I do not know, tliougli

I suppose they do, as one of the specimens was provided with both these small bodies, the

other with one of them. The hindmost part of the body and a smaller part of the surface

surrounding the large ventral process, are provided with a number of i-ather short hairs.

Fig. 1 c in pi. XII shows the stage of development whicli immediately precedes the

afore-described stage. The only specimen found is 24 mm. long; the scale of enlargement

is like that of the last stage. The body has about the same shape, and the mouth, the

maxillulae, maxill* (f), niaxillipeds (g) and antenn* (a) have a similar structure and position;

but the antennulse (t) are placed further backward than in the more advanced stage, almost

behind the middle of the animal; theii' form is somewhat vague. The dorsal fixation-thread

(u and v) proceeds at some distance beliind the middle of the median line of the back; it

is almost constructed as in the older stage, but is considerably longer, and its distal part

is much less stout. The crescent of the genital aperture (r) is not found on the dorsal, but

on the ventral surface, near the posterior extremity of the body. The odd ventral process

(x) is situated almost in the middle between the base of the niaxillipeds and the postei'ior

end of the body; it is rather short and very stout and broad; it is indeed a projection,

wliich has on its top a well-developed mouth (y) with mandibles, and whose sides and front

part are provided with chitinous lists, like those which surround the mouth of the pupa in the

group SpiuBT. Leiickarfii; on the side this skeleton forms a figure (y'), which, seen as in

the drawing obliquely sideways, looks very much like a maxillula; however, on closer

examination it turns out not to be any appendage. Now we should feel much inclined

to think, that the pupa just described does indeed represent an animal provided with an

apical mouth in the act of breaking out of the skin of the pupa, the mouth of which is

marked »y«, however, repeated and careful examinations of the admirably preserved pupa,

which I have been able to roll under a glass-cover, and to study from all sides, give the

result, that it is really an animal with a larger ajyical and a smaller, but very well developed

ventral mouth, the latter of which disappears in the following stage, only leaving the odd

ventral process x in fig. 1 d. That the existence of two moiiths in the same animal is per-

fectly incomprehensible to me. goes without saying. — The wliole animal is naked.

Finally I have found two badly preserved, infinitety small pupae of about equal size,

one of wliich is illustrated in pi. XI, fig. 3 i. The body is -136 mm. long, shortly ovate,

with a well-developed mouth at the rather pointed front extremity, and a little moi'e back-

ward on the ventral side maxill* and nmxillipeds, the former of which being of pretty good

size, but with thin walls and of a somewhat vague form, whereas the maxillipeds are almost

smaller than the maxillae, 2-jointed, and very weak. Beneath the skin, between the maxillae,

is seen a pretty large, anteriorly inflexed ling (x), which seems to be the beginning of a
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month. The pupa appears to have been attached by a dorsal thread, as in tlie preceding

stage, however, it is too badly preserved to allow of a more precise definition. I am

nnable to give any more details about tliis stage; I do not see at all how it can be an

earlier stage in the development (»t' the female, and coiise(iuently be followed by the two

above-described stages; so it may possibly be a male pupa; however, it must be left to the

future to solve these and other problems in the remarkable development of Mijsiilion commune.

I have now commnnicated in detail all I know about the post-larval development of

tlie forms of tliis family. Being unable, on account of the great gaps, to generalize very

much, I have preferred to collect all I know in this place, instead of contenting myself with

making a shorter extract and distributing the greater part among the forms in question in

the later systematic representation. Though I think I have found a series of rather intere-

sting facts, tliis is only the beginning of a complete elucidation of the very peculiar meta-

morphosis of these animals with their extraordinary variations in the ditferent species. It

would indeed repa}- tlie trouble to cai-ry out such an investigation in numerous representatives

of this family, but it would at the same time present enormous difficulties, on account of

the nature, as Avell as of the rarity, of the material.

B. Habitation, Biology and Distribution.

a. The Place of the Hosts in the System and the Habitation

of the Parasites,

Of the forty-three species examined by me, two (the genus Choniostomn) live in the

branchial cavity of two species of the genus Hippoh/fc Leach, which belongs to the tribe

Caridea of the order Uecajioda; tAvo species (the genus HomocosceJis), live in the branchial

cavity of two species belonging respectively to the genera Diadylis Say and Iphinoe Sp.

Bate, which two genera belong to widely dirtering families of the order Cumacea; one species

(the genus Aspidoecia) lives on the outside of the body (on the carapace, on the back and

the sides of the last free thoracic segment and of the six first abdominal segments, as well as

on the eye-stalks) of the species of the genus Ert/throjis G. O. Sars, which belongs to Mysidae

verse. All the remainder — thirty-eight species — live in the mai'snpium of species

belonging to the following orders: Mysidacea, Cumacea, Isopoda and Ampliipoda; however,

their distribution within tliese orders is lather interesting. In Mysidacea I have only found

two species (tiie genus Mysidion) on the genera En/throps G. 0. Sars and Parenjthrops

G. O. Sars, belonging to Mysidae verae, and the three species on which they are found live

— according to G. O. Sars — in a depth varying from oO to ;5()U fathoms. An examuia-
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tioii of a very large material of Danish species of the genus Mysis Latr. (sens. Sars in

1879), and of Macropsis Slabberi (v. Ben.), as well as of a number of specimens of Gastro-

saccus Norm. — all shallow water species, — gave a negative result, neither did I find any

parasite on numerous specimens of a species of Mysidae taken in shallow water in the West-

Indies, nor on a great number of specimens belonging to two pelagic species of the genus

Siriella Dana. In Cuniacea I have found altogether five species of the genus SpJueroneUa

on six species belonging to the genera Diasfylis Say, Eudorella Norm, and IpMnoe Sp.

Bate, which three genera belong each to one of the eight families established by G. O. Sars,

whereas an investigation of numerous other species, among which a very large material of

several species which were taken in Denmark in very considerable quantity, as Ciima scor-

pioides (Mont.), Lamprops fasciafa (i. O. Sars, Leucon nasicus Kr. Leucon nasicoides Lilljbg.,

Leucon acutirostris G. 0. Sars, Eudorellopsis deformis (Kr.) Diastylis resima (Kr.) and

Leptostylis ampuUacea (Lilljbg.), gave a negative result. Witliin the order Isopoda, these

parasites — altogether three species of the genus SphceroneUa — are only found in two

species of the genus Janira Leach and in Munnopsis typica M. Sars, all thi'ee forms

belonging to the large tribe Asellota, whereas an investigation of numerous forms belonging

to other families, among which some species of Idothea F., Astacilla Cordiner, and Gnathia

Leach, were represented by a great number of specimens, gave no result. (Of the small

order Tanaidacea I have examined a good number of specimens from Denmark and numerous

specimens of several species from Sicily, without finding a single parasite). The chief

quantity of the parasites, namely twenty-eight species (the genus Stenothocheres and about

three quarters of the genus SphceroneUa], were found on Amphipoda, and witliin this oi-der

exclusively on Gammaridea (on twenty-eight species). An inspection of a great number of

specimens of different species of Caprellidae and of some specimens of Cyamidae gave no

result. (Among the material from the »Ingolf« expedition I found in 18!t5 on an ^gina

Kr. a species, wliich will be described in the report on the results of this expedition). Of

Hyperiidea I have only examined a few species. In giving a short general view of the

occurrence of the parasites within the Gammaridea-group, I will avail myself of the twenty-

five families adopted by G. 0. Sars in his new important work: ^>An Account of the Cru-

stacea of Norway, Vol. I, Amphipoda"^ ; they are found in one or more representatives of

the following fourteen families: Pontoporeiidse (the genera Bathyporeia Lindstr. and Aryissa

Boeck), Ampeliscidse (the genus Ampelisca Kr.), Amphilochidae (the genera Astyra Boeck,

Amphilochoides G. O. Sars and Gitanopsis G. 0. Sars), Stenothoidaj (the genera Stenothoe Dana

and Meiopa Boeck), Oediceridae (the genus Perioculodes G. 0. Sars), Parampliithoids (the genus

Faramphithoe Bruz.), Epimeridse (the genus Acanthozone Boeck), Syrrhoidas (the genus Bruselia

Boeck), Calliopiidse (the genus Gulliopius Lilljbg.), Atylidae (the genus Farutylus G. O. Sars),

Gammaridae (the genus Cheirocratus Norm.), Photidse (the genera Lemhoides Stebb., Frotomedeia

Kr., Leptocheirus Zadd., Gammaropsis Lilljbg. and Microprotopus Norm.), Corophiidse (the genus

Corophium Latr.) and Dulichiidse (the genus Dulichia Kr.). Of the lemaining eleven families the
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majority are small, with one or very few genera and i-ather few species, but the family

Phoxocephalidse is pretty considerable, the tiunily Podoceridae is lai'ge, and the family

Lysianassidse is exceedingly large (in Sars' work lliirty-three genera), wherefore it seems

interesting to me that no parasite of our Choniostomatidse has been found on any species

belonging to these families. One species was found in the Mediterranean in the genus

Microdaiitop'us Costa, belonging to the Photidse, another species has been quite recently

discovered in Cyclaspis G. 0. S., belonging to the family Cumidsp, and these genera are the

only two mentioned in the literature of the subject, in which I have not i)ersonally observed

the parasites of tliis family. To give an account of the foinis the examination of which led

to no result, would be too tedious, neither would it prove much; I will only say that I have

examined a good number of exotic species, most of which were only represented by a few

specimens, besides nearly all of the large material our museum possesses of Gammaridea

from Denmark, Greenland and the Kara Sea, and many of these species were represented

by from fifty to hundieds of specimens. In F. Meineit's thi'ee papers, of 1877, 1880

and 18iJ0 respectively, about Danish Malacostiaca, and in my own similar papers about the

fauna of Western Greenland and of the Kara Sea, will be found the names of most of the

northern and arctic species examined, of which I have had a large matei-ial.

In a later paragi-aph I shall mention a little more in detail the following pheno-

menon which stands in a certain connection with the matter above, namely, that of several

species a considerable material from a large sea can l)e examined without showng a single

parasite, whereas sometimes a smaller material of the same species from another sea reveals

sevei'al parasites. This proves that we cannot conclude that a species is not infested, fi'om

the fact that an investigation of hundreds of specimens Irom ditierent localities of a certain

country has not led to the discovery of any parasite. In most cases such examinations must

be undertaken on a much lai'ger scale than I \m\& been able to do, before any value can

be attached to the negative results.

b. Age and Sex of the Hosts.

It serves our purpose best to divide the hosts into two sections according to their

parasites, viz. whether the typical residence of these animals is in the marsupium or in other

places. I will begin by the latter section, repeating my above statement tliat I only have

examined five species of parasites which do not live in the marsupium.

Aspidoecia Normani, ^^liich, as has just been said, lives on the outside of the body

of species belonging to the genus Erylhropf', I have found on young specimens as well as

on adult males and females, but in the latter the marsupium was eitlier empty, oi' occupied

by a species of the genus Mysidion. The two species of the genus Choniosiomu li\e in the

branchial cavity of two species of the genus Hij)j)oJytc. From the Kara Sea I have seen

9
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altogether seven infested specimens, four of which were adnlt females without eggs, and each of

these females was infested with one adult parasite, three of which having laid numerous ovisacs

;

two of the hosts were males : one was an adult infested with a parasite with numerous ovisacs, the

other was a little smaller with eight smaller parasites ; and finally, the seventh host was a female

with eggs containing halfdeveloped young ones, on its right side was an empty swelling on the

carapace about two thirds of the normal size, on the left side a very small and quite young

female, and besides numerous larvae and pupae hinged on the gills. - The two species belonging

to the genus Romoeoscelis live in the brancliial cavity of two species of Cumacea; of one

of these: Iphino'e trispinosa (Goods.), I have seen seven infested specimens: one female,

whose marsupium contained a SplicproneJla, tlu-ee not quite full-grown females, one of which

— whose marsupium was in an early stage of development — was infested on one side with

a female, a male, and eight ovisacs, in one of which were full-grown larvae. The three last

specimens were a male before the last moulting and two adult males, one of which with an

adult female and two ovisacs, a young female and a male in one branchial cavity, the

other containing only a half-grown female. Of the other species, Diastylis hicifera (Kj'.), I

have seen sixty-six infested specimens — most of them females, in at least three cases young

males, but not a single adult male, though this last circumstance is of less weight than

might be expected, as our natui'alists have neglected to tlu'ow out the surface-net at night

and in the evening in order to catch the full-grown roving males. About tliree fourths of

the females had a weU-developed marsupium ; in more than two thirds of these it was empty,

but in at least thirteen cases is was filled with half or fully developed young ones, never

with eggs. Females which had not yet begun laying eggs appeared in females of Diastylis

with young ones in the marsupium, as well as in specimens without marsupium; there were

found likewise female parasites with the full number of ovisacs in females of Diastylis with

young ones in the marsupium, and in younger specimens without marsupium. — In a sub-

sequent paragraph I shall have an opportunity of entering into further consideration of these

statements; more special statistics are found in the systematic part.

We now come to the thirty-eight species which live typically in the marsupium of

forms belonging to four different orders. I may say at once that the ten species which

appear in Mysidacea, Cumacea and Isopoda, / have only found in perfectly developed mar-

supia, but it must be added that I have also constantly found at least one older female

with ovisacs in such a marsupium, so I know notliing about the stage of development of the

host at the time when the first (and often only) female attached itself to it as a larva; I

have examined numerous specimens of Cumacea, in wliich the marsupium was beginning to

develop itself (it appeared as small plates), but without finding any parasite. Amphipoda

presented somewhat ditferent facts. Salensky writes about Splicer. Leuckariii (op. cit. p. 302)

:

»Das Thier fand sich in der Bruthohle der Weibchen und an der unteren Flache der ent-

sprechenden Brustsegmeute der Milnnchen und war an den ausseren Bedeckungen des

Wirthes mittelst eines besonderen Saugapparates befestigt.« By this » sucking apparatus

«
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the author means the rostrum, hut this ohservation is not just, for the attachment certainly

takes place by a frontal thread; moreover, I suppose that the animals Salensky took for

males were in fact somewhat younger females without marsui)ium, founding this suggestion

partly on liis (otherwise bad) description of the host »Ampliitoe sp.«, — according to Delia

Valle : Microdcutopus ijriiUotaJpa Costa,, — in which he does not say a word about the very

gi'eat difference in the »hand« of the first paii- of trunk-legs between the two sexes, partly

on the fact that I have never found a SplKeronella on any adult male ; whether some of the

not full-grown specimens on which I found typical niarsupium-parasites, were young males,

I cannot tell, but I doubt it. The twenty-four of the species parasitic on Amphipoda I

have found exclusively in marsupia, and though, in not full-grown animals, I may not

unfrequently have overlooked larvae, pupae or very diminutive females, in any case I cannot

have overlooked many females with ovisacs. Only in the following four species of Amphi-

poda : Metopa Bruzelii (Goes), Argissa tyinca'Bo^ck, Proiomedeia fasciata Kr. and Ampelisca

tenuicornis Lilljbg. , have I found i)ara sites in specimens without or with half-developed

marsupium. In a specimen with scarcely half-developed marsupium of Metopa Bruzelii, two

larvae were found, and in a still younger one without marsupium, a single larva. In two

young females without marsupium of Argissa typica appeared respectively one pupa and a

tiny female of Splicer. Argissce. In a young specimen of Protomedeia fasciata Kr. , from

Greenland, were found a not half-grown female and a male of Sphm-. Bovnieri. Splurr.

Jongipes I found in nine specimens oi Ampelisca temricorvis: two of these only were females

with fully developed marsupium, the third was a young female with half-developed marsupium,

•wliich contained a not half-grown female of the parasite; the six remaining specimens were

young, without marsupium, and on each of the five of these I found a single female between

not half-grown and very small, — in one case even recently hatched; in the sixth spe-

cimen there were only two loose larvae. The result hereof is, that in Ampliipoda I have

not found a single adult female in a specimen without entirely developed marsupium, and

never ovisacs except in marsupia. It is probable that larv;* not unfi-equently fix themselves

to immature females, beginning their development there, and thus entailing the necessity

that lai'vae as well as young females, and raiely males, remain on the host, while it passes

thi'ough its last moultings; however, as said above, not a single observation has been made

of ovisacs being found in females not fully developed, wliich by the by, seems natural

enough, as they would certainly be washed away, if they were laid. However, I cannot

prove that most specimens are infested before the marsupium is fully developed. No doubt,

the larvae seek either perfectly mature females — and at least rather often those whose

marsupium is already infested by at least one (half-grown or quite adult) female and a male

— , or such younger specimens as are so far advanced, that they will have got their

marsupium before, or at the time when the females that have developed themselves out of

some of them, are ready to begin laying eggs. Whether the larvae of species that live in

9*
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the marsiipium of Isopoda, Cumacea and Mysidacea sometimes, or often, fix themselves to

not full-grown females, I repeat, I cannot tell.

I will add that in three cases (in Ampelisca tenuicornis, Protomedeia fasciafa from

Denmark, and in the same from Greenland) I found in the marsupium, together with one

female SphteroneUa without ovisacs (in two cases a male attached to it), four to six of the

Amphipod's own eggs, in one case with half-developed young ones. In the marsupium of an

Ampelisca ft/pica I found a large female and two ovisacs of SpJuer. microcephala and two

of the Amphipod's own eggs. In Eudorella truncatula I found one of its own eggs together

with an adult female, three ovisacs and a male; in another specimen were found no less

than twenty-four of its own eggs together with an almost adult female and two larvae which

were invaders.

c. Number of Parasites on eaeh particular Host.

In the systematic part of tliis work I give a kind of statistics of each species,

accounting for my findings, and giving numerous data concerning the number of each sex,

of the ovisacs and the stages of development found on each particular host. Of this con-

siderable material I put down some extracts here, which will give a condensed view of this

matter. Of Aspidnecia Normnni which lives fixed on the outside of Erythrops, I have often

found one or several females of very difterent sizes on the same host, in one case as many

as six females with ovisacs, three younger females and one larva on one single specimen. In

a large material of Diask/lit: lucifera with RomoeosceUs minuta in the branchial cavity, I

have never found more than one female, as a rule only one male, very seldom two males

on one specimen, whereas of Iphinoe trispinom, infested with Horn. medUerranea, only foui'

specimens have been thoroughly examined by me ; one of these had two females, six ovisacs and

two males in the same branchial cavity, one had an adult and a young female, two ovisacs and

a male in the same branchial cavity, one carried a male in one branchial cavity, a female

with eight ovisacs and a male in the other. Of the species of Ghoniostoma which live in

the branclual cavity of Hippohite, I have found only one specimen of an adult female ou a

h<:)St, whereas of younger female parasites one specimen contained three in one branchial

cavity, five in the other; in another specimen I saw an empty swelling covering one of the

branchial cavities, whereas the other contained one female which was far from half-grown,

besides certainly more than fifty larvae and pupae hinged on the gill-flbres; however, I doubt

very much whether most of these would have been able to develop themselves into adult

females (and perhaps males) on this shi'imp; it seems to me rather doubtful that the animal

should be able to afibrd the nourishment required, and still more so whether the pai'asites

would find sufficient room to grow.

In the parasites living in the marsupium we find the greatest differences as to

the numbers of them ou one host, but at the same time it must be observed that while
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some species as a rule only contain a sin^rle female and a male, sometimes two males and

seldom two females in the same raarsupium, in other species we pretty frequently find two,

three, or more females and several or many males on the same host. Of twenty-six out of

twenty-eight adult specimens of Metopa Bruzelii (Goes) infested with Stmothocheres egrenius

wliich were examined and noted, there were found only one female and frequently also one,

seldom two males on each specimen; in one specimen were found only eggs and young

ones, in one two females and no male. In Cumacea and Isopoda the marsupium never

contained more than one female, often also a male, sometimes two, and in a single case

three males, besides, in one case I found one pupa, in another, where no male existed, some

invading larvae. In Mysidacea some deviations are observed; of adult females we very

rarely find more than one specimen, but rather frequently also one or two young females

or tiny young ones which have not gone through the whole metamorphosis, besides frequently

one or more, in one single case even ten males; (as for further details, s. statistics in the

systematic part). In one specimen of Eri/fhrops serratuft there had lived at least tlu'ee

females with ovisacs and one male. Several Amphipoda infested with species of Sphcerondla

as a rule only show one single female (with one or two males), others not unfrequently two

or three females, mostly of somewhat different age, but here I will mention some cases of

peculiarly abundant invasion. In one specimen of OaUiopius Iceviusculus (Kr.) were found

one female with eight ovisacs and five males, in another specimen six females with twenty-

five ovisacs and two males, but the richest finds were supplied to me by Sphrer. paradoxa

in species of Bathyporeia. In one specimen I found one large female, two small females,

no ovisacs, eight males, four broad larvae, sixteen »male pupae* and one »female pupa« ; in

another specimen four females of widely differing size, four ovisacs, eight males, two larvae

and one »male pupa«; in a third animal three large females, two very small females, three

ovisacs, two larva and seventeen males, the largest number of the male sex I have ever

found. — The result of a large infestation is that the marsupium of the host swells to the

same extent as if it were filled with its own half or almost fully developed young ones.

d. Number of Species of Parasites on the same Species of Host.

On most species of hosts I have only found a single species of Chouiostomatidae,

yet in several cases I found two species of parasites, now of the same genus, now of

different genera , on the same species of hosts , sometimes even on the same specimen ; nay

I have happened to discover three species of parasites, not only on the same species, but

on one single specimen. As the particular cases are interesting in several respects, I will

enumerate them here. On Metopa Bruzelii from Godthaab (tiirough a renewed examination

with the assistance of Sars's new important work, I have made sure that all infested

specimens really belonged to this species, and not partly to Metopa sinuata G. 0. Sars) were

found in the marsupium of specimens frmu the same locality, now Stenothocheres egregius,
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now SplKProfidla 3Irtop(r\ but never bntli forms in the s^ame sjien'men. In a laige material

of the same host from another Greenlandish locality appeared a number of specimens of the

former, not one of the last-mentioned paiasites. On specimens of Hippoli/te Guimarrlii

M.-Edw. trom the Kaia Sea appeared now Choniodoma miraJiilf, now Ch. Hansen ii , and

the latter species was also found in Hijip- poJaris (Pab.) trom the same sea. In Danish

specimens oi Ampelisca /r-ww/cor^/.s- Lilljbg'. I have foinu] SjiJufronilla Jonyiins; whereas Giard

and Bonnier have found in sjiecimens of the same species from le Croisie (Brittany) the

very deviating Spliar. mhroaphala. Danish specimens of Prvtomeclcia fasciafa Kr. were

infested with SpJiar. Giardii, and Greenlandish specimens witli the closely lelated species

Sjjhfpr. Bonnieri. On a specimen of Iphinoi- trispinosa (Goods.) from Messina Homocoscclis

meditprranea was found in the bianchial cavity and Sphcrrovcllu marginatit in the niarsupium.

In Norwegian sjiecimens oi IJrytJnvjhs scrrafiis G. O.Surs and Eiptlirops ahysmrum G. O Sars

we not unfrecpiently find a species of Whishlioit in the marsupium, and one or several

specimens of Aspidoecia Normmii on the outside of the body of the same species. In one

specimen I found two specimens of the latter species on the outside of the body, an adult

and a young female of Mi/sidion ahyssornm , and a young female of Mys. commune in the

marsupium, wliich makes three species of parasites on one animal.

e. Number of Species of Hosts of the different Parasites.

The answer to this question presupposes the answer to another, namely that of the

limitation of the parasitic species, and as this latter question is not treated in detail till

later on in a separate chapter, I will content myself with mentioning the results of tliis

examination, using them in answering the question indicated by the heading.

Twenty-nine of my species, as a matter of fact, are only found each on one particular

species. Of the remaining fourteen species eight (belonging to the group oiSjiliirr. Lmclrmiii) are

also limited each to one particular species; however, it may pei haps be questioned whether these

eight species can really be maintained as such, or must be regarded as chance varieties of a

single species (see later on). The remaining six species must be mentioned each separately.

Choniostoma Hansenii has been ascertained in two species: Hiji2MJyfe GaimardiiM.-EA\Y.RnA

Hippolyte polaris (Sab.). Of SpharoneJla insignia indeed I have only had a small material which

was taken on DiastyUs cornufa Boeck and Biastylin lari,^ Norm. ; howevei', the diflerence between

the parasites of the two species was so slight, that my experiences from other species led

me to consider them as belonging to one species. The species found by Giard and Bonnier

on Ampelisca tenuicornis Lilljbg. from le Croisie, which they have described under the name

of Spluer. microcephala , as far as I can see, is identical with the species described by me

in tliis work under the same name, and this is taken on Ampelisca typica Sp. Bate in Danish

waters. Sphceronella paradoxa I have found on Bathyporeia norvegica G. 0. Sars, Bathyporeia

pelagica Sp. Bate and B. Eobertsonii Sp. Bate, and even if it were proved that the two
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last-mentioned cannot be maintained as separate species, but must be considered as one, at

any rate this parasite lias been taken on two good species of the same genus. But now

we come to a remarkable fact, viz. that tliree adult females have been taken on three

specimens of Periocnlodcg Inngimanus (Sp. Bate) belonging to a different family altogether,

and these females I have not been able to distinguish from those taken in Bathiiporeia. If

some day the male of the parasite is found in PeriocuJodes, probably the interesting question

will be settled, whether the same parasite can be found in animals belonging to such widely

ditt'ering families. Mi/sidion commune I have found on the following three species : Pare-

ri/flirops ohesitti G. 0. Sars, Eri/fhrops serrafiis G. 0. Sars and Er. ahyssorum G. O. Sars;

moreover, it seems likely that it will be found in some other species of Eri/fhrops living

in Norway. Finally, I will state as my opinion that the parasites living on all five Nor-

wegian species of the genus Erythrops, belong to the same species: Aspidoecia Normani.

I will sum up by stating what I consider as an established fact, namely that

several species of Chcmiostomatid* live each on two or more species of the same genus

or of two closely related genera, probably even to a considerably greater extent than I

have been able to ascertain; perhaps, in exceptional cases, they may be found on animals of

different families. On the other hand, I certainly think with regard to several species, that

each of them infests only its particular species of hosts, and this result exactly agrees with

what is known about the biology of other parasitic families belonging to Arthropoda. Only

with regard to Epicaridea, Giard and Bonnier have made the assertion that each parasite has

its particular host and is found on no other species, an assertion which I think is incorrect,

seeing that this division also comes in under the rule which applies to Choniostomatidae').

f. Occurrence together with Parasites of other Orders or Classes.

In nearly all orders of Malacostraca have been found species of the group or family

Epicaridea belonging to Isopoda. Giard and Bonnier have expressed the opinion that

there exists a certain connection between Ohoniostomatidae and Epicaridea; but this objectionable

hypothesis I have mentioned above in detail (p. 11— 12), and at the same time I have stated

all I know from my own experience and most of what has appeared in literature about the

occurrence of Epicaridea on the species which, according to our present knowledge, are

infested by Ohoniostomatidae. I have written that of Cumacea, Isopoda and Ampliipoda

together, I have seen about 240 specimens belonging to thirty-eight different species infested

with Ohoniostomatidae, but that neither in any of these 240 specimens, nor in any other of

the thousands of animals belonging to these thirty-eight species, have I found one single

specimen of any Epicarid. In Italy Delia Valle has found two specimens of Ampelisca

^) It may be added here that in my treatment of the Malacostraca from the "Ingolf'expedition I shall

jive more detailed information about the arctic Epicaridea.
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dindrmn Costa infested with a species of Splxrronplla [S. cliadrma Giard and Bonnier, without

description) and two other specimens of the same Amphipod with Podascon Bella Vallei Giard

and Bonnier. Of Decapoda theie have only heeii found as yet Choniostoniatidse on Hippohjte

Gaimardii M.-Edw. and on i/?>y). polaris (Sab.); both these species, we know, are not

unfrequently infested, either with Hcmimilirns nhdomhudis (Kr.) under the abdomen, or with

Gvqe Hippolyfes (Ki-.) in tlie branchial cavity. In a specimen infested with Clioi/iob-funia J. Sparre

Selmeider has observed a specimen of Hemiarthrnn, and on a specimen of Hipp. Garmardii,

under a large swelling on the right side of the animal, I have found eleven ovisacs and an

adult female of Chon. Hansen ii . as well as an adult male and a tiny female (smallei- than

the male) of Gyiir Hippolyfes, and besides, under the apparently normal left side of the

caiapace, a male of Gyge. In the species of the genus Erytlirops (order Mysidacea), G. 0. Sars

has found the Epicarid Aspidophryxvs peUalns G. O. S., and Giard and Bonnier have reserved

this name tor the form found on Er. erytinophtlialnms (Goes) [E. Goesii G. 0. S.), and

established a new species, A. Sarsii G. and B., for the form which lives on E. nricrophlhalniiis

G. O. S. Giard and Bonnier have found their type specimens of the latter species (the value

of which future examination will ha\e to decide) on the same specimen as their type

specimens of Aspidoecia Nornumi, and I have found a specimen of Aspidophryoivs on an

Er. eryfhrophfJtalnnis sent to me by Prof. Sars as infested with Aspidoecia, but this parasite

must have fallen off before tlie animals were sent to me, if it was ever there at all.

The genus Sylon Kr., belonging to Rhizocephala, lives, as we know, on the ventral

side of the abdomen in some .species oi Hippolyte, but I have not found it on any specimen

infested with Choniosfoma. The remaining species belonging to Rhizocephala and Copepoda,

which are parasitic on Malacostraca, have all been taken on forms on which no Choniostomatidse

have been found.

Together with Sphrnonelln parado.ra I have found repeatedly in the marsupium of

Bathyporeia several specimens of a species behjnging to the family Tyroglyphida' (the

order Acarida).

Of other parasites I have only detected some Protozoa on the brancMse and the

marsupial plates in the material of Malacostraca with Choniostomatidae examined by me.

So I have arrived at the result that there exists no connection at all between

Choniostomatidae and any of the other parasites of different orders found on the same

species of hosts.

g. Nourishment.

I cut a bit of skin of an Erythrops in the place where an A.sj)idoecia had been

attached, cleaned it with caustic potash from muscles and viscous substance, and discovered

a small hole, where the mouth of the parasite had its place. And this seems veiy natural

indeed; in the first place, the mandibles appear quite well qualified for producing such a

hole; secondly, the mouth is doubtless suctorial, and lastly, the female, which is permanently
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attached, must draw her nourishment tr-oui the liost iu order to be able to grow to a bulk

which, adding its own volume after having finished laying eggs, to that of the eggs it has

produced, is frequently hundreds of times larger than tlie volume of the larva at the time

when it attached itself, and after having fixed itself it is impcjssible for the animal to

procure the nourishment necessary for tliis enormous growth in any other way than by a

hole worked through the comparatively solid skin of the host, whose blood must form the

food of the parasite.

Hereby we have found a fixed starting-point in this question, and it is more than

probable that the females of all the other Choniostomatidae also grow and nourish themselves

by sucking the blood of their host through a hole they have gnawed. At the same time, it

seems rather probable that the females of many of these species, either voluntarily or invo-

luntarily, e. g. by presslue of another specimen, or by the bulk of ovisacs, are pushed out

of their place and have to gnaw a new hole for themselves. I have frequently found a

female in such an attitude relatively to some of the ovisacs it had laid, or the ovisacs

arranged in such a manner as to make me suppose that the animal had changed place.

How fai- the males of this family take food, I do not know, but as their mouth is

as well developed as that of the females, it seems likely that they do it while young, and

perhaps not when they are old (about theii- growth, s. above on pag. 57—58). I consider it rather

doubtful whether the larvae take food, but I am quite certain that the pupae, wliich are

provided with a mouth, and about whose considerable growth several facts have been stated

above, nom-ish themselves in a way similar to that of the females.

h. The Influence of the Parasites on their Hosts.

Giard and Bonnier have proved that parasitic Crustacea of diflerent groups (as

Entoniscinae , Eliizocephala) cause a »castration parasitaire« in their hosts. In the last of

their papers quoted above they mention Delia Valle's untenable hypothesis that SpJiceroneJla

eats the eggs of its host, and they maintain that tliis suggestion is wrong, and that this is

also a case of »casti'ation parasitaire«, after wliich they continue: »Dans des cas tres rares,

I'hote ayant 6t6 infests tardivemeut, cette action [namely the castration] ne s'exerce pas

aussi 6nergiquement, et quelques oeufs peuvent etre pondus et fecond6s, comme nous I'avons

vu une fois chez Clypeoniscus [a genus belonging to Epicaridea wliich they have treated in

the same paper, and which they use as example and parallel], mais ce sont la des exceptions.

En g6n6ral, I'hote est infeste avaiit qu'il ne soit arriv6 a I'^tat adulte. Sous I'influence du

parasite, son d^veloppement genital est arrets sans que la croissance discontinue, de sorte qua

r^poque oil devrait se produire normalemeut la maturity sexuelle, la prog^niture legitime

est remplac6e par le parasite et les embryons de celui-ci«. This explanation, on the whole,

agrees well with the numerous data which I have given above on p. 65- 68 in the division

about the age and sex of the hosts, from my observations about my tliiity - eight species

10
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\vliich live in mai-supia. In tlie afore-mentioned place it is stated that only in six cases I

found the eggs of the host together with a parasite, and it may be added here that in

almost 160 cases I only found parasites (one or more specimens), but no eggs of the host,

in the marsupium. But at the same time I have stated that I have found no parasite on

any specimen ofCumacea or Isopoda in which the marsupium was wanting, and of Amphipoda

I have only found altogether twelve specimens belonging to four species, whose marsupium

was either wanting or only half developed, and on which, nevertheless, I found parasites;

all these, without exception, were half-mature or tiny females, or larvae (one male). However,

this material is too small to allow me fully to adopt the opinion of the authors that the

host »en g6n6ral« is infested before its matiunty; in the ftilly developed marsupium of

several specimens of Corophium crassicorne Brnz. I have found only a half-developed or still

younger female and either a male, a larva, or a pupa, but no adult females. But it is

certainly an established fact that, as a rule, we notice a » castration parasitaire« in the

hosts which have parasites in their marsupium.

It is much more doubtful whether the four species living in the brancliial cavity of

Hippolyte and Ciimsicea., are usually, or sometimes, capable of causing a » castration parasitaire«

of their hosts. In page 66, and particularly later on, in the systematic part, detailed infor-

mation is given about the age and sex of these hosts, but I do not think we can draw

definite conclusions from these statements. I have said that I have found specimens of

Diastylis lucifera containing a female of Homoeoscelis with the full number of ovisacs in

the brancliial cavity, and the young ones of the host in the marsupium, but knowing neither

the time required for the development in the marsupium of the eggs and young ones of

the host, nor the time required by the parasite for its own growth and the laying of all

its ovisacs, it seems impossible to me to di-aw a definite conclusion with regard to a » ca-

stration parasitaii'e* ; however, that such a castration may take place, seems to follow from

the above-stated fact that the marsupium of more than two tliirds — namely thirty-one —
of the infested adult females was empty, whereas in tliirteen specimens it was filled with

young ones; yet it must be observed that in the non-infested females, the marsupium was

found to contain eggs or young ones in 182 specimens, whereas it was empty in 74 specimens. —
It is rather probable that Aspidoecia Normani causes a castration, as the marsupia of the

four infested females which were not occupied by Mysidion, were empty.

The four species living in the branchial cavity of Hippohjte and Cumacea cause a

swelling of the carapace of the host, wliich, to begin with, increases in size with the growth

of the parasitic female, and thus — at least in Cumacea, and probably also in Hippolyte —
continues gradually increasing with the number of ovisacs. In Hippolyte the swelling may

reach the same size as if it enclosed a large Gyge, and in the subsequent description of

Choniostoma Hanscnii, it will he proved that this parasite itself produces the swelling. In

Diastylis lucifera the swelling assumes a somewhat other shape, though it may be very

conspicuous.
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Filially it may be added, that in those specimens of Hipiwlyte in whose branchial

cavity was found an adult female with ovisacs of Choniostonm, the gills belonging to the

two foremost pairs of trunk-legs were either somewhat reduced, or had quite disappeared,

and in one case the three other gills situated more behind appeared a little curled, as a

sign of degeneration. In one specimen, wliich was infested with several smaller females,

the gills were slightly curled.

i. Geographical and Bathymetrical Distribution of the Family.

Of the forty-thi-ee species described here, sixteen come from Denmark, and one of

these was also found at le Croisic ; eight are from Norway, eight from West-Greenland, and

two of these also in the Kara Sea, three only from the Kara Sea, besides the two which

are also found in Greenland, four from Sicily, two from the Pacific near the East-coast of

Asia, one from the Cape, and one from the West-Indies. It may be added that in the

most northeru part of Norway and in the Barents Sea there has been found an undetermined

species of Chomostoma, though no doubt one of those which occur in the Kara Sea, that

one species {Sphceronella LeucJcartii Sal.) was taken at Naples, another species [Homoeoseelis

sedentaria (Bonn.)) in the Atlantic oifGascogne, and besides, a non-described Sphcer. diadema

G. and B. in the Mediterranean. Without counting Norway, whose species — with one

exception — have been discovered and sent me by Prof. G. 0. Sars , the number of species

from the different countries and seas is nearly proportional to the material wliich oiu' museum

possesses of Amphipoda and Cumacea — the two orders in which most parasites have been

found— from the same localities. From this fact we can pretty safely di'aw the conclusion

that the examination of a manifold larger material than was at my disposal, e. g. ti'om the

Mediterranean and tr-oni eastern Asia, will bring numerous unkuo\\ni forms to light. The

above statements also suggest the probability that the family is distributed over all seas,

though of course I cannot form any precise notion how far its geographical distribution

win extend, when some day the chief bulk of the existing species has been discovered, for,

as stated in the preface, I think there can be no doubt that their number amounts to

hundi-eds.

Unfortunately I am not prepared to give many data concerning the bathyuietrical

extent of my species, for in most cases I lack precise indication of the depth in which the

special hosts have been found. Most of the sixteen Danish species and four- species from

the Mediterranean were taken in a depth of between a few and twenty-five fathoms, but

unfortunately I cannot state precisely in how shallow water the most littoral species is

generally found, or may sometimes be found; it may be stated, however, that a specimen

of Bafhyporeia with its parasite, Sphmronella paradoxa, was taken in a depth of between eight

and eighteen feet. Sfenothocheres egregius was taken in a depth of forty fathoms, a few

specimens in a depth of between forty and sixty fathoms; my only specimen of Splicer.

10*
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curtipes came from a depth of a hundred fathoms. Possibly a large part of the specimens

of the three forms which live on Mysidacea were taken as far down as one to two hundred,

some even to thi-ee hundred fathoms, but as the hosts in question may occur in a depth of

less than a hundred fathoms, I cannot say anything definite about them. So it may be

stated here, that in the mateiial from the »Ingolf« expedition I found a couple of specimens

parasitic in Cumacea, from a depth of respectively a thousand and tliirteen hundred fathoms,

which sufficiently proves that the family also occurs in a very considerable depth.

j. Geographical Distribvition of the particular Species relatively to

that of their Hosts.

It appears from the preceding paragraph that each of the forty of my species was

taken in one particular country (as Denmark, Norway, Sicily etc.), or in a particular, com-

paratively smaller sea. Only three species [Sphceronella microcephala , S. decorata and

Ghoniostoma Hcmsenii) show a wider distribution. As a matter of course, we shall gradually

find that most species of Choniostomatidae have a much wider range than is known at present,

but from this I do not think we can draw the conclusion that they are as vddely dispersed

as the species on which they live. In a smaller material of Iphinoe trispinosa (Goods.)

from Messina I found seven specimens with parasites, one specimen even with two parasitic

species, but in a larger material of the same species from Denmark I have been unable to

find a single parasite. In a pretty considerable material of CaUiopius Imviusculus (Kr.) from

the East-coast of Asia between lat. 40" and 51 ''N. I found seven specimens with parasites

[Splimronella CaUiopii), but my examination of several specimens from West-Greenland, and

numerous specimens fi-om Denmark, gave a negative result. (Yet it must be mentioned that

Sars, in his woi-k on the Aniphipoda, considers the Danish specimens to belong to another

species, Call. Rathlei (Zadd.), but I doubt whether this will be maintained in the future).

Several specimens of Hippolyte Gaimardii M.-Edw. from the Kara Sea were infested; at

the most northern coast of Norway, Sp. Schneider, and at West-Greenland E.Vanhoffen, have

found Choniostoma in the same species, but I have examined without result a very large

material of the same Hippolyte collected from numerous localities near the Danish coast,

and I feel inclined to think that these parasites do not occur in the waters surrounding

this country. The same may be said about Diastylis RafMei (Kr.), of which in about half

of the females with marsupium from West-Greenland and from the Kara Sea, I found

Sphcpronclla decorata, whereas of the same species from different Danish localities I have

examined at least several scores of adult females without finding any parasite.

k. Frequency of the Parasites in proportion to their Fertility.

In mentioning the eggs of the parasites, I pointed out (p. 46—47) the enormous difference

of fertility between the species with very small and those with very big females. Of
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Hippohitc Gaiinnrdii M.-Edw. I luive had a larf^e ninterial from the Kara Sea, and one of

similar size fi-om West-Greenland; in the former I only found six infested specimens: four

•with Choniostoma mirahilc, two with Ch. Hamniii : in the latter I found none at all, though a

few specimens of Ch. Hansenri have been discovered there at least either on H. Gaimardii

or ou H. polaris. On the latter species I found one Ch. Hamenii from the Kara Sea

and one Chon. sp'^ fi'om the coast of West-Greenland, though H. polaris is not unfreciuent

in the former, and of common occurrence in the latter locality. This shows distinctly

enough that the genus Clwniostoma with its two rrn/ large and parlicnlnrlii fertile species

is pretty scarce in the Kara Sea and rare in West-Greenland. Most of the middle-sized

and rather small species of parasites I have found in between very few and about seven

specimens of their respective hosts, though my material of the latter was fre([uently very

rich. Only of two parasites: Sfenothocheres egregius and Homoeoscelis minuta have I found

a great number of specimens in a large material of their respective hosts: Metopa Bruzelii

(Goes) and Diastylis luci/era (Kr.). The first-mentioned parasite is the least prolific of all

my species, and the second, in this respect, comes nearest to it among the species of which my

material of infested hosts was sufficiently large; moreover, the hosts came from several localities.

That the number of pai'asites cannot be detei'mined only by the number of infested hosts,

has been proved above, as of some species, e. g. the two afore-mentioned: SfenofJiocheres

egregius and Horn, minuta, we seldom find more than one female and one male on each

host, whereas on others we pretty frequently find several females and males as well as

pupae in one host, but the only parasite of wliich, from the last-mentioned reason, I have

found as many specimens as of the above-named species, is SpJueroneJla paradoxa (living on

Bathyporeia, a genus of very frequent occurrence in Denmark); it belongs to the smaller

species and, as it seems, does not lay more than four of five ovisacs, which are comparatively

large. AU these data decidedly point in one direction, but considering the insufficiency of

my material, I will take good care not to lay down any rule or law wliich might possibly

not prove quite tenable, and I will content myself with suggesting the direction. We might

feel inclined to suppose that the conditions of life of most of these parasites are pretty

similar, and that consequently the most prolific species would occur most frequently, the

more so, as there is such an enormous ditference in their fertility, that a species like Choniostoma

mirabile lays at least more than thiee hundred times as many eggs as Stenothochercs egregius;

however, the above-mentioned examples prove in a striking manner that such a conclusion

cannot be drawn. Consequently there must be circumstances to account for the fact that

the two least prolific species : Sten. egregius — taken in two localities — and Horn, minuta—
taken in several, probably in many places at considerable distance from each other — occur

much more freiiuently than the prolific and veiy prolific species. An explanation of this

fact is required, and I will attempt to explain it, at least partly. No doubt, the critical

point in the life of the parasites must be the short period during which the full-grown,

though very small, larv* leave the ovisac and their mother's host in order to seek a new
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host for their own fiirthei' develoimieiit. mid no doubt, a considerable niiniher of the larvae

of all species are destroyed while swimming about, partly because many of them cannot find

their object in due tinie. Then again, there must be circumstances which cause a compara-

tively smaller percentage of the brood of the least proliiic species, and an enormous percen-

tage of the brood of the most jjrolitic si)ecies, to be destroyed dnring this jieiiod. This,

again, must he supposed — at least partly — to have something to do with the dilierence

of the number of specimens of the species which constitute the hosts. Now, as the larvae

of the most prolific species seek large forms, those of the least prolific small forms, and as

the large forms, as Ave know, are found rut (in average in much smaller number than the

small forms, it follows that the larvae by which they are sought, have as a rule much less

chance of finding them in due time, for, as previously stated in detail, there is no considerable

difference in the structure and size of the difterent larvae, — e. g. the larva of Choninstoma

mirabile is only about one eighth hmger than that of Sfenothocheres effregiun, but, as fai- as I can

see, scarcely so vigorous and so well adapted for swimming, (comp. the peduncles of the natatory

legs in the two species; pi. I, fig. 1 1, and pi. XI, fig. 1 e). — On the base of my material

of parasites and of my knowledge of the biology of the hosts, I might set forth several points,

thus giving a wider scope to the discussion of these matteis, but for various reasons I

abstain from doiug so.

C. About Classificatiou.

a. Limitation and Characters of the Species.

Of small Crustacea, such as Cladocera, Ostracoda and free-living Copepoda, there

are in most cases some or many specimens of each species at the student's disposal for

determination of the forms, and even where these animals are so small that the compound

microscope has to be used in order to determine them, most of them can stand the pressure

of a glass-cover, and as a rule it is unnecessary to submit the specimens to much parti-

cular preparation, except where a description of them has to be given; finally, most species

have a very fixed shape. All these factors help to facilitate the determination of the species.

In Choniostomatidae the circumstances are diflerent. The animals are so rare, that of most

species only a single specimen oi' a few specimens of each sex can be produced; neither

males nor females can bear the pressure of a glass-cover; the males are so small, that they

cannot be examined without high magnifying power, and before the examination particular

care has often to be taken in placing them in the preparation, and though the females are

much larger, the parts of their body which have to be investigated are exceedingly small
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and very difficult or impossible to examine in detail on intact specimens, so that in numerous

cases one is obliged to undertake a difficult dissection, and to place the head and the genital

area in a preparation; lastly, the general form of the body in both sexes, and particularly

in the females, is far less fixed than in the free-living forms. On account of these circum-

stances it is sometimes difficult to form a positive judgement about some species, e. g. in

how far they present varieties of one species, or form separate species. It is sufficiently

well known that a similar difficulty is not unfrequent with regard to the free forms, and

from what has been said about Choniostomatidse, it is easy to understand that, with respect

to tliis fiimily, the difficulties are sometimes so great that a final settlement of some questions

must be left to the future.

It has been specially mentioned that most species of Choniostomatidae have been

found each on its particular species of Malacostraca, but, at the same time, I can pi'ove to

a certainty that the same species can be found on ditferent species of the same genus (e. g.

Choniostoma Hansenii on two species of Hippolyte), or even in forms of two ditferent genera

[Mijsidion commune on Pareriithrnps and on two species of Eryfhrops) ; and further, on the same

species of host one may find two species of parasites in the branchial cavity or in the mai'-

supium, nay even two species in the same marsupium [Mysidion commune and Mysid. abys-

sorum in Er. abyssorum). The result hereof is that we cannot absolutely take foi- granted

that we know a parasite, because we have found it on a certain host, nor that a parasite

belongs to an unknown species, because it is found in a host that is not mentioned in this

work. All the same, in most cases the host is of the greatest importance in determining a

parasite, and where parasites are found in new hosts, most frequently they will prove them-

selves to be new species.

Most of the species established in this work have been easy to distinguish from each

other, and in the majority of cases there has been no hesitation at all in establishing the

ditferent species. It is mentioned above that on Perioculodes lonyimanns (Sp. Bate) I found

females which were exactly like the SpJusronella paradoxa living on species of Bathyporeia

Lindstr., but as the male belonging to the females found on Perioculodes is wanting, I have

not been able to decide whethei' the same species really lives on forms of different families.

On account of rather small material, I have also had a little doubt concerning the identity

of the forms found on Dia!<tylis cornuta Boeck and D. hevis Norm. ; but vdth regard to this

question, as well as to Aspidoecia Normani, I refer to the subsequent special representation.

The greatest difficulty I met with in the species very closely allied to SpJmronella Lmchartii

Sal. Of these species I have established eight, taken in six genera belonging to four

different families of Amphipoda, and foui- of these species of hosts (belonging to four different

families) came from Denmark, two from Sicily, one from the West-Indies, one from Hong-

Kong. The difficulties were so great, that I hesitated for a long time whether to establish

them each separately, or as belonging all to one species. Though tliis question will be

treated more thorouglily in the systematic part, I thought it right to call attention to it here.



We now come to the question eoncei-ning- the characters of the species. It appeal's

hat everywliere, except within the just mentioned group of Sphter. Leuchartii, the males

offer a considerable number of excellent and, as a jule, easily observed characters. In tliis

respect they generally surpass the females; they are not only easier to examine, but the

shape and decoration of the frontal margin, the processes from the sub-median skeleton, their

often very peculiar two pairs of trunk-legs and the hair-coat of their trunk frequently afford

excellent characters, which do not occur in the other sex. Other distinctive marks are not

unfrequently found in the antennulte, the maxillae and the maxillipeds, in the presence or in

the want of caudal stylets, and in the former case, often in the length of their longest

terminal seta etc. But, at the same time, we must point out that minor differences in the

general shape of the body, in the distance of the caudal stylets from the posterior extremity,

in the length of very long setae, are frequently seen in specimens of the same species; also,

that such a feature as the rostrum protruding or receding may give a very different appear-

ance to the animal. In the females the chief characteristics are found in the structure and

the organs of the head, especially the antennuls, the maxillae and the maxillipeds, and in

adult specimens usually in the genital area, (in Mysidion, however, in the arch round each

genital aperture). As a rule the heads of the females are much more uniform than those of

the males, and must be examined with great care ; the size of the genital area compared with

that of the head, its form, the extent of the solid cliitine, as well as its hair-covering or want of

hair-covering, often afford good characters; nevertheless, it is often necessary to make a prepara-

tion, and as far as my experience goes, one must frequently pass over several smaller differences,

as some variation may be found in the same species. The caudal stylets, their position etc., or

the want of them, is alM'ays of importance. Within the genus Sphmronella, the females of

many species have trunk-legs, whei'eas these appendages are wanting in others, but in adult

specimens they are often so hard to find, that the character drawn from their presence is

not easy to make use of, and one has to examine the animals very carefully before being

able to deny their existence. In the adult females of very few species we notice a peculiar

haircoat, but it must be remembered that in CJwniostoma Hansenii the younger specimens

are more hairy than the adults, and e. g. in SplKBronella danica, the trunk of the young

ones is closely covered all over with hair, that of the adults mostly or totally naked. In

the females the general shai)e of the body is sometimes rather characteristic, but often

rather variable according to chance circumstances, e. g. some kind of pressiu-e, or the periods

of beginning and ceasing to lay eggs.

But, in order to find good characters of the species, we are not confined to the

males and females only. In a large material it is not difficult to procure larvae of a number

of species, partly free specimens, partly in preparing those contained in one or some of the

ovisacs. Of all the five species found in the marsupium of Cumacea, the larvae are known

to me, and these not only differ from all other larvae yet found, they also show very distinct

differences among themselves, particularly in the fi'ontal decoration and in the two distal
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joints of tlie maxillae; however, I may also observe that I have found very considerable

difference in the length of the olfactory seta of the antennulae between larvae of the same

species (Splicer, modesta). Most other larvae we know also differ from each other in a

number of features : length of the olfactory seta of the antennulae, structure of the antenn;Te,

the relative size of the abdominal segments and of the caudal stylets, and the length of their

long setae, sometimes [Mygidion] also In the presence or absence of fine processes on the

terminal joint of the maxillipeds. However, in one case, namely in the genus Chonio-

stoma, I have not been able to find any difference between the larvae of the two closely

allied, yet distinctly separate species. — The size of the ovisacs and the size of their eggs

compared with the female present considerable differences between the species, yet they do

not natm-ally form good distinguisliing marks. Finally, the few pupae known to me differ

very much according to species, except those belonging to the group of Splbcer. Leuckartii.

b. Limitation and Characters of the Genera.

All the species may be classed under six genera, which offer an almost regular

gradation in tlie reduction of the females. The males too become considerably degraded,

but not to such a degree as the females. This gradual reduction is combined with great

changes in the way of laying the eggs, whereas there are very little differences and no

reduction at all in the structure of the larvae, and the post-larval development is too little

known to allow of making general statements about it. Consequently, the arrangement of

the genera in the systematic part is easily and naturally carried out in considering the

gradual reduction indicated.

The first genus, Stenothocheres, deviates from all the following by possessing a distinctly

prominent abdomen, by the more conspicuous and distinctly two-branched trunk-legs of the

females, and by the way they lay their eggs: in one or two (rarely three) free lumps of

indefinite form — not in ovisacs, where the eggs are surrounded by a distinct common mem-

brane. In the two first mentioned characters the genus approaches the less reduced forms

of Copepoda. In the other five genei'a there is no abdomen, the trunk-legs of the females

are small with at most one distinct branch, generally consisting of one single joint, or they

are altogether wanting, and the eggs are deposed in several or in numerous ovisacs.

These five genera are naturally divided into two gioups: in the three first, viz.

Homoeoscelis, SphceroneUa and Choniostoma, the genital apertures of the females are situated

close together and surrounded by a more solid plate, ring or semicircular list, inside which

are also found the entrances of the two receptacula seminis; the ovisacs, when laid, are

free, not attached to the female. In the other group: Mysidion and Aspidoecia, the genital

apertures of the female are often placed at a greater distance or very far from each other ; each

has its crescent or ring, and far in front of them is situated one receptaculum seminis; the

ovisacs are hinged on the lips of the genital apertures. In the first group most females

11
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and most of the males known have 3-jointed antennulse, distinct antennae, distinct and, in

the males, often very considerable trunk-legs as well as caudal stylets, whereas a few species,

through a reduction of these parts, form a transition to the genera of the last group, having

antennulae which are 2-jointed or quite indistinctly articulated, and no antennae, trunk-

legs or caudal stylets in either of the two sexes. Another slight difference between the two

groups may still be mentioned, namely, that in the males the maxillipeds, especially their

distal part, is stouter and more normally developed in the first than in the second group.

HomoeosceUs does not deviate very much from SphmroneUa, though it differs distinctly

in having trunk-legs and caudal stylets, which are similarly shaped in the same individual, as

well as in the two sexes, and whose form differs very much from that in the female of

Spharonella ; finally, the larvae of this genus differ from all others in their very long antennae

and in the great distance between the maxillae and the maxillipeds. It is also a character

of this genus that its species occur in the branchial cavity of Cumacea. In Choniostoma,

unfortunately, the male is unknown; the female only differs from SphceroneUa in having

rudimentary maxillipeds; however, this feature, as well as the fact that its species live in

the branchial cavity of Hippohjie, appear to me sufficient to maintain the genus. MjimJion

and Aspidoecia are distinguished most decidedly by differences in both sexes and in the

mode of living, which it is hardly necessary to mention in detail, and Aspidoecia is the

most reduced of all forms of the family, both sexes having 1-jointed antennulae, no antennae,

very small maxillulae without additional branch, and, as a matter of course, no trunk-legs

or caudal stylets; moreover, the maxillipeds are entirely wanting in the female, and their

distal part is greatly reduced in the male.

No less than thirty-four of the here described species are referred to the genus

SphceroneUa, and these species differ very much from each other in several respects Avhich,

at least apparently, are of considerable importance: 1) Antennulae mostly 3-jointed in both

sexes, sometimes shorter and either 2-jointed or with indistinct articulation. 2) Antennae closely

similar in both sexes, generally pretty well developed, in some species rudimentary, in others

wanting. 3) Maxillulae almost alike in both sexes, generally with an additional branch, some-

times without it. 4) Maxillae rudimentary in the female of *S'. marginata, well-developed in all

other forms. 5) Trunk-legs and caudal stylets are good-sized in the males of most species, but

are wanting in a few ; these appendages are found in most of the females, though they are very

small ; they are wanting in some forms, and it may be said that where they are wanting in the

male, they are also wanting in the female of the same species, though the reverse is not always

the case. 6) The peculiar attachment of the female in S. paradoxa. — In spite of these salient

differences I have not ventured to divide the genus into two or more genera, as I have been

unable to discover any feature of sufficiently decisive importance. For it is easy enough to say, as

many authors do, that if a species (as e. g. S. paradoxa) presents some striking characteristic,

it must be set apart as the type of a new genus, but freciuently we have no guai'antee that

such a feature is really of sufficient importance. We meet a similar difficulty whei-e several
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species have the distinct negative character of wanting trunk-legs and caudal stylets in both

sexes, for as there are species wliich, though wanting these organs in one sex, not in the

other, or through the male having trunk-legs, but no caudal stylets, form a transition to the

species in which both sexes possess trunk-legs and caudal stylets, one cannot very well set

apart the first mentioned species as a separate genus. If I can find no leading principle

to guide me in carrying out the division of a large genus, tlie elements of which seem to be

heterogeneous, and if I am not obliged to undertake a division in order to bring aJioid an

equivalence with previously established acceptable genera, I prefer putting off the division till

the discovery of new forms has fhronm new light on the question. If I had had to subdivide

Sphceronella, the result would have been, not two or three, but six or seven genera (some of

which would have consisted of only one or a couple of species), in order to establish a pretty

correct equivalence, but these new genera would not have been tolerably equivalent with

such types as Homoeoscelis, Mysidion etc.

c. Characters of the Family.

An examination of the genera wiU show very clearly that, in spite of several diffe-

rences, they are all very closely related and belong to the same family. We will here

attempt to give a summary of all its more important characters, some of which separate it

from one, some from another, of the rather numerous families of parasitic Copepoda, for it

would be impossible to give a condensed characteristique with merely exclusive features, our

knowledge of several points in the organisation and development of other families being

too defective.

The adult Females are ovate or sub-globular. The head occupies only a smaller or a

minute part of the greatly swollen, unsegmented body; the abdomen is comparatively rather small

and unsegmented, or mostly altogether wanting. Antennulae 1-3-jointed; antennae small or wan-

ting ; rostrum good-sized, comparatively stout with cup- or funnel-shaped mouth provided with a

border formed by a membrane wliich is interrupted only in front and supported outside by free

hairs ; maxillul* consisting of a basal part almost entirely fused with the rostrum, and of two

or three usually setiform branches ; maxillae short and powerful prehensile limbs consisting of a

stout basal joint and a slender, 1- or 2-jointed, somewhat claw-shaped, distal part; maxillipeds

rarely wanting, mostly appearing as good-sized grasping appendages, consisting of a long, rather

stout basal joint and a shorter, slender, 2- or 3-jointed distal part. We often find two pairs of

rather small or minute trunk-legs, each of wliich consists of one single joint or sometimes of a

peduncle with one or tM'o unjointed branches; the legs are wanting in not a few species. Caudal

stylets present or wanting. Some species, at least, can hinge themselves by an adhesive plate

or a frontal tlu'ead. Spermatophores (found in many species) consisting of a globulai' or oval

vesicle on a rather long thread-shaped stalk.

11*
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Hie 3Iales are several or maiij times smaller than the females, oblong or sub-glohular.

The head forms a little more or a little less than half of the unsegmented body. Abdomen nearly

as in the females. Antennulae, antennas, rostrum, maxillulae and maxillipeds nearly similar to

those of the females. Frequently, though far from always, we find too pairs of trunk-legs,

wliich are often good-sized and two-branched, with long terminal setae, but very rarely jointed.

Caudal stylets frequent. They liinge themselves by a rather long, or very long frontal tlu-ead.

Development. The eggs are deposed in one or two (rarely three) free, irregular

lumps, or most frequently, in several (at least four or five) or many (up to twenty-eight)

ovisacs, which, as a rule, are free, though sometimes liinged on the lips of the genital

apertures. The Nanpliiis stage is passed tlu'ough in the egg; the forthcoming larva is in

the first Cyclops stage, with an oval, somewhat depressed cephalothorax, wliich is divided

far back by one articulation, and a 3-jointed abdomen with caudal stylets, each with a very

long terminal seta. Cephalothorax with 2- or 3-jointed antennulae, provided with a very long

olfactory seta, 2-, 3 or 4-jointed antennaj ; rostrum in the main as in the adults, maxillulae with

— as a rule — indistinct basal part and (one) two, three or four setiform branches; 2- or 3-

jointed maxillae and 4-jointed maxillipeds, both pairs chiefly constructed as in the adults;

finally, two pairs of natatory legs, each with two 1 -jointed branches. Out of this larva, which

liinges itself by a frontal adhesive plate, the males not unfrequently, the females sometimes,

appear directly, without passing through any intermediate stage. In other species the larva

develops into a pupa, out of which the male proceeds. In most species the same meta-

morphosis is gone through by the female; in one case the female passes through at least

one additional intermediate stage. Wliere a pupa is found, it is always hinged; besides it

is nearly always provided with a mouth and increases considerably in size. After hatching

the males grow comparatively rather little, and the same is the case with the head of the

females, whereas the trunk of this sex swells excessively.

A distinctive mark of this family is the above (p. 27—28) described mouth, which

appears, not only in the female and in the male, but — as far as its most important features

are concerned — also in the larva, and nearly always in the pupa.

d. Place of the Family in the System.

During the last thirty years and more, the parasitic Copepoda have been very little

studied, and not a single really leading work has appeared about this subject. Several

authois have established a series of genera, some of which might easily be ranged in the

old families, while others stand rather isolated. Some smaller families have also been

instituted. If, however, we try to get a general view of our present knowledge, we find

that several families are badly defined, and others so imperfectly known, that we cannot

form a definite opinion of their place in the system: whether they belong to one

of the established families, or must be taken as types of new families. The reasons
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of this uncertainty are partly, that the males of too few forms are known, partly — and

particularly — that the metamorphosis of numerous genera among the old families and of

the moie abnormal forms is entirely unknown, and that the structure of the mouth in the

adults as well as in the larva is often badly studied, etc. A revision of the classification

of the parasitic Copepoda would be most desirable and ought to be based upon a thorough

study of the external structure of both sexes, and upon inimerous new data which thr(jw light

on the post-embryonic development ; that a representation of the internal structure of numerous

types would be excellent, goes without saying, but even without undertaking this gigantic

work such a revision as the above-mentioned would be exceedingly useful. However, as

such a work does not exist, I do not see that it can be of much use to discuss the relation-

ship of the Choniostomatidae and their place in the system more in detail, so I will content

myself with some few remarks.

The last detailed systematic arrangement of the parasitic Copepoda was undertaken

by A. Gerstaeckeu in tBronn's Klassen mul Ordn. des Thier-Reichs, filnfter Band, erste

Abth.« p. 721—729, and this part was published about 1870. Perhaps we might also

mention the more condensed grouping in »C. Claus: Grundzilge der Zoohgie, B. I, 1880,

p. 554—58, « as it is set up by the author A\ho has also gained great distinction in this

domain of carcinology. By studjing these treatments and several papers on special groups,

I have found out that the family Choniostomatidae stands far apart from all hitherto established

families, except Lernseopodidse, from which, however, it also differs considerably. If Salensky

in his often mentioned paper means that Sphferonella comes nearest to Lernseidae, because he

thinks that in the structure of the mouth and in the form and position of the maxillae and

the maxillipeds, it resembles Lemma hranchialis in the pairing stage, we admit indeed that

the resemblance in the structure of the mouth is doubtless very striking, but in other respects

the various larval stages of Lernaa and PenneUa differ widely from the larvae and pupae of

Choniostomatidae, and the subsequent development of the two genera of Lernaeidae, as we

know, differs so thoroughly fi'om that of the Choniostomatidae, moreover, the structure and

egg-lajing of the female of Lernwa is so exceedingly different from these features in our

family, that a closer relationsliip is entirely out of the question: in my opinion Lernaeidae

and Choniostomatidae stand very far from each other. But undeniably it stands even farther

apart fi'om Herpyllobiidae, though Griard and Bonnier have attempted to unite it with this

most remarkable family, wliich differs widely fi-om all other parasitic Copepoda. They do so

by establishing a new family: Sphaeronellidae, which they subdivide into Choniostomatinae

and Herpyllobiinse. Tliis peculiar classification I have criticised at length in my general

historical view (p. 15—21), to which I refer. The same two authors, in their earlier work,

published in 1889, say that Choniostomatidae conies nearest to Chondracanthidae, Lerna^opodidse

and Ascomyzontidae. The first and the last of the families in several respects — e. g. in

the structure of the mouth — deviate so much from Choniostomatidae, that any closer

relationship is out of the question; indeed our family stands widely apart from both,
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but as for Lernwopodidae, there is a considerable resemblance in various points, e. g. in the

structure of the male and the female, and especially in that of the larvae; at the same time,

there are numerous and important differences. However, as the family Lernaeopodidse is

comparatively well known i), I do not think it necessary to repeat and compare all the

characteristics of the two families, but will content myself with stating my opinion that the

Choniostomatidse, though coming much closer to the Lernsopodida^ than to any other form

of parasitic Copepoda, yet differ very much from them in the way they lay their eggs, in

their development after the first larval stage, in several peculiarities in the internal and

external structure of the male (e. g. in that of the mouth), and most conspicuously, in the

structure of the mouth, the antennae and the maxillipeds of the female. A comparison of the

figures in: W. Kukz: Studien Uher die Familie der Lernceopodiden (Zeitschr. fiir wiss.

Zool., B. XXIX, 1877)« with my present work, will give the best idea of the resemblances

and the differences between the adults of these two families. In elucidation of the matter

I will add, that Kurz concludes fi'om the development that the pair of limbs which in the

females of Lernaeopodidae are fused together into one long arm that serves as organ of

fixation, are the »first pair of maxillipeds. « If this be correct — which is quite possible

— this appendage would correspond to what I term the maxillae.

1) In the above-mentioned ,Grundzijge" (p. 5.57—58), Glaus enumerates most of its characteristics and

refers to the most important accounts of its structure and development.



IV. DESCRIPTION OF GENERA AND SPECIES.

Conspectus of the Genera, based on the Females.

A. Abdomen is found, it protrudes from tlie trunli, is comparatively ratlier small, imseg-

mented and not set off by an articulation. Eggs are laid in one free lump or in a two

(or three) lumps without distinct shape. (Live in the marsupium of Stenothoidse , a

family of Ampliipoda) I. Stenothocheres n. gen.

B. Abdomen is wanting, though caudal stylets are frequently found. Eggs are laid in a

smaller or greater number of ovisacs.

a. Genital area is found; genital apertures close together and surrounded by a common

plate, ring or semi-circle, which is more solidly chitinised than the remainder' of the

skin. The entrances into the two receptacula seminis are situated within the genital

area. The ovisacs are deposed freely.

a. Trunk-legs and caudal stylets apparently consist of a very small, short basal

part which tapers into a comparatively rather long and very narrow conical

branch. Live in the branchial cavity of Cumacea. . 11. Homoeoscelis n. gen.

§. Trunk-legs and caudal stylets not unfrequently wanting; if found, they are

very small, generally sub-cylindrical and terminating in two — the caudal

stylets sometimes in one or three — setae. Live in marsupia.

§. Maxillipeds good-sized and at least always longer than the maxillae. Live

in the marsupium ofAmphipoda, Cumacea and Isopoda. III. Sphceronella Sal.

§§. Maxillipeds quite rudimentary, several or many times shorter than the

maxillae. Live in the branchial cavity of Hippolyte Leach, a genus of

Decapoda IV. Ghoniostonia H. J. H.

b. Genital area wanting; the genital apertures often situated at a considerable distance

from each other, each having its own arch or ring of solid chitine. The odd recep-

taculum seminis is far from the genital apertures. The ovisacs liinged on the lips

of the genital apertures.



Maxillipeds good-sized. Genital apertures very far from each other, placed

very near the line where the hind margin and the lateral-margin meet. Live

in the marsupiiim of tlie genera Ih-ythrops Gr. 0. S. and Parerythrops G-. 0.

Sars, belonging to Mysidacea V. Mysidion n. gen.

Maxillipeds wanting. Genital apertures closer together, somewhat up on the

dorsal surface. Live attached outside on the back and on the sides of the

body or on the eye-stalks of the genus Erythrops G. 0. Sars, belonging to

Mysidacea VI. Aspidoecia Giard and Bonn.

L Steuotlioclieres n. gen.

FEMALE. The body somewhat longer than broad ; naked all over. The head wliich

is comparatively good-sized, is not marked out from the trunk; it has neither frontal nor

lateral borders. Antennulae comparatively long, without distinct articulation and with few

setae. Antennae middle-sized. The mouth-border with very short hairs. Maxillulae without

additional branch. Maxillae robust, without hairs. Maxillipeds of scarcely medium size, second

and third joints coalescent, all joints without hairs, spines or processes. Sub-median skeleton

very feebly developed, consisting only of a plate in fi-ont of each maxilliped. The trunk-legs

are situated rather far from the lateral margin; they are comparatively of considerable size

and consist of a basal part with two unjointed branches, each as a rule ending in a strong

or spiniform seta, besides, on the outer branch of the first pair of legs, is found a

smaller seta. Abdomen pretty well developed, consisting of a robust basal part and a

narrower distal part, which passes without articulation into two short and broad caudal

stylets, each of which bears four setse of unequal length. Genital area wanting. Genital

apertures situated partly on the lateral surface, partly on the ventral side of the basal part

of the abdomen, moi-e or less close to its lateral margin. Two large receptacula seniinis,

the entrances of which have not been found. — Spermatophores have not been noticed.

MALE. Agrees with the female in most features, so that only some characters

need be pointed out. The head is not marked out, it occupies about half of the body. The

trunk-legs are situated at a short distance inside the lateral margins of the trunk ; both pairs

are comparatively very considerable, with a thick basal -part. A little behind and outside

the second pair of trunk-legs proceed a pair of spines (pi. I, fig. 2 1, x), which are possibly

the rudiments of a third pair of legs. Only the narrower, distal part of the abdomen can

be distinguished from the trunk. The body is naked, but on its dorsal side, and especially

on its fi'ont part, it is furnished with moderately small, irregular protuberant knots, and on
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tlie ventral side, particularly outside a line between the base of the antennuliP and the first

pair of trunk-legs, with peculiar, irregular stripes or with keels and knots.

OVISACS. Real ovisacs are not found; the eggs are laid in one free lump or in

two (or three) lumps.

LARVA. Is only known of one species. Antennae about the length of the anten-

nulae. The maxillulae have a short but distinct basal pai't and two stout branches, the anterior

of which is very long. The maxillipeds are situated closely behind the 3-jointed maxillae;

all joints of both pairs are smooth. The peduncle of the natatory legs is very broad.

The third segment of the abdomen, together with the broad caudal stylets, which are not

set off by an ai-ticulation, is almost as broad as and neaily double the length of the second

segment. The longest seta of the caudal stylets is only a little longer than the abdomen

and not nearly half the length of the cephalothorax.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The two species known live each in a species of the genera Mdopa

Boeck aud Stoiofhoe Dana. Hitherto found only in Norway and at the western coast of

Greenland.

REMARKS. My material of the Amphipod family of Stenothoidae, which contains

a great multitude of species, being somewhat limited, because I have only seen a few spe-

cimens of most Greenlandish and Danish species, it may be expected that researches made

in a large material will lead to the discovery of a number of new species of this intei-

esting genus.

Conspectus of the Species.

The basal joint of the maxillipeds in both sexes conspicuously longer than that of

the maxilhv. The female without median frontal pi'ocess. The male elongated.

1. St. egregins n. sp.

The basal joint of the maxillipeds in both sexes almost shoiter than that (jf the

maxillae. The female has a median frontal process. The male is short and broad.

2. Sf. Sarsii n. sp.

I. Stenothocheres egregius n. sp.

(PI. I, tig. la— U.)

FEMALE. A very large specimen is 63 mm. long. The specimen represented

(fig. 1 a and fig. 1 b) is ab. 59 mm. long and -46 mm. broad. The body as a rule a little

longer than broad, apart from the abdomen evenly rounded; seen laterally (fig. 1 b), the ventral

side is rather flat, the back strongly convex. No median frontal process between the bases

of the antennulae. The antennae distinctly jointed ; the terminal joint furnished with two short

setae of unequal length. The basal joint of the maxillipeds conspicuously longer than that of the

l^
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maxillae. Each maxilliperl proceeds from a chitinous list (fig. 1 e, h), projecting between the

bases of tlie maxillae. The pi'oximal pait of the abdomen two to two and a half times

broader than tlie distal part. Each of the triangular caudal stylets (fig. 1 g, t) has four

setae, the foremost of which is short, the apical one moderatelj' long.

MALE. A well developed specimen is -196 mm. long and -11 mm. broad — thus

good-sized in proportion to the female (fig. 1 c: fig. la). So the body is a good deal longer

than broad (fig. 1 i). On the ventral side, stretching from the base of the antennuli* outside

the maxillae, the maxillipeds and the legs, backward towards the abdomen, and from the

appendages towards the lateral outline, are found a comparatively small number of irregular

stripes oi' grooves. On the basal part of the first pair of legs we see some irregular pro-

jections and taps; similar though blunter taps or knots aie spread more scantily over the

dorsal side of the animal, whereas the frontal part is closely covered with larger knots.

Antennulse shorter than in the following species. The basal joint of the maxillipeds longer

than that of the maxillae and more robust than in the folhjwing species. In the second

pair of legs the apical spine on the inner branch is frequently somewhat cur\'cd, but not

hooked. Of the setae on the caudal stylets, the apical one is thick and longer than the

others. — A frontal thread was found in a few cases; it was about as long as the animal

(fig. 1 c), simple and somewhat dilated towards the distal end.

EGGS. They are very large (fig. 1 d compared with fig. 1 a), and are deposed in a

large, loose, irregular lump, or in two (or very rarely three) lumps; the greatest number

found is foity-two, the usual number is about thirty.

LARVA (fig. 1 1). Length of the body (except caudal setae) 22 mm., which shows

that it is longer than the male, though its volume is somewhat smaller. Cephalothorax

oval, somewhat longer than broad. The front has a transverse band which curves backward,

ending at a short distance from the base of the antennulae. Antennuhe 3-jointed; olfactory

seta at least double their length, reacliing a little behind the middle of the cephalothorax.

Antennae of medium length, 3-jointed; basal joint broad and longer than broad, about the

same length as the second joint; third joint short, terminating in two oi" three setae, one of

which is stout and as long as the second and third joints together. Second and third joints

of the maxillipeds of about equal length. The longest seta at the hindmost angle of the

first abdominal segment a little longer than the second segment. Each caudal stylet fur-

nished with five setae, one of them a little longer than the abdomen, two of the others a

little longer than the last segment plus the caudal stylets. (See besides the diagnosis of

the genus).

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. On Metopa Bruzelii (Goes) from two localities near the western coast

of Greenland. In a glass labelled: »Godthaab, deep water [probably 40— GO fathoms], in

Sertularia, Holboll*, were found numerous specimens of ilfe^. Bruzelii (Goes) and of Jf. sinuafa

G. O. Sars, as well as a number of specimens of M. Jon(/icorni>i Boeck. M. lonc/imana Boeck
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and 3f. ncfilccta H. J. H., and an examination df all these only exhibited parasites on eit;ht

adult females of M. Bnizelii; in five specimens this Stenothochercs was found, in three

others SpfueroneUa Metopce n. sp. (s. later on). The second locality is: »lat. (id" i5()' N.,

long. 54" 50' W., forty fathoms, stones with many Balani, 5. VIII. 1886, Th. Holm«;

here was taken a very great number of Md. Brur-elii and of 31. simiafa, but whereas the

latter is free from parasites, Sfniothochcrea occurs fi-equently in the first mentioned species,

M'liile no specimen of SplKer. Mefopcc was found. Unfortunately the abundant material from

this locality was somewhat rouglily handled, as the animals while still alive had been put

into too strong spirit. I investigated and put down statistics on the contents of the marsupia

of twenty-tlu'ee infested females, which, added to those from the former locality, makes a

total of twenty-eight. In one case neither females nor males were found, but at least twelve

larvae and a lump of six eggs without larvae. In another case only one not half developed

female was found ; in a third marsupium two females, but neither males nor eggs. In twenty-

five cases a female was found, and often a male besides, in one case even two males (once

I also found a normal male and the larger part of the skin of a dead male), and finally, I

frequently met with eggs or recently hatched larvs. Concerning the eggs, I refer to the

description given on p. 44. The female was always seen in the foremost part of the mar-

supium, the male and the eggs behind. (3nly in a few cases a frontal tliread was found

in the male. Subsequently more material of lief. Bruzelii was examined (adult females as

well as young specimens), in order to fiiul ^ if possible — stages of development. Several

finds in adult females corresponded to the above stated results, but in one young female

with scarcely half-developed marsupium I succeeded in finding two larvae which had evidently

swum in beneath the body of the animal, and in a young specimen without marsupium I

found a single larva. From all these data it may be concluded that, at least as a rule, the

female is infested before the marsupium is quite developed. At least one of the last-men-

tioned larvae had liinged itself by the usual adhesive fi-ontal plate, but about the subsequent

development I learned notliing.

2. Stenothocheres Sarsii n. sp.

(PI. I, fig. 2 a— !21.)

FEMALE. The largest specimen (fig. 2 a) is swollen to such an extent that the

body is vaulted beyond the abdomen, so that this part does not add to its length or breadth

which are respectively SU nnn. and -69 mm. The specimen exhibited in fig. 2 d and fig. 2 e

is only '67 mm. in lengtli. Seen from below, the body (apart from the abdomen) is a short,

at the ends rather flattened oval; seen laterally (fig. 2 e), the ventral surface is rather fiat,

the back considerably vaulted. Between the base of the antennulae is found an odd, blunt,

horizontal process of considerable size. The antennae weak, with indistinct articulation, the distal

12'
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joint terminating in a short spine. The maxillipeds comparatively short and slender, their

basal joint almost shorter than that of the maxillae. The proximal section of the abdomen

more than three times broader than the distal section (fig. 2 i) ; each of the oblong eandal

stylets fnrnished with fonr setaj, the foi-emost of which is the longest. — Fig. 2 a shows

that this specimen possessed two long frontal tlu'eads (s), the proximal parts of which are

nnited into one single thread.

MALE. The largest specimen (fig. 2 k and 2 1) measnres to the extremity of the

caudal stylets '27 mm. in length; breadth -24 mm.; a rather considerable size compared

with the female (fig. 2b: fig. 2 a). So, the body is proportionally only a little longer than

broad and somewhat depressed. The ventral surface outside the limbs from the base of the

antennulae to the abdomen, the posterior part of the sides, the liindmost part of the back,

the stout basal part of the trunk-legs and the inner branch of the first pair, are closely

covered with peculiar, very irregular eminences, which are partly shaped like keels, partly

like knots or short, acute taps. The median part between the maxillipeds and the trunk-

legs shows fewer keels and stripes. The dorsal side has very few knots, whereas the front

part of the head is covered with numerous blunt knots. The maxillipeds like those of the

female. The terminal spine on the inner branch of the posterior legs is strongly curved

and hooked. Of the setae of the caudal stylets, the two apical ones are stout and of sub-

equal length. — The frontal thread (fig. 2 k, s) a little shorter than the animal, simple, slender,

yet somewhat thickened towards the distal end.

EGGS. Much smaller, but also much more numerous than in the preceding species.

In one female were found two somewhat oblong lumps of eggs of about equal size and of

irregular shape; they did not show any trace of larvae. One of these lumps is exhibited in

fig. 2 c, enlarged to the same scale as the largest female, fig. 2 a, and a comparison of these

figures with the male (fig. 2 b) will show the relative size.

LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. On Stenotho'e marina (Sp. Bate) from Norway. The locality cannot

be precisely indicated, but, according to Sars, the host occurs along the southern and western

coast of Norway up to the Nordland coast (Tjoto). I have only seen two infested specimens

lent me by Prof. G. 0. Sars, after whom I have named this remarkable form discovered by

him. One of the hosts was a female with marsupium, in which were found an adult female,

a very small female and the two afore-mentioned lumps of eggs, one of which, probably by

chance, was adhering to the abdomen of the female, whereas the other was free and situated

more to the front; the female had attached one of its above-mentioned frontal threads to it,

which I think shows that the animal must have moved after deposing tliis lump. The other

host was also a female; its marsupial plates were somewhat smaller, though they appeared

to be quite developed, being furnished with marginal setae, and in tliis specimen were found

an adult female, a male and an empty skin of a somewhat smaller male.
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II. HoillOeOSCeliS n. gen.

FEMALE. The head small ami distinctly defined from the oiiciilai', rather

depressed trunk. Frontal and marginal borders and sub-median skeleton \\ell developed.

Antennula? of scarcely medium length, 2-jointed. Antenn* wanting. Mouth i-ather small,

the mouth-border being somewhat nairow, with well developed hairs. Maxillulte without

additional branch. Maxillae about middle-sized, smooth. Maxillipeds of medium size, second

and third joints coalescent. Body entirely naked in the adults, at the utmost a few hairs

on the sides behind the head; in the recently hatched and younger specimens the hair

covering resembles that of the male. The trunk-legs are situated on the lateral margins;

they are small, each apparently consisting of a rather tliick, short basal part which is jointed

without articulation to an elongated, very narrow conical, sometimes partly hairy branch, at the

base of which the basal part bears either a few setts or just a vestige of another branch.

Abdomen wanting. Well developed genital area with a transverse cliitinous arch, opening

towards the front and surrounding the genital apertures, wldch are situated close together,

and the entrances of receptacula seminis. Rather close behind the genital area are the two cau-

dal stylets wMch are a little thicker and longer than the legs. — Spermatophores frequently seen.

MALE. Body seen from below elongated ovate, from nearly twice to a little more

than twice as long as broad. Length of the head somewhat exceeding a tlurd of the total

length. (The antennulse 2- or 3-jointed, and very small antennse are perhaps found in one

species). In other respects all the other organs of the head, as well as the trunk-legs and

caudal stylets, mostly agree with those of the female. The trunk, except the anterior part

of the ventral surface, is covered rather closely all over with comparatively short haii^s.

OVISACS. Are deposed freely, and are of moderate or rather large size, containing

few, six to eighteen, eggs which are very or exceedingly large. The number of sacs laid

by one female can amount to eight.

LARVA. Is known of both species. Antennae much longer than in any other

genus, more than twice the length of the antennulse, owing particularly to the fact that the

penultimate joint is very much elongated; the terminal seta is very long. Maxillulae I have

been unable to discover. Maxillae only 2-jointed, the second and third joints being fused

and forming one curved joint, which, moreover, along the larger part of both margins is

furnished with extremely fine and short, setiform processes. Maxillipeds far behind the

maxillte; all joints smooth; second joint half or scarcely half as long as the third one.

Peduncle of the natatoi-y legs rather slender. Third segment of the abdomen together with

the small caudal stylets distinctly articulated to the segment, much smaller than the second

segment. The longest seta of the caudal stylets sometimes shorter, sometimes considerably

longer than half of the cephalothorax.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Observed only in one species and described

above, p. 55.
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HABITAT. Tlie animals live in the biancliial cavity ofCiimacea, causing a gradnal

swelling of the carapace above the place wliich is occnpied by the parasite and its ovisacs.

A parasite with several ovisacs may be found on immature specimens of both sexes as well

as on adult females. Two infested adult males have also been found. The larvae infest not

only immature specimens, but frequently also females with marsuiiium. The two species

here described come respectively from Denmark and from Messina (and a deep-sea species

was found on a Diastylis brought home by the »Ingolf« expedition)').

EEMARKS. The genus is distinguished partly by the shape of the trunk-legs,

partly by the similarity of both pairs in the male as well as in the two sexes nnitually, and

by their resemblance to the caudal stylets. In giving the genus its name, I have tried to

allude to this conformity in the ai)pendages. The females are veiy small, more so than in

any other genus, which harmonises well with the scanty room left for them in the branchial

cavity of their rather small hosts. The males, on the contrary, are uncommonly large in

proportion to the females: in the lai'ge species about half the length, in the small one even

longer than a middle sized adult female. (In H. mediferranea the antennulas of the male

are decidedly 2-jointed; what in fig. If on pi. XIII appears to be a short basal joint, is an

angular excrescence proceeding from the head. On the other hand, the antennnhe of H.

minuta sometimes appear to be 3-jointed, as the two last joints, though coalescent, are

separated by a distinct line, which, however, is too strongly marked in the drawing.)

Conspectus of the Species.

In the female the basal joint of the maxillipeds is comparatively more slender, a

good deal longer than half the breadth of the head at its base. Trunk-legs and caudal

stylets of the male are long, longer than half the breadth of the body, and furnished with

hairs about all over the distal half 1. H. minuta n. sp.

In the female the basal joint of the maxillipeds comparatively stout, scarcely longer

than half of the head at its base. Trunk-legs and caudal stylets of the male shorter, not

nearly half the breadth of the body, and with very few or no hairs . 2. H. mediferranea n. sp.

I. Homoeoscelis minuta n. sp.

(PI. I, fig.Sa—3b; pi. II, fig. la— 11).

FEMALE. The largest specimen (fig. lb), which had not begun laying eggs, is

52 mm. in length and 49 mm. in breadth. A female which has nearly finished laying eggs

(fig. 1 c) is only -35 mm. long and 39 mm. broad. The frontal margin has seven small incisions

') J. Bonnier, in his above-mentioned treatise, published probably in Febr. 1897, under the name of

Sphceronelhi seih'iiidn'a Bonn, described a species belons-'ing to this genus. He found it in the branchial

cavity of Cydas])is longicaudata G. 0. Sars, taken in a depth of 960 metres in 'Le Golfe de Gascogne".
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(fig. Ill) and very slidit liairs. Basal Joint of the maxillipecls rather slender and a good

deal longer than half of the breadth of the head at its base. The genital area (fig. 3a)

moie than double as broad as long; between, behind and obliquely outside the genital apertures,

as well as beliind the caudal stylets, are a number of very fine hairs.

MALE. A normal specimen (fig. 1 i and fig. 1 k) is "20 mm. in length and W nnn.

in breadth, or about half the length of a middle-sized adult female (comp. fig. 1 d with fig. 1 b

and fig. Ic). The body between scarcely double and a little more than double as long as

broad. The frontal maigin seems to be like tliat of the female; the incisions are extremely

difficult to see (the hair-covering in fig. 11 is too long). Basal joint of the maxillipeds of a

shape similar to that of the female. Trunk-legs and caudal stylets long, longer than half

the breadth of the body, and very distinctly fiii-nished with haiis about all over the distal half.

OVISACS. Of medium or rather large size, globular or shortly ovate (fig. le and

fig. If). As a rule there are fourteen to eighteen very large eggs in each sac. It is a not

common occurrence to find eight ovisacs with one female, and a greater numbei- has never

been observed.

LARVA. A free specimen (fig. Ig) is 15 mm. in length. Its cephalothorax is

neai'ly double as long as broad. Having only one such specimen in hand, I prepared some

larvae out of their egg-membranes and examined them more closely; one of them is seen in

fig. 11. We notice that its cephalothorax is still somewhat shorter and broader than that

of the freely swimming larva, and the animal is only 14: mm. in length. The olfactory seta

of the antennulse turned backward reaches beyond the posterior extremity of the ceidialothorax.

Distance between the maxillae and the maxillipeds about as long as the basal joint of the

latter. Second abdominal segment as long as the first. The longest seta of the caudal

stylets considerably longer than half the length of the cephalothorax, about half the length

of the body in the free specimen.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Described in detail above, on p. 55.

HABITAT. In the branchial cavity of Diastylis hicifera (Kr.) from Denmark. The

parasite I have found in sixty-six specimens, the special locality of fifty-seven of these are

unknown to me; five specimens were taken at Hellebaek (foui' by Dr. Joh. Petersen, one by

the author), and foui- in the following four stations of the expeditions of »Hauch«: Stat. 25

(110 fathoms), Stat. 368 (13 fath.), Stat. 370 (15 fath.) and Stat. 383 (14 fath.)'). Either

the right or the left side is infested ; in no specimen have I found both sides infested. Only

one female and generally also one male, rather seldom two males, are found in the same

branchial cavity. Where the parasite has laid several ovisacs, the carapace of the host is very

considerably swollen, and frequently this swelling rises somewhat above the median dorsal line.

') Details about the exact locahties of these stations, the description of the bottom etc. is found in:

,G. G. Joh. Petersen: Del videnskabelige Udbytte af Kanonbaaden ,Hauch"s Togler i de danske Have indenfor

Skagen i Aarenc 1883—86", p. 1— 3."?, 1893. In my denrriirtions of several of the following species, other

stations from these cruises will be quoted and may be looked for in the afore-mentioned work.
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An adult, parasite, especiallj' when it has laid several ovisacs, is easily seen through the carapace,

but if we want to find out if a specimen without swelling is infested with larvae, pupse or

recently hatched specimens, we must examine it carefully under a good dissecting microscope.

I will try to give special statistics of my material, but unfortunately, at the beginning

of my investigation some years ago, I omitted to put down sufficient notes about a few of

my specimens, so I cannot give as perfect statements as I should like. Of 433 specimens

of Diast. lucifera, 66 were infested, 367 were not. Of the latter, 182 were females with

eggs or young ones in the marsupium, 74 females with empty marsupium, 28 adult

males, 7 young males (before the last moulting) and 76 young females (some of them

may have been males without rudiments of abdominal appendages). Of the Q^) infested

specimens 13 weie females with young ones in the marsupium, (there was not one

with eggs), 31 females with well-developed though empty marsupium, no adult males, 3

young males and 15 young females; concerning 4 specimens sufficient notes are wanting,

at all events none of them was an adult male. Of the 62 specimens, 33 contained

an adult female with one or more ovisacs, and also, of course, a male, and of these 33

hosts, 4 were females with young ones in the marsupium, 13 were females with empty

marsupium, 13 young females and 3 young males. In 29 of the 62 specimens was found

either a moderately large female without eggs, or one (or two) males, or in many cases

recently hatched specimens or pupae, and in at least one case, only one recently entered

larva. Of these 29 hosts, 9 were females with young ones in the marsupium, 18 were

females with well-developed, empty marsupium, and 2 young females (without marsupium).

No help is needed to draw various conclusions from these figures; I will only observe that

the number of males collected is too small to allow us to conclude that they are never

infested (s. the following species).

REMARKS. The thi'ee infested specimens first observed were discovered by the

Inspector, Dr. F. Meinert, whom I had asked to look out for eventual parasites in determining

the Cumacea from the cruises of the »Hauch«. With respect to the figures it may be

observed that in fig. 1 a I haven given a drawing (in the same enlargement as fig. 1 b and 1 c

etc.) of a rather young female , whose limbs are remarkably long , as in the male (fig. 1 d),

and which has already four spermatophores attached to its genital area, though it is far

from being old enough to begin laying eggs. Fig. 3a (pi. I) exhibits two spermatophores (s)

fixed at the entrances to the receptacula seminis (r), which are seen through the skin and

are indicated by dotted lines.

2. Homoeoscelis mediterranea n. sp.

(PI. XIII, fig. la— Ih).

FEIVIALE. The specimen represented (fig. la) is •28 mm. in length, •23 mm. in

breadth; the laigest specimen taken out measures •31mm. in length, •32mm. in breadth.
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The frontal margin uninterrupted, with scarcely any hairs. The l)asal joint of the maxillipeds

moderately stout (fig. 1 d) , scai'cely longer than half the breadth of the head. The genital

area (fig. 1 e) not nearly twice as long as broad ; the whole area between the genital apertm-es

and the caudal stylets, a narrow part behind the latter, and an area outside the soft mem-

brane wIulIi borders the genital apertures, are covered with rather short hairs. The

remainder as in the preceding species.

MALE. The well-developed specimen illustrated (fig. If and fig. Ig) is •17 mm. long

and -09 mm, broad, thus a little more than half the length of the largest female. The body

more clumsy than in the preceding species, not twice as long as broad. Frontal margin

and maxillipeds as in the female. Trunk-legs and caudal stylets shorter, not nearly half

as long as the breadth of the body, and with very few or no hairs.

OVISACS. Rather large (fig. Ic), shortly ovate or sub-giobular. There may be

five to twelve, but generally we find six to ten comparatively extremely large eggs in each

ovisac, and as many as eight ovisacs have been found with one female.

LARVA. In one ovisac were found larvse nearly on the point of swimming out;

one of these is figured (fig. Ih); its body is •15 mm. in length, and the cephalothorax is

very elongated. The olfactory seta of the antennulae reaches the posterior extremity of the

cephalothorax. Distance between the maxillae and the maxillipeds considerably shorter than the

basal joint of the latter. Second abdominal segment scarcely the length of the first. The

long setifi of the caudal stylets considerably shorter than in the preceding species, not half

the length of the cephalothorax and frequently much shorter.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. In the branchial cavity of Iphinoe trispinosa (Goods.), at Messina.

In May and in the beginning of June 1893 I caught fifty-eight specimens in all ages of

this species in the harbour of Messina, in a depth of ten to twenty fathoms, and seven out of

these were infested with the parasite. It was only found in specimens which were either

much more than half-grown or full-grown, so that no parasite appeared on a single one of

the numerous specimens wliich were only half-grown or still younger. A female with the

marsupium containing Sphcpronella marginata (s. later on), had on its right hand side a

considerable swelling, in wliich were two adult females, tAvo males and six ovisacs. In a

female with less than half-developed marsupium, the left branchial cavity contained a male;

the right hand side of the carapace , especially its posterior part , bulged very much , and

under the hindmost part of it were found an adult female, in front of it a male and eight

ovisacs, the foremost of which was evidently newly laid, whereas another, which was lying

close up to the female, contained full-gro-mi young ones; tliis arrangement showed clearly

that the female had changed place. An adult male contained in its left branchial cavity

one half-grown female. Another adult male contained, also in its left hand side, one adult

female, one young female, one male and two ovisacs. The three remaining hosts, ^nz. a

male before its last moult and two not quite adult females, have not been dissected, but it

13
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could be observed through the carapace that in one of the specimens (a female), the parasitic

(no doubt adult) female had not began la}ing- eggs, whereas the two other specimens lodged

not a few ovisacs beneath their carapace.

REMARKS. In this small species the female is smaller aiid the eggs comparatively

larger than in any other form of this family hitherto found. It is closely allied to Romoe-

oscelis mimda, though the male in particular is easily distinguished from this species by

its shorter legs. It may be observed that an exanunation of numerous specimens of Iphinoe

trispinosa from Denmark gave a negative result.

III. SphaerOUella Salensky (1868).

FEMALE. Head small, generally, though not always, defined from the trunk,

which is ovate or globular, sometimes even a little broader than long. Maxillipeds large

or rather large and at least always longer than the maxillae. Trunk-legs sometimes wanting;

if found, they always consist of one minute cylindrical joint with a couple of terminal setae,

or they are reduced to small eminences. Genital area is found and always well developed,

so that the genital apertures — which are rather or very close together — and the entrances

to the two receptacula seminis , which are situated close in front of them , are surrounded

or at least bordered posteriorly and at the sides by common rather solid chitine. Caudal

stylets are sometimes wanting; if found, they are shaped somewhat like the trunk-legs and

terminate in one, two or three setae. — Spermatophores frequently observed.

MALE. This sex is known in a little more than two thirds (twenty-five) of the

species. The body, seen fi'om below, is ovate or sub-globular (seen laterally, the back is

much vaulted, the ventral side rather flat, sometimes even concave in the middle). The

head always furnished with frontal and lateral borders. The trunk is covered with hairs

on the larger part of the ventral surface, as a rule, also on its sides and on the whole or

part of the back. Trunk-legs and caudal stylets sometimes wanting, but generally found,

and in this case differing much from each other. The trunk-legs always de-\iating very

much from those of the females.

OVISACS. Always deposed freely.

LARVA. Observed in scarcely half of the species. Antennae at most a little

longer than the antennuls, sometimes very short. Maxillipeds situated close behind the

maxillae. Peduncle of the natatory legs of medium breadth or narrow. Posterior abdominal

segment together with the caudal stylets nearly always smaller than the penultimate segment.

Long seta of the caudal stylets longer than half the length of the cephalothorax.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Known or partly known in several species

(s. above).
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HABITAT. The maisupiuui ofAmphipoda, Cumacea and Isopoda. Younger females

and animals in various stages of development of some species are also found on the ventral

surface of the thorax in Amphipoda. Found in Denmark, Norway, Greenland, in the Kara

Sea, the Mediterranean, off Cuba, and finally on the East-coast of Asia between about lat.

22" and 51 «N.

REMARKS. This genus is very large. Subsequently thirty-four species mil be

described, besides S. Leuckarfii Sal., which I have not seen (and S. diadema G. and B.

wliicli has not been described). The above given diagnosis of the genus is rather meagre,

and it is easy to see that some of the characteristics are qualified by an »either . . . or«.

The obvious reason is that many of the species in several respects vary considerably among

themselves. Above, on p. 82—83 I have already given a general view of the most important

of these differences, stating my reasons for not feeling justified — in spite of these differences —
to divide the genus into several genera.

It is impossible, for two reasons, to give complete anal}'tical keys of the two sexes

in all species, firstly, because the male is unknown in nine species, secondl3^ because the

differences between the females and between the males in one small division are too vague

to be represented with sufficient preciseness in such a conspectus. However, in order to

procui-e a kind of general view, I will divide all species into three groups according to the

orders of their hosts , subsequently giving as good a conspectus as possible of each of the

two sexes in the species of each group. In this place I will only give the analytical keys

of the first division; the other keys will be found immediately preceding the divisions to

which they belong.

a. Parasites on Amphipoda.

It may be observed that the males of this group always have well developed trunk-

legs and caudal stylets. In the larvae the front is never furnished with processes or lists

in the sub-median part (there aie one or two rather small lists near the basis of each

autenuula), the basal joint of the maxilla is smooth, without combs, and the terminal joint

not serrated.

1. Conspectus of the Females.

The figures preceding the names of the species indicate their number in the subsequent

representation. In this conspectus all species are included except S. abysd n. sp., of wliich

my knowledge is too fi-agmentary (s. the description below).

1. Head with distinct fiontal border and distinct prominent lateral borders. Genital area

broader than long 2

13*
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1'. Head without distinct frontal border; lateral borders wanting. Genital area longer

than broad 36- S. microcephahi G. and B.

2. Antennae quite rudimentaiy. A tuft of hair near the base of each maxillula.

Group: S. Leuchartii Sal.

including the following species: . . . 1. S. elegantulan. S])., 2. S. Atylin.s^., S.S.danica

n. sp. , 4. S. vestita u. sp. , 5. S. Leptocheiri n. sp. , 6. S. messinensis

n. sp., 7. S. chinensis n. sp., 8. S. antiUensis n. sp.

2'. Antennae pretty well developed. No hair-tufts near the base of the maxillulae ... 3

3. Erontal margin without expansion in the middle 4

3'. Frontal margin with a flatly cup-shaped expansion in the middle . . 25. S. frontalis n. sp.

4. Trunk covered with short hairs, 2- or 3-brauched at their basis 5

4'. Trunk naked or with rather few, simple hairs 6

5. Caudal stylets situated between the genital apertures. The trunk thickly covered

with hairs 9. S. Calliopii n. sp.

5'. Caudal stylets situated behind the genital apertiu-es. Hair-covering less thick.

10. S. irregularis n. sp.

6. Trunk fastened to the host by a very short ventral thread . . . 11. S. paradoxa n. sp.

6'. Trunk never attached to the host 7

7. Trunk-legs — if found — cylindrical, with two setae 8

7'. Trunk-legs distinct, rounded eminences without setae . . . . 24. S. AcantlMzonis n. sp.

8. Maxillipeds good-sized; their basal joint much longer than that of the maxillae ... 9

8'. Maxillipeds rather small; their basal joint not much longer than that of the maxillae.

23. S. Didichice n. sp.

9. Trunk-legs, if found, with short setae 10

9'. One of the terminal setae of the trunk-legs remarkably long, about tlu-ee times as long

as the leg 21. S. longipes n. sp.

10. Genital area naked or with rather few and — as a rule — scattered hairs .... 11

10
'. Genital area provided on each side with a curved line of long hairs.

15. S. Holholli n. sp.

11. Genital area forming a solid plate 12

11
'. Genital area for the most part thin-skinned, the more solid chitine forming a greater

part of a ring 13

12. Numerous hairs between the base of the maxillae and the maxillipeds. Genital area

with a number of scattered hairs 16. S. intermedia n. sp.

12'. No hairs between the base of the maxillse and the maxillipeds. Genital area naked.

17. S. capensis n. sp.

13. No transverse list betAveen head and trunk behind the base of the maxillipeds.

13. S. Argissce u. sp.
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13
'. At least one transverse list between head and trunk behind the base of the maxillipeds . . 14

14. Head mth naked lateral margins (margins of the lateral borders) 15

14'. Head with hairy lateral margins 16

15. Antenuulae rather short and clumsy. Sub-median skeleton without a process at the

basal inner angle of the maxillipeds 14. S. Metoim n. sp.

15'. Anteunulse moderately long and slender. Sub-median skeleton with a small process at

the basal inner angle of each maxilliped 18. S. Gitanopsidis n. sp.

16. Exceedingly short hairs on the lateral margins of the head. Basal joint of the maxil-

lipeds moderately short and stout 17

16'. Moderately long hairs on the lateral margins of the head. Basal joint of the maxillipeds

long and slender 22. S. Ampkilochi n. sp.

17. Caudal stylets behind or on the posterior margin of the ring of the genital area.

19. S. Giardii n. sp.

17'. Caudal stylets at some distance in front of the posterior margin of the ring of the

genital area 20. S. Bonnieri n. sp.

2, Conspectus of the Males known.

1. Dorsal siu'face of the trunk with (at least) a transverse line or belt of hairs, or covered

with hairs all over 2

1
'. Dorsal siu^face of the trunk quite naked 26. S. microcephala

2. Frontal border with two very deep and broad incisions dividing it into tlu-ee plates,

the median one of which is large, long and broad and nearly square, the lateral ones

much shorter Group of S. Leuckartii

2
'. Frontal border not deeply incised, the margin crenate or entire 3

3. Frontal margin crenate, forming six lobes of which the most external ones are low.

9. S. Calliopii

3'. Frontal margin entire 4

4. Trunk covered yvith single hairs or with (at most) 3-branched setaceous hairs (3 hairs

proceeding fi'om each tiny knot) 5

4'. Trunk covered with tiny oblong transverse knots, from each of which proceed about

ten very fine hairs, radiating backward and sideways 25. S. frontalis

5. Each caudal stylet with a very conspicuous seta, wliich is fi'om about thrice to many

times the length of the stylet 6

5'. Each caudal stylet with two or three moderately short setae, none ot wliich is very

conspicuous, and not thiice the length of the stylet 12

6. First pair of legs 1-branched, the branch ending in a long seta 7

6'. First pair of legs 2-branched, the outer branch ending in a long and a shorter seta,

the inner branch in a conspicuous, shorter or longer termiual seta U
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7. Sub-median skeleton with two pairs of processes (second and tliird pairs) between the

bases of the maxillipeds. Terminal setae of the caudal stylets somewhat longer than

the basal joint of the maxillipeds 11. S. paradoxa

7'. Sub-median skeleton mth only one pair of processes (second pair) between the bases

of the maxillipeds. Terminal setse of the caudal stylets scarcely the length of the

basal joint of the maxillipeds 8

8. Basal joint of the maxillae without any prominent plate 16. S. intermedia

8'. Basal joint of the maxillae with a prominent plate with spiniform marginal processes

round the distal, inward and backward turning angle 17. S. capensis

9. Terminal seta of the caudal stylets somewhat longer than the terminal seta of the

outer branch of the first pair of legs 12. S. ahyssi

9'. Terminal seta of the caudal stylets a little or much shorter than the terminal seta of

the outer branch of the first pair of legs 10

10. Terminal seta of the caudal stjdets at least four to six or eight times longer than the

stylets, and much longer than the secondary seta of the outer branch of the first pair

of legs 11

10'. Terminal seta of the caudal stylets only about three times the length of the stylets

and not longer than the secondary seta of the outer branch of the first pair of legs.

l.S. S. Argisste

11. Terminal seta of the inner branch of the first pair of legs equal in length to, or longer

thau the distance between the base of the same leg and the end of its outer branch.

14. S. Metopes

11
'. Terminal seta of the inner branch of the fii'st pair of legs somewhat shorter than the

distance between the bases of the same legs and the apex of their outer branch.

15. S. RolboUi

12. First pail- of legs with a long seta at the apex of the single branch , none on the

outer process 18. S. Gitanopsidis

12 '. First pail- of legs with two branches, the terminal setae of which are shorter than the

leg; a seta on the outer process 13

13. Trunk not much larger thau the head, with setaceous hairs, proceeding two or (generally)

three together from tiny knots 19. S. Giardii

13'. Trunk more than double the size of the head, with moderately thin, normal hairs.

20. S. Bonnieri.

About species 1—8: Group of Sphceronella Leuckartii.

In seven species belonging to the genera Paratylus G. 0. Sars, Cheirocratus Norm.,

Leptocheirus Zadd., Gammaropsis Lilljbg., Mieroprotopiis Norm, and Corophium Latr., taken

in Denmark, Sicily, Cuba and Hong-Kong, T have found parasites which bear a close resem-
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blance to one another and to Splicer. Lenckartii Sal. from Naples. The Danish forms which

are taken on animals of the two first and the two last-mentioued genera, deviate quite

as much from each other as from the exotic forms, and quite as much as the latter deviate

fi'om each other. In studj'ing a not very large material of specimens taken on two of

the genera (Chfirocrafus and Corophium) it appeared, on the one hand that the hair-

covering of the females sometimes, but not always, varied very much according to age

(Salensky already found that the recently hatched females of S. LeucJcartii were more hairy

than the adults), on the other hand that adult, egg-laying females taken on the same species

[Cheirocratus SundevaUi) also varied much with respect to the quality of their hair-covering

on the anterior part of their trunk and on the genital area, and to the appearance of tufts

of hairs on various parts of the ventral side of the head; however, these last-mentioned

differences seem to be accounted for by the fact that one of the adult specimens had retained

part of the hair-covering it had had when young. Between adult females taken in the same

species there was some difference in the distance between the caudal stylets and the genital

area, still the differences in this area and in the situation of the caudal stylets were much

smaller in animals taken in the same species than in several of the forms taken in hosts of

different species. The size of the egg-laying females was very different, varying according

to the size of the infested species, so that a specimen from Cheirocratus was thrice the

length of one from Gammaropsis. There was considerably less difference of strnctui'e between

the males of various species than between the females, and much less difference of size.

Some of the differences found between the males were decidedly of an individual or acci-

dental nature. These data placed me in the dilemma of either considering all the animals

I had found as belonging to one species, though a very variable one, infesting animals of

widely differing families of Amphipoda, and being spread over an immense geographical area,

or to admit the eight species established here. Future naturalists who will have a much

larger material at their disposal to thi'ow light on the varieties of individuals taken in the

same species, and at the same time will have many parasites from hosts of different genera,

must pronounce the final verdict on this matter. (Perhaps some day it will be possible to

solve the question, whether parasites from one genus often can infest animals belonging to other

genera, by cultivating in an aquarium non-infested specimens of the genera that are to be

examined, together with infested and non-infested animals of another genus; then perhaps it

will be seen, whether the larvae, which no doubt swim about only a short wliile, exclusively

seek specimens of the same species as the host of the mother, or whether they also infest

and develop themselves on the other genera). Not having found any parasite on Microdeu-

topus gryJlotcdpa Costa, I must consider Splicer. LeuclMrtii Sal. as a ninth (to me unknown)

species. Unfortunately Salensky's description and figures are far from being sufficiently exact

in the details with wliich we are here concerned. If my species were to be united into one, no

doubt it would have to be under the name of S. LeucJcartii, but I will conclude with the remark

that I consider it rather improbable that such an arrangement would prove to be well-founded.
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I think the best plan is to begin by giving- an account of the features which are

common to all species, subsequently describing each species separately. A tuft of hairs

outside the base of the maxillulse in both sexes, and the shape of the frontal border in the

male, are probably the most characteristic features which distinguish them from all other

species of the genus SphivroneUa.

FEMALE. Bod}'^ ovate or sub-globular, with well-defined head. Antennulse of

about medium length, 3-jointed, the last joint provided with rather short setae. Frontal

margin naked. Antennae rudimentary (pi. Ill, fig. 2 c, c), but generally visible. The mouth

of middle size. Setae of the mouth-border of medium length. Maxillulae provided with an

additional branch; outside and somewhat behind their base a peculiar, pretty large tuft of

hairs turning outward. Maxillae of medium size. Maxillipeds normal, with hairy spots on

their basal joint. The sub-median skeleton between the rostrum and the base of the maxilli-

peds forms rather bioad longitudinal plates , but there is no transverse list on the ventral

side at the posterior limit of the head. The lateral margin of the head provided with a

row or a stripe of moderately long hairs. Trunk-legs and caudal stylets always distinct

(e. g. pi. II, fig. 6 a). Genital area much narrower than the head, broader than long, plate-

like or only with a solid ring wliich has no opening in front. The curved genital apertures

turn their front extremity forward, their hind extremity sideways, and their distance from

each other is shorter than the length of each. Caudal stylets either on the posterior margin

of the genital area {\A. II, fig. 5 b) or, as a rule, behind or far behind it (pi. 11, fig. 3 b).

MALE. This sex is known of six of the species. The body is from one tliird to

one half longer than broad. The head about the size of the trunk. The frontal border

produced so as to form in advance of each antennula a pretty large, rounded, distally ciliated

lobe, which is separated by a deep and broad incision from the odd, long, broad and almost

square median plate, the sides of which are often somewhat diverging, sometimes parallel;

its slightly curved anterior margin, as well as the distal part of the lateral margin, are

furnished with fine and short hairs. Antennulae, antennae, rostrum, maxillulaB, the hair-tuft

at their basis, maxillae and maxillipeds, chiefly as in the female. The sub-median skeleton

with first and second pairs of processes well developed ; first pair rather prominent, triangular,

pointed, situated close in front of or overlapping the base of the maxillipeds; second pair

situated at the inner angles of the maxillipeds, elongated, extending over the basal part of

the trunk, and more or less diverging. Lateral margin of the head ciliated ; from its posterior

extremity a narrow belt of long hairs extends upward over the side and in an oblique

direction across the back. The ventral surface, the sides and the hindmost part of the trunk

are covered with moderately long, posteriorly towards the back with very long hairs, leaving

a large naked area behind the above-mentioned transverse belt. The legs of moderate and

sub-equal length; the fii-st pair consist of a peduncle, one branch, and a short conical

process on the outer side at the apex of the peduncle; the proximal part of the peduncle is

stout and rather broad ; the branch which must be homologous with the outer one in the following
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species, is shorter than the peduncle and terminates in two setae, one short, the other long'er

or somewhat shorter than the peduncle plus the branch, and finely plumose ; the outer process

terminates in a short seta. The branch — at least in most cases — is not distinctly set

oif from the peduncle by an articulation; if nevertheless this seems to be the case sometimes,

it may be owing to an optical delusion. The second pair of legs consist of a rather short

and slender peduncle and two branches, the outer of which is short, conical and terminates

in a short seta, the iinier one agrees with the branch on the fii'st pair of legs and terminates

in similar setae ^) (the outer branch is never set oif by an articulation). The caudal stylets

are comparatively long, with a seta which is shorter than the stylet and proceeds from its

inner angle. — The animals are sometimes hinged by a frontal thread (pi. II, fig. 4 b), the

very complex structure of wMch is described above on p. 42-43.

OVISACS. They are ovate, in the large species of comparatively medium size, in the

small ones very large compared with the females, and in the small species the female probably

lays only four to five, in the largest species as many as ten ovisacs (possibly even more).

LARVA. Known in only two species: (S'. degnntula and S. antiUensis (pi. Ill,

fig. 2e); the latter is the one described here. Ceplialothorax seen from below, a somewhat

elongate oval. On the front, inside the base of each antennula, two lists, running so as to

form a somewhat acute angle, but they do not quite meet. Antennulae 3-jointed, the olfactoiy

seta reaching a little beyond the middle of the cephalothorax and measuring less than three

times the length of the antennula. Antennae somewhat longer than the antennulae and

specially characteristic by consisting of four joints of sub-equal length and a terminal seta

which is longer than the two last joints together, or about as long as the three last joints.

Of maxillulae only two naked branches have been found. Maxillae rather robust. Maxilli-

peds of scarcely medium length, second and third joints of about sub-equal length. Peduncle

of the natatory legs moderately slender. Abdomen proportionally short and broad ; the long,

stout seta at the poster-ior angle of the first segment reaches far beyond the extremity of

the caudal stylets; third segment very short, and the not defined caudal stylets also short,

their terminal seta more than three quarters the length of the cephalothorax.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Very peculiar; we refer to the description

given above on p. 58—60.

HABITAT. All my eight species were found exclusively in fully developed marsupia

which contained no eggs or young ones of the host. Salensky states that his iS'. LeucJcartn

were found both in females and in males, but the latter, no doubt, were young females

(comp. above, p. 66—67).

') For a long time I considered the bnincli on the first pair of legs to be not the outer but the inner

one, and the conical process to be the outer branch of the leg, but a comparison with some of the other

species (e. g. S. Metojxe and S. Giardii) will prove the interpretation adopted to be correct. Perhaps the

interpretation of the branches of the second pair of legs will not prove to be correct, but for the present it

is impossible to decide this question with any certainty.

14
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I. Sphaeronella elegantula n. sp.

(PI. II, fig- "2 a—2 g.)

FEMALE. An adult specimen (fig. 2a) was 1'31 mm. long and 1-16 mm. broad;

the head is a little more than middle-sized, the trunk globular. One of the specimens

dissected differed considerablj^ in liair-coveriug from the two others and may be described

first. Tufts or rows of hairs were found on the proximal part of the inner side of the basal

joint of the maxillae and on the skeleton in front of and outside the articulation of the maxillae,

in front of the anterior inner angle of the maxillipeds, above their posterior inner angle and

behind their articulation. The greater part of the trunk was naked; a moderately broad,

transverse belt beliind the head was rather closely covered with most peculiar hairs, which

are also found on the genital area. This area (fig. 2 e) is considerably broader than long,

and the solid chitine forms a rather broad ring and a median list which is broad posteriorly;

the distance between the genital apertures is of medium length; the caudal stylets are situated

far from each other and at a considerable (though not equally considerable) distance from

the posterior margin of the area. The region between the caudal stylets, the interval between

these stylets and the genital area, the posterior part of the genital area, the part in front

of it and just inside its outline are more or less densely covered with most peculiar, very

broad, somewhat flattened, long hairs, which, however, are so strangely transparent and

membranous, that their outlines are difficult to follow, whereas, on the contrary, their bases

form conspicuous ovals, one half of which is more distinct than the other (in fig. 2 e all these

ovals are drawn, but only very few of the hairs themselves). — In another specimen the

ventral side of the head had hairs only in front of the basis of the maxillae and at the

anterior and posterior inner angles of the articulation of the maxillipeds. Behind the head

the trunk had a belt provided with short and fine, basally somewhat dilated hairs. The

genital area had nearly the same shape as that of the preceding specimen, but its posterior

margin was slightly more concave; the caudal stylets were situated a little nearer (but not

equally near to) the area, and the part between and behind the genital apertiu'es, as well

as the skin stretching from the genital area to a good distance behind the caudal stylets was

less densely furnished with hairs of the same shape as those on the front part of the trunk,

wliile the membranous hairs were entirely wanting. — A third specimen agreed essentially

with the last-mentioned one.

MALE. The largest specimen is -31 mm. in length, the smallest, which is not full-

grown, measures 23 mm. It is of medium size compared with the female (fig. 2 b :

fig. 2 a). The body comparatively slender (fig. 2f). The lateral margins of the median

frontal plate diverge distally, the anterior angles are sharp. The processes between the base

of the maxillipeds are long or very long; the trunk-legs proportionally long; the terminal

seta of the branch on the first pair and of the inner branch in the second pair longer

than the leg.
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OVISACS. Of medium size (fig. 2 c), only slightly diifering in size.

LARVA. Only one specimen was found, it was hinged. Its cephalothorax is very

"broad and thick ; the condition of the contents seems to indicate that the larva was developing

into a male (comp. above, p. 60). Except in this clumsiness of shape, it agrees entirely

with the larva of S. antiUensis (pi. Ill, tig. 2 e).

HABITAT. The marsupium of Cheirocratus SimdevaUi (Rathke) from Denmark;

till now found only in four specimens. In one specimen were found: one adult female, two

males and six ovisacs; in the second: one adult female and four pupae; in the third: one

adult female, one male and ten ovisacs; finally, in the fourth: one adult female, three males

(one of them liinged to the base of the liindmost gill), six ovisacs and one larva liinged on

the base of the penultimate gill.

REMARKS. The above-described ditference in the hair-covering of the adult females

appears remarkable to me. The female is larger, the male longer and more slender than in

any of the following species.

2. Sphaeronella Atyli n. sp.

(PI. II, fig. 3 a—3 b.)

FEMALE. The largest specimen was -99 mm. in length, a specimen with seven

ovisacs only '^oQ mm. Shape like the preceding species. Two specimens have been dissected,

and the skeleton of their heads (fig. 3 a) was found to want all the hair-tufts described

in the afore-mentioned species, so as to leave only the tuft of hairs at the base of the

maxillulse, which is a distinguisliing mark of the group. The trunk naked except a belt

behind the head, which is covered with numerous, but exceedingly fine and short hairs.

The genital area (fig. 3 b) considerably broader than long, the solid cliitine forms a ring,

the larger part of wliich is rather broad, as well as a median list; anterior and posteiior

margins considerably concave; moderately long distance between the genital apertures; the

caudal stylets are situated far from each other and at a long or very long distance from the

area; genital area and its surroundings naked, except the usual, narrow arch outside each

genital aperture.

MALE. Length -22 mm. More like the male of S. chinensis (pi. Ill, fig. la)

than like that of the preceding species. The body is clumsier than in this species, the

median frontal plate is shorter, with converging margins and rounded anterior angles. The

trunk-legs more slender than in S. eleganhda ; the terminal seta on the branch of the

anterior legs shorter than the leg, that on the inner branch of the posterior pair slightly

longer than the leg.

OVISACS. Comparatively larger than in the preceding species, difiering little ii'om

one another in size.

14*
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LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unkno\vn.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Paratylus Swammerdamii (M.Edw.) from Denmark.

Found only in five specimens. Two of these contained only one adult female each, the third

had an adult female and a male, the fourth one male and seven ovisacs. The fifth spe-

cimen contained no female, but thirteen ovisacs, but whether all these belong to one single female

which has fallen out, cannot be decided ; some of the sacs contain almost fully developed larvae.

3. Sphseronella danica n. sp.

(PI. II, fig. 4 a—4 e; pi. XIU, fig. 2 a.)

FEMALE. The largest specimen was -88 mm. in length, -76 mm. in breadth.

Shape of the body much the same as in S. chinensis. It will be to the purpose to begin

with a description of this specimen. The most proximal part of the basal joint of the maxillae

is hairy on its inner side; there is moreover an area densely covered with hairs in front of,

and a similar one behind the base of the maxillipeds. A part of the trunk behind the head

is furnished with a number of fine, simple hairs, the remainder of it is naked. The genital

area (fig. 4 a) is somewhat broader than long, the greater part rather solidly cliitinised; the

genital apertures at moderately long distance from each other; the caudal stylets far fi'om

each other, but not very far from the posterior margin of the area; between and behind the

genital apertures the area is furnished with normal, fine hairs, and so is the skin extending

from the area to somewhat behind the caudal stylets. — A much smaller specimen, only

"45 mm. long, has a comparatively large head, and its trunk is a little longer than broad.

Distribution of hairs on the head as in the large specimen; the trunk seems to be quite

naked, and the genital area, which was not cut off, is well developed and — as far as can

be judged — seems to agree with that of the large specimen (a spermatophore was also

attached to it). — In a somewhat smaller specimen, -41 mm. long, which was dissected,

the hairs behind the base of the maxiUipeds were wanting, the trunk was hairy anteriorly

as in the largest specimen , but the genital area was not developed (pi. XIII, fig. 2 a) , the

more solidly chitiuised part being represented only by a rather small area surrounding the

entrances to the receptacula seminis (one of these is indicated by a dotted line). The genital

apertures themselves are as in the adult animal, but the caudal stylets are situated close

behind them, and the surface between and behind these apertures extending beyond the stylets,

is furnished with normal hairs. — Another specimen wliich is even a little smaller, measuring

407 mm. in length, deviates in many respects from the preceding animals. The body is a

nearly elongate oval; the head wliich takes up a good deal more than one third of the

whole length, and which is very large, has, in addition to the hairs found in the large

specimen in front of and behind the base of the maxillipeds, conspicuous tufts or stripes of

hairs on the inner side of the base of the maxillae and on the skeleton in front of and
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outside tlie articulation of tiiese appendages. The tiunk is closely covered all over with

the peculiar membranous hairs which are mentioned above as having been found on the anterior

part of the trunk and on the genital area of the one specimen of S. elegantula. — Two still

smaller specimens — the smaller one only '34 mm. long and -19 mm. broad, — are very like the

last-mentioned specimen, Avhich shows that these tlu-ee very young animals differ very nuich

ti'om the older ones in the hair-covering of the head and — particularly — in that of the

trunk. As a matter of course, the genital area is not developed in these small specimens,

but the animal mentioned as measuring -41 mm. shows that, at least sometimes, this area

does not develop its final shape till some time after the animal has lost the haii--covering

that was characteristic of it when young. For want of ampler material I cannot decide

whether tliis course of development is the rule in tliis species.

MALE. A large specimen is 24 mm. in length. It is somewhat more clumsy than

the male of S. elegantula, but on the whole closely resembles this species, as e. g. in the

shape of the median froutal plate, which, however, is a little shorter, and in the legs, the

long terminal setae of which are longer than each leg; but the anterior pair of trunk-legs

seem to be smaller, compared with the basal joint of the maxillipeds, than in the afore-

mentioned species; the caudal stylets are hardly so long. — The smallest male found is

only 15 mm. long, but it seems to be just hatched, for the frontal plate is bent downward,

the rostrum backward and the antennuls turn backward (comp. p. 60).

OVISACS. Are pretty large, but occasionally show great difference of size, being

shortly oval or sub-globular.

LARVA. A single hinged specimen was found, but is lost.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Nine pup* have been found, all closely

covered with hairs (fig. 4 c—4 e); the smallest -115 mm., the largest •25 mm. in length. As

for more particulars, I refer to the detailed account on p. 59—60.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Corophhim crassicorne Bruz. ti'om Denmark. In

one specimen were found one pupa and the smallest above-mentioned female; in anothei- the

smallest female but one and one male; in a tliird specimen a young female and a lunged

larva; in a fourth the largest female but one, one male and four ovisacs of very different

size; in a fifth specimen a small female; in a sixth animal the largest female, one pupa and

two males, both fixed by a frontal thread, one of them being an adult, while the other was

the above-mentioned, recently hatched individual. In a seventh specimen four ovisacs were

found, no female, but the anterior halves of two males, which had evidently been destroyed

before the host was caught. Finally, in an eighth specimen, two ovisacs and seven pupae,

two of which were situated each on one side of the marsupial plate of the sixth (right) leg,

one on the gill of the penultimate (left) leg, one on the inner side of the basal joint of the

posterior left leg.
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4. Sphseronella vestita u. sp.

(PI. II, fig. 5 a-5 b.)

FEMALE. The largest specimen (fig. 5a) is '49 mm. long and '335 mm. broad;

the body is ovate, and the proportionally very large head occupies about one third of the total

length; another specimen of the same shape is only 44 mm. long. Tufts or stripes of hair

are found on the inner side of the basal joint of the maxillae, on the skeleton outside their

articulation, in front of and behind the basal part of the maxillipeds, as well as above the

middle of their articulation. The trunk is densely covered all over with peculiar, very

broad, apparently shorter than broad, obliquely proceeding »scales«, which are transformed

hairs. The genital area of the large specimen (fig. 5 b) is cut oft'; it was shortly oval and

somewhat broader than long, yet somewhat longer compared with the breadth than the pre-

ceding species; its solid chitine forms a ling which is rather broad in fi'ont, posteriorly it

seems to be open; the distance between the genital apertures is moderately great; the caudal

stylets are situated on the posterior margin of the area, and the distance between them is

rather considerably smaller than in the preceding species; the region between and beliind

the genital apertures and the part surrounding the caudal st3dets are closely covered with the

above-desciibed »scales«, while the remainder of the skin inside the ring has much fewer

» scales*, and the ring itself is almost naked. The genital area of the smaller specimen

seems to agree essentially with that of the larger one.

MALE. Length: -234 mm. Resembles the male of the preceding species, but the

median frontal plate seems to be a little longer and the second pair of legs a little shorter.

OVISACS. They are somewhat to not very much smaller than the females.

LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Microprotopns maculatus Norm, from Denmark;

found only in two specimens. In one animal were found: one female (the largest), one

male and four ovisacs, which are oblong, glued together and contain larva; which are more

or less, but not fidly developed. In the other specimen were found: one female, one male

and five ovisacs, each of wMch was somewhat smaller than the female.

REMARKS. In the shape of the body, the hairs-tufts on the head and the

peculiar close covering of » scales « on the trunk, the two females found agiee essentially

with the scarcely half-grown or very small females of S. danica; they are, however, some-

what larger than these; each of them had a spermatophore attached to it and a developed

genital area, from wliich we may conclude that they are both adult and have laid the ovisacs

which were found together with them. Tliis supposition is confirmed by the circumstance

that the hosts are too small to contain parasites of the size of 8. danica.
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5. Sphaeronella Leptocheiri n. sp.

(PI. XIII, fig 3 a—3 e.)

FEMALE. The only specimen found (fig. 3 a) was -76 mm. long and 64 mm. broad

;

its head somewhat exceeding middle size, the trunk almost globular. On the sub-median

skeleton of the head (fig. 3 c) there are no hairs at the articulation either of the maxillae

or of the maxillipeds, but a few hairs are found (though not drawn in the illustration) at

the base of the inner side of the basal joint of the maxillae. The trunk is naked, except a

comparatively small area behind the median part of the head, which is provided with a

number of extremely short and fine hairs. Genital area (fig. 3 d) much as in <S'. Afi/li, but

the anterior extremities of the genital apertures come much nearer to each other, and the

ring is somewhat narrower. The distance between the caudal stylets is very great, and

between the stylets and the posterior margins of the area it is rather considerable; the

whole area and its surroundings ai-e naked.

MALE. Length -20 mm. (fig. 3e). The shape a little more clumsy than in S. elegan-

tula; the median frontal plate of medium length, its lateral margin somewhat converging,

but the anterior angles are acute and a little produced. The trunk-legs a little longer,

or at least not shorter, than the long terminal seta.

OVISACS. I have only found an incomprehensible abnormity, viz. the outer mem-

branes of two ovisacs, one of them containing only one single egg, the other a large and a

small one; otherwise they were empty bags.

LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. In the marsupium of a Leptocheirus guttatus Grube, taken by me near

Siracusa on rocky ground, twelve to twenty-five fathoms, in June 1893, were found: one

female, two males and the two just mentioned, nearly empty membranes of ovisacs. (The

host is detei-miued by the Rev. Th. R. R. Stebbing).

6. Sphaeronella messinensis n. sp

(PI. XIII, tig. 4 a—4 c.)

FEMALE. The only specimen found (fig. 4a) was •44mm. long and •32 mm. broad;

the body sub-ovate, the head proportionally large and the trunk scarcely longer than broad.

In fig. 4 b are shown some hairs at the base of the inner side of the basal joint of the

maxillae, and on the sub-median skeleton a row of hairs in front of the anterior inner angle

of each raaxilliped. The trunk quite naked. The genital area (fig. 4 c) of similar shape to

that of S. eleganhda, consequently much broader than long, the larger part solidly cliitinised;

distance between the genital apertures moderately great, but they are turned so much that

their inner and front extremity advances only very little beyond the posterior extremity, the
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result being that their muscles are neai-ly parallel with the nierlian line. The caudal

stylets are situated far from each other, but close belund the posterior margin of the genital

area. The whole area and its surroundings are naked.

MALE. Unknown.

OVISACS. Tlu'ee oblong sacs have been found, their average length being like

that of the female.

LARVA. Unknown.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. A pupa densely covered with hairs all over

is '22 mm. in length and 16 mm. in breadth.

HABITAT. In the marsupium of a specimen of Gammarox)sis melanops G. 0. Sars,

taken by the author in the harbour of Messina in May 181)3, were found: one female, three

ovisacs and one pupa. (The Rev. Th. R. R. Stebbing has kindly determined the host; he

writes: »The specimen is imperfect, but appears to be Gammaropsis melanops G. 0. Sars«).

REMARKS. It must be supposed that the ovisacs were laid by the small female

which was found together with them, and to which a spermatophore was attached, for the

host is so small that the parasite must of necessity be small too. So it appears that in this

respect this species is like S. vestifa, but there is this difference, among others, that the

trunk and the genital area are perfectly naked.

7. Sphaeronella chinensis n. sp.

(PI. II, flg. 6a—6f; pi. Ill, fig. 1 a-1 c.)

FEMALE. The only specimen found (fig. 6 a) was I'Ol mm. long and -88 mm.

broad; the head a little above medium size, the trunk globular. The base of the maxillae

and the part in fi'ont of the maxillipeds covered with hairs, as in the preceding species.

The trunk rather scantily furnished with most peculiar membranous hairs, the base of which

forms a very broad and flattened oval, and from this broad base the flattened hair increases

somewhat in breadth, whereupon it is lounded off rather abruptly, which gives the whole

hair almost the outline of an egg, the tapering end of which is cut oif. The genital area

has about the same shape as in S. vestifa, so it is longer compared with the breadth than in

the other species, and forms a short oval, but the larger part of it is solidly chitinised ; the

distance between the genital apertures is a little shorter than in S. vesHta, but their form

and direction are as in this species; the distance between the caudal stylets is of medium

length and about equal to their distance fiom the area. The area is provided "with mem-

branous hairs, which in several places form a covering as close as the »scales« in S. vestifa;

finally, the suiface extending fi-om the area to somewhat beyond the caudal stylets is furnished

with similar hairs; the greater part of these hairs are much narrower than those of the

trunk and also difi'erent in shape, the hair in its proximal part being of equal width and

then gTadually tapeiiug ends in a point.
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MALE. The only specimen found (pi. TIT, fig. 1 a— 1 h) is 174 mm. long. The

body comparatively somewhat shorter and broader than in S. dcganftiJa; the median frontal

plate of medium length, a little broader at the end than behind the middle, with rounded

anterior angles. Trunk-legs, the fii'st pair particularly, a little shorter and somewhat more

slender than in S. eJeganfnJa and a little shoiter than the long terminal seta.

OVISACS and LARVA. Unknown.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Two pup* have been found, one of them

146 mm. long (fig. (ic), in which no animal had as yet developed itself (fig. 6 e) (the strongly

coagulated contents are marked in the drawing by dai-ker shading); the other, -24 mm. in

length (fig. 6d, hair-covering omitted) contains an almost fully developed female (fig. 6f).

Both pupae, a more detailed mention of wliich is given on p. 58—GU, are closely covered

with haiis all over, except on the area in front of the mouth.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Corophhim Bonpllii M.-Edw. from Hong-Kong.

In one specimen were found : one female, one male and one pupa, in another one pupa. The

hosts were taken by H. Koch (1872) and kindly determined for me by the Rev. Th. R. R.

Stebbing.

8. Sphaeronella antillensis n. sp.

(PI. Ill, fig. 2 a—2 f.)

FEMALE. There have only been found very small, recently hatched specimens and

a single large one, which was quite torn. We begin by describing the latter. Rather few

hairs are seen on the proximal part of the inner side of the basal joint of the maxillae, and

a small tuft in front of the foremost inner angle of each maxilliped. The trunk is quite

naked. The genital area (fig. 2 d) chitinised and shaped almost as in S. AtyJi, but the

anterior and posterior margins are somewhat less concave; the distance and position of the

genital apertures as in the lastmentioned species, but the caudal stylets are somewhat closer

together and only at a short distance from the posterior margin of the area; the area aud

its surroundings naked. — In the tlu-ee young ones, two of which are recently hatched and

the third on the point of moulting (fig. 2 c), the hair-tufts on the head are exactly like those

of the adult specimen. In the two specimens the tinnk is naked, in the third it is furnished

with a number of exceedingly short and fine hairs, wliich occupy a short part behind the

head. The genital area is not developed, thus agreeing with the above-described area in a

young one of S. danica; between and behind the genital apertures are found a number of

very fine hairs.

MALE. Unknown.

OVISACS. Of medium size, somewhat elongate (fig. 2b); an ovisac which was

measui-ed appeared to be -So mm. in length and -27 mm. in breadth.

15
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LARVA. Fig-. 2 e show.s the drawing' of a lai'va (of the natatory legs only the

base is represented); it measures -15 mm. in length, and it is used as type in the description

on p. 1U5 of the larva in this group of species.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. One pupa, -185 mm, in length (fig. 2 f) is

naked on about the front half of its body, while tlie posterioi- part is furnished with numerous

very fine and short hairs. Another specimen, 172 mm. in length, is well provided with

hairs all over, like the pupae of S. danica and S. chinensis. A tliird specimen (fig. 2 a and

fig. 2 c) had lost the foremost third part of its skin, where a young female, 245 mm. long,

was just emerging; the part of the skin of the pupa which encloses the trunk of the female

has the usual hair- covering.

HABITAT. The marsupium of CoroiMum Bonellii M.-Edw. from Cuba. In one spe-

cimen were found a very young female and one larva(or perhaps three larvae)^); in another the

female shown in fig. 2 a, which has bui'st the skin of the pupa ; in a third the i)upa drawn

in fig. 2 f ; in a fourth a recently hatched female ; in a fifth the anterior part of a female,

four ovisacs glued together and a pupa covered with hairs, hinged on a gill; finally, in a

sixth specimen were found one large, but torn female and two ovisacs. The hosts were

taken by Mr. Iversen (1871) and determined by the Rev. Th. R. R. Stebbing.

REMARKS. It is most remarkable that both this and the former species, S. chinen-

sis, occurred in hosts of the same species, from two localities as far removed from each other

as Cuba (West-Indies) and Hong-Kong. These localities are no doubt correctly stated, as

it is scarcely possible that there can be any mistake in the old labels on the two glasses

wliich contained the hosts. And indeed, there is a great difference, not only in the hair-

covering of the trunk, but also in the shape of the genital area in the females of the para-

sites from the two localities, so that one is perfectly justified in establishing them as two

separate species. — ^Vliether the afore-mentioned ditference in the hair-covering of tlie pupae

is of any importance, cannot be decided from tliis find.

9. Sphaeronella Calliopii n. sp.

(PI. Ill, fig. 3 a—3 1.)

FEMALE. A large specimen is 238 nmi. in length and 205 mm. in breadth, and

the head, which is lather small, is well defined from the sub-globular trunk. In somewhat

smaller specimens the trunk is more oblong. The median part of the frontal margin is

provided with short hairs (fig. 3 d). Antennulae of medium length, 3-jointed, with rather

short terminal setae. Antennae small, but distinct, the number of joints — probably two —

') With regard to two of these larva? notes are wantins^;; they were possilily found together with tiie

third one.
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could not be ascertained; the teiniinal seta is lather long:. The mouth is rather large; the

mouth-border of medium breadth; the maxillae provided with a well developed additional

branch. The maxillae moderately large, the distal margin of the basal joint is fm-nished with

hairs along the larger part of the articular membrane (fig. 3 c). The niaxillipeds (fig. 3 f)

scarcely of medium length, all joints separated, the basal joint somewhat clumsy, provided

at its distal margin with a few short rows of hairs, a similar row a little outside the middle

of the inner margin, and a tuft at the same distance from the base on the opposite margin

;

the terminal joint ending in thi'ee points. The sub-median skeleton between the rostrum and

the niaxillipeds consists of a pair of moderately narrow lists on each side; the skeleton

between the maxillae and the niaxillipeds has a long transverse belt of hairs, some of which

are long (in fig. 3 d the hairs are only drawn on one half of the head.) The lateral margin

of the head, as far forward as somewhat behind the base of the antennulae, is furnished with

numerous moderately long hairs, a little outside of which another row of similar hairs, ad-

vancing forward outside the base of the antennulae to somewhat in front of it. The trunk

is closely covered all over with short, most peculiar hairs, each of wliich is divided from its

base into three branches, the central one of which is double the length of each of the other

two. Trunk-legs are found. The genital area is much narrower than the head, it is as

long as broad (fig. 3 g) and solidly chitinised all over ; the oblique genital apertures are

rather far apart, the caudal stylets situated close together between the distal parts of the

genital apertures. The whole genital area is almost naked, except some rows of normal,

fine hairs between the genital apertures, furthermore, a crescent-shaped area in front of and

outside the anterior half of the genital area is likewise naked, whereas the peculiar hair-

covering of the posterior part of the trunk extends up to the caudal stylets and to the

posterior extremities of the genital apertures.

MALE. A large male is -30 mm. in length, whereas an abnormally small, probably

far fi-om adult specimen is only -182 mm. long; the proportion between length and breadth

is approximately as 4 to 3. So the male is very small in proportion to the adult female

(fig. 3 b : fig 3 a). The head is about the size of the trunk (fig. 3 h and 3 i). The ti-ontal

border is very considei'ably produced, and its margin furnished with a row of fine, very

short hairs; it is crenate, being divided into thiee pairs of rounded lobes, the outermost

pair of which is much lower and broader than the others. The anteunnl* much like those

of the female. The antennae short, having at least two joints; terminal seta long. The

rostrum, maxillulae and maxillas nearly similar to those of the female. The niaxillipeds

difler from those of the other sex in having the basal joint longer, more slender and almost

naked. The sub-median skeleton without processes and naked. The lateral margin of the

head fiinged with hairs of medium length, and a little in front of the posterior end of the

margin originates a veiy narrow stripe of long hairs, which runs upward across the side,

and ftirther in a somewhat oblique line a little backward across the back of the animal, the

hairs being exceedingly long in the dorsal part of the stripe. Behind tliis stripe, the back,

15'
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the sides and the posterior part of the animal are very closely covered with tiny dots which

resemble the base of fine hairs, yet no such hairs could be seen. Prom the outer angle of

the first pair of legs this curious area is crossed by a narrow naked stripe which runs

upwai-d in an oblique direction and somewhat backward across the side and the back (fig. 3i);

the ventral surface of the trunk between the legs and the caudal stylets is covered with

moderately long hairs. The first pair of legs are good-sized, witji a broad basal part and

both branches well developed ; the inner branch, which is a little shorter than the outer one,

is pointed, the outer branch is blunt, terminating in two setae, one of which is plumose and

double the length of the branch. The second pair of legs about as long as, or a little

shorter than, the outer branch of the first pair, having near its base a short conical outer

branch with a short terminal seta, whereas the terminal seta of the inner branch is still

longer than that of the outer branch of the first pair of legs. The caudal stylets of mode-

rate length, terminating in some setae, the longest of which is only a little longer than

the stylet.

OVISACS. Globular or oval (fig. 3 c) and rather small in proportion to the adult

female (fig. 3 a) ; the eggs in each ovisac comparatively small and pretty numerous.

LARVA. The length of a free specimen (fig. 3 k) -24 mm. The cephalothorax ovate.

The front (fig. 3 1) has an oblique list inside the anterior angle of each antennula ; tliis

appendage is 2-jointed, its olfactory seta reacliing somewhat beyond the middle of the

cephalothorax, and being somewhat more tlian double the length of the antennula. The

antennae a little shorter than the antennulte, 3-jointed, first and second joints of equal length,

the third joint short, provided with a terminal seta which is of equal length to, or longer

than, the two last joints combined. The maxillulae each with four branches, the foremost

and inner one of which is rather short, the thiee others long and powerful, the hindmost

bending backward and distinctly plumose. The maxilla; normal, with smooth joints. The

second joint of the maxillipeds slightly longer than the third one, the fourth joint with a

few setae inside the apex. The thick seta at the posterior angle of the first abdominal

segment reaches somewhat beyond the extremity of the caudal stylets; the tliird segment is

very short, and the caudal stylets more or less distinctly set ofl', their terminal seta being

about as long as the cephalothorax.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The marsupiura of Calliopius Iceviusculus (Kr.) from the East coast of

Asia between lat. 40" N. and lat. 51" N. In a large material were found altogether seven

specimens infested with parasites. One specimen is from vlat. 40" N., long. 134" E., Capt.

Andr6a, 1869«; in its marsupium were found two moderately small females, the smallest

male found, no ovisacs, but numerous — about thirty-tlu'ee — free larvae. Tlu'ee specimens

are from »lat. 45" 40' N., long. 139" E., Andrea, 1869«; in the largest of them were found

six females, two males and twenty-five ovisacs, in the second specimen foiu- females and six

ovisacs, in the third three females, twenty-foiu- ovisacs and at least two males (the host has
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not been closely examined). Two specimens are from >M. 49" 30' N., long. 142'> 8' E.,

Sartnng in Sachalin, Andrea, 1869«; they have not been closely examined. One specimen

is from »lat. 51<'N., long. 141" 20' E., »in sea-weed«, Andrea, 1869«, and in its marsupimn

were found: one female, five males and eight ovisacs (none of them containing developed

larvae). — In several specimens the marsupium was veiy much extended by the parasites;

the hosts were always sterile.

REMARKS. The female is easily recognised by its hair-covering and its peculiar

genital area; the male ditters from all other species by its crenate frontal margin and by

the peculiarly dotted surface of the back and the sides of the trunk.

With regard to the determination of the host, I will add that I myself was incapable

of distinguishing the numerous specimens from East Asia from Greenlandish specimens; there-

fore I sent some of the non-infested Asiatic specimens to Prof. G. O. Sars, who in his new

important work about the Norwegian Amphipoda, writes on p. 450, that he was unable to

distinguish them from the Norwegian Call. Iceviusculus. So it is interesting that I have

found no parasite in specimens from Greenland, nor in any of the very numerous Danish

specimens wliich have been referred to tlxis species, but it must be observed that in Sars'

opinion these animals belong to Call. RatMei (Zadd.), about which, however, Sars himself

does not seem to be absolutely certain, whether it can be maintained as a species.

10. Sphaeronella irregularis n. sp.

(PI. XIII, %. 5 a—5 d.)

FEMALE. The only specimen found (fig. 5 a) was -73 mm. long and -59 mm. broad;

the body is ovate, the head tolerably defined. The sub-median part of the fi-ontal margin

furnished with a number of moderately long hairs. (The antennulaj broke oif under the

preparation). The antennae 3-jointed, with a terminal seta (which broke off). The maxillae

normal. The maxillipeds with all four joints distinctly separated; the basal joint naked, tlie

terminal joint with trifld apex. The sub-median skeleton consists of narrow lists, and a

distinct, centrally uninterrupted, list runs between the head and the trunk; between the

base of the maxillae and the maxillipeds runs a pretty long transverse stripe of long hairs.

The lateral margins of the head with a thin row of moderately long hairs. The whole

surface of the trunk is rather sparingly trimmed mth peculiar hairs, which consist of a very

small but comparatively tliick basal part, from which proceed two, sometimes three hairs, of

which the one proceeding fi'om the centre of the basal part is always much longer than the

other or the two others. The trunk-legs are distinct. The genital area (fig. 5 d) in my

only specimen is so irregular in shape that it must be misshaped; it is a little narrower

than the base of the head, most of its median part is thin-skinned, the more solidly cliitinised

part forming a kind of heart-shaped ring with an opening to the fiont. The genital aper-
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tiires are rather far apart and turned forwaid in an oblique direction: tiie skin between

them is closely covtied with noinial hairs of medium length, and this hair-coat extends for-

ward as far as to the oriiices of the receptacula seminis and backward as far as behind the

genital apertures, whereas the peculiar hairs of the tnnik are found on nearly all the

remainder of the area. The well-developed caudal stylets are situated within the chilinised

part, close together a little behind the genital apertures; each of them is piovided with two

setae, one of which is exceptionally long.

MALE. Unknown.

OVISACS. They differ somewhat in size and are more or less oblong; an ovisac of

medium size (fig. 5 b) is •44mm. long, Sfinim. broad; the eggs are laige and not numerous.

LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. In the niarsupium of a female oi Metopa ruhrovittata G. 0. Sars were

found one female (with three spermatophores) and four ovisacs.

II. Sphaeronella paradoxa n. sp.

(PI. Ill, fig. 4a-41; pi. IV, flg. la— 1 h.)
'

FEMALE. A very large specimen is 1-26 mm. in length, the animal represented

in fig. 4 a is 92 mm. and that in fig. 4 b only -11 mm. in length. In the older specimens

the body is not legularly globular, for its ventral suiface shapes itself more or less con-

spicuously into a very broad, low cone, near or from the top of which proceeds a short

thi'ead by which the animal is fastened in the marsupium of the host; in consequence of

this shape the animal does not show its longest dimension in the distance from its small,

but well defined, head to or behind the genital aiea. In order to explain these peculiarities

it will be to the purpose to mention the young specimens. A young animal which is breaking

out of the skin of the pupa (fig. 1 g) is -207 mm. in length, with an oblong, normal trunk.

A somewhat larger specimen, 36 mm. long, is represented in fig. Ih; at some distance

behind the middle of the ventral surface of the trunk we see a proximally broad, short,

conical projection (t), which terminates in a short, pretty thick thread, the end of wliich is

expanded into a small disk (n) and this disk is fastened, e. g. to one of the gills of the host.

In the specimen represented the conical part has been flattened and pushed to one side.

This attachment continues th.rovghoid the life of the animal, and as a lule the thread gets

very much twisted (fig. 4 a and fig. 4 b). because the animal turns itself, and at the same

time it gi'adually gets its longest diameter from the base of the thread, or a little behind

it, up to the doisal surface somewliat behind the head, whereas the genital area, the place

of which is shown in fig. 4 b by a spermatophore, becomes situated more or less high up

on the dorsal surface; in other words; nearly the whole ventral surface forms a much

stronger, somewhat conical curve and a much more extensive area than the back, which no
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(Imibt liiis sDinetliing to do with tlie strain caused I13' the attacdiment. As fig. 4a shows,

the animal is almost symmetrical.

The frontal margin is fringed with short, tine hairs (iig. la). The antennulae ai-e

rather long, with very long terminal setae. The nmxillnhe with well developed additional

bi'anch. The maxillne and the maxilii[)eds normal, naked, the latter pair having all four

joints distinctly separated, and the terminal joint ending in tiiree or four points. The sub-

median skeleton with a tolerably broad list near the maxillae; a list between the head and

tlie trunk which is not interrupted in its centre; no hairs whatever surrounding the base

of the various apjiendages. Tlie lateral margin of the head provided with a narrow stripe

of rather short hairs. Tlie trunk perfectly naked; trunk-legs very small, easily found in

small specimens, but scarcely to be detected in large ones. The genital area (fig. lb) is

narrower than the head and somewhat broader than long; its chitinised part forms a posteriorly

somewhat concave, rather narrow ring, the anterior half of which is more feebly chitinised

than the posterior part, or, as in fig. lb, it is sometimes altogether wanting; the genital

apertures are situated near each other and turn forward in an oblique direction. The caudal

stylets are found close together on the chitinous ring cpiite near the genital apertures; at

least in two adult specimens they were without set;e — which may have been broken off by

the preparation, for they are found in small specimens (fig. I g and 1 h). (Besides in fig. 1 b

are seen the orifices of the receptacula seminis, which are marked by a dotted line). Genital

area and surroundings naked.

MALE. A large specimen is -27 mm. in length. The body is somewhat elongate

oval, the breadth being about one tliird shorter than the length, consequently it is of pretty

good size in proportion to the female (fig. 4 c : fig. 4 a). The head is somewhat larger

than the trunk (fig. 4h and 4i). The frontal border is rather produced, its margin evenly

curved and naked. Antennul.e, antennae, mouth, maxillulae and maxillae essentially as in

the female (fig. 41 will give an idea of a strongly protruding rostrum and show the maxillula,

with its additional branch proceeding from a kind of foot, and the antenna). The maxil-

lipeds very long and slender, all joints well separated, the basal joint provided with a few

hairy spots. The sub-median skeleton with all three pairs of processes; the first pair (at

the base of the maxilbe) are blunt; the second pair which originate nearly at the anterior

angle of the base of the maxillipeds, are long, turn backward and are distally somewhat

curved, and between their posterior parts are found the third pair of processes, which are

pointed, but not half the length of the second pair. The lateral margin of the head is

provided with a stripe of moderately long hairs, and from its posterior end, wliich curves

upward, the hair-covering is continued obliquely upward and somewhat backward across the

side and back of the animal: beliind this line, the back, the sides and the ventral siuface

of the tiuuk are covered with hairs of medium length, yet on the back, somewhat behind the

anterior limit of the hair-covering, we see a transverse area which is naked and rather

short (at the median line) ; the anterior part of the ventral surface is also naked. The head
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of the male in its posterior and lateral parts shows the peculiar feature (mentioned above

on p. 42) of large, hollow spaces beneath the skin (fig. 4k).

The tirst pair of trunk-legs are long and consist of one branch, and it is no doubt

the outer bianch which is preserved (sometimes even it appears to be set off by an articu-

lation); the peduncle is long, pioximally rather large, partly hairy; the branch ends in a

seta which is ueaily as long as the Avhole leg. The second pair of legs consist of a shorter,

cylindiical basal part and a somewhat longer, a little more slender, cylindrical branch, which

terminates in a seta which is even considerably longer than that of the fiist pair of legs.

The caudal stylets are thick, their terminal seta being even longer than that of the second

pair of legs, and about half to more than half the length of the whole auinial. — The male

is ffe(Uiently^und hinged by a frontal thread (tig. 4h, s) which measures about three eighths

of the length of the body, and the distal part of which dilates gradually towards the end.

OVISACS. They are oblong, varying from a moderate to a very large size; the

specimen represented in tig. 4(1 is (iStmni. in length and oO in breadth; it contains rather

numerous eggs which are comparatively lai-ge.

LARVA (fig. Ic). Length 22 mm. The body slender; the cephalothorax about "'/b

longer than broad; the front with an oblique list inside the anterior angle of the antennulse.

Antennulse 2-jointed; olfactoiy seta comparatively short, less than double the length of the

antennula and about a third of the length of the cephalothorax. Antennae considerably

shorter than the antennulae, the first joint (comp. fig. le, for in fig. Ic there is a fault in

the engraving) pi'etty thick, of the same length as the second one, third joint short, and

the terminal seta e(iualling in length the two last joints combined. Of the maxilluhB we

find the posterior branch and one of the anterior branches in the shape of long setae, the

hindmost of which is naked, and close in front of its base is seen a rather small conical

process (fig. le), which is a rudimentary branch. Maxilla and maxillipeds normal, with

smooth joints. Abdomen chiefiy as in .S'. CaJUopii ; howevei-, the last segment and the

caudal stylets which are distinctly set off', are a little larger, but the terminal seta is

scarcely so long, a little more than half the length of the animal.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. The attachment of the larva and subsequent

great change of form (fig. 1 d), as well as the highly interesting development, is described in

detail above, p. 57—58, to which we refer.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Bafhyporeia norvegica O. 0. Sars, B. pelagica Sp. Bate

and B. Robertsonii Sp. Bate from Denmark. In a considerable material I found altogether

eleven infested specimens, two of which are B. norvegica, four B. pelagica and five B. Robertsonii ^).

') G. 0. Sars, in his excellent work: "An Account of the Crust, of Norway, Vol.1", admits altogether live

species of Bathyporeia from Norway and the Baltic. Of these species B. norvegica G. O Sars and B. gracilis

G. O. S. are decidedly good, and well distinguished from the three others, but whether these three species

can he maintained, or have to he reduced at least to two (in regarding B. pilosa Lindslr. as a freshwater-

form of B. pelagica), perhaps even to one, is diflicult to decide, and must he submitted to a new, thorough
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I can indicate the special localities of onl}' three siiecimens of B. lulan'ica: they were all

taken in the Kattegat on the cruises of the '>Hauch«, two at St. 486 (in a depth from between

eight to eighteen teet, on sand.v hottoni, and the third at St. 113 (depth: four fathoms, on

coarse, white sand). — In order to give an idea of the unique degree in which this species

infests its host, it will be sufficient to copy my notes on the contents of the marsupium in

five of the most infested specimens. In one animal were found: three large females, all

attached, one to a gill, the other to one of the plates of the marsupium, further: two very

small attached females, seventeen males, three good-sized ovisacs and two larvaj, one of

which was hinged to a gill. In another specimen were found: one large female, ten males

(at least three of which were lunged, one on each side of the same gill, the third to another

gill, and they were so solidly attached that I could examine the phenomenon more closely);

further: one ovisac, one rather broad larva and four thick larvae (»male pupae«). In a third

specimen were found: four females of very different size (in one specimen, the longest diameter

of which measured 41 mm., the ventral thread was -13 mm. in length), eight males, four

ovisacs, one narrower and one broader larva, as well as one »male pupa«. In a fourth

specimen occurred: one large and two small females, eight males, no ovisacs, four broad

larvae, sixteen »male pupae « (six of which were hinged on the gill of the third right leg

together with a broad larva) and one female pupa.

In the marsupium of three specimens of PeriocnJodes Iongimamts(Sv.Ba.te)(= Mono-

cnlodes Griilei Boeck) from Denmark I have found females wliich I cannot possibly distinguish

from this species. In one specimen occurred : one female, the longest diameter of wliich is

47 mm., and foui- ovisacs of sub-equal size, one of them was •39 mm. in length and -30 mm.
in breadth; on each of the other two specimens was found only one female, the larger one

of which measured 71 mm. On account of similarity in their mode of attachment, in the

structure of the antennulfe with their long terminal seta;, in the haiis on the frontal margin,

in the shape of the maxillae and of the maxillipeds and in the essential features of the

structure of the genital area, I must for the present admit these animals as belonging to

S.paradoxa, but as long as the male is not known, it is safer not to pronounce any definite

judgment about such small and rather difficult forms.

EEMARKS. The name of the species is chosen on account of the very peculiar,

hitherto uni(iue, ventral attachment of the female.

12. Sphaeronella abyssi u. sp.

(PI. IV, fig. 5a-:2e).

FEMALE. The only specimen found was 96mm. in length, 113nnu. in breadth,

somewhat irregularly crooked and rather flattened (fig. 2a). The head was squeezed against

investigation. In lliis wml; I have accepted tlie established species in .'separating B.jBc/a^/a* i\m\ B. Rohertsonii

from eacli oilier according to the existence or non-existence ol' spines on the dorsal pari cjt the I'ourlh

abdominal segment.

IG
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the lower suiface of tlie body, but was lost before I could get it drawn. The trunk is

naked; I have found no trunk-legs, but they probably exist nevertheless. The genital area

(fig. 2c) is nuich nairower than the head and consists of a plate well chitinised all over,

which is about one half broader than long, with flatly convex anterior margin and deeply

concave posterior niai-gin ; the genital apertures oblique, the distance between them moderately

large (in the drawing they are both open) and two long-stalked spermatophores are shown,

as well as half the stalk of a third one. The caudal stylets (one of them is torn off) are

situated close together on the smooth membrane adjoining the posterior margin of the plate;

the latter and its surroundings are naked.

MALE. A good specimen is 25 mm. in length, and the body seen from below

(fig. 2d), is regularly ovate. Compared with the female it is about middle-sized (fig. 2b : fig. 2a).

The head is considerably larger than the trunk. The front is not strongly produced, its

anterior margin is evenly rounded and naked. The antennulse are tolerably strong, the

terminal setae short. The antennas are long, 3-jointed, the conical terminal seta the length

of the last joint. The mouth is small. The maxillulae with an additional branch of medium

length. The basal joint of the maxillae has a conical process whei-e the posterior and

the inner side meet. The basal joint of the maxillipeds is long and naked, the three other

joints distinctly separated. The sub median skeleton with the first pair of pi'ocesses not

developed, the second pair are long, somewhat diverging and feebly curved. The lateral

margin of the head has only very few hairs; somewhat before reaching its posterior angle

the hair-covering expands a little, then continues as a thin fringe upward and backward in

a very slanting line across the back, leaving only a small dorsal part of the trunk to be

seen behind it. On the back, close behind this fringed line, is a considerable naked area,

so that only the hindmost extremity of the trunk, the larger part of its lateral surface and

the ventral surface between the legs have a rather thin covering of moderately short hairs.

At the back and the sides we see empty spaces beneath the skin similar to those in

S. paradoxa. The first pair of trunk-legs are rather long; the clumsy peduncle is continued

in a pretty long and clumsy outer branch, while the inner branch is a short cone; the

former terminates in two setae, one of which is considerably longer than the whole leg, nay

even longer than the basal joint of the maxilliped, whereas the other seta is about three

times shorter; the inner branch ends in a long seta which is a little shorter than the basal

joint of the maxilliped. The second pair of legs are moderately long, unbranched, ending

in two setae, one of which equals in length the short seta on the outer branch of the first

pair of legs, whereas the second somewhat exceeds in length the long seta of the last-

mentioned outer branch. The caudal stylets are of medium length, their terminal seta even

somewhat longer than any of the other setie, and measuring nearly two thirds of the length

ofthe whole animal. — The frontal thread in the specimen drawn in fig. 2d is a little longer

than the animal, veiy fine, and feebly expanded at its distal end.
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OVISACS. They are of middle size; those iiitlieito foiiiul are somewhat iriegiilar

tiom pressure, oblong (fig. 2a), the longest -(iOmm. long. The eggs large, not numerous.

LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Astyra abyssi Boeck from Finmarken (Norway).

In one specimen were found: the female mentioned, with the two ovisacs glued together and

adliering to its foremost part, and a third one glued to its ventral surface, besides two males,

one of which \\as fastened by the frontal thread shown in the drawing. In another specimen

were found only four ovisacs, and these were discovered in examining some specimens of

the above-mentioned Ampliipod kindly ottered to our Museum by Prof. G. 0. Sars, uiiou wlucli

on my applying to him, he lent me his whole material for investigation, and I discovered

the specimen ^\'hich supplied me with both sexes of the parasite.

REMARKS. The description of the female is, unfortunately, very defective on

account of the loss of the head. The male is exceedingly characteristic owing to the

tuiique development of the terminal setse of its trunk-legs and caudal stylets.

13. Sphaeronella Argissae n. sp.

(PI. IV, tig.3a-3n).

FEMALE. The only adult specimen (fig. 3a) was somewhat slu'unk and rendered

crooked by pressure ; its length was •85 mm.; a small, recently hatched specimen represented

in fig. 3c (enlarged on the same scale as fig. 3a) and strongly magnified in fig. 3d, is crooked

and empty; its length is •15mm.. The head is small and well defined. The frontal margin

is naked. The antennulae have moderately long terminal sette. The antennae are 3-jointed,

their terminal seta quite as long as the last joint. The mouth-border of medium breadth.

The maxillula; with additional branch. The maxillae smooth. The maxillipeds slender,

their basal joint naked, the following three joints distinctly separated, the terminal joint

pointed. The sub-median skeleton has narrow longitudinal lists inside the maxillaj and no real

transverse list at the median line behind the base of the maxillipeds; it is naked all over.

The lateral margin of the head provided with rather short and fine hairs. The tiunk quite

naked; the trunk-legs well developed in the young ones, and probably also present in the

adults. The genital area (fig. 3f) broader than the head (fig. 3a), somewhat broader than

long; the solid chitine forms a semi-circle which opens towards the front; it is very broad

posteriorly and decreases gradually in breadth; its two extremities form irregular lobes

with inward curving points; the posterior margin is semicircular. The genital apertures

oblique, the distance between them of medium length (in fig. 3f they are wide open and

a spermatophore is attached to the entrance of one of the receptacula seminis). The caudal

stylets are small but well developed and situated close together on the firm chitine imme-

diately behind the genital apertures. The whole genital area is naked (the young one

represented in fig. 3d has no genital aiea yet).
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MALE. In the largest specimen the length of the body is lOmm. ; seen from

below (flg. 3g), it is short and broad, only a little longer than broad, its circumference is

nearly rhombic, with broadly rounded angles. The second specimen is of the same length,

but is considerably more slender, though scarcely as slender as the male of the following

species (S. Metop<e). So the male is rather small compared with the female (fig. 3 a,

where a male is marked m). The head is not a little larger than the trunk (fig. 3h). The

front is somewhat produced, its anterior margin naked, slightly convex in the middle, slightly

concave towards the sides somewhat in front of the antennulse. Antennulae, antennae, mouth

and maxillulae essentially as in the female. The basal joint of the maxillae has a short

conical process on its posterior side. The maxillipeds of medium length; their basal joint

has several stripes and spots covered with hairs, and their inner margin an incision and

two considerable, shortly conical processes, which can only be seen distinctly when looking at

the maxilliped from in front (fig. 3 k) or from behind, so that all its joints present themselves

on the same plane; the terminal joint has a small spine inside its point. The sub-median

skeleton has its first pair of processes developed into short conical taps which turn outward,

one behind the base of each of the maxillae
;
posteriorly, between the bases of the maxillipeds,

the skeleton takes the shape of a pretty considerable, somewhat raised area, the median

part of which extends into a broader plate, cut otf posteriorly ; laterally are found the second

pair of processes which are shaped like long narrow cones, a little curved near their base

and turned straight backward. The lateral margin of the head provided with a row of

moderately long hairs, and from its posterior angle the hair-covering is continued as a belt

upward and rather obliquely backward across the side and the back. The dorsal part

and the upper lateral parts of the head show hollow spaces beneath the skin. The dorsal

surface of the trunk with a broad and pretty long, naked area, in front of which is found

the above-mentioned, moderately narrow belt of hairs of medium length; the lateral surfaces

of the trunk, its posterior extremity and the greater part of its ventral surface are closely

covered with hairs of medium length. The first pair of trunk-legs of about medium length;

the basal part broad; the inner branch is a short knot, the outer branch of medium length

and ending in two setae, one of which is almost half the length of the body, the second

about a tliird or scarcely a third the length of the first one, besides, the branch has on its

outer side a conical process which ends in a short seta; the terminal seta of the inner

branch is scarcely the length of the shorter terminal seta of the outer branch. The second

pair of legs are short, the inner branch with one short and one extremely long terminal

seta, which almost exceeds in length the one on the outer branch of the first pair of legs;

the outer branch is a conical tap terminating in a tliin seta which is a little shorter than

the leg. The terminal seta of the caudal stylets not more than about thrice the length

of the stylet, and the same length as, or shorter than the secondary seta of the outer branch

of the first pair of legs.
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OVISACS. They are very large and somewhat oblong (fig. 3 b); those I fonnd were

a little flattened, the one drawn is '74 mm. in length. Each of the ovisacs containing

numerous middle-sized eggs.

LARVA. The only specimen found (fig. 3n) is '22 mm. in length. Inside the base

of the antennula an oblique, somewhat geniculated, pretty considerable list. The antennul*

2-joiuted, their terminal seta exceptionally long; the olfactory seta scarcely half the length

of the cephalothorax. The antenna somewhat shorter than tJie antennuhe ; the second joint

of the same length or a little longer than the first one; third joint short, its terminal seta

about as long as the whole antenna. Of the maxillnlas I have only been able to find a

single rather short branch on oue side. The second joint of the maxillae proportionally long

and rather slender, the third joint comparatively short; the joints smooth. The abdomen

much as in S. paradoxa, however, the long setae of the first segment extend a little further

behind the caudal stylets, and the terminal setae of these stylets are scarcely half the length

of the body.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. A single pupa (fig. 31 and fig. 3m) lias been

found and is mentioned above on p. 56.

HABITAT. Argissa typica Boeck from the west-coast of Greenland. In the

marsupium of a female was found the large female represented and a male attached to it,

besides an unattached male, a larva and foiu' ovisacs, two and two glued together, all

without larvae and not varying much in size. In an immature specimen without marsupium

was found the pupa represented; in another young specimen the recently hatched female

represented in fig. 3c and 3d; it was hinged to a gill by a rather broad, triangular (in

fig. 3 d visible) adhesive plate, which on the gill expanded into a circular disk.

REMARKS. The female presents very few peculiar characters, whereas the very

beautiful male is distinguished from kindi'ed species by several characters. A lateral view

of the male, when placed under the microscope, so as to leave out the dorsal outline, pre-

senting only the part immediately above it, shows the peculiar aspect of the spaces beneath

the skin represented in fig. 3i.

14. Sphaeronella Metopae n. sp.

(PI. IV, fig. 4a; pi. V, %. la -Ig).

FEMALE. The specimen represented in fig. la, which is the largest and best, is

•40mm. in length and 33 mm. in breadth; the head is tolerably large and well defined from

the sub-globular trunk
;
probably the female can become somewhat larger. The frontal margin

is naked (fig. Id). The anteunuls of about medium length, with rather slioit sette. The

antennae good-sized, 3-joiuted; the basal joint short, the terminal seta about the length of

the last joint. The mouth-border of about medium breadth. The raaxillul* with well
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developed additional branch. The ba.sal joint of the maxillae with a conical process on the

bonndary between the inner side and the posterior side. The niaxillipeds tolerably robust;

the basal joint smooth and naked; (whether the second and the tlurd joints are separated

could not be made out with certainty); the last joint has a few short setae inside its point.

The sub-median skeleton has narrow lists inside the maxillae and a well-developed list between

the head and the trunk behind the base of the maxillipeds; no hairs on the skeleton between

the appendages. The lateral margins of the head naked. The trunk naked; the trunk-legs

distinct. The genital area (fig. 4a) much narrower than the head, much broader than long;

the solid chitinised part forms a somewhat sinuous semi-circle, which posteriorly has a narrow

interruption at the median line, and anteriorly a very broad opening; the hindmost sub-

median part is nearly straight, the anterior corners bent iuAvard; the ring itself is rather

narrow except outside the posterior extremity of each genital aperture, where it expands on

the inward side. The genital apertures are large, strongly curved and situated close together;

the well-developed caudal stylets are found in very close proximity on the soft skin which

divides the ring on its posterior side. The genital area is naked, except a number of very

fine hairs on the ring near the caudal stylets and on a smaller spot behind them.

MALE. The only specimen (fig. If— Ig) is 20 nun. in length; its breadth is a little

more than two tliirds of the length. This shows that it is tolerably small compared with

the chief bulk of males, but extremely large compared with the female (fig. ] b : fig. 1 a). The

animal is flatly rounded anteriorly and with very obtuse angles in the middle of its lateral

margins; its head is only a trifle larger than its trunk. The front is feebly produced, its

margin is naked. Antennulse, antennae, moutli, maxillulae and maxilla; much as in the female.

Maxillipeds of mediimi length, the basal joint with smooth inner margin, and a moderately

large part of the outer surface provided with hairs, these, as usual, arranged in stripes and

spots; the terminal joint as in the female. The sub-median skeleton with all three pairs of

processes developed; the first pair, belrind the maxillae, are broadly rounded, depressed,

plate-like; the second pair long, slender, almost cylindrical and strongly diverging; the third

pair are situated at some distance from each other between the second pair and are not

half the length of these. The lateral margin of the head is furnished with hairs (and as in

much the greater number of species, this hair-covering begins in fiont of the base of the

antenuulae), continues in an oblique direction upward and backward across the side and

the back, forming laterally a rather narrow band of moderately long hairs, being reduced

on the back almost to a line of very long hairs. Beliind this line the back has a long,

naked ti'ansverse area, whereas the remainder of the back, the sides, the posterior extremity

and the ventral surface — except on its foremost part — are closely covered with hairs of

medium length. The dorsal and upper lateral parts of the head have hollow spaces beneath the

skin. The first pair of trunk-legs are short, with a broad basal part and two short, sub-

cylindrical branches situated far apart from each other; the outer branch ending in two

setae , one of which is about the length of the second joint of the maxillipeds , whereas the
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second is not nnicli shorter tlian half the length ot the bod.y; the inner branch ending in a

long seta which, however, is somewhat shorter than that of the outer branch, and which in

the only specimen examined is rather unlike in the two sides. The second pair of legs are

much as in »§. Argissce, yet somewhat more slender; the outer branch ends in a short seta,

the inner one in two setae, which are both a trifle longer than the two setae on the outer

branch of the first pair of legs. The caudal stylets are of medium size, each ending in two

setae, one of which is of the same length as, or a little longer than the stylet, the other

about five times the length of it.

OVISACS. They are sub-globular and disproportionately large; the longest dia-

meter of one of the smallest is •37 mm., and of one of the largest, represented in fig. 1 c,

even -41 nun., consequently larger than the female (fig. lc:fig. la), but as all ovisacs contain

about half-developed young ones and, as a matter of course, are larger than those whose eggs

have preserved their original form, these measures cannot be compared innnediately and

without reduction with those of the other species. The eggs are rather few in number and

proportionally very large.

LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Metopa Bruzelii (Goes) from West-Greenland otf

Godthaab, »deep water* [probably 40—60 fathoms], in Sertiilaria, C. Holboll. In one spe-

cimen were found: one female and three ovisacs; in another: one female and two ovisacs;

in a tliird: one female, one male, and three ovisacs glued together in a lump. These tlu'ee

specimens were found in a material, of which five (jther specimens were infested with

Sfenothocheres egregius (comp. this species).

15. Sphaeronella Holbolli n. sp.

(Pl.V, fig.2a-ag.)

FEMALE. The largest specimen fig. 2 a is 1-44 mm. in length and P57 mm. in

breadth. The head is I'ather small, well defined. Frontal margin naked. Anteunulae, an-

tennce, mouth, maxillulae, maxillae and sub-median skeleton nuicli as in »S'. Mctoixp; there

are, however, two lists between the head and the trunk behind the maxillipeds. The

maxillipeds are of medium size; their basal joint having some small, scattered groups of

short hairs, the three following joints distinctly separated, and the last joint ending in several

very fine spiniform processes (fig. 2 d). The lateral margin of the head hairy; the hair-

covering begins outside the anteunulae, continues in a stripe of moderately long hairs and

expands posteriorly into a comparatively broad area with shorter hairs. The trunk is naked;

the trunk-legs distinct. The genital area (fig. 2e) a little narrower than the base of the head,

much broader than long; the solid chitine forms an almost I'ectangular, transverse plate,

which is somewhat narrower anteriorly than posteriorly; the postei-ior angles are very
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broadly rounded, the median part of the posterior margin has a broad and very deep incision;

the median part of the plate, outside and especially in front of the genital apertures, consists

of soft membrane. The genital apertures are rather large, strongly curved and situated

pretty close together. The caudal stylets are very small and situated near each other on

the soft membranous part on a line with the posterior niargin of the chitinous plate. On

each side of this plate, at a considerable distance from the margin, runs a very long, curved

line of very long, outward turning hairs, and from the part between the genital apertures

towards the caudal stylets run four stripes, anteriorly very narrow, posteriorly broader,

of extremely short, tine hairs.

MALE. The best preserved specimen has become ci'ooked through pressure (fig. 2f);

it is -21 mm. in length, consequently of small size compared with the female (fig. 2b : fig. 2a)

and has a broad shape similar to that of the male of S. Argissa (represented in pi. IV,

fig. 3g— 3h), whereas in hair-covering and' in the structure of the trunk-legs etc. it bears

great resemblance to S. Meiopce (pi. V, fig. If—Ig). The head seems to be somewhat larger

than the trunk. The front is somewhat produced as in S. Arc/issce, but the margin scarcely

concave in front of the antennulse. Antennulae, antennae, mouth, maxillulai and maxillae

essentially as in S. Metopce. The basal joint of the maxillipeds has a short, broad, conical

process on its inner surface, besides several groups or stripes of moderately long hairs; the

last joint is digitated, at the apex ending in about four points. The tluee pairs of pro-

cesses of the sub-median skeleton are somewhat like those of S. Meiopxe, but the first pair

are longer and more pointed, the second pair a little shorter and more or less diverging.

The lateral margin of the head is fringed with somewhat longer hairs than in *S'. Metopte,

and from its posterior angle a somewhat broader stripe of longer, and dorsally very long

hairs runs almost vertically upward across the side and the back; behind this stripe is a

moderately long, naked, dorsal transverse area, whereas the remainder of the trunk is covered

with hairs as in S. Metopce, however, the hairs are proportionally longer and coarser. The

dorsal and lateral parts of the head have hollow spaces beneath the skin. The first pair of

trunk-legs nearly as in S. Metopce; the most important difference is that the terminal

seta of the inner bi-anch is considerably shoi-ter, and shorter than the distance between

the base of the leg and the end of the outer branch. The second pair of legs are some-

what largei' than in *S'. Metopce, but the shape and setae are much the same as in this

species. The caudal stylets end in a single seta which is scarcely as long as in the pre-

ceding species.

OVISACS. They are comparatively rather small (fig. 2 c), sub-globular or oval,

dittering rather slightly in size; one of the largest which is -63 mm. in length and -52 mm.

in bi-eadth, is represented. The eggs are proportionally rather small and pretty numerous.

LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Paramphithoe Boechi H. J. H. from West-Green-

land, oS Godthaab, »deep water- [probably 40—60 fathoms], on Sertiilaria, C. HolboU. In
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one specimen were found: one female and one male, and in front of the female were lying

seven ovisacs, behind it one; another specimen contained one female and one male.

EEMAEKS. The genital area of the female in several respects (shape, cliitinisation

and arrangement of hairs) deviates much from all the other species. By the name given to

this species I have commemorated Lieutenant-Captain In.spector C. Holholl, to whom the

study of Greeulandish Malacostraca owes so much, and who more than half a century ago

sent home rich collections of these animals. A considerable part of this material was worked

out by H. Kroyer. In the writings of this author \\e also find interesting biological observa-

tions by HolbiJll concerning (^reenlandish species of Lysianassidfe etc.

16. Sphaeronella intermedia n. sp.

(PI. V, fig. :ja— 3h.)

FEMALE. The largest specimen is 89 mm. in length, -SI mm. in breadth and

somewhat flattened; the specimen lepresented in fig. 3a is -57 mm. long and -47 mm. broad.

The head in the adult specimen is well defined and rather small. The frontal margin provided

with fine and close hairs (fig. 3d). The antennulae moderately long, with long setae. The

antennte much as in the three i)ieceding species, but the basal joint equals in length one

of the two following joints. The good-sized mouth with a rather broad border. The

maxillulse with well-developed additional branch. The basal joint of the maxillae without any

process. The niaxillipeds with a slender, naked basal joint, the three other joints all sepa-

rated, the terminal joint has two short spines inside its point, and a single one on the out-

side. The sub-median skeleton has a single, rather narrow list inside eacli maxilla; a trans-

verse area in front of the basis of each maxilliped is covered with numerous tolerably long

haii's; between the head and the trunk two chitinised transverse lists. The lateral margin

of the head with a fringe of hairs, which otf the niaxill* and the maxillipeds spreads over

a pretty considerable triangular area. The trunk very sparingly set with simple, rather

short hairs. Avhich are closest together behind the sides of the head; the trunk-legs distinct.

The genital area (fig. 3 e) large, quite as bioad as the base of the head (fig. 3 a), somewhat

broader than long; the whole area forms a solid plate which is nearly heart-shaped, deeply

incised in front and with a semicirculai' posterior margin. The genital apertures are some-

what curved, but their direction is nearly parallel with the median line of the animal, and

they are situated pretty near each other close behind the deep incision of the anterior margin

of the plate. The plate is furnished with a number of irregularly scattered hairs, and the

caudal stylets ai-e situated close together at a good distance inside the posterior margin of

the plate, a little behind the genital apertures. (In the illustration we also see the orifices

of the receptacula seminis, which are marked by dotted lines.)

17
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MALE. Tlie only specimen is 19 mm. in length and a trifle narrower; compared

with the female represented, it is tolerably large (fig. 3 b : fig. 3a), but only of medium size

compared with the largest female. Seen from below (fig. 3f), the body is nearly pentagonal;

the anterior outline, which only in its middle part is formed by the slightly curving frontal

margin, but towards the sides of parts belonging to a lower level, is but feebly curved and

comparatively broad, the lateral angles are (ibtuse, but the posterior margin of the body

forms a rather broad curve. The head is somewhat larger than the trunk. The afore-

mentioned, scarcely produced frontal border has a fringe of hairs. The antennulae are slendei-,

of medium length and provided with long setae. The antennae and the maxillulae much as in

the female; the mouth smaller than in the latter. The maxillae have a distinct conical

process on the posterior side of the basal joint. The basal joint of the maxillipeds has a

sinuate inner margin, its outer surface is supplied with hairs, and its anterior side has two

transverse rows of tolerably long hairs; the last joint ends in three points of unequal length.

In the sub-median skeleton are only found the two first pairs of processes; the first pair

which are situated behind the maxillae, are broad, somewhat produced and rounded, the

second pair Avhich are situated between the maxillipeds, are scarcely of medium length and

feebly diverging. The lateral mai'gin of the head fringed with long hairs, and the ear-

shaped arch round the base of the antennulae distinguishes itself particularly by its very

long hairs. The stripe of hairs which proceeds from near the posterior angle of the lateral

margin, running upward across the side and the back, is somewhat more oblique than in

S. HolboUi, and its hairs are somewhat shorter, otherwise the hair-covering of the trunk and

its dorsal, naked transverse area are much as in this species, and the same resemblance

appears in the empty spaces beneath the skin of the head. The first pair of legs consist of

a very broad and rather long, hairy basal part, from which proceeds a single moderately

long branch, which terminates in a single seta of the length of the whole leg or of the first

joint of the maxillipeds. The second pair of legs entirely like those of the former species,

the only terminal seta of the inner branch about the length of that of the first pair' of legs.

The very thick caudal stylets have a terminal seta which is scarcely as long as that of the

second pair of legs.

OVISACS. They ditter very much in size, even if not containing larvae. Of ten

ovisacs belonging to the same female the smallest one is globular and has a diameter of

•30 mm., the largest (represented in fig. 3 c), is -53 mm. long and •43 mm. broad. In another

female was found a still larger ovisac which is ^64 nnn. in length and ^49 mm. in breadth.

So these ovisacs are large compared with the females, and the eggs themselves are large

and not numerous.

LARVA. I have found two ovisacs containing larvae which were serviceable, yet

not (piite capable of swinmiing away, and these specimens have served as models for fig. 3h.

A list curving somewhat like an S is seen inside the anterior angle of the antennula. The

olfactory seta of the 2-jointed antennulae is long, a little shorter than the cephalothorax.
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Tlie antennae somewliat shorter than the antennnise, the first joint a little shorter and thicker

than the second, the third joint short, and its seta scarcely as long as the two last joints

combined. Of the maxillulse I have only found two setae. The second and third joints fif the

maxillae proportionally {)retty long; all joints smooth. The second joint of the maxillipeds

shorter than the third one. The seta on the posterior angles of the first abdominal segment

reach far beyond the caudal stylets, wliich are small and distinctly separated from the small

third segment. The body not having quite reached its final shape, the relati\'e length of

the terminal setae of the caudal stylets cannot be indicated with full certainty, but they

are probably half the length of the body.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Bruzeliu typica Boeck from Norway. The species

was discovered by Prof. G. 0. Sars, who sent me one female and eight ovisacs mutually

glued together, two of them with the larvae described. Later on he presented our Museum

with some specimens of the host taken at Mosterhavn in a depth of 150 fathoms, and in

one of these specimens I found two ovisacs, beneath them the female represented, and

behind this female eight ovisacs glued together in a lump (none of them containing larv;e),

but I am uncertain whether all these ovisacs were laid by the female found, or whether

eight of them \\ere not rather laid by a female which may have fallen out. At last I

bought Prof. Sars' whole matei'ial and found in one specimen a female (the lai'gest), a male

and four good sized ovisacs mutually glued together.

REMARKS. The species is nearly related to S. Holholli, yet both sexes distinguish

themselves from it by several good characters, the female e. g. by the fringe of hairs on the

fi'outal margin and by the hairs in front of the maxillipeds, the male by the structure of the

first pair of legs.

17. Sphaeronella capensis u. sp.

(Pl.V, tig. 4a-4c; pi. VI, fig. la-Id.)

FEMALE. The only specimen (fig. 4a) was -52 mm. in length and -45 mm. in breadth,

shortly ovate, broadest in front of the middle and scarcely as thick as broad. The head,

which is well defined, and the genital area are both found on the ventral surface of the

body, at some distance from the anterior and the posterior end respectively. The frontal

margin naked. The antennulae of medium length, with long setae, the terminal seta much

longer than the whole antennula (fig. 1 a). The antennae, the mouth, the maxillulae and the

maxillae much as in S. intermedia; the maxillipeds with a somewhat shorter, naked basal

joint and with a pointed terminal joint, without distinct secondary spines. The sub-median

skeleton with a moderately narrow list inside the maxilla?, imked all over; behind the

maxillipeds two transverse lists between the head and the tiimk. The lateral margin of

the head naked. The trunk naked; only one trunk-leg is supposed to be found. The genital

17*
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area (fig. lb) broader than tlie head (tig. 4a), a little broader than long, and consisting of a

somewhat angular chitinous plate, which has a nienibranons part outside and behind the

genital apertures. These apertures are somewhat curved, their direction is approximately

parallel with the median line of the animal; their distance from each other is less than

moderately great, and they are situated somewhat in front of the posterior margin of the

area, but beliind the middle of it. The whole area is naked, and I have been unable to

find caudal stylets. In the middle of the area we see the orifices (o) of the receptacula

seminis, one of wliich (r) is represented by a dotted line.

MALE. The only specimen is -166 mm. long and almost as broad (fig. Ic and Id);

though actually small, compared with the female, it is more than middle-sized (fig. 4 b

:

fig. 4 a). Seen from below, in general shape and in most details it resembles the male of the

previous species. The head a trifle larger than the trunk. The frontal margin is naked.

The antennulse proportionally long, slender, with long setae. The antennae and the maxillulse

nnich as in the previous species; the mouth small. The maxillae differ from all other species

in the structure of the basal joint, which in its distal part close to the boundary between

the inner side and the posterior side is provided with a protruding plate, the margin of

which runs out into a number of spiniform, partly somewhat curved processes; the claw can

be folded up along the inner side of this plate, which is very conspicuous in a lateral view

of the animal (fig. 1 d) ; the basal joint, besides, has a knotrlike protuberance on its outer

side. The maxillipeds are long; their basal joint has a sinuate inner margin and several

shorter and longer transverse rows of moderately long hairs on the anterior surface; the

terminal joint seems to be bifid at its apex. The sub-median skeleton has only the same two

pairs of processes as the preceding species, the first pair somewhat produced and rounded,

the second pair comparatively close to each other, rather short, triangular, pointed, slightly

diverging. The ear-shaped arch surrounding the base of the antennula is furnished with

hairs of medium length, and from that point the hair-covering continues in a broad stripe of

similar hairs along the whole length of the outside of the protruding lateral border of the

head ; from the posterior angle of this border a fringe of particularly long hairs runs upward

and backward across the side and the back in a very slanting line. On the back behind

this line we find the usual naked area, which indeed is rather long, but much nari'ower than

in the preceding species; the remainder of the back, the sides, the posterior end and the

ventral surface are rather densely covered with hairs of medium length. The hollow spaces

beneath the skin of the head as in the preceding species. The first pair of legs much as

in S. intermedia, except that there is a shorter process on the exterior side of the branch

near its base, and the terminal seta is a little shorter than the basal joint of the maxillipeds.

The second pair of legs also much as in the preceding species, but the outer branch is

reduced to a smaller excrescence; the terminal seta of similar length to the first pair of

legs. The caudal stylets rather thick; the terminal seta quite the length of those of the legs.
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OVISACS. They are moderately large, without considerable difference of size; one

of the largest is represented in fig. 4c, it is shortly ovate, and its longest diameter is -37 mm.

The eggs are moderately large, somewhat numerous.

LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. In the marsupium of a female of Lemhoides afer Stebb. ti-om South

Afi'ica, at or near the Cape of Good Hope, were found: one female, one male and eleven

ovisacs, the hitter united in two lumps, one of them with eight, the other with three ovisacs.

Our material of the host is examined and described by the Rev. Th. R. R. Stebbing.

18. Sphaeronella Gitanopsidis n. sp.

(PI. VI, tig. 2 a—2g.)

FEMALE. The only specimen found (fig. 2a) is -97 mm. in length and -85 mm. in

breadth; the head well defined and the trunk sub-globular. The frontal margin naked

(fig. 2 d). Antennulas comparatively long, with moderately long setae. Autennse 3-jointed

;

their basal joint of the length of the second joint (is incorrectly reproduced in the drawing);

the terminal seta about the length of the last joint. The mouth of medium size. The

maxillulge with a good sized additional branch. The basal joint of the maxillae with a small

tap on the posterior side. The maxillipeds slender, the basal joint naked, the following

three joints nuitually separated, the last joint with a couple of spines inside the point. The

sub-median skeleton with rather narrow longitudinal lists and with a pretty small process

inside the inner angle of each maxilliped ; a considerable, centrally much expanded transverse

list behind the maxillipeds, between the head and the trunk. The trunk naked; the trunk-

legs distinct. The genital area (fig. 2e) somewhat narrower than the head (fig. 2 a), much broader

than long; the more solid chitine forms a broad, anteriorly open, semi-circle, of which a rather

small or large lateral part is slightly, the remainder solidly chitinised. The genital aper-

tures are rather oblique, they are moderately far apart from each other, and they are situated

close up to the anterior margin of the solid cliitinous list, wliile the caudal stylets are placed

close together immediately behind its posterior margin; the whole area is naked.

MALE. The only specimen found (fig. 2f—2g) is but -1.53 mm. long and -120 mm.

broad, consequently smaller than any other male of this genus, but I am unable to say

whether it is quite full-grown; it is also small compared with the female (fig. 2b : fig. 2a).

Seen from below, it is oblong with obtuse lateral angles and broadly rounded anteriorly and

posteriorly. The head as large as the trunk. The frontal bordei' consideiably produced,

evenly rounded, its margin naked. The autennulae of medium length, the terminal seta the

length of the antennula. Antennae, mouth, maxillulae and maxillae essentially as in the

female. The maxillipeds of medium length, their basal joint on its anterior side provided

with some groups of very fine hairs. The first pair of processes of the sub-median skeleton
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short and rouiiderl, the second pair shoit, somewhat produced and strongly converging.

The lateral mai-gin of the head in its whole leiigtli supplied with hairs of medium length;

somewhat in front of the posterior extremity of this margin begins the line which runs

upward and backward in a somewhat oblique direction across the side and the back; in the

latter place the hairs become long, but in this species this line only forms the anterior

boundary of a broad belt of hairs of medium length, behind wliich we tiiid the usual naked

ti'ansverse area, which is rather long and also broad; the remainder of the trunk: its sides,

posterior extremity and ventral surface, are closely covered with hairs, part of which are

proportionally rather long. The head has empty spaces beneath its skin. The iirst pair of

trunk-legs are rather small, with a single, pretty short branch, and a tolerably short and

thick process on the outei' side at its base; the branch ends in two setae, one of which is

short, the other long, but scarcely the length of the basal joint of the maxillipeds. The

second pair of legs are of less than medium size, with a shorter outer branch and a some-

what longer inner branch; the terminal seta of the outer branch scarcely half the length of

the whole leg, whereas the inner branch has a short seta on its outer side, and the terminal seta

is nearly the length of that of the first pair of legs. The caudal stylets rather short, each

with a pair of terminal setae, which are somewhat thicker and longer than the hairs of

the trunk.

OVISACS. Only two aie found; they are tolerably large and of about equal size;

the one represented (fig. 2 c) somewhat flattened and rather triangular in outline, its longest

diameter being 59 mm. The eggs pretty numerous, about middle-sized.

LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Gitanopsis arctica G. 0. Sars from Varangerfjord

(the most northern part of Norway) at Vadso. Prof. Sars discovered the parasite in a single

specimen, wliich he subsequently lent me, and in which were found: one female, one male

and two ovisacs.

19. Sphaeronella Giardii n. sp.

(PI. VI, fig. :^a-::il.)

FEMALE. One specimen (fig. 3 c) which has laid six ovisacs and no doubt has

finished laying eggs, and which is oblong and somewhat .shrunk, measures 63 mm. in length

and -45 mm . in breadth, whereas another female (fig. 3 a), which had not yet begun laying

eggs, is 1-24 mm. long and ISl mm. broad — consequently broader than long ~ and about

double the length and nearly three times the breadth of the first mentioned specimen. The

head is proportionally small and well defined from the trunk. The frontal margin is naked

(fig. 3 e). Antennulse of medium length, pretty robust, with short apical setaj. Antennae

3 jointed, the second joint longer than the fiist or the thiid; the terminal seta of medium

length. The mouth-border of medium breadth. The maxillula; ^^ith a good-sized additional
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bniucli. The maxillae normal, with smooth basal joint. The maxillipeds scarcely of medium

length; the basal joint pretty robust, naked; second and third joints coalescent; the last

joint with a spine inside the point. The sub-median skeleton much as in S. HolbolU. On

each of the lateral borders of the head we find an area — more narrow towards the front

and bi'oad posteriorly — , which is closely covered with exceedingly short and fine hairs.

The trunk is naked ; trunk-legs are found. The genital area (fig. 3 f) is much narrower

than the head (fig. 3a), much broader than long; the solidly chitinised part forms a some-

thnes narrow, sometimes tolerably broad semi-circle (in the latter case as in the following

species, fig. 4 d), which opens broadly towards the front, with the foremost end of each side

curved somewhat inward; the posterior margin is tolerably concave, and from the median

part of the ring proceeds a considerable plate, which occupies the rather broad space be-

tween the oblique, somewhat curved genital apertures, advancing somewhat beyond their

anterior ends, and being cut off anteriorly by a straight line. The caudal stylets a little

apart, situated on or closely behind the posterior margin of the solid chitine. The whole

genital area is naked.

MALE. It attains a length of about -'^Imin. ; seen from below (fig. 3g), it is only

about one sixth nai-rower than long, and seen laterally (fig. 3 h), it is very thick ; compared

with the female, it is about middle-sized (comp. fig. 3c, fig. 3 a and fig. 3 b). The head scarcely

as large as the trunk. The frontal border but feebly produced and naked. The antennulae

a little moi-e slender than in the female, their setae a trifle longer. The antenna; and the

maxillulae as in the female; the mouth-border proportionally br'oader than in the latter. The

basal joint of the maxillae provided on its posterior side with a comparatively pretty long,

oblique tap. The basal joint of the maxillipeds longer than in the female, with about three

conical processes on the inner margin; on the distal part of the anterior side about three

transverse stripes of ordinary hairs, on its proximal part two to four tiny, naked, transverse

keels and a group of hairs at tlie base; the terminal joint with a couple of spines close inside

the point. The sub-median skeleton with the two first pairs of processes distinct; the first

pair small, the second pair long and parallel. From in front of the base of the antennula the

lateral margin of the head is furnished with a line of hairs of medium length, which from the

posterior end of the margin proceeds upward and forward in a slightly oblique direction

across the side and the back. Behind this boundary, the back, the sides and the ventral

sui'face of the trunk are closely covered wdth setaceous hairs of medium length; however, a

careful examination shows that the trunk is covered with numerous small, somewhat oblong,

transverse knots, from each of which proceed two or (more connnonly) three hairs, the central

one of which is the longest. (This arrangement, which is difficult to observe, is not repro-

duced in fig. 3 g and fig. 3 h, as it was not discovered till after the plate was printed).

However, on the back, far from the anterior boundary of the hair-covering, we find a short

and not very bioad, naked transverse area. The fii'st pair of trunk-legs have a peduncle of

medium breadth, a I'ather sh<jrt inner branch and a little' longer outer branch; each branch,
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as a rule, ends in one or two short and one longer setae, the latter of which, however, is

only half or scarcely half the length of the basal joint of the maxillipeds (sometimes there

are two about equally long setae at the end of the outer branch), and finally a rather short

seta on an angular process of the peduncle outside the outer branch. Tlie second pair of

legs comparatively pretty long, with a short outer branch at their base, ending in a shorter

seta, while the inner branch ends in sevei'al setae, the longest of which is distinctly longer

than the setae of the first pair of legs. The caudal stylets are lather small, with short setae.

— The frontal thread is between two tliirds of or the entire length of the whole body,

simple, ending in a thick disk.

OVISACS. They are of medium size (fig. 3d), without great mutual difference (at

least if not containing young ones), for the most part shortly oval; the ovisac represented is

•47 mm. long and 39 mm. broad. The eggs of medium size, not very numerous.

LAE,VA. I have found no free specimen, and the larvae which I pulled out of the

ovisacs were not sufficiently developed to allow of giving a description of them.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Some pupse of both sexes have been found

(fig. 3i—31), and their interesting development is described on p. 54—55.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Frotomedeia fasciata Kr. from Denmark. In a

large material without specialised locality are found eleven infested specimens; a twelfth

one was taken by Dr. Joh. Petersen in the Kattegat at Stat. 403 (twelve fathoms). Only

seven of these twelve specimens have been very closely examined, but a statistic account of

four of them will be sufficient. In one specimen were found: the female repi'esented in

fig. 3 c, with a male adhering to its ventral surface, and six ovisacs partly glued together.

In another specimen were found: a good-sized female, a male and seven ovisacs, thus di-

stributed : three ovisacs were lying beside and in fi'ont of the female, the remaining four

and the male lying behind it; finally, a pupa was hinged to the base of the gill of the

liindmost leg but one. In a third specimen occurred: one good-sized female, five males,

three ovisacs and five pupae; four of the males and all the pupae were hinged to gills, to

marsupial plates or to the epimera of the second — sixth pair of legs. In a fourth spe-

cimen appeared the extremely large female represented in fig. 3a, one male and one pupa;

the female occupied the front half of the marsupium, whereas its hindmost half was occupied

by six of the host's eggs, containing young ones about half developed; in which the limbs

were very distinct.

20. Sphaeronella Bonnieri n. sp.

(PI. VI, fig. 4a-4d; pi. VII, fig. la— lb.)

FEMALE. The specimen represented in fig. 4a— the largest one found — measures

97 mm. in length and •94 mm. in breadth. In the head and its organs of this species com-

pared with the preceding, I liave not been able to find any deviation which would seem
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qualified to form a character of species. Trunk naked; trunk-legs present. Genital area

(fig. 4d) essentially as in the preceding species, for in S. Giardii the chitinised semi-cii-cle

can be almost as broad as in S. JBonnieri; the only deviation found is the situation of the

caudal stylets wliich in the latter are placed a little more towards the front on the I'ing

itself, but whether tliis is a valid character, I am not prepared to decide.

MALE. Considerably larger than in S. Giardii, two specimens being respectively

28 mm. and 29 mm. in length, but they ditter chiefly from that species in the swollen

appearance of the trunk, — its volume several times exceeding that of the head - and in

a very difterent hair-covering (fig. 1 a and fig. 1 b). Its frontal margin, antennulae, antennae,

mouth, maxillulae, maxillae and maxillipeds do not exiiibit really good characters. The fii-st

pair of processes of the sub-median skeleton seem to be longer, whereas the second pair are

a little shorter than and ditter in shape from S. Giardii. The hair-covering of the lateral

border of the head as in this species, but the bordei- itself is shorter and vanishes outside or

a little beliind the base of the maxillae, and from this point the boundary line between the

naked head and the hair-covered trunk runs upward and backward in a slightly oblique

direction across the side and the back. The whole dorsal surface, the sides and the ventral

surface, except its foremost pretty considerable [lart, are closely covered all over with simple,

moderately long hairs which grow separately (not as in S. Giardii two or thi'ee from the

same little eminence); the back without naked transverse area. On account of the swelling

of the trunk, the legs and the caudal stylets are much further removed from the lateral

and the posterior outline than in nearly all other species, and the caudal stylets are situated almost

in the middle of the ventral surface. Both pairs of trunk-legs are proportionally smaller,

and their long terminal setae a little shorter than in S. Giardii ; from the peduncle of the

first pair of legs outside the outer branch proceeds a distinct process ending in a seta, but

the other ditterences in the length of the setae etc. between this and the preceding species

are of slight or no value.

(Tlu-ee, but not the fourth, of the males found are more or less closely wrapped up

in long, fine threads, or rather, it looks as if a tlu-ead were wound i-ound the body in

numerous curves and with projecting nooses, but I have tried in vain to find out the origin

and nature of these remarkable threads. Fig. 4 b exhibits one of the chjsely wrapped

specimens.)

OVISACS. These are oval or shortly oval (fig. 4c), a little larger than and with

somewhat larger eggs than in *S^. Giardii, otherwise as in this species. The ovisac repre-

sented (fig. 4 c) is '53 mm. long and '43 mm. broad.

LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. Protomedcia fasciata Kr. from West-Greenland. I have found it in

old specimens which were determined by Krciyer, but unfortunately I neglected at the time

to put down statistics about the number of hosts etc. of the parasites found, viz.: one adult

female, one half-grown female, one very small female, one male without surrounding thi-eads
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and three ovisacs. I found fnrtlier in the marsnpinni of a female fi'om the harboiu' of

Godthaab (2—3 fathoms , sand with sea-weeds, collected by Th. Holm Vvii 1886) : one adult

female, one male in a close wrapping of tlu-eads, and two ovisacs glued together; in the mar-

supiura of another female fi^om the same locality were found: one adult female, one closely

wrapped male, and six of the host's own eggs; in a young female without marsupiuui, taken

in a depth of ten to iifteen fathoms in that harbour were found: one small female, only

•34 mm. in length and nearly as broad, on wliich, nevertheless, occurred two spermatophores,

and a male, round which a few threads were spun, was also attached to it.

REMARKS. It is an interesting fact, that the same Amphipod, Protomedeia fasciata

Kr., has one parasite in Denmark and another very closely allied species in West-Greenland.

The two parasitic species seem to be distinguishable from each other with certainty only by

the differences between their males.

21. Sphaeronella longipes n. sp.

(H.VIl, fig.2a-2g).

FEMALE. One single tolerably large, but flattened and ill-treated specimen has

been found, which measures -73 mm. in length and -92 mm. in breadth, and besides, several

well preserved specimens, all of which, however, are but scarcely half-grown or recently

hatched, so that the largest one (fig. 2 a) is not more than •46 mm. long and somewhat longer

than broad, while a very smaU specimen, represented in fig. 2d and fig. 2e, is only •26 mm.

long, and the proportion between the length and breadth of this animal is as 7 to 4. The

head is well defined. The frontal margin naked. Antennulae rather long and slender, with

long terminal setae. Antennas 3-jointed, third joint shorter than the second (fig. 2 c, c); terminal

seta about the length of the two last joints combined. Mouth-border of medium breadth.

Maxillulae with well developed additional branch. Maxillae with smooth basal joint. Maxil-

lipeds rather long and slender; basal joint naked, second and third joints coalescent, last

joint digitated at the end with three exceedingly short points. The sub-median skeleton

with a somewhat narrow list inside the maxillae, naked all over; no transverse list between

the head and the trunk. Lateral margin of the head naked. Trunk naked. Trunk-legs

compared with those of the other species of this genus exceptionally good-sized, consisting

of a proportionally lather long cylindrical joint, from the end of which proceeds a proximately

thickened very long seta, three to four times the length of the joint, and besides another

seta equal to, or somewhat exceeding the length of the joint. About the genital area no

information can be given; in the small specimens it is not developed. The caudal stylets

considerably shorter than the legs, each ending in tlu'ee setae of unequal length, the longest

of them almost equalling in length the short seta of the trunk-legs.

MALE. Unknown.
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OVISACS. Of about eiiiial size, elongated oval (iig-. 2 b); the specimen represented

measures 71 mm. in length and -46 mm. in breadth. Eggs numerous, about middle-sized.

Judging from the size of the ovisacs, the adult females of this species must be supposed to

be 1 mm., or somewhat more, in length.

LARVA. A specimen found free (fig. 2f) is -Khnm. long. Cephalothorax more than

V2 time longer than broad. The front with a long, almost straight list inside the base of

the antennula. Autennulae 3-jointed; olfactory seta about- three times longer than the an-

tennula and scai-cely half the length of the cephalothoiax. Antennae much as in the larva

of S. intermedia. Of the maxillulas only a single seta has been discovered. First joint of

the maxillae of a little more than medium length, smooth; the two others normal. Second

joint of the maxillipeds shorter than the tliird. Abdomen small, its first segment somewhat

longer and a trifle broader than the second, and its long seta reaching a little beyond the

ends of the caudal stylets; second segment scarcely longer and not broader than the thii'd,

fiom which the relatively good-sized caudal stylets are well set ott', but their long setae are

defective in my two larvae.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. A single pupa (fig. 2g) found on the glass

during the preparation is 17 mm. long and '11 mm. broad; it is described above on p. 60.

HABITAT. Ampelisca tenuicornis Lilljbg. from Denmark. I have found the

parasite on nine specimens, six of which were rather young, without marsupium. On each

of five of these occurred a not half-grown oi' very small female (in one case it was evidently

just hatched); on the sixth specimen I found two free larvte. In a specimen with half-

developed marsupium occurred one not half-grown female. The two other hosts were females

with fully developed marsupium ; in one of them occurred five ovisacs, in the other the above-

mentioned flattened female and foiu- of the host's own eggs.

RE]\IARKS. By the very long setae of the trunk-legs this species is easily di-

stinguished from all other hitherto known species of this genus.

22. Sphaeronella Amphilochi n. sp.

(PI. VII, fig.3a-3b).

FEMALE. The only specimen found was adult and measured •54 mm. in length

and •40 mm. in breadth. The head (fig. 3 a) is well defined from the trunk. The frontal

margin with short and very fine hairs. Antenuulae tolei'ably long, with pretty long setae.

Antennae 3-jointed, the basal joint appears shorter than the following joints; the terminal

seta about the length of the last joint. Mouth-border of about medium bieadth. Maxillidae

with rather short additional branch. Basal joint of the maxillae smooth. Basal joint of the

maxillipeds long, slender and naked, second and third joints coalescent, last joint ending in

a point. Sub-median skeleton naked, but a peculiai' characteristic in tliis species is that the

18*
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hindmost, broadest and tliiiinest of the two transvei'se lists which are found on the ventral

side between the head and the trunk, is provided with short hairs tlu-oughout its whole

length. The lateral margin of the head supplied with hairs of medium length, which anteriorly

are arranged only in a single line, but somewhat in front of the base of the maxillae begins

a broader area, wliich runs obliquely backward and outward. The trunk naked; trunk-

legs not found, but no doubt present. The genital area (fig. 3b) not quite as broad as the

head, somewhat broader than long; the more solid diitine forms about two thirds of a ring,

which opens broadly in front; laterally the ring is narrow, but posteriorly it is broad, its

median part forming an area which consists of an expansion of the hindmost part of the

ring and of a triangular process advancing anteriorly between the genital apertures and

dilating into a small plate in front of the anterior extremity of the apertures; the whole

median part of this ai'ea again is occupied by an oblong, anteriorly pointed area of thin

skin. The genital apertures come pretty close together in ft-ont and are situated quite near

the advancing process just described; they are rather oblique and a little curved. The

caudal stylets are situated on the hindmost part of the just mentioned membranous little

central area; each of them ends in two or three setae, one of which is quite exceptionally

long. The margin and the foi'emost part of the chitinous plate situated between the genital

apertures, are {)rovided with fine hairs, some of which are rather long; some hairs are also

scattered outside the genital apertures on the thin membrane covering their nniscles.

MALE. Unknown.

OVISACS. The two ovisacs found are irregularly shaped, probably owing to

pressure; they are somewhat oblong and flattened; the largest is '42 mm. in length. The

eggs middle-sized, not numerous.

LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. In the marsupium of a specimen of Amphilochoides pmiUus G. 0. Sars

from Denmark were found: one female and two ovisacs adhering to each other.

REMARKS. The female of this small species is no doubt well characterised by

the hairs on its head, the structure of the genital area and the particularly long seta of

the caudal stylets. The name of S. AmphiJochi is perhaps not quite suitable, but is was

given, and the plate engraved, before a renewed examination of the host by means of the

new work by G. 0. Sars , revealed that it belonged to a species of the recently established

genus Amphilochoides G. O. S. not hitherto observed in Denmark.

23. Sphaeronella Dulichiae n. sp.

(PI. VII, fig.4a—4d).

FEMALE. The only specimen found (fig. 4a) is -72 mm. in length, -59 mm. in

breadth and a little thinner than broad. The head of very good size in proportion to the
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trunk, well defined and unusually bi'oad in proportion to its length. The frontal margin

naked (fig. 4 c). Antennulae short, with tolerably short setae. Antennae well developed, but

partly broken off. Mouth good-sized, mouth-border of medium breadth. Anterior branch of

the maxillulae very long, additional branch rather short. Basal joint of the maxillae hardly

middle-sized, smooth. Maxillipeds proportionally small, nuich shorter than in any of the pre-

ceding species; the basal joint, in proportion to its length, i-ather thick, naked; second and

third joints coalescent, last joint pointed. The sub-median skeleton deviating much in ap-

pearance from those in the preceding species (comp. fig. 4c), naked. Lateral margin of the

head with a series of moderately short hairs. Trunk naked; trunk-legs small, with short

setae. Genital area (fig. 4d) much narrowei- than the head, considerably broader than long,

forming a transverse, pretty solidly chitinised plate, which is sub-oval, yet a tolerably large

part of the posterior margin forming a straight line; the genital apertures are large, the

distance between them of about medium length; they are furthermore considerably curved,

and the anterior half of their inner lip nearly parallel; their posterior extremities are found

a little in front of the posterior margin of the plate. The caudal stylets are situated close

together on the posterior margin of the plate; they are small, with shorter setae. The

part of the plate which is situated behind the genital apertures, and a narrow area sur-

rounding the membranous part, which, as usual, is found outside each genital aperture, are

furnished with numerous fine and rather short hairs; the remainder of the genital area

is naked.

MALE. Unknown.

OVISACS. Compared with the female found, they are very large (fig. 4b : fig. 4a)

and without much diiference in size: the largest, which is represented, is '56 mm. in length.

The eggs are large, not numerous.

LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. In the marsupium of a female of Bidichia monacantha Metzger from

Denmark were found: one female and four ovisacs.

REMARKS. The female is easily distinguishable from all other species by its very

short, but otherwise quite normally constructed maxillipeds.

24. Sphaeronella Acanthozonis n. sp.

(PI. VII, fig. 5a—5d).

FEMALE. The only specimen found is very large, namely 42 mm. in length,

3"4mm. in breadth, and nearly as tliick as broad. The body seen from below (fig. 5b), is

regular and rather shortly ovate, narrowest towards the front, the head and the genital

area situated at a not veiy short distance from the anterior and the posterior outline re-

spectively, and the ti-uuk-legs very far fiom the lateral outline; seen laterally (fig. 5a), the
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head protrudes somewhat like a small triangle, besides, we see a knot-like protuberance,

somewhat in tiont of the middle, at a short distance from the outline of the back. The

head is exceedingly small in jiioiioition to the trunk, and it is distinguished by the particular

solidity of the chitinised parts to the front and on the sides, which, moreover, laterally and

anterioily extends considerably on the lower surface, so as to render the area with the

appendages somewhat smaller than in the other species. The frontal margin naked (fig. 5c).

Antennulae slender, of medium length, second joint proportionally longer than in the preceding

species, the seta:' of about medium length. Antennae 3-jointed, basal joint short, second

joint longer than the third, and the latter longer than the seta. Mouth large, with border

of mediiun breadth. Additional branch of the maxillulfe well developed. Maxilla rather

small, their basal joint smooth. Maxillipeds compai atively short and slender, yet somewhat

longei than in S. Biilichice; the basal joint has one or two stripes of excessively short hairs

(not shown in the drawing) on the inner side, and similar hairs on the innei- part of the

terminal maigin; second and thiid joints separated, the last joint pointed. Sub-median

skeleton provided witli thick lists, naked; a double list between the head and tlie trunk,

somewhat behind the base of the maxillipeds. Lateral margin of the head naked. Trunk

naked; the trunk-legs are small but conspicuous, rounded knots without setae — thus deviating

much from all other species. Genital area (fig. 5d) somewhat narrower than the head, much

broader than long, firmly chitinised all over; it has a long, somewhat concave, anterior

margin, convex, oblique lateral margins and a shorter, deeply incised, posterior margin.

The genital apertui-es situated somewhat behind the middle of the plate ; they are of medium

size, close together anteriorly, and somewhat diverging posteriorly. The caudal stylets in

close proximity on the plate close to its posterior margin; they are small, each ending in a

rather long seta. The whole genital area naked. (In the illustration the orifices of the

receptacula seminis are seen at a short distance in front of the genital apertures).

MALE, OVISACS, LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. In the marsupium of a female of AcantJiozone cuspidata (Lepech.)

from the Kara Sea was found a single female.

25. Sphaeronella frontalis n. sp.

(PI. VII, fig.6a—6i; pi. VIII, fig. la— le).

FEMALE. The largest specimen (fig. la) is 1-84 mm. long and P71mm. broad,

and the thickness about three fifths of the breadth. The body is narrower towards the

front, and its long posterior outline is sligthly concave in the middle. The head nearly

middle-sized and distinctly defined from the trunk. An excellent character of this species

is that the naked frontal margin expands in the middle into an oval, transverse, flat cup

(fig. Id), the breadth of wluch somewhat exceeds the diameter of the basal joint of the
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maxillipeds. AntennulaB scarcely of medium length, with set* of medium length. Antenms

3-jointed, first joint short, the third longer than the second, but shorter than the seta. Mouth

rather large, with mouth-border of medium breadth. Basal joint of the raaxillse smooth. Ma-

xillipeds middle-sized, proximal part of the basal joint with some transverse lines of short, fine

hairs on their anterior side; second and third joints separated, the last joint ending digitated in

four or five points. Sub-median skeleton very powerful, naked, with a double list between head

and trunk somewhat behind the base of the maxillipeds. Lateral margin of the head has a

tolerably broad longitudinal belt of short and fine hairs. Trunk naked; trunk-legs normal.

Genital area (fig. 6i) much narrower than the head: the solid chitine really consists of two

halves, each of them forming an oblique, irregular arch, which begins witliin the genital

aperture a little behind the anterior angle of its lips, whence it continues very close to the

lips, following their direction to the posterior angle, then advancing forward and outward

in an oblique line; its anterior extremity curving a little inward; the two arches connected

between the genital apertiu^es are strongly curved and placed at a pretty considerable

distance from each other. The caudal stylets are somewhat apart and comparatively far

from the genital area; their setae have no doubt fallen off. The skin between the genital

apertiu-es is closely covered with very short and fine hairs, which also extend somewhat

farther backward, though not nearly as far as to the caudal stylets; besides, a tolerably

large part of the chitinous arches — not their anterior part, however, — is furnished with

fine hairs.

MALE. It is large in proportion to the female (fig. 1 b : fig. 1 a) , indeed quite ex-

ceptionally so, namely -69 mm. long and -53 mm. broad. The head occupies only between a

tldrd and a fourth of the whole body, consequently it is very short and also narrow, compared

with the large trunk (fig. 6a—6b). The frontal border somewhat produced; the margin

evenly curved, without cup, naked. Setae of the antennulae tolerably long. Antennae (fig. 6 c)

seem to be 4-jointed; the basal joint short and coalescent with the skeleton of the head;

the connective membrane between the third and fourth joints is long, the terminal seta very

long, yet somewhat shorter than the antenna, with a transverse division not very far from

the base. Mouth as in the female. Maxillulae (fig. 6d) with two long principal branches,

the anterior one the longest, and at the base of it an extra branch of about half of its

length; the additional branch (e') is long, and its basal part forms a pretty thick, articulated

foot. Maxillae as in the female. Maxillipeds tolerably long; basal joint powerful, its

inner margin armed with a pair of rather shoi't, pointed processes (fig. 6e); its anterior

surface is decorated in a peculiar way by scattered areas covered with long hairs alternating

with partly large groups of very small, transverse eminences supplied with very short haii's;

its other sides are decorated in a more or less similar way; second and third joints separated;

the terminal joint ending in at least a couple of points. The first pair- of processes of the

sub-median skeleton short and blunt, the second pair- long and projecting straight backward;
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the base of each of these merges gradually into a strong list, and these two lists run

forward, nearly parallel, towards the posterior margin of the rostrum. Lateral margin

of the head with a stripe of moderately long hairs, which from the posterior angle of

the margin continues upward in a vertical line across the side and the back, but the

hairs of this part are long. The -whole trunk, except the foremost part of the ventral

surface, is closely supplied with peculiar, small, transverse eminences, each of which

(iig. 6h) bears about ten hairs, which radiate backward and obliquely sideways; on the

greater part of the trunk these hairs are short, but on its hindmost third part, following

a line from the caudal stylets obliquely backwaid and outward towards the second pair of

trunk-legs, and thence further, oblicjuely backward, they are pretty long. Trunk-legs com-

paratively small. The first paii' (fig. 6 a and fig. 6f) consist of a clumsy peduncle with two

branches, the outer one a little shorter than the peduncle and ending in two about equally

long, hairy setae, the longest of which is not twice the length of the branch, and rather

thick; the inner branch is difficult to understand, it is of the same length as, but much

thinner than the outer one, with an articulation in its middle and, especially outside tliis

articulation, provided with a number of hairs. The second paii' of legs (fig. Gg) about the

length and breadth of the outer branch of the first pair; on the outer side, at a short distance

from the basis, a short, bhmt process (presumably an outer branch) ending in a seta, and

the leg ends in two haiiy seta?, the longest of which is double the length of the leg and

very thick. The caudal stylets are situated far to the front on the ventral surface, a little

behind the middle of the trunk; they are rather slender, each ending in a hairy seta, which

is equal in length to the longest seta of the second leg.

OVISACS. They are middle-sized (fig. 1 c), oblong, somewhat flattened ; the specimen

represented has young ones in the Nanplius stage, and is lUo mm. in length and 69 mm.

in breadth. Eggs numerous and small.

LARVA. Fig. 1 e is di'awn from specimens pulled out of the egg-membranes. The

fi'ont on each side inside the base of the antennula has a long, oblique list, the ends of

which are curved inward. Antennula; 3-jointed; the olfactory seta about half the length of

the cephalothorax. Antennae almost the length of the antennulae; second joint somewhat

longer and considerably more slender than the first one, the third joint very short, the

terminal seta the same length as or longer than the second joint. Maxillulse as in S. CaJIiopii,

with four branches which, however, are shorter and more slender than in this species, and

the liindmost branch only is haiiy (not, as in the drawing, the penultimate one as well).

The joints of the maxillae each of medium length, smooth. Second joint of the maxillipeds

considerably shorter than the third. Segments and setae of the abdomen as in S. CaUioxm,

with the exception that the long setae of the caudal stylets are only half the length of the

body (and perhaps even relatively shorter in the free swimming larva).

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.
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HABITAT. The niarsupiuui oi Ampdiscd n/arroccjihala Lilljcboiy fidui Denmark.

Only a single infested specimen has been found, and in the anterior part of its marsupium

occui'red: a deformed female, which had probably lini^^hc(l layino- e^j^s, one male and seven

niutnally adhering ovisacs, one of which contained full-grown larviB; in the hindmost part

appeared the large female represented, one male and six mutually adhering ovisacs; one

ovisac had fallen out before its place was ascertained.

REMAEKS. The name of the species points to the remarkable cup on the frontal

margin of the female. The male deviates nuich from all other liitherto known forms.

26. Sphaeronella microcephala (liiard and Bonnier.

(PI. VUl, lig.Sa—2k).

Sphceroiiplla micrucephaJa Giard and Bonnier, Compt.-renil. do PAcad. des Sc, 25 sept. 1893.
— — — Bull. scientili(|iir <U- la France el de la Belgique, T. XXV,

fasc. 2, ISltf), p. 404, pi. XII, fig. 40—47.

FEMALE. The largest specimen, which had only just begun laying eggs, was

1 -14nmi. in length and of the same breadth and thickness (fig. 2a), sub-globular, yet a little

produced and almost pointed towards the front, which is due to the fact that the trunk

merges evenly into the head without any separation. The frontal border is present as a

small crescent-shaped tiansverse plate (fig. 2e), which is scarcely double the length of the

diameter of the mouth; lateral borders are wanting (fig. 2d); so we only find the various

appendages and a tolerably developed sub-median skeleton, but, as the lateral parts of the

skeleton, viz. the lateral borders, are wanting, this parasite ditfers fi'om all the preceding,

but agrees with several of the following species of this genus, in having no lateral limitation

to the surroundings of the mouth-limbs. Antennulaj very short, without distinct vestiges of

articulation, with a seta on the anterior margin at a short distance from the base (no doubt

corresponding to the usual pretty long seta at the anterior angle of the first joint), and

four terminal setae of unequal length, the longest of which are a little longer than the

antennula. Antennae seem to be altogether wanting. The mouth of medium size, with a

rather nanow mouth-border. Maxillulse well developed, with good-sized additional branch.

Maxillae far removed from the rostrum and much closer together than in any other species

of the genus; the basal joint large and smooth. Maxillipeds small and feeble; their basal

joint pretty short, very slendei- aud naked, the second and third joints fused into a very

short and slender joint; the last joint scarcely half the length of the preceding, rounded at

the end; the reduced state of the two (oi- three) last joints, in particular, proves this pair

of appendages to be almost valueless as prehensile organs. The sub-median skeleton is

provided with a somewhat prominent list on each side of and at a short distance fi-om the

19
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median line; a narrow list is found between the maxillae; the whole skeleton is naked. The

trunk entirely naked ; trunk-legs wanting. The genital area (fig. 2 f) deviates strongly from

all other species ; it is considerably larger than the head (fig. 2 a) and much longer than

broad. The solid chitine forms posteriorly a narrow semi-circle which opens towards the

front, each branch dilating anteriorly on the internal side to a considerable breadth, after

which both bi'anches run on parallel a long way, at the same time gradually declining in

breadth; the whole structure may also be described by saying, that there are two anteriorly

pointed, posteriorly broader, mutually parallel lists, which again decrease in breadth in their

hindmost part, converge, and at last join in a semi-circle. The somewhat curved genital

apertures are situated at some distance from each other, so that their outer ends come close

to the inner side of the semi-circle; their nniscles run forward and a little outward towards

the broadest part of the lists, close in front of the foremost part of the semi-circle. (About

the orifices of the receptacula seminis which are omitted in the drawing, see above on p. 14.)

The whole area is naked, and caudal stylets are altogether wanting.

MALE. The body, apart from the rostrum, is -18 mm. in length; seen from below,

it is ovate, only about one sixth longer than broad ; the thickness in proportion to the breadth

is almost like two to three ; so it is exceedingly small compared with the female (fig. 2 b :

fig. 2 a). It deviates strongly from all other species, and in spite of much study and long

deliberation, I have been unable to understand all its details. Head and trunk of about

equal size. The frontal border is not produced, its margin flatly curved, naked. Autennulae

long, without articulation, with setas of medium length. Antennae wanting. Rostrum unusually

long, very broad at its base, and in the specimens found, strongly protruding, which gives

it, when seen from below, the shape of a large, distally blunt cone, projecting considerably

beyond the frontal margin. Maxillulae as in the female. Basal joint of the maxillae some-

what compressed, broad between the foremost and hindmost angles; the basal margin is

long, and its acute posterior angle is further removed from the head than the ai'ticulation

of the second joint; its outer side is armed with a pair of conical taps. Maxillipeds of

medium length, the basal joint somewhat fusiform, on the inner and anterior sides some

areas covered with numerous extremely short hairs; second and third joints coalescent,

last joint pointed. The sub-median skeleton possesses only the first pair of processes, each

of which being long, very slender and nearly setiform (fig. 2h, i), and being a prolongation

of a list running inside the maxillae. The lateral margin of the head is prolonged backward

to the middle of the trunk, and it is provided with a stripe of rather short hairs which are

situated moie or less close together. The ventral siuface of the trunk is for the most part

covered with tolerably short hairs, many of which are arranged in transverse rows, whereas

the back, the lateral surface and the liiudmost extremity are naked. I have been unable to

understand the basal parts of the trunk-legs, I cannot even make out with absolute certainty

which pair are the foremost. I consider the nai'row pair of appendages which are situated

near the median line to be the caudal stylets, and the limbs which are seen a little outside
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these appendages, to be the first pair of trunk-legs, the lateral legs would then make the

second pair. The proximal part of the first pair of trunk-legs being incomprehensible to

me, I must content myself with I'eferring to fig. 2g, wliitli is drawn as accurately as pos-

sible ; the distal part is a rather short and broad joint divided at the posterior outer angle

by a rather deep incision into two unequal processes, the outer one of which is conical and

ends in a shorter seta, wliile the innei' one is broader and is cut otf posteiiorly in a straight

line, bearing on its end a small joint which terminates in a pretty long seta, of more than

half the length of the basal joint of the maxilliped. The second pair of legs resemble the

distal part of the first pair, but their outer process (outer bi-anchV) is shorter, with the terminal

seta somewhat longer, the inner process lacks the small joint, whereas its seta is a little

shorter than in the first pair of legs. Each of the caudal stylets is a tap ending in a pair

of conspicuous, though not long, setae, besides having a short seta proceeding from an angular

expansion on the outside at the base; each stylet is a direct prolongation of a long, anteriorly

somewhat expanded, prominent list, which runs forward towards the base of the trunk. The

caudal stylets, the distal part of the first pair of legs and the second pair of legs are situated

almost on the same transverse line.

OVISACS. They are pretty small, mostly somewhat flattened, their circumference

varying between a circular and a very oval shape ; the specimen represented in fig. 2 c is

•72 mm. long and scarcely more than half as broad. As many as fifteen ovisacs may be

found in one female. The eggs of medium size, not numerous.

LAilVA. The body of a specimen (fig. 2i) which had just attached itself, is •25 mm.

in length. It deviates very much from all the other known larvae of the genus, and partly

of the family, in its extremely short antennae, its long and very slender maxill* and maxilli-

peds, its slender natatory legs and very slender abdomen. The front without lists, in the

specimen figured it is covered throughout its whole breadth by the viscous substance which

attaches it to the host. Antennulse 2-jointed, olfactorj' seta rather long, about tlu-ee fourths

the length of the cephalothorax. Antennae extremely short, almost rudimentaiy, 3-jointed,

with a proportionally thick, but very shoit, seta on the penultimate joint, and an exceedingly

short terminal seta. Mouth very large. Of the maxillulae I ha\-e discovered three very fine

branches, the anterior one moderately long, the two others a little shorter. Maxilla? long

and very slender, the basal joint, in particular, is comparatively \evy long and extremely

slender; all joints smooth. Basal joint of the maxillipeds long and very slender, second

joint unusually long, and considerably longer than the third one. The posteriorly free pouch

on the ventral side of the cephalothorax small and very short. The second section, the fiee

segment, of the cephalothorax proportionally much smaller than in other species. Peduncle

of the natatory legs unusually slender. Abdomen considerably more slender than in other

species; the long seta projecting from the posterior angle of the first segment, is more than

double the length of that part of the abdomen which is posterior to the point where this

seta projects, the second somewhat shorter seta is also unusually long. Second segment a

19*
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little shorter than the first one, and somewhat longer than the thiid one combinerl with the

not defined caudal stylets; the terminal setae of these stylets almost two thirds the length of

the whole body.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. After the preparation I found on the object-

glass an individual (fig. 2 k) which I consider to be a pupa of this species; it is mentioned

above on p. 6L

HABITAT. The marsupium of Ampelisca typica Sp. Bate from Denmark. In one

specimen occiu'red : one female, two males, twelve ovisacs, three of which were free, and

nine adhering to each other in a lump (two of them with scarcely quite developed larvae),

and finally, two larvae which had evidently been attached. In another specimen were found

:

one female and some ovisacs; in a third: one female and fifteen ovisacs, thirteen of which

adliered to each other in a lump (and one of them contained developed larvae); in a fourth

specimen were found: one male (the largest represented), two free ovisacs and two of the

host's own eggs.

REMARKS. This parasite in all its stages is far removed fi-om all other species

of this genus, still the ditterences are not of such a quality that I have felt justified in

establishing the species as a type of a new genus, as which, in my eyes, it would not be

fully equivalent to the other genera. Giai-d and Bonnier have described the female and

ovisacs of a species taken in Ampelisca fenuicornis Lilljeborg from le Croisic (Brittany),

but in spite of the gi-eat ditteiences between theii- description and my own of the head and

its appendages, I nevertheless consider my species identical with theirs, and I refer to my

detailed critique of their account given above on page 13—14.

b. Parasites on Cumacea.

In six species of Cumacea I have found parasites in the marsupium, and I have

referred them to five species. Hitherto they have occurred only in fully developed marsupia.

These five species show mutually very great dltference in both sexes, nevertheless, they are

distinguished in several features from the species found on Amphipoda; the larv* of all

these parasites, especially, are characterised by some peculiarities which are not noticed in

any of the previously described larvae, whereas a few of them appear' in the larva of

S. Munnopsidis which lives in Munnopsis typica M. Sars belonging to the order Isopoda.

For several reasons, among others in order to avoid unnecessary I'epetitions in the descrip-

tion of the two sexes and the larvae of each species, it may be to the purpose to give a

view of their peculiarities.

THE FEMALES. Antennae only 2-jointed or, mostly, wanting. The mouth-border

moderately broad oi' narrow. The basal joint of the maxillipeds decorated on the anterior side

with small groups or rows of very short or rudimentary hairs, wliich, in many cases, only look

like small, distinct dots ; the spine proceeding from the distal inner angle of the penultimate
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joint is large, and one of its margins is pro\ide(l with a row of very short setiform processes.

Trnnk-legs seem to be altogether wanting.

THE MALES. They are always distinguished by a very peculiar ^ though mutually

extremely varying — development of the frontal border, the margin of which is in a great

measure decorated with numerous fine, or exceedingly small, spiniform processes, which are

mostly arranged in a single line. Trunk-legs and caudal stylets either tolerably small, or

— fi-equently — altogether wanting.

OVISACS. They are middle-sized or pretty small, but exceptionally numerous, for

in tlu-ee of the species occurred about twenty, in a fourth even twenty-eight sacs, which

decidedly had been laid by the same female.

THE LARV^. The front is decorated, either with some good-sized lists, mutually

connected on each side, or (mostly) with numerous fine processes, arranged in one or more

rows. Each maxillula has four branches. The basal joint of the maxill* has a double comb

of fine, almost cylindrical, apically rounded processes along the margin, against wliich the

second joint is folded (pi. VIII, fig. 3o); the tliird joint has two or more pointed pi'ocesses

along its inner margin. The second joint of the maxillipeds much shorter than the third.

Abdomen of medium length, or (mostly) tolerably long and powerful; first segment good-

sized, and the setae proceeding from its posterior angle extending to, or somewhat beyond,

the caudal stylets; second segment about as long as or a little longer than the first one

and a little more voluminous; thiid segment very short, and the caudal stylets set ott' by a

distinct articulation.

1. Conspectus of the Females.

1. Maxillae well developed 2

1'. Maxillae quite rudimentary 31. S. marginata n.sj^.

2. An odd, good-sized, vaidted eminence, provided with a prominent median plate, a little

behind and inside the base of the maxillipeds 27. S. decorata n. sp.

2'. No eminence behind the maxillipeds 3

3. The head well defined from the trunk, with frf)ntal border and lateral borders well

developed. Caudal stylets well developed 28. S. modesta n. sp.

3'. The head not defined from the trunk, frontal border and lateral borders wanting. No

caudal stylets 4

4. The solid chitine of the genital area surrounds the genital apeitures posteriorly and

laterally, not anteriorly 2!J. S.dispar n.sp.

4'. The solid chitine ot the genital area suiiounds the genital apertures on all sides.

30. S. insignis n. sp.

2. Conspectus of the Males.

1. Trunk-legs present 2

1
'. Trunk-legs (and caudal stylets) wanting altogether 3
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2. Frontal border produced into a good sized, anteriorly blunt, plate. Caudal stylets wanting.

27. S. decorata

2'. Frontal border slightly produced. Caudal stylets good-sized 28. S.modesta

3. Front strongly produced; seen from below, it tapers considerably towards the distal end,

then expands into a tolerably broad disk, the margin of which — except posteriorly —
is provided with a single row of fine processes 4

3'. Front bioad and somewhat emarginate in the middle, the margin with some rows of

fine processes 31. S. marginatu

4. Frontal disk nearly circular 29. S. dispar

4'. Frontal disk broader than long, with rectangular lateral angles HO. S. ins ignis.

27. Sphaeronella decorata n. sp.

(PI. VIII, %.3a—3o; pi. IX, fig. la- lb.)

FEMALE. The largest specimen, represented in fig. 3 a, is 2-15 mm. in length and

2-47 mm. in breadth, and it has laid six ovisacs; another specimen, only 133 mm. long and

1"52 mm. broad, has laid eight ovisacs. Thus the body is broader than long. The small

head is distinctly defined fiom the trunk; it is comparatively well chitinised all over, except

in the part which surrounds the mouth-appendages and is limited by the low lateral borders,

and this part, forming a triangle, is prolonged anteriorly beyond the antennulte, continuing

a rather good distance along the dorsal side of the head, where this i)eculiar extension termi-

nates in an acute angle (fig. 3d). So there is no real frontal border. Antennulae (fig. 3e) short,

2-jointed, the two first joints being coalescent; setae short. Antennae tolerably short, 2-jointed,

the basal joint short, second joint longer and tliicker, terminal seta short. Maxillulse well

developed, additional branch good-sized, with a distinct foot. Maxillae middle-sized, basal

joint smooth, but numerous chitinous taps appear on the inner side of the large membrane

between the first and the second joints. Maxillipeds powerful and comparatively pretty long;

the basal joint on its anterior side and on a small part of its inner side, bears four or five

groups of very small prickles (rudimentary hairs), arranged in transverse belts; further, at

a short distance from the distal margin, a transverse row of very fine hairs, besides similar

hairs on the distal maigin itself; second and third joints coalescent, the distal spine long

and rather slender, with fine processes on its inner mai'gin; last joint a little expanded

towards its rounded, flattened end, which terminates in numerous fine processes arranged in

a line. The sub-median skeleton slightly developed; a ventral transverse list between head

and trunk, and adjoining the anterior margin of this list, an odd, good-sized, considerably

vaulted eminence, which is rounded, a little broader than long, and provided at its median

anterior part with a rounded protruding plate. Lateral margin of the head naked. Trunk

naked. Genital area (fig. la) considerably smaller than the head (fig. 3a), nearly as long as
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broad; the solid chitine forms a somewhat irregularl}' shaped plate (fi<^. la), in wliich a

tolerably lar-ge area of the anterior third part is thin-skinned and partly merging in the

skin surronnding the plate (though in two dissected specimens the shape of the plate and of

the membranous pait were somewhat different, the present description will do for- both).

The genital apertures are seen far to the front on the posterior half of the plate; they ai-e

stiongly t'urved and situated at a moderately long or rather short distance from each other,

in such a position that their muscles turn very much sideways and a trifle forward. The

space between the genital apertures has some longitudinal stripes of very short hairs; the

i-emaindei- of the area is naked. At a short distance behind the apertures appear a couple

of small cones, which doubtless are the rudimentary caudal stylets.

MALE. A good-sized specimen is -55 mm. long and 42 mm. broad, which is large

indeed, though, considering the proportion between the sexes in otlier species, it is but

middle-sized (fig. 3b : fig. 3a) comparatively to the females, which are large. Seen from below,

its shape is very characteristic, almost hexagonal, the posterior margin of the tinnk forming

a somewhat convex line, its lateral outline being moderately long and somewhat concave,

wheieas the head has a long, slightly curved, lateral outline and a very short anterior

margin. The head nearly the size of the trunk. The frontal border strongly produced,

with converging lateral margins; terminal margin short, cut otf in a sti'aight line, with a

pretty deep incision in its median part, while distally each lateral margin has two deej) and

rather broad incisions and, somewhat in front of the antennula, a slight depression; these

incisions form tlu-ee pairs of lobes, the hindmost of which are low, the others good-sized with

almost right angles; the terminal margin of all the lobes is furnished with a row of nume-

rous minute processes. AntenniUae short, 2-jointed, with short setae. Antennae of scarcely

medium size, 3-jointed, second joint the longest; terminal seta the length of the last joint.

Mouth-border a little broader than in the female; maxillulae as in the female. Maxillte

(fig. 1 b) nearly as in the female, and the two last joints coalescent as in the other sex.

Maxillipeds of medium length, basal joint rather slender, otherwise tliis joint as well as the

others constructed and equipped (fig. 3 f and fig. 3 h) as in the female. The sub-median

skeleton has the two first pairs of processes, first pair about middle-sized, second pair power-

fid, long and diverging slightly backward. The lateral border of the head has a peculiar

shape, curving strongly towards the base of the maxillae, then turning backward and obliquely

sideways almost at right angles; the margin fringed in the middle with moderately long

hairs, anteriorly and posteriorly with long hairs, and from its hindmost end a narrow stripe

of extremely long hairs runs upward across the side of the animal, where it curves slightly

forward (fig. 3g), then continues across the back in an oblique line. Beliiud this stripe the

back and sides, as well as the ventral surface of the trunk, are densely covered with mode-

rately long, and in front of the second pair of legs, with loug hairs. About the middle of

the back of the trunk is seen a short and very narrow transverse area. First pair of trunk-

legs pretty small, their basal part indistinctly defined, and from this part proceed two
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tolerably small branches of equal length, each of which consists of a somewhat thicker,

very short joint, from the end of which proceeds a thick, but rather short, partly hairy seta.

The second pair of legs are situated at the posterior angles of the trunk and greatly resem-

ble the first pair, but the basal part is even more indistinct, the joint of the inner branch

much shorter than that of the outer branch, and the terminal setae — paiticularly that of

the outer branch — longer than in the first pair. Caudal stylets altogether wanting.

OVISACS. They are pretty small or of medium size, circular or oval and mostly

somewhat flattened; the ovisac lepresented in fig. 3c is one of the larger ones and is 94 mm.

in length. Eggs numerous and comparatively small.

LARVA. Pig. 3i—3o are drawn from specimens which had just broken out of the

egg-membrane. The larva is '30 mm. long and so slender that its cephalothorax is a little

more than twice as long as broad. The front is richly decorated (fig. 31): its margin with

a series of rather short and very shoit pi-ocesses wliich begin at some distance from the

base of the antennula and stop a short distance from the median line; the eight or ten pro-

cesses nearest to this line are really situated somewhat within the maigin and are much

longer than the more lateral processes which proceed from the edge; somewhat inside the

more lateral part of the frontal margin appears ou each side a long, obli(iue row of tolerably

long, nariow processes, turning foiward and outward in an oblique line; somewhat behind

them we see a cui'ved transverse list, and at the inner angle of tliis list — consequently in

front of the mouth at a short distance from the median line — four or five rather long, and

especially comparatively thick, anteriorly somewhat diverging processes with rounded apex.

Antennul* 2-jointed, their olfactory seta somewhat more than half the length of the cephalo-

thorax. Antennae equal in length to the antennulae; first joint broad, sometimes ^\itll a strong

indication of being formed of two coalescent joints (fig. 3 m), the first of which is short

(comp. the following species); second joint of the same length as oi' a little longer than the

first; third joint short, with two terminal setae, one of them short, the other nearly the

length of the two last joints combined. The maxillulae have all four branches well developed,

the outermost being the longest, curved outward and backward, hairy. The basal joint of the

maxillae has two rows of processes (fig. 3o), but one of them is often covered by the second

joint (fig. 3n), wliich has no seta^; the tliird joint has two good-sized processes on its inner

margin, but the distal one, which is the largest, is smaller than the long, curved, terminal

part of the joint. Abdomen pretty long ; a description of it is found above on p. 141). Setae

of the caudal stylets more than tlu-ee fifths the length of the body.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT- Found in the marsupium of six specimens of Diastylis Rathkei (Kr.)

from West-Greenland and in one specimen from the Kara Sea, but not in Denmark. It

may be pointed out that I have found parasites in nearly half of the adult females from the

two localities mentioned, which I have seen, whereas an investigation of several scores of

females fi'om various Danish waters gave a negative result. In one specimen occurred: one
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female (the one figured), no male, but six free ovisacs; in anothei- specimen were detected:

one female, one male and eight free ovisacs (all with eggs); in a tliird: one female, one

male and nine ovisacs (four of these glued togethei') ; in a fourth : one female, one male, and

nine ovisacs (some of them with Natiplii). In a fifth specimen I discovered: one female,

two males and twenty ovisacs, ten of which adhered to each other in one lump, four in

another; several of them contained larvae, some of which had even thrown off the egg-

membrane. In a sixth specimen, at least seventeen ovisacs adhered to each other in a big

lump which surrounded the female, so that only part of one of its sides helped to form the

outer wall of the lump, wliile a male was sitting in a hole between the ovisacs on the

opposite side; the whole lump had shaped itself after the cavity of the marsupium, it was

nicely smoothed and had a slight longitudinal groove on the surface, which was turned

towards the venti-al side of the animal; all the ovisacs were more or less iiattened and

fitted together like mosaic ; some of them contained eggs, some of them halfdeveloped, others

quite developed larvae.

28. Sphaeronella modesta n. sp.

(PI. IX, fig.2a-2i).

FEMALE. It always seems to be longer than broad, ovate, and a specimen which

had laid numerous ovisacs, was 1"23 mm. long and 87 mm. broad (fig. 2a). The head is

small, well defined from the trunk. The frontal border lather considerably produced; its

margin naked and centrally a little emarginate; close beliiud this margin on the lower side is an

odd, tolerably good-sized square area (fig. 2 d, x) with rounded corners ; the aiea seems to

be pierced with rather numerous holes. Antennuhe pretty long and powerful, 3-jointed,

with some set* of medium length. Antenna wanting. Principal blanches of the maxillulae

rather short, additional branch long. Basal joint of the maxillae large and smooth; a nmnber

of taps are seen on the distal part of the connecting membrane between the first and the

second joint; second and third joints separated. Maxillipeds good-sized, their basal joint has

several rather shoit transverse rows of very fine, short hairs, second and tliird joints separated

;

the last joint terminates in a point inside which it has some spines; the spine at the end

of the tliird joint shorter than in S. dccorata, but of a similar shape and e(iuipnient. Sub-

median skeleton well developed, with three pairs of longitudinal li.sts, parts of which ai-e

rather broad, inside the niaxill*; no eminence behind the base of the maxillipeds. The

lateral margin of the head has a row of short hairs. In mie specimen the trunk is cpiite

naked, in another it has a number of simple, moderately Imig hairs which are partly arranged

in rows on a minor area behind the head. Genital area smaller than the head (fig. 2 a),

much broader than, or about twice as broad as, long (fig. 2e); it is a chitinised, somewhat

irregular and, according to the individuals, somewhat ditterently shaped plate with a cen-

trally inflexed postei'ior margin; the genital apertures oblique and considerably curved,

20
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not very far apart, and tlieir hindmost extremit}' pretty close to the posterior margin of

the plate ; the plate is naked but for very few hairs between the anterior part of the genital

apertures. The caudal stylets, situated close together and near the posterior margin of the

plate, are very peculiar: each stylet consisting of a rather short, but thick joint, on the

inner posterior angle of which is articulated a »joint« twice as long, but scarcely half as thick,

which must be explained as a transformed seta, outside which are seen one or two simple setae.

MALE. It is of medium size compared with the female (fig. 2b : fig. 2a); a good-

sized specimen is 28 mm. long and -22 mm. broad. Seen from below, its broadest dimension

appears far towards the front, oft' the maxillpe, and seen laterally, it is unusually thick.

The head — cousidered as extending to the limit of the hair-covered part — is considerably

smaller than the trunk (fig. 2 h). The frontal border but slightly produced ; it has five inci-

sions, and six small lobes (fig. 2g), each of which is twice as broad as one of the lateral

incisions, and their slightly curved terminal margin is furnished with a row of fine,

spine-shaped processes. Antennulae 3-jointed, scarcely of medium length, with tolerably short

setae. Antennae wanting (fig. 2f). The mouth-border provided with long hairs, considerably

longer than in the female. Maxillae of medium size, their basal joint bearing some normal

hairs at the margin of the distal connecting membrane, second and third joints scarcely

separated from each other. Basal joint of the maxillipeds rather long, at its base a small

area with minute prickles, and at its distal end a few hairs; the other joints as in the

female. The sub-median skeleton possesses the two first pairs of processes; the first pair

are removed further backward than usual, and a little overlapping the base of the maxilli-

peds, they appear as pretty good-sized, somewhat protuberant, thick cones; the second pair

are all but rudimentary. The ear-shaped stripe surrounding the base of the antennula is

provided with long hairs, the short lateral margin of the head with moderately long hairs,

and from its posterior extremity to off, or a litte behind, the base of the maxillae the anterior

limit of the hair-covered part runs obliquely forward and upward along the side of the

animal (fig. 2h), then curves very slightly and continues in a straighter line across the back;

the result is that the naked part of the body becomes unusually small, compared with the

remainder. The median part of the ventral side of the trunk, in front of the caudal stylets,

has an extremely close covering of fine hairs of medium length ; the remainder of the ventral

surface, as well as the sides and the back up to the boundary of the hair-coat are closely

covered all over with pretty coarse, tolerably long, or long hairs, and each of these proceeds

from a distinct little knot ; rather frequently, though by no means always, the long hair

seems to proceed from the centre, and a much shorter one from each end of such a knot,

but the denseness of the covering renders a close examination exceedingly difficult and

uncertain. The fiist pair of trunk-legs consist of a relatively small basal part, from which

proceeds a single, short, almost cylindrical branch without terminal seta. The second pair

are so small and so much hidden in the dense hair-coat, that I have been unable to discern

with certainty more than a single tap, which is shorter than the surrounding hau'S. The
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caudal stylets are t'onnd at a coiisideralile distance froui the jiosteiiur maigiii of the trunk;

thej' are ccmiparatiA'ely large and nearly of a similar structure to those of the female, only

I have not been able to find any ordinary seta beside the one which is shaped like a joint.

OVISACS. They are small (fig. 2 c), nearly round, frequently s(miewhat flattened,

•with but few eggs, but then again as many as twenty-eight ovisacs may be found with one

female. The longest diameter of one of the ovisacs represented (containing eggs) is 42 mm.

The eggs of about medium size.

LARVA. The specimens examined, of which the one partly represented in fig. 2i

had a total length of '23 mm., were pulled out of the egg-membranes, so the shape of their

body in a fi-ee state cannot be determined with absolute certainty, however, their cephalo-

thorax seems to be comparatively somewhat shorter and broader than that of the preceding

species, and to agree more with S. dispar. The larva is easily distinguished ti-om all the

other species by having no processes whatever on its front, instead of which, however, we

find half its surface occupied by three pairs of transverse, partly curved, outwardly connected

lists. In many specimens, e. g. the one figured, the olfactory seta of the antennul* is

remarkably short, not half the length of the cephalothorax, whereas in other specimens I

have found it reaching to the natatory legs (tliis difference is inexplicable to me). Antennae

much as in the preceding species, except, indeed, that the broad basal part consists of two

pretty distinctly separated joints, the first of which is short; so the antenna is 4-jointed.

Maxillulae much as in S. decorafa. First joint of the maxillae as in the preceding species,

second joint with some fine hairs on the ventral side of the distal end; third joint sometimes

as in S. decorata, but most frequently with three processes on the inner side, and then the

curved end of the joint itself is generally shorter than the most distal of the processes.

Abdomen as in S. decorata.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The marsupium of EudoreUa eman/inata (Kr.) from Denmark. In a

large material I have found altogether seven infested specimens. The following statistics

can be given. In one specimen were found: one shrunk female, tlu-ee males and thirteen

mutually adhering ovisacs, most of them with eggs, some of them with NanpJii; in another

specimen occurred : one good-sized female, one male and twent_v-two mutually adheinng ovisacs,

a few of which contained developed larvs. In a third specimen the female and the ovisacs

together formed an oblong himp; the female, which was good-sized, was so closely surrounded

by the considerably flattened, mutually pretty firmly adhei'ing ovisacs, that only a very small

part of it was visible on the side turning towards the ventral surface of the host; of

ovisacs I found twenty-eight, some of wluch contained eggs, most of them brood in different

stages, but in hardly any of them were the lai-vae ready to burst the egg-membrane ; a single

male was attached to the outside of the lump.

REMARKS. In the structure of the caudal stylets in both sexes, and in the frontal

area of the female, this parasite differs from all other species.

20*
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29. Sphaeronella dispar u. sp.

(PI. IX, ti-.3a—3k.)

FEMALE. A large specimen (fig. 3(1)') wliich had only laid three ovisacs was

•69nnn. long and -711 mm. broad, thus being broader than long; two otlier specimens without

ovisacs were of the same shape and size, whereas a fourth specimen (fig. 3a), wiiich had laid

about a score of ovisacs, was mucli smaller, ^it mm. in length and ''dS mm. in breadth, thus

being longei' than broad. The head is not defined from the trunk at all, and the area

beajing the mouth-appendages is suironnded by a soft membrane ; the usual chitinised parts, such as

frontal border and lateral borders, are altogether wanting (fig. 3f). Antennulse short, 2-jointed,

with about three pretty shoit setae. Antenna} wanting. The setae of the mouth-boider I

have not been able to discern with certainty. Maxilluh* small, with tolerably sliort prin-

cipal branches, and additional bianch wanting. Basal joint of the maxillae smooth; the

connecting membrane between the fiist and the second joint without chitinous taps; second

joint distinctly separated from the third, which is comparatively long and slender, and termi-

nates in a few fine setaceous branches. Maxillipeds of medium size, but appear to be weak;

the basal joint being provided on its anterioi- side with several irregular rows of very short

and fine hairs; second and third joints fused into one rather clumsy joint with a somewhat

sinuous outline, the distal siiine l)eing a little broader than in the ineceding species; the

last joint terminates bluntly and its end is surrounded by a row of numerous, very short

and fine setae. The sub-median skeleton is much reduced. The trunk is naked. The genital

area is rather small (fig. 3d), much broader than long (fig. 3g); the .solid chitine forms a

kind of semi-circle which oi)ens towards the front, its sides are narrow, and its posterior

part broad. Genital apertures comparatively lai-ge, much curved, anteriorly parallel, and

not fai' apart, the space between them solidly cliitinised. The whole area naked; caudal

stylets wanting.

MALE. It is middle-sized or pretty large in proportion to the female (fig. 3 b :

fig. 3d and fig. 3a); its length is -21 mm. to •22 mm. Seen from below (fig. 3h), its outline

comes close to that of S. decorata, but its front is very diflerent. Head and trunk of about

equal size. The front much produced, its lateral mai-gins converging strongly a long way,

till the distance between them is a little shorter than the diameter of the mouth, after wliich

their anterior extremity expands into a disk, which is a little larger than the mouth, and

thus is situated on a short peduncle. The larger part of the free margin of the disk is

furnished with a row of slender, almost setaceous processes, and on the ventral surface of the

disk, towards its base, we .see a small chitinous ring; on its inner side this ring is provided

with four expansions, which turn towards its centre and constitute the surrounding of a

1) The inouth-apiiendages (as is partly shown in tlie drawing) were placed in an abnormal position

by pressure.
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cross-shaped very small area. Close behind the pediiiicle of the disk, the lateral margin of

the elongated fi-ont is provided with a low. longitudinal keel (fig. 3h, y), which bears a row

of rather short setaceous processes. The antennul* are short, without distinct articulation,

very sinuous in outline, and most sparingly provided with set*; one of these is a peculiar

olfactory seta, jilaced at some distance from the apex, on the posterior .side. Antennae

wanting. Mouth-border rather narrow. Maxilinhe somewhat larger than in the female,

without additional branch. Maxilhe small and constructed like those of the female, except

the third joint, which is pointed. Basal joint of the niMxillipeds long and somewhat slender,

on their anterior side proximally decorated with areas and lows, [tartly of minute prickles,

partly of very short hairs, distally jirovided with several transver.se rows of somewhat longer

hairs; second and thii'd joints coalescent, last joint essentially as in the female. The sub-

median skeleton with the two first pairs of processes conspicuous; the first pair (i) of medium

size, triangular and situated a little behind the base of the maxillae; the second pair(j), which

are placed inside the base of the maxillipeds, are moderately long, shaped like nari'ow cones

and strongly diverging. The lateral margin of the head essentially like that of the species

which live typically on Amphi[)oda; in its whole length, from a point somewhat in front of

the base of the antennula, furnished with long hairs; off the base of the maxilla, and before

reaching the posterior end of the lateial margin, the outline of the hair-coat luus upward

and slightly foi-wai'd on the side of the animal till, on the middle of the side, it turns

backward, then again continuing sti-aight upward across the back, in a line with the posterior

end of the lateral margin (fig. 3 i). Sides and back of the trunk closely covered with

proportionally long hairs; the centi-al and posterior part of the ventral surface covered with

hairs of medium length, while basally, and for a part, sub-laterally, it is quite or almost

naked. Trunk-legs and caudal stylets altogether wanting.

OVISACS. They are middle-sized in proportion to the females, but here I have

met with the peculiar fact that the smaller ovisacs with few eggs, represented in fig. 3e,

have been laid by the small female drawn in fig. 3 a, whereas the larger ovisacs, each

containing several moi-e eggs, enlai-ged on the same scale and represented in fig. 3 e, have

been laid by the large female drawn in fig. 3d. The eggs are comparatively large.

LARVA. A free specimen (fig. 3 k) is -'il mm. iu length. The cephalothorax is an

oblong oval (the length in proportion to the breadth is as 13 : 8). It can be distinguished

from the other species by the decoration of its front: there are no naked lists, but from one

antennula to the other, with only a very short central interruption, runs a tiansverse curve

of fine processes; on the sub-median part of the front the antei-i(jr ends of the processes

are decidedly a little removed from the frontal maigin. whereas in the more lateial part,

they almost reach the margin, and tliis is due to a break in the transverse ciu-ve just in

the middle between the median line and each antennula, so that the sub-median processes

recede a little. The olfactory seta of the antennulae is extremely long, nearly as long as

the cephalothorax and, when tui-ned backward, reaching the middle of the abdomen. Antennae
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much like those of the preceding- species, only the penultimate joint and the long terminal

seta are comparatively a little shorter. Maxillula? as in the preceding species. Basal joint

of the maxilhe as in S. decorata, second joint distally provided with a number of tolerably

long, stiff setae, thiid joint has at its inner margin foui- processes, the outermost of which

is much longer than the others and conspicuously longer than the curved end of the joint.

Abdomen as in the two preceding species ; the setae of the caudal stylets somewhat exceeding

half the length of the body.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Ewlordla Iruncatula (Sp. Bate) from Denmark. In

a large material I found only four infested specimens; one of them has no special locality,

whereas the three others were taken in the Kattegat on the cruises of the »Hauch«, two of

them at Stat. 383 (fourteen fathoms), the third at Stat. 387 (seventeen fathoms). In one

specimen (from Stat. 387) occurred: only one female and one male; in another (from Stat. 383):

one female, two larvae (intruders) and about twenty-four of the host's own eggs; in a third

specimen (from Stat. 383) were detected: one female, one male, three mutimlly adhering ovisacs

and one of the host's own eggs. In the fourth specimen weie discovered: an oblong lump

consisting of about a score of firmly adhering ovisacs, partly covering a female which was

lying towards the front, further: a male and a disturbed ovisac, the larvae of which were

breaking out.

30. Sphaeronella insignis n. sp.

(PL IX, tig.4a—4g; pl.X. fig. la-lh.)

To begin with, I will observe that I have assigned to this species specimens from

two species of the genus Biastylis, viz. D. Icevis Norm, and D. cornufa Boeck. However,

from each of these species I possess only one female, one male and some full-grown larv*.

To the differences between the two females I can attribute no value, and the differences

between the two males from the two species of hosts are not greater than those which I

have found in other forms of the family between specimens taken on the same species of

hosts ; between the laivae there is no difference. However, in order to present the deviations

found, I give three double sets of figures, and point out the differences in the corresponding

text; but, in spite of the scantiness of my material, I really do not doubt that it is the

same parasite which lives in both species of hosts.

FEMALE. A specimen (from D. la-vis) was ri6mm. long, •88 mm. broad (fig. 4a),

and somewhat flattened. The head is not defined fi'om the trunk, and it agrees very closely

(fig. 4 c) in all details with the preceding species. The antennulae (fig. 4 c from B. Im-is,

fig. 4 f fiom D. cornuta) scarcely offer any characteristic, and the same remark applies to

the mouth. The branches of the maxillula, at least in the specimen from D. lavis, is some-

what longer than in S. dispar; additional branch wanting. The maxillae a little smaller
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than in the fonner species. The last juiut uf the maxillipeds and the terminal spine on the

pennltiniate joint in the specimen from B. Icevis are not very different from S. dispar, and

distally much less expanded than in the specimen from D. cornuta (fig. 4g), but this diiference

is scarcely of any value. The trunk is naked. The genital area, in botli specimens, is a

rather small, transverse plate of irregular shape, and for the most part very thin, which, in

the specimen from D. cornuta (fig. 4e) is about twice as broad as long, on the whole remin-

ding of a rectangle; in the specimen from D. Icevis (fig. 4d) it is comparatively a good deal

longer, somewhat heart-shaped, having a concave front margin, and an irregular, lobed

posterior margin; in both specimens the genital apertures are middle-sized, somewhat obliciue

and curved, anteriorly not far apart; the area is naked, caudal stylets wanting. (The

differences in the shape of the genital areas are indeed very consideiable, but in both spe-

cimens the plate is so irregularly shaped, so unsymmetrical and so feebly chitinised, that I

<1() not think its shape is of any importance; on the contrary, I expect that other specimens

of this species will exhibit other shapes of the plate.

MALE. In proportion to the female, it almost exceeds medium size (fig. 4b : fig. 4a);

the specimen from D. Icevis (fig. 4b and fig. la—lb) is 29 mm. long, the one from D. cornuta

(fig. Ic— Id) -31 mm. long. The specimen from D. Icevis is — seen from the side (fig. la)

— considerably thicker than the other specimen (fig. 1 d), however, this thickness seems to

be due to a swelling of the body which is scarcely normal. Otherwise there are no other

difterences between the two specimens than those wliich may be detected in comparing

fig. 1 b and fig. 1 c, viz. some slight deviations in the anterior part of the front and in the

hair-covering in front of the antennulse. — Seen from below, it bears great resemblance to

S. (JisjMir, but the greatest breadth of the body lies more backward, and it deviates especially

in the somewhat different shape of the fi-ont, and in the equipment of the maxillae and of

the sub-median skeleton. The distance from the antennulae to the narrowest part of the

frontal plate is shorter than in S. dispar; the expanded distal part is not circular, but

considerably broader than long, limited to the front by a regular arc, the third of a circle,

and decorated with processes as in S. dispar; the lateral angles are almost rectangular,

and posteriorly the dilated part is limited by oblique lines. From the base of this expansion,

backward along the lateral margin itself, runs a pretty good-sized keel (fig. 1 b, y), which is

also limited by an arc of a circle, and wliich is armed with setaceous processes similar to those

of the median expansion. In the middle of the ventral side of the expansion we find the

small cliitinous ring mentioned in the description of S. dispar, but in S. insignis the foui'

processes are prolonged and meet in the centre so as to form a cross within the ring.

Antennula;, mouth and maxillul* nearly as in S. dispar. Maxillae small; their basal joint

has on its posterior side proximally a row of tolerably small, rather clumsy, processes

directed backward, distally some much smaller processes; the third joint is well set ofi' and

acute. Basal joint of the maxillipeds scarcely as long as in »S'. dispar, its anterior side

furnished with several rows of haii's; the other joints nearly as in the preceding species.
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The sub-median skeleton without processes, but the part obliquely inside and beliind the

base of the maxillae is covered with pretty numerous setae. Shape and hair-covering of the

lateral margin of the head nearly as in S.diapar; from its posterior extremity the boundary

of the hairy part proceeds at iirst veitically upward across the side of the animal, then

somewhat obliquely backwaid across the back. The back and sides of the trunk and the

posterior part of the ventral surface are closely covered with rather long hairs, nearly all

the remainder of the ventral side has hairs of medium length. Trunk-legs and caudal

stylets wanting.

OVISACS. In D. lams they were small, almost globular, with few eggs; in D.

cormda they differed considerably in size, from rather small to middle-sized, and were irregular

on account of nuitual pressure. Eggs of medium size.

LAEVA. There is no appreciable difference between the larv* found in D. la>vis

and in D. cormda. A well- developed fiee iaiva from D. cornuta is -20 mm. long and has

served as type for fig. le— Ig. It bears great resemblance to S. dispar, but is sharply

distinguished by several characters. The cephalothorax like that of the last- mentioned

species. The decoration of the front is very characteristic (fig. 1 f) : a transverse list is found

inside the base of the antennul*; fiuther, a sinuate transverse series of processes, with a

broad central interruption, runs from one antennula to the other; the inner half of this

series begins far behind the fiontal margin , below the anterior side of the rostrum , thence

it continues in an oblique diiection running forward and outward towards the margin,

consisting only of five or six longer processes; then comes a little break in the row, the

next process being somewhat further removed from the frontal margin, after which the row

is continued to the anterior angle of the antennula, but in its latter part the pi'ocesses are

shorter than the sub-median ones. The olfactory seta of the antennulse is even longer than

in S. dispar , as, when bent backward, it may reach as far as the posterior end of the

second abdominal segment. Antennae and maxillulae as in the preceding species. Second

joint of the maxillae without setae (fig. Ig), third joint with three or four processes on its

inner margin, the outermost of wliich is longer than the curved extremity of the joint, but

scarcely longer, at least not consideiably so, than the penultimate process. The abdomen

and its setae as in the preceding species.

POST-LAEVAL DEVELOPMENT. In D. cornufa a single pupa was found (fig. 1 h),

which is -14 mm. in length and sub-globular. It is described in detail above on p. 56.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Diastylis cornuta Boeck and D. Icevis Norm, from

Denmark. In a specimen of D. cornuta were found : an empty skin of one female, one male

and seven small ovisacs with young ones in different stages, as well as twelve free larvae

and one pupa. In one specimen of D. Icevis occurred an oblong lump of adhering ovisacs

surrounding a female; they were irregularly shaped on account of pressure; on one side of

the lump the larger part of one side of the female was uncovered, and on the side turning

towards the abdomen of the host, theie was a longitudinal impression in the lump, in which a
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small part of the body of the female was visible, and a male was situated somewhat behind

it; there were at least twenty ovisacs, some of them containing eggs, most of them young

ones in very different stages of development, and one of tliem contained perfectly deve-

loped larvae.

31. Sphaeronella marginata n. sp.

(PI. XIII, fig.6a-()h).

FEMALE. The only specimen found (fig. 6 a) was -58 mm. long and -39 mm. broad,

oblong ovate. The head (fig. fjd) is not defined from the trunk. A frontal border is rather

feebly developed and runs in a slightly curved line from a point a little in fi'ont of one

to a little in front of the other antennula, and behind this line the skin is sunk and a

little softer than in fiont of it; but lateral borders and lateral skeleton are entirely wanting,

and the sub-median skeleton is reduced to a posteriorly geniculate , anteriorly ramified list

between the rostrum and the base of each maxilUped. The antennulse (a) are short, with

two well separated joints, with a tolerably long seta at one angle of the first joint, a much

shorter one at the middle of tliis joint, and two very short setae at the end of the last

joint. Antennae wanting. Hairs of the mouth-border rather long. The maxillulse have

very short principal branches; additional branch wanting. The maxillae (f) are quite rudimen-

tary, each consisting only of a very small pointed conical joint, which looks rather like a

process. Basal joint of the maxillipeds extremely swollen, especially its proximal part, which

on its inner side and on half of its anterior side is furnished with four long, straight,

transverse rows of fine, short hairs, while the distal part of its exterior side and the outer

part of its anterior side have two transverse rows of similar hairs; second and third joints

are coalescent and form together a long and very tliick joint, the apical spine of which is

very broad and flattened and provided with a number of extremely fine points at its oblique

terminal margin; the last joint is short, very broad, dilated towards the flattened end, the

oblique terminal mai'gin of which is furnished with numerous very fine points. On the head,

a little in fi-ont of the base of each maxilliped, are seen rows and stripes of more or less

short or long hairs. The trunk is naked. The genital area (fig. (Je) is somewhat broader

than long and consists of a thin plate surrounded by a thick border, wliich is wanting on the

greater part of the anterior margin, and its free anterior angles are ciu-ved somewhat

inward and backward; the plate with curved lateral margins and posteriorly emarginate.

The genital apertures are very large, very close together, and their posterior extiemity

nearly reaches the hind margin of the plate; moreovei', they are considerably curved, and

their anterior ends are somewhat diverging, their posterior ends very much so, wliile their

muscles are turned obliquely outward and sti-ongly forward. Close behiiid one of the genital

apertures appears a veiy small caudal stylet, which is furnished with a pair of veiy short

21
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setae; the other stylet is wanting; the whole area is naked. (In flg. 6e to the front the

two receptacula semiuis are indicated by dotted lines).

MALE. The only specimen found is tolerably large in proportion to the female

(fig. 6b : flg. 6a); it is 21 mm. in length, but on account of pressure it is somewhat crooked, so

that the normal shape of its body cannot be precisely determined. The frontal border is rather

considerably produced, its margin very long, somewhat emarginate in the middle and forming

on each side of this inward curve a gently convex margin, which on its upper, as well as its

lower side, is] provided with a narrow border of numerous short (in the drawing a little

too short) setaceous processes; further, across the lower side of the front a little in advance

of the rostrum, runs a long, straight, very narrow list, which almost reaches the lateral

margin, and which is armed with a series of very small conical processes. Antennulae

small, terminating in a setaceous point and with only a single, moderately long seta, which

no doubt is olfactory. Antennae wanting. Mouth-border with long hairs. Anterior principal

branch of the maxillulae developed only as a somewhat protruding rounded corner ; the hindmost

principal branch extremely short, tap-shaped; additional branch wanting. Maxillae small,

all tlu-ee joints entirely fused together, with no vestige of articulation, but the general

outline of the maxilla nearly as in S. dispar , however, its distal part is very slender and

terminates in a point. Basal joint of the maxillipeds a little more than medium length, not

swollen, smooth; on its anterior side near the apex it has a large process, the basis of which

is constricted, while the remaining part forms an oval knot parallel with the outline of the

joint; second and third joints are fused into a single short joint with a short and broad

terminal seta, whereas the last joint is very short, broad and flattened, with denticulated

terminal margin. Nearly on a line with the anterior angle of the base of the maxilipeds

are seen, close to each other, two small, short, conical processes, whereas other processes

are wanting; but inside of and beliind the posterior angle of the maxillipeds are found

peculiarly shaped lists. The lateral margin of the head developed as in the two preceding

species; from the base of the antennida it is furnished with rather long hairs, and from

the posterior angle of the margin, as far as I have been able to see, the boundary of the

hairy part runs upward and somewhat obliquely backward across the side and the back.

The trunk, on its back, its sides and the posterior half of its ventral surface, is covered

with long hairs; the anterior half of its ventral sui'face is naked. Trunk-legs and caudal

stylets wanting.

OVISACS. Those that have been found are rather small (flg. 6 c), yet, as each of

them contains six or seven nearly or fully developed larvae, they must be considerably larger

than when they were laid. The ovisac represented is '34 mm. in length and -27 mm. in

breadth.

LARVA. Though very similar to those of the nearest preceding species, it presents

various good characters (flg. 6g). Length of the body ab. 21 mm. The cephalothorax is

an oblong oval, a little narrower than in the two last-mentioned species. The front has a
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curved list in advance of the base of the antennula; from the margin, in front of this list,

runs a transverse series of shorter processes; finality, fiom the part before the rostrum,

extending outward and forward up to the anterior margin, we see an area covered with

some rows of similar processes placed close together. The olfactory seta of the antennulae

extends at least far back on the second abdominal segment. The antennae ditfer widely from

those of the four preceding species; they are short, 2-jointed, the first joint is moderately

long and rather tliick, the second joint is only half its length and ends in two setae, one

of which is short, the second a little longer than the first joint. The innermost and foremost

branch of the maxillulae, Avhich e. g. in S. dispar is situated far in tront of the three other

branches, in S. marginata is placed further backward, so as to be nearly at the same height

as the two branches closest to it, besides being reduced to a short process; the outermost

branch here is shorter than the two intermediate ones, and seems, moreover, to be naked.

First joint of the maxillae as in the four preceding species, second joint without tenninal

setae, the tliird one (fig. 6h) serrated, having some very fine acute processes at its inner

margin. Second joint of the maxillipeds short, third joint exceptionally long, several times

the length of the second. Abdomen comparatively somewhat smaller than in the nearest

preceding species, but the mutual dimensions between the segments are the same; the long

setae of the first segment extend pi-etty considerably beyond the end of the caudal stylets,

and the terminal setae of these stylets are more than half the length of the body.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Ix)hino'e frispinosa (Goods.) from Messina. In a

specimen which had Homoeoscelis mediferranea (s. p. 97) in its branchial cavity occurred:

one female, one male and four ovisacs containing larv*. Tliis was the only specimen

infested with this parasite in the material mentioned more specially above on p. 97.

REMARKS. The most noteworthy featiu'e in this interesting species is no doubt

that its maxillae as well as its maxillipeds difler so much in the two sexes, and at the

same time, in both sexes, especially in the female, deviate widely fi-om these appendages

in all other hitherto known species, not only of this genus, but of the whole family.

a. Parasites on Isopoda.

In thi'ee species of Isopoda, all belonging to the group Asellota, I have discovered

three species of the genus SpheproncUa. The females of two of the species show great

similarity to the normal species of the genus wliich live on Amphipoda, but the thiid species

deviates very considerably fi-om these parasites. The only charactei's connnon to the females

of all three species are: antennae seem to he wanting; the mouth is large with a broad or

very broad mouth-border, the hairs of which are remarkably thick; the maxillula:' are well

developed, with long principal branches and at least very distinct additional branch; the

21*
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niaxilhie are nonual, -n-ith a lar^e, thick basal joint; the maxillipeds ai'e 4-jointed ; the genital

area is plate-shaped. The male is known only in one of the two first mentioned species,

but it differs widely from all the other males known of the family. Of the species (S. Mun-

nopsidis), the female of which deviates most from the species found in Amphipoda, I have

found scarcely quite developed larvae, which in the structure of antennae and maxillae come

close to the species of the genus which live in Cumacea, but they differ from these parasites

in having the second joint of the maxillipeds much longer than the third, whereas the

fourth joint is armed with thi'ee spiniform processes on the distal part of the inner margin

The larva of the two other species, unfortunately, is unknown. So the knowledge of this

little group is rather defective.

Conspectus of the Females.

1. The head distinctly defined from the trunk, frontal and lateral borders well developed.

Genital apertures obli(iue and close together 2

1'. The head not defined from the trunk, no frontal or lateral borders. Genital apertures

transverse, comparatively far from each other 34. S. Munnopsidis n. sp.

2. The genital area is a very large plate, only a little broader than long, and the longest

dimension of the muscles of the genital apertures is shorter than the distance from

their outermost extremity to the margin of the plate 32. S. curtipes n. sp.

2'. The genital area is a large plate, considerably broader than long, and the muscles of

the genital apertures are a good deal longer than the distance of their outermost

extremity from the margin of the plate 83. S. affinis n. sp.

32. Sphaeronella curtipes n. sp.

(PI. X, tig. 2a-2g).

FEMALE. The only specimen found (fig. 2a) is 2-4 mm. long, 2-2 nmi. broad and

considerably flattened; anteriorly the body tapers a little. The head is well defined, but

very small, and especially very short, nearly twice as broad as long (fig. 2d). The slightly

curved frontal margin is furnished in its whole length with excessively short hairs. An-

tennulse of about medium length, 3-jointed, the terminal setse somewhat shorter than the

antennula. Antennae not found. Mouth very large, with extremely broad mouth-border.

The maxillulae have tolei-ably long and powerful principal branches and a good-sized additional

branch. Maxill* very large, the basal joint long and very thick, smooth. Basal joint of

the maxillipeds long and slender, bearing a few short hairs at the distal end, otherwise

naked; the three other joints slender, and the last joint provided with a single spine a

little inside its pointed end. The sub-median skeleton has a broad list inside the maxillse,
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aud a transverse row of long hairs is seen in front of the base of each niaxilliped; two

lists are fonnd between head and trunk behind the maxillipeds. The lateral margin of the

head has a tolerably broad stiipe of rather shoil hairs; this hair-covering extends upward

on the proximal part of the lateral surface of the head, besides forming a narrow transverse

belt immediately behind the head across the anterior part of the trunk. Except this haiiy

belt the trunk is naked, and trunk-legs I have not been able to find. The genital area is

much larger than the head (fig. 2a) and consists of a very large mund plate \\hirli is a

little broader than long (fig. 2e); the central part of the plate is more thinly chitinised

(marked in the drawing by a light greyish tint), whereas the laiger part of it is thick

and light brown. The genital apertures which are situated a little in front of the centre

of the plate, are exceedingly small in proportion to its size and are found close toge-

ther; their anterior extremities run nearly parallel, further backward they diverge

considerably; their muscles are turned a little forward and strongly outward, but do not

reach half the distance to the margin of the plate. The thin part of the plate in front of

and pai'tly outside the genital apertures is furnished with a number of short hairs, and a

considerable part of the thinner area of the plate behind the muscles has some very short

hairs; close beliind the genital apertures we see the caudal stylets which are exceedingly

small, aud in front of these a diminutive transverse area very closely covered with extremely

short hairs; the I'emainder of the plate is naked (in the drawing one of the receptacula

seminis is indicated by a dotted line and marked r).

MALE. It is large compared with the female (fig. 2b : fig. 2a), and in reality com-

paratively very large, exceeding in size all other males of the whole family: the smaller

one of my two specimens measuring '84 mm., the larger one -92 mm. in length. In shape it

stands far apart from all species known. Seen fi-om below (fig. 2f), its length is to the

breadth as 5 to 3; the animal is broadest at or a little in front of the middle, somewhat

narrower towards both flatly rounded ends; moreover, the head is much shorter than the

trunk. Off' the posterior margin of the mouth the latei-al border of the head is very sloping,

bending strongly outward, and more backward it forms a deep inward curve stretching poste-

riorly to a point a little outside tlie base of the maxillae; these arched borders and the

frontal border combined form the sides of a deep cup, the posterior part of which — if it

were not wanting — would pass across the base of the maxillae; in the middle of this cup

the rostrum is situated. Seen laterally (fig. 2g), the body is strongly curved, its ventral

side being pretty deeply concave, the dorsal outline very convex. This line, moreover, is

divided by three bends wliich are rather far apart and at equal distance from each other;

the foremost (tf these bends is on a line with the mouth, and coinciding with it at the back

the boundary of the hair-covering runs in a slightly obliciue line towards the posterior angle

of the outstanding lateral border of the head, whereas from the two other dorsal bends

transverse depressions continue a good way on the lateral surface of the trunk. Finally, we

see on the liindmost half of the ventral side of the trunk a large, but not very thick, flatly
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vaulted , almost square protubeiance, which in a lateral view of the trunk makes it appear

very different from other species. The fiontal border is considerably produced, the larger

median part of the margin is slightly cuived, naked, sepaiated by a rather deep incision

from a lower, evenly lonnded lobe which extends to the angle close in front of the base of

the antennula; this lobe is much thinner than the remainder of the frontal border and

supplied with very short marginal hairs. The antennulse are modeiately short, 3-jointed,

with short setae. The antenna? are very short, probably only 1-jointed, with a short seta.

The mouth rather large, the mouth-border of medium breadth. Maxillulse normal, with a

long additional branch. The basal joint of the maxillse is small and smooth, the two

following joints (as in most other species) are coalescent. Maxillipeds fairly small, with the

normal proportion between the joints; the basal joint is slender, provided on the anterior side

with some hairs at both ends ; the last joint is sligthly digitated at its end. The sub-median

skeleton has t\\'o pairs of processes, the first pair robust, the second pair rather short

and strongly diveiging; the part between the maxillae and the maxillipeds is furnished with

numerous moderately short hairs. The above-mentioned boundary of the hair-covering between

the head and the trunk has a pretty narrow belt of rather short hairs and dorsally of hairs

of medium length; the back, the sides and the posterior end of the trunk are furnished with

extremely short hairs, and this covering reaches ventrally to the second pair of legs and

to the protuberance on the posterior half of the trunk ; the anterior ventral half is naked,

except a pretty good-sized transverse area stretclung from the first pair of legs to the

lateral margin which is furnished with rather short hairs, and finally, the protuberance

is covered nearly all over with pretty similar hairs. The trunk-legs very small, each

consisting of two generally somewhat oblong joints of about equal size and ending in one

or two setas which are of the same length or a little shorter than the leg. Each of the

posterior angles of the afore-mentioned protruding ventral part is produced into several

rather short, usually rounded eminences and processes, some of which are very thick, others

fairly slender; the stoutest of them bears a single pretty long, tliick seta, and on the po-

sterior part of the protuberance, closely inside of the innermost eminence of the posterior

angles, we find a short, oblong caudal stylet jointed on; the two stylets accordingly being

very far apart. (Spermatotheca; appear underneath the foremost third of the protuberance).

OVISACS. They are middle-sized, shortly ovate (fig. 2 c) or sub-globular, but slightly

differing in size; the largest specimen is 16 mm., the smallest 13 mm. in length. The eggs

comparatively small and numerous.

LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The maz'supium of Janira spinom Harg. from the Davis Straits at

lat. 66» 32' N., long. 55" 34' W., 100 fathoms; Th. Holm ^/vii 1884. In a specimen

occurred: one female, two males and twelve ovisacs, two of them with eggs and two with

Nauplii.
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33. Sphaeronella affinis n. sp.

(PI. X, fig. 3a—3d.)

FEMALE. The only specimen in hand is -87 mm. long, -90 mm. broad, and its

thickness is about ^A of its breadth; seen from below (fig. 3a), it is posteriorly broad and

flatly rounded, anteriorly somewhat produced, and its lateral outline a little concave at some

distance from the head. The head is small, well defined, somewhat broader than long (fig. 3 c)

and thus considerably narrower than in S. curtipes. The frontal margin curves strongly

forward and is naked. Anteninilaj, maxillulae and maxillipeds exactly like those of the pre-

ceding species, whereas the mouth-border is a little nar'rower. Basal joint of the maxilla a

little less clumsy, with two tolerably small processes situated at some distance from each

other where the iinier and lower sides meet. The sub-median skeleton has a narrow list

inside the maxillae, and behind theii- base a transverse stripe of long hairs (drawn only on

one side in the figure). The lateral margin of the head has a rather narrow stripe of

tolerably short hairs, and this covering does not continue upward on the lateral surface of

the head. Somewhat more than the anterior half of the trunk is furnished with short hairs;

trunk-legs are wanting. Genital area much larger than the head (fig. 3 a), consisting of a

fairly solid, yellowish, centrally somewhat thinner and lighter plate (fig. 3d), which is con-

siderably broader than long, rounded; its anterior margin is almost straight, its posterior

margin convex; a little behind the middle the proportionally very small genital apertures

are situated close together, theii- muscles turning outward and a little forward and reaching

beyond half the distance towards the margin of the plate. The area is naked, except the

part between the genital apertures, which is provided with a number of short hairs; caudal

stylets I have not been able to find. (Fig. 3d. shows a fragment of the stalk of a sperma-

tophoie and the outlines of both receptacula seminis.)

MALE. Unknown.

OVISACS. With a female occurred six ovisacs mutually glued together, all of

them short and broad, somewhat angular, the largest a little flattened; none of them con-

tained advanced larvae. They differed very nnich in size, the largest being -77 mm. in length,

the specimen drawn (fig. 3b) -tJSmm. long and broad, the smallest •47 mm. long. The eggs

numerous and tolerably small.

LARVA and POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Janira maculosa Leach from Hero, Norway. Prof.

G. 0. Sars discovered a single infested specimen and lent it me ; I found one female, the

posterior half of wliich was surrounded by six ovisacs mutually glued together. The parasite

was lying with its head turned obliquely forward and somewhat sideways. — An examination

of our pretty considerable material of this Isopod from Greenland and Denmark gave a

negative result.
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34. Sphaeronella Munnopsidis n. sp.

(PI. X, fig. 4 a—4 d.)

FEMALE. The only specimen found was torn and half empty; it was ab. 5 mm.

in length and a little shorter than broad. The head is veiy small and not separated from

the trunk at all ; frontal and lateral borders are altogether wanting, whereas the sub-median

skeleton is developed into a single, good-sized, solid plate, to which the maxillae and maxilli-

peds are articulated (fig. 4b). Antennul* rather short, not distinctly jointed, but the length

of the first joint is easily seen, as its distal anterior angle protrudes in the usual way and

is furnished with setae wliich, however, are short; the setae on the distal part of the

anteunulae are scarcely of medium length. Antennae are wanting. The mouth is good-sized

and the mouth-border broad. The principal branches of the maxillulas are pretty long, the

additional branch a little shortei-. The umxillae are good-sized; their basal joint smooth,

supplied with two rows of short, thick, blunt sets or small processes along the inner margin

of the skin that connects it with the second joint. Basal joint of the maxillipeds of medium

length; on the inner side of its distal half are two areas of extremely short hairs; second

joint of normal length, somewhat dilated towards its distal end, on the inner side of which

are seen some minute haiis; third joint short and clumsy; in the left maxilliped it has at

its distal inner angle a shoit and very broad, rounded spine which is furnished with

exceedingly short hairs; in the light maxilliped this spine is wanting, but the jdint is still

shorter and broader, and its inner margin is hairy; in the left maxilliped the fourth joint is

tolerably short and hairy along the rounded end, in the right maxilliped excessively short

and hairy along both margins. Sub-median skeleton quite naked. Trunk naked; trunk-legs

wanting. Genital area somewhat laiger than the part occupied by the mouth-appendages;

it consists of a transverse plate which is a little more than twice as broad as long, fairly

rectangular, but the outline is irregularly sinuate; properly speaking, tliis plate consists of

a moderately broad ring of thick yellow chitine surrounding a thinner light area, which,

however, is somewhat more solidly chitinised than the skin which surrounds the ring. The

genital apertures are situated comparatively far apart, each at one end of the thinner area

and on its posterior margin; their distance fiom each other somewhat exceeds the length of

each; their direction is almost rectangular to the longitudinal axis of the animal, so that

their muscles are turned nearly straight in advance parallel with the axis, and their hindmost

lip is strongly curved. Somewhat in front of each genital aperture we see at the posterior

margin of the foremost transverse list of the frame a circular hole (k), which is no doubt

the orifice of a gland wliich otherwise I have been able to detect only in Mysidion ahys-

sorum and in Aspidoecia. Only one of the receptacula seminis (r) is shown in the drawing,

but to the orifice of each receptaculum is fixed a spermatophore, one of wliich (s) is well

preserved, whereas of the other (s') only the stalk is left. These orifices are situated
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obliquel}' iu front of and at .s(jme distance tioin the genital aiiertuies and somewhat closer

to the median line than the aijertures. The whole genital area is naked. Caudal stylets

are wanting.

MALE. Unknown.

OVISACS. They ditfer mdely in size, as iig. 4a shows; in the niarsupium repre-

sented occurred twenty ovisacs, wliich are irregularly shaped and angular on account of

mutual pressure, and the largest of them which contains half developed young ones, is

2-73 mm. in length and 1-74 mm. in breadth, the smallest ab. i)2 mm. long and -75 mm.

broad. In another specimen the ovisacs are oval or sub-globular.

LAEVA. None of the ovisacs contained fully developed larvae. I took some larvae

out of the ovisac which contained the most advanced specimens and prepared them out of

their membranes, so that I succeeded in giving a representation (fig. 4 d) of several of the

most important appendages, but about the final shape of the larva etc. no detailed account

can be given. The fi-ont has no decoration, at most a small list inside the anterior angle

of the autennulae. The olfactory seta of the antennula is tolerably short, may be about half

the length of the cephalothorax. The antenna3 of medium length, 4-jointed, the two tii'st

joints broad, the third one slender, longer than the second, the fouitli joint short, and its

longest terminal seta shorter than the third joint. The mouth-border exceptionally broad

with distinct, tliick hairs. The basal joint of the maxillae has two dense combs of fine

processes (one of which is not visible in the drawing), second joint is slender, third joint has

some spines on its inner margin. Second joint of the maxillipeds much longer than the

tliird; the fourth joint has thi'ee conspicuous, slender and spiniform processes at the distal

part of its inner margin. The abdomen of less than medium size; its first segment almost

longer and somewhat broader than the second one, and its long spines reach far beyond the

caudal stylets, wliich are distinctly set oif fi'om the small third segment. The setae of these

stylets seem to be proportionally pretty short.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The marsupiiun of Munnopsis typica M. Sars from the Kara Sea.

Fig. 4 a represents the greater part of a large specimen of the host, in which the ovisacs of

the parasite are visible thi-ough the diaphanous plates of the niarsupium. The niarsupium

was pretty strongly extended, it contained twenty ovisacs, partly with eggs, partly with

Nauplii or with more developed larvae, but — as stated above — none of these was ready

to swim out ; the above described female was lying against the ventral side of the host towards

its anterior end. In a smaller specimen were discovered nine ovisacs; the female and some

sacs had evidently been washed out.

22
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IV. Clioiiiostoma h. j. h. (isse). - -

FEMALE. The body is somewhat flattened; seen from below, it is broader than

long, nearl}^ pentagonal, with rounded angles, one of wliich forms the centre of the posterior

margin, and two on each side, whereas the anterior margin forms but a slight curve and

is longer than the distance between the lateral angles on each side, and between the

hindmost lateral angle and the posterior central angle. The head is situated on the

ventral side a little behind its anterior margin, and the skeleton is transformed into a

transverse ring-shaped frame which is considerably broader than long, and the anterior part

of the frame, wliich forms the frontal border, may sometimes rise a little above the skin in

front of it, whereas the remainder, or sometimes the whole frame, is on a level with the

ventral plane. The frame surrounds a good-sized, thin-skinned area, in or a little beliind the

middle of which the rostrum and the mouth-appendages are found. The antennulae ai'e nor-

mal, 3-jointed and inserted on the ring. The antenna are certainly 3-jointed and furnished

with a terminal seta. The mouth is good-sized, the mouth-border of about average breadth.

Maxillulse well developed, with a long additional branch. Maxillae powerful, constructed as

in the typical species of Sphceronella. Maxillipeds rudimentary ^ each consisting of two very

small or quite diminutive joints. Trunk-legs and caudal stylets — where such are found —
as in Sphceronella. The genital area is more than twice as broad as it is long; the tliickest

cliitine is found in the middle and along the lateral margins; the genital apertures are

situated close together in the middle of the area, and close in front of them appear the

orifices of the long sausage-shaped receptacula semiuis, which are turned obliquely forward

and outward. — No spermatophores have been observed.

MALE. Unknown.

OVISACS. They are always deposed freely, their shape is sub-globular, and as

many as eleven or twelve may be found in one female. Each ovisac contains an exceedingly

great number, on an average at least one thousand, minute eggs (comp. my figures p. 47).

LARVA. Is known of both species and is quite similar in structure to the larvae

of some of the species of Splmrunella living in Amphipoda; the only differences are, that

the cephalothorax is shorter and broader, and the spiniform setae at the posterior angles

of the first abdominal segment longer, and especially tliicker, than in any Sphceronella

known to me.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. The pupae found are described in detail above

on p. 56—57.

HABITAT. The branchial cavity of two species of the genus Hippolyte Leach

belonging to the order Decapoda, and the presence of the parasite causes the part of the

carapace which is situated above the intruder and its ovisacs to vault strongly, so as to

form a large swelling, wliich as a rule is exactly similar to that caused by Qyge Hippolytes
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(Kr.). Hitherto tbuiid only in the Kara Sea, tlie Muniiau Sea, near Troniso (Norway) and

ott' the West-coast of Grreeiihmd, and the genus has been found only on Hipp. Gaimardii

M.-Ed\v. and Hipp, polaris (Sab.).

REMARKS. Tlie genus contains only two species. As, in spite of the most careful

investigation, tlie male has not been found, our knowledge is defective in an important point.

Judging trom the structure of the female, the ovisacs, the larva and the pupa, the genus

comes very near to SplKeroneJJa, and the only reaUy good character appears to me to be

the rudimentary maxillipeds of the female. A biologically important character is that — as

stated above — it lives in the branchial cavity of Decapoda Caridea, as the genus Homoeo-

scelis lives in the branchial cavity of Cumacea.

Conspectus of the Females.

The fi'ame of the head is an almost regularly transverse oval and provided exteriorly on

each side with a very long list which proceeds from the centre of the lateral outline and runs

outward, and especially backward, in an oblique direction 1. Ch. mirahile H. J. H.

In the frame of the head the foremost lateral angle is strongly produced, forming a

good-sized, fairly broad and not quite short projection, a large part of which is covered by

the skin, whereas the very long lateral, essentially backward running list mentioned in the

preceding species is wanting . . . . 2. Ch. Hansenii Giard and Bonnier (without description).

I. Choniostoma mirabile H. J. H.

(PI. X, fig. 5a—5c; pi. XI, flg. 1 a— Ik.)

Choniostoma mirahile H. J. Hansen, Dijmphna-Togtet.s zool.-bot. Udbytte, 1 887 ^), p. 271—78, Tab. XXIV,
fig. 7-7 h.

— — Giard and Bomiier, Bull, sclent, de la France et de la Belgi([ue, T. XX, 1 889, p. 340, etc.— — Giard and Bonnier, Bull.scient.de laFr. ef d. 1. Belg. T. XXV, 1895, p. 479.

FEMALE. The specimen represented in fig. 5 a is 3-.5 mm. in length, 4 mm. in

breadth; its shape is described in the diagnosis of the genus. The smallest specimen found

is a young one, 1-35 mm. long and 1-28 mm. broad, thus a little longer than broad, almost

circular in appearance, and somewhat flattened like the adidt. The area surrounded by the

frame of the head (flg. la) is regularly rounded, somewhat shoiter than broad; the anterior

part of the ii-ame is fairly narrow between the antennulae, scarcely rising above the surroun-

ding soft membrane and exWbiting outwardly only a very narrow list, while its broader

part (indicated by a dotted Une) is covered by the skin. The lateral and posterior parts of

') Separate copies of my contribution were distributed in the beginning of July 18S6, whereas the whole

volume with the resume appeared in 1887.

22*
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the almost leyularly oval transverse frame are fairly broad, and from the centre of the

lateral ontline proceeds a very long solidly chitinised list (k') (jutward, and especially back-

ward, in an obli(nie direction; its proximal pait is pretty broad, and its hindmost extremity

extends even a little beyond the posterior margin of the fi-ame. Inside the acute angles

formed at the origin of the lists, and at the points where the curved lateral margins of the

frame meet the almost straight posterior margin, we perceive thick solid parts (k") which,

as lying beneath the skin, in this as in the following species are indicated by dotted lines,

and outside the frame by a light shade. In the soft membrane between the anterior part of

the frame and the rostrum appear two small, oval, tolerably solid chitinous rings (t) situated

rather far from each other, and each surrounding a very small area; obliquely in front of

them, and somewhat closer together, are two smaller and feebler, almost circular rings (u).

The antennulae (a) are short, with setae of nearly medium length, among which is a single

sensory seta (b). Antennae (c) of almost average length; they seem to be 3-jointed, having

an exceedingly short basal joint, whereas the two next joints are well developed, the termi-

nal seta being of the same length as, or longer than the last joint. Mouth-border of medium

breadth. Maxillae middle-sized; basal joint smooth. Maxillipeds (g) quite rudimentary

and difficult to detect, each consisting of two diminutive joints, the last of wliich is pointed.

The sub-median skeleton (h) forms on each side, obliquely inside and partly behind the

maxillae, a plate which is pierced with a hole and divided by incisions into irregular lobes.

The head is naked all over. The trunk is naked in the adults as well as in the above-

mentioned very young specimen; the latter has small trunk-legs, whereas I have not been

able to discover these appendages in the large specimens. The genital area (fig. 1 b) has

very oblique and anteriorly strongly converging lateral margins ; one of the receptacula seminis

(r) is represented in the di'awing.

MALE. Unknown.

OVISACS. They are scarcely middle-sized (fig. 5 b and 5 c : fig. 5 a), sub-globular,

with slight difference in size where the contents are equally developed (while fig. 5b com-

pared with fig. 5 c shows the usual difference of size between an ovisac containing eggs and

another with full-grown larva?). The longest diameter in the ovisac shown in the drawing

fig. 5b, is 18 mm. As many as twelve ovisacs may be found in one female. The eggs are

relatively extremely small and excessively numerous.

LARVA. The specimen represented in fig. 1 e is '24 mm. long, but, as it was hinged

to a gill (by the adhesive plate s) in order to undergo its metamorphosis, the cephalothorax

is somewhat shorter and broader than in a specimen, which has not yet lunged itself (and

the third joint of the maxillae is bent forward); fig. If shows the front part of a larva pre-

pared out of an ovisac. As I have met with no larva about to swim out, or with one which

had just entered the branchial cavity of a new host, I am unable to determine the shape of

the cephalothorax in the free larva with absolute certainty, however, it seems to be some-

what broader than in any other of the larvae I have observed, and not much longer than
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broad. Thu fiont has a curved list inside the anterior ano:le of eacli antennula (some trans-

verse stripes shown in fig. If, I am unable to explain). Antenuuke ;5-joiiited, olfactory seta

comparatively short, not half the length of the cephahitlutrax. Antennae a little longer than

the antennulse, in all respects like those of Sphasr. i/ispar, except that the broad basal part

sometimes seems clearly to consist of two joints (fig. 1 f), wliile sometimes only one joint is

discernible (fig. 1 e) The maxilluke consist of three moderately long naked branches, which

spring from a low eminence. The joints of the maxilbe are smooth, the last one seems to

end in two extremely short points. Second joint of the maxillipeds a little shorter than the

third. The peduncle of the natatory legs fairly broad. First abdominal segment somewhat

longer and considerably broader than the second, and the setae of its posterior angles twice

the length of the following segments and the caudal stylets, exceptionally thick and hairy

on their distal half; tliird segment much smallei' than the second; the caudal stylets pretty

well defined, and their setas about ^A the length of the cephalothorax.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. On the gills of a S^/^jw^yfe appeared specimens

of all the transitional stages between larva and pupa, besides numerous pupae (fig. 1 g— 1 k)

of somewhat diflerent shape and considerable difference of size. With regard to these pupae

I refer to p. 56—57 whei'e a detailed account of them is given.

HABITAT. The brancliial cavity of Hippolyte Gaimardii M.-Edw. from the Kara

Sea. In a female without eggs I discovered under a swelling of the carapace on the left

side: one female and twelve ovisacs, the contents of which presented the most diiferent

degrees of development; in one ovisac, for instance, appeared full-grown larvae; the five

gills of the host, belonging to the trunk-legs, were all a little curled, the two foremost,

especially, were distinctly deteriorated. Beneath a large swelling of the carapace of another

female nippolyte without eggs occurred one female and nine ovisacs, which, however, have

not been all taken out, nor the gills examined. In a third female without eggs one female

and six ovisacs appeared under a swelling on the right side of the carapace; the two foi'e-

most of the gills of the trunk-legs were atrophied, the three others were normal. A female

of the host with numerous eggs containing half-developed young ones, had on its right side

a swelling on the carapace about ^/s of the normal size, but parasites and ovisacs had dis-

appeared, and so had the two foremost of the gills of the trunk-legs; the three hindmost

were normal, without brood of parasites. There was no swelling on the left side of the

carapace, but far to the fi-ont appeared the small above-mentioned female which was 1-35 mm.

in length, moreover, in the two foremost of the gills of the trunk-legs, occurred numerous

pupae and hinged larvae in all stages transitional to that of the pupa, altogether twenty-one

pupae and fourteen larvae; the hindmost gills also revealed some larvae and pupas, but each

of them only a few, except the penultimate, which contained many at one end. The larvae

and pupae were attached to the surface of the foliaceous gill-fibres at their base; sometimes,

though seldom, two were situated close to each other, sometimes they were found far in

between the origin of two gill-fibres.
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REMARKS. What I described and figured in >.Dijnn»l)na-Togtet , as Ch. mmtliih\

were specimens of this si)ecies; besides, I was of the opinion that all uiy specimens on

Hipp. Gaimardii, and an exceedingly large specimen on Hipp, polaris, belonged to the

same species. Giard and Bonnier, in their paper of 1889, supposed that the large specimen

detected on Hipp. x>oJari^, Avas of another species, especially because it occurred on another

species of host, and they named it Ch. Hanseni, but without material of course they could

give no description. Their supposition proved right to a certain extent, as the parasite on

Hipp. poJaria did really belong to a species which ditfers from Ch. mimhilc, but it became

evident at the same time that Ch. Hansenii is found in Hipp. Gaimardii as well. After

this discovery I examined in our Museum all the specimens kept of both species oi Hippolyte,

and in a very large material of Hipp. Gaimardii from the Kara Sea I succeeded in finding

two more specimens infested with small parasites, one of which is the above-mentioned spe-

cimen with larvae and pupae on its gills, whereas the parasites on the other specimen belong

to Ch. Hansenii. I suppose the larvae and pupae found to pertain to this species, because

they occurred together with the small female (ISiimm. in length), but 1 must point out that

tliis proof is not quite decisive, as allowance must be made for the possibility that these

larvae and pupae may belong to the following species, or some of them to Ch. mirahile,

others to Ch. Hansenii. It is worth noticing that I have not been able to detect any

difference between larvae taken out of the ovisacs of either species.

Max Weber describes ovisacs taken in the branchial cavity of Hipp. Gaimardii

from the part of the Murman Sea which is South of Nova Zemblia, and these ovisacs

decidedly belong to tliis genus, but the species cannot be determined. — J. Sparre Schneider

in: »Tromse Museums Aarshefter 14, 1891 «, p. 112, says that be has found »Choniostoma

mirabiUsx on a specimen of Hijyp. Gaimardii from Hilleso in the Malangen-Fjord (on p. 98

he furthermore states that the same specimen was also infested mth a Fhrijxus [Hemiarthrus

ahdominalis [Ky.]]), and that he had moreover observed it near Tromso; but it cannot be ascer-

tained here either, whether it is Ch. mirabile, Ch. Hansenii, or both species, which have been seen.

In a large specimen of Hippi. Gaimardii from the Davis Straits, lat. 66° 30' N.,

long 54** 50' W., forty fathoms, under a swelling of the carapace eight ovisacs occurred,

and the foremost gills were reduced and contained two pupae, but as the female was wanting,

in this case also it is impossible to determine the species. However, we may state at once

that not this species, but Ch. Hansenii was discovered later on at the coast of West-Greenland.

2. Choniostoma Hansenii Giard and Bonnier (without description).

(PI. X, fig. tja—6b; pi. XI, flg.2a—2f.)

Choniostoma Hansenii Giard and Bonnier, Bull, scient. de la France et de la Belgique T. XX, 1889,

p. 3G0 [without descriplion].

— . — Giard and Bonnier, Bull, scient. de la Fr. et d. 1. Belg. T. XXV, 1895, p. 479.
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FEMALE. The largest specimen is 5-3 mm. long, 5o mm. broad and ab. 39 mm.

thick; the specimen represented in fig. 2a, which had laid eleven ovisacs, was 315 mm. long,

3-65 mm. broad and 27 mm. tliick; the 3'oung specimen drawn in fig. 2 b, was 1-7 mm. long

and broad. The anterior part of the frame of the head (fig. 2 d) rises somewhat above the

skin ill front of it; it is tolerably narrow in the middle, broader towards the base of the

antenniilae; the foremost lateral angle of the frame is strongly produced and forms a con-

sideralde, tolerably broad and not quite short, outstanding, rounded projection, a large part

of which, however, is covered by the soft skin. A good deal of the lateral borders and of

the short hindmost part of the fi-ame is likewise covered by soft skin similar to that of the

surroundings, and on each side, where the lateral and the anterior parts meet, we see, more-

over, two good-sized cliitinous parts beneath the skin. On the other hand, the long list which

in Ch. mirabile runs outward and backward from the centre of the exterior side of the

fi'ame, is altogether wanting. The two pairs of small rings in the skin in fi-ont of the

rostrum are advanced to close beliind the anterior part of the frame; the sub-median pair

are larger, the more lateral pair much narrower than in the preceding species. The anten-

nul* are a little longer than in Cli. mirabile, and have longer seta. The antenn<e are

also longer than in the last-mentioned species, distinctly 3-jointed, the basal joint short, the

two next joints about sub-equal in length, the terminal seta longer than the tliird joint.

Mouth-border fairly broad. Maxillae good-sized, larger than in Ch. mirabile. Maxillipeds

rudimentary, yet somewhat larger than in the preceding species and otherwise of the same

structiu-e. The liindmost part of the sub-median skeleton consists on each side of a tolerably

narrow, posteriorly somewhat expanded list; as in the preceding species a long and robust

branch proceeds anteriorly from the exterior side outward just behind the base of the maxilla.

In front of the antennula, before and outside the foremost free lateral angle of the frame,

and thence more or less backward outside its lateral margins, we see in the adult specimens

a number of faii'ly short or short setae (fig. 2d), obliquely outside the lateral angle some

very long setae; fig. 2 a, moreover, shows a fairly broad stripe furnished with scattered

setae running from each lateral angle somewhat forward and strongly outward along the

ventral siuface of the animal towards its anterior outline. Younger specimens (fig. 2 b) not

only have setae — some of them very long — on these last-mentioned parts (fig. 2 e), but

also a number of similar setae on the sides and on a small part of the ventral smface, as

well as a few scattered setae on the back, whereas the greater part of the ventral side is

naked. The trunk-legs are very distinct in the smaller specimen represented in fig. 2 b, but

in the larger animal (fig. 2 a) I have not been able to find any. The lateral margins of the

genital area (fig. 2f) differ somewhat in shape from Ch. mirabile, being geniculate in the

centre, so that only their foremost half tm-ns inward. As in the preceding species, the

genital area sends forth from its posterior central part two strongly diverging, tolerably

short lists, between which, in the half-grown as well as in the adult specimens, we find the
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caudal stylets situated close together; they are very small, and each of them is provided

with a pair of fairly long setae.

MALE. Unknown.

OVISACS. They resemble those of the former species. The ovisac represented

in fig. 2 c is 1-7 mm. long and 1-4 mm. broad. In one female Avere found eleven ovisacs.

LARVA. Specimens wliich are full-grown though they have been pulled out of an

ovisac, resemble those of the former species to such a degree that I have not been able to

find a single distinguishing mark which appeared to me vaUd.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The branchial cavity of Hippohjte polaris (Sab.) and Hipp. Gaimardii

M.-Edw. from the Kara Sea. My material from this locality is as follows: in a female

without eggs of Hipp, polaris appeared beneath a large swelling on the left side of the

carapace, the above-mentioned gigantic specimen. In an adult male of Hipp. Gaimardii occurred

under a swelling on the right side of the carapace : a female (represented in fig. 2 a) and

eleven ovisacs (containing eggs, Nauplii and fully developed larvae respectively); besides an

adult male and a nuicli smaller, exceedingly young female of Gyge Hippolytes (Kr.); the

two foremost gills of the host, pertaining to the trunk-legs, had disappeared, the three hind-

most ones were well preserved; under the apparently sound left-hand side of the carapace

of the host, one male Gyge was discovered. In another somewhat smaller male of Hipp.

Gaimardii occurred in the front part of the left branchial cavity three rather small females,

placed obli(iuely in a longitudinal row, in the right branchial cavity five similar females,

three of them far to the front. All the parasites were of sub-equal size and about 1(3 to

17 mm. in length; the gills were somewhat crumpled, and the carapace showed small cavities

on its inner side in the parts which covered most of the parasites, though its outside did

not as yet show any real swellings. No Epicaridea were discovered.

Tills species has been found besides at the West-coast of Greenland : in the Karajak-

Fjord, district Umanak (on ab. lat. 70^/3" N.), by Dr. E. Vanhoffen. Tlus naturalist having

informed me in a letter that he had found Choniostoma, I asked him to lend me his material,

and he kindly placed it at my disposal, as well as his own particulars about it. He pos-

sessed in all four females; two of these belonged to Ch. Hansenii, he had found them free

in a bow-net, and he writes about them: » .... die ich lose fand, und die aus Krebsen

stammen miissen, welche in meiner Reuse sich hauteten oder verzehrt wurden« ; about the

others he writes: »Ein drittes Exemplar wurde in H. Gaimardii ..... ein viertes in H. po-

laris .... gefunden« ; one of these was Ch. Hansenii, but the other was »zur Halfte auf-

geschnitten* , so that I could not determine it, and I do not know in what species

of host the specimen had been found. So at least three of the four parasites per-

tained to this species, moreover, it seems very probable that it lives in both species of

Hippolyte.
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Besides, it is not at all unlikely that at least some of the spefiniens from the

Davis Straits, from the most northern part of Norway (Malangen and Tromso) and ii-om

the Mnrman Sea mentioned nnder the preceding species, belong to this one.

REMARKS. This species is sharply distinguished fiom Ch. mirahiJe, esi)ecially by

the shape of tlie frame of the head. It oilers an exellent example of tlie fact that the same

species of parasite may be found in two different species of hosts; besides, the specimen witli

the eight young females shows very clearly indeed that it is the parasite itself which causes

the swelling in the carapace of the host, and that it does not — as suggested by Giard and

Bonnier — lodge itself on oi' together with a Gyye, or in a swelling formed and aftei-wards

left by this parasite.

V. Mysidion n. gen.

FEMALE. The body shortly ovate. The head pretty well defined from the trunk,

but in elderly specimens it is usually found in front on the ventral side of it, as an

anteriorly and laterally rather well defined eminence; frontal border is wanting, and the skin

in front and ow the sides of the wanting or at most very indistinctly marked lateral border

is rather tliiu. The antennulae are either fairly short and 2-jointed or almost rudimentary;

1-jointed. Antennae seem to be wanting. 1^'he mouth moderately large, the mouth-border

narrow, but frequently partly covered with a viscous substance. Maxillnht well developed,

with a good-sized additional branch (pi. XII, fig. 2a, e'). Maxillae powerful; the basal joint

has at its terminal margin one or two processes, against which the last joint can be folded

up. The maxillipeds rather short and weak; theii' basal joint has an irregularly sinuate

outline; second and third joints fused into one short joint, terminal joint of nearly average

length, pointed. The trunk is now naked, now in a few places most sparingly provided

with single hairs of about medium length; trunk-legs and caudal stylets altogether wanting.

No genital area is found; the genital apertures are placed very far apart at the place where

the posterior and the lateral outlines meet (pi. XI, fig. 3 b); each apertui'e has — besides

its usual two lips — its own skeleton consisting of a list which forms a semicircular curve

(pi. XII, fig. 2 b), or the greater part of an oval (pi. XI, fig. 3 f), the longitudinal direction

of wliich is parallel with the median line of the animal, and whose open side turns

towards this line (pi. XI, fig. 3 e) ; the hindmost lip of the genital aperture is (luite close to

the posterior part of this Ust, and the muscles radiate forward to its anterior part. The

entrance (or perhaps rather: entrances) to the odd receptaculuni seminis (pi. XI, fig. 3e, r) is

or are situated at the median line far in front of the genital apertures; the membrane wliich

covers the receptaculuni is often closely covered with a great number — as many as twenty

six — of spermatophores, among wluch are seen, moreover, stalks of other speruiatophores, the

vesicles of which have disappeared. •— The spermatophores (at least in Mys. commune) are some-

what elongated ovals. — Various parts of the head, as lateral margins, mouth etc., are frequently

23
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partly covered with the gluey substance, by which the female is attached to the inside of the

marsupium, and it seems as if in these cases the animal Jiad got its head irregularly covered

with glue just after tliis substance had been secreted and before its becoming stiff (dry).

MALE. Tliis sex is known in both species. The body is short and clumsy. On

the dorsal side of the head, somewhat in fiont of the hair-coat and at some distance from

the median line, we see a knot or short cone (pi. XI, fig. 3h, x). The head is provided with

weU developed frontal and lateral borders. Antennulae short, 2-jointed. Antennae wanting.

Hairs of the mouth-border short, but distinct. Maxillulae and maxiUae as in the female.

Maxillipeds rather anomalous: their basal joint curved, at least with one good-sized, thick

process on the outer side of its distal end; second and third joints coalescent, the terminal

joint conical. The sub-median skeleton without processes at the base of either maxillae or

maxillipeds. The trunk hairy; trunk-legs and caudal stylets wanting. The frontal thi'ead

furnished with peculiar expansions.

OVISACS. Tj^icaUy they are shortly pyriform and attached to the lips of the

genital aperture by a fairly short stalk. Fig. 2 b in pi. XII shows the genital aperture (g),

the lips of which are covered with a stiffened secretion, which, besides, forms a pretty large

plate (h) covering the liindmost end of the semicircular list and the skin nearest to it; from

this plate proceed numerous, distally tldckening tlu-eads, which are cut off in the cfrawing

(i); they are the stalks of the ovisacs, so the plate must be understood as being the coales-

cent basal parts of these stalks. The ovisacs are numerous, twelve, fourteen, seventeen, or

even more (see Mys. ahyssorum), sometimes varying exceedingly in size (pi. XI, fig. 3 c), and

mutual pressui'e not unfrequently having caused their shape to become frregular and their

attachment difficult to discern (pi. XI, fig. 3a); frequently again, they are af about equal size,

of regular shape, aud their attachment easy to observe (fig. 3 b).

LARVA. It is known in both species, and on the whole only differs from the

species of Sphceronella living in Amphipoda by the shortness of the setae of the caudal

stylets, these setae being not nearly half as long as the cephalothorax.

POST-LAEVAL DEVELOPMENT. Is partly known in one of the species, and

the stages known, which are very remarkable, are described in detail above on p. 61—63.

HABITAT. In the marsupium of species belonging to the genera Erythrops

G. 0. Sars and Pareryilwops G. O. S. (family Mysidte, order Mysidacea) from Norway.

REMARKS. This genus is admirably distinguished from the three preceding genera

by the following characters: the genital apertm-es in the female are placed far apart from

each other and from the odd receptaculum semiuis, each has a skeleton of its own, finally,

the ovisacs are attached to the lips of the genital apertiu-es. In the thi'ee last characters

it agrees with the following genus, but in the latter the female lacks maxillipeds, the genital

apertures are much closer to each other etc. The males differ from all the preceding genera

and agree with the following in possessing the two dorsal knots on its head. The meta-

morphosis deviates very strongly from anything else I have observed of this kind.
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For my whole abimdant material of tliis and of the following genus I am indebted

to Professor G. O. Sars. It consisted partly of infested Mysida; with indication of their

localities, partly of similar animals without such indication, further, of parasites taken out

of their hosts, the latter not being- mentioned; these last animals have scarcely been used

at all. I have determined the hosts in accordance with the above-mentioned naturalist's well-

known excellent work about the Mysidas of Norway, but I have felt bound to follow Steb-

bing in adopting the older names of two of the species. — Besides, in his »Report on the

Challenger Scliizopoda* G. 0. Sars himself mentions having observed in the genus Erythrops

»a peculiar Lernseid, apparently the Sphceronella leuclcartii of Salenski/«, otherwise he does

not give any more details about Ms finds.

Conspectus of the Species.

1. The Females.

Antennae almost rudimentary, 1 -jointed. Head naked 1. M. commune n. sp.

Antennae larger, 2-jointed. A lateral longitudinal belt on the head and a conside-

rable area beliind the maxillipeds covered with hairs 2. M. abyssorum n. sp.

2. The Males.

The head tapering considerably towards the fi-ont, provided with a nairow fi-ontal

border. The basal joint of the maxillipeds has on its outer side a shorter process in the

centre and a long one at its distal end. The tiunk is covered with innumerable minute

transverse eminences, from each of which pi'oject several short hairs 1. M. commune

The head anteriorly broad, almost truncate, with a moderately broad frontal border.

The basal joint of the maxillipeds has on its outer side only a single tolerably large process

placed at its distal end. The trunk is without transverse eminences, the hairs normal, of

average length S. M. abyssorum.

I. Mysidion commune n. sp.

(PI. XI, %. 3a—3i; pi. XII, fig. la— Id).

FEMALE. In fig. 3 a are represented the essential contents of a marsupium, con-

sisting of a shrivelled female and seventeen ovisacs; the whole bulk was 2-9 mm. long and

23mm. broad. The female represented in fig. 3b is more normal, large, and had probably

not finished laying eggs; it is l'14mm. in length and •94mm. in breadth, shortly ovate, and

23*
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part of its posterior margin is nearly straight; it is seen from the dorsal side, the frontal

part of the head is turned backward, and the maxillipeds (g) forward; however, this

position is an anomaly, no doubt produced by pressure acting on its very soft skin in the

marsupium during its growth. — The head (fig. 1 a) without real lateral borders, and in

the adults, the part surrounding the mouth-appendages is irregularly folded up against these

appendages, or even overlapping the outer side of the maxillipeds. The antennulse (a) almost

rudimentary, as broad as long, 1-jointed, ending in several very short setae. Somewhat in

front of the antennulae are seen two taps (u), the nature of which is quite incomprehensible

to me (possibly cones of viscous substance secreted through the orifices of glands?). The

terminal margin of the basal joint of the maxillse is concave, rising at its posterior angle

into a broad, rather short process. The maxillipeds have no spine at the distal inner angle

of their penultimate joint. The lower side of the head naked all over. The list of the

genital apertures forms about two thirds of an oval ring.

MALE. It is small in proportion to the female (fig. 3d : fig. 3b). The specimen repre-

sented in fig. 3h is •164 mm. long, the one drawn in fig. 3g, measures •174 mm. The body

is not flattened. Seen from below, the head nearly equals the trunk in length, but the

latter is somewhat thicker; seen sideways, the outline of the hair-coat runs from the base

of the maxillipeds somewhat obliquely backward up across the side and the back, so that

the dorsal line of the head becomes much longer than that of the trunk, and the short

conical processes (x) are placed a little in front of the hair-covering. Seen from below, the

lateral borders of the head converge from behind their centre up to a point in front of the

base of the antennulae, so that the frontal border becomes very narrow; in proportion to its

breadth it is considerably produced, and has a strongly curved, naked anterior margin.

Antennulae short, 2-jointed; second joint somewhat shorter as well as narrower than the first

one, furni.shed with a few short setae. Maxillae large; the terminal margin of the basal joint

essentially as in the female. The basal joint of the maxillipeds has on its outside in the

centre a fairly short, thick, rounded process, and distally a thick and very long, slightly

curved process; the next joint (second and third fused together) has a larger or smaller

outstanding process somewhat on the boundary between the anterior and the outer side.

The lateral margin of the head is furnished with a row of fine, rather short hairs, and a

similar row is seen somewhat outside the margin. The trunk is closely covered all over

with very small transverse eminences, from each of which spring several short, fine hairs.

- The frontal thread, if found, is long and of peculiar shape; in fig. 3h such a thread,

lettered with an s, is shown as fixed to a marsupial plate (t); it is somewhat longer than

the male, thin in the greater part of its length, then dilates pretty quickly and evenly

towards its distal end, forms a collar-like ring, continues dilating, and forms a second ring

at the thickest part of its expansion; beyond this ring it is still thick, though slowly de-

creasing in circumference, and at last increases a little up to the distal end, by which it

attaches itself.
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OVISACS. They ai-e mentioned in the description of the genus. In pi. XI, fig. 3b

and fig. 3 c are drawn on tlie same scale of enlargement, thereby illustrating the relative

size etc. of the o\1sacs. The largest of the ovisacs, represented in fig. 3 d, is '90 mm. in

length and contains larvae, of which only six are drawn.

LARVA. Full-grown larvae prepared out of an ovisac agree closely with those of

the following species; the only difference I have been able to find is, that the inner side

of the terminal joint of the maxillipeds is smooth in this species and .spinous in the following

one. As for the rest, the reader is referred to the description of the next species.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. The stages found are described in detail

above on p. 61—63.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Eryfhrops serrahis G. 0. Sars and ParcnjOirops

ohesus G. O. S., and a female togethei- with the following species in the marsupium of

Enjthrops abyssorttm G. 0. S. ; all from Norway. The following special data can be given.

In a specimen of Barer, ohesus without special locality, one large female was found attached

to the inner side of the liindmost right marsupial plate near its base; it carried fifteen

ovisacs, one of which was empty; and two males appeared together with it. In an Er.

serrafns (with two specimens of Asindoecia) without special locality, occurred: an almost

empty female (with twenty-one spermatophores), carrying fourteen ovisacs of widely differing

sizes, one of them half emptied of young ones, another ({uite empty, and to the latter were

attached six males, one of which had four spermatophores fixed to the ventral side of its

trunk; further: an empty, partly destroyed skin of a seventh male, another male (the eighth)

fixed by a frontal thread, and a larva about to become a pupa. In another Er. serratus,

the locality of which was not specified, was discovered one large female (type specimen of

fig. 3 b) attached by its head to the basal part of a marsupial plate and cairying thirteen

ovisacs (six and seven), and together with it a half-grown female and a female in the

stage represented in fig. 1 d, each fixed to a separate marsupial plate by a dorsal thread.

In one specimen of Er. serratus (with at least one Aspidoecia), fi'om Kvalo, a part of the

contents of the marsupium was washed away, but still three adult females, all with ovisacs,

and one male were found; in a specimen of the same species fi-om Sunde, the marsupium

contained only one female with two ovisacs. Another' specimen of the same species from

Sunde was highly interesting. Its marsupium contained, to begin with, the bulk i-epresented

in fig. 3 a, the greater part of wliich consisted of a rather slu'ivelled female with seventeen

ovisacs, some of which contained eggs, others Nauplii or pretty old larvae, two were nearly

emptied of larva, and one of the ovisacs was thi-ee-lobed, the majority of the others more

or less distinctly pyriform. The bulk was placed as follows: the part of it which is upper-

most in the drawing, was foremost in the marsupium, the part of it A\hich turned towards

the abdomen of the host, was flat, but the opposite, ventral side strongly arched, as shown

in the illustration. This bulk contained, moreover, two males, the pupa fastened by a dorsal

thi'ead and drawn in fig. 1 c, and a very small pupa, like the one represented in fig. 3 i.
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Between the marsupial plates of the host were fin-thei- found: tlu-ee males, two of them

attached by frontal threads to a marsupial plate, on its edge and a little inside it on the

surface; and finally: the minute pupa drawn in fig. 3i, and the very young female represented

in fig. Id, which was attached to one of the plates by a dorsal thread.

And lastly, in the marsupium of an Er. ahyssormn, infested with the following

species (to which we refer), occurred a very young female which adhered to the female of

the other species.

2. Mysidion abyssorum n. sp.

(PI. XII, fig. 2a-2i).

FEMALE. A specimen containing fourteen ovisacs was 1 '39 mm. long and 965 mm.

broad; its shape much like that of the specimen of J/y.s. commune represented on pi. XI,

fig. 3b, but its head was not turned upward on the dorsal side, it was placed as usual

anteriorly and, if anything, on the ventral side. The general outline of the head as

in the preceding species. Antennulae (a) rather short, 2-jointed, basal joint thick, second

joint short, terminating in some short setae and a much longer olfactory seta. No taps

on the anterior side of the head. The basal joint of the maxillae has on its terminal

margin two good-sized processes, one of them near the centre, the other at its posterior

end. The maxillipeds are armed with a conspicuous spine at the distal inner angle of

the penultimate joint. The pait of the head wliich corresponds to the lateral bordei' is

furnished in its whole length with a fairly broad belt of rather short hairs, and some-

what behind the base of the maxillipeds we see a very good-sized, odd, triangular area,

covered with moderately short hairs; the longest line of this triangle is turned towards the

front, the opp(jsite hindmost angle is on the median line; and finally, on each side, between

the maxilla and the maxilliped, is a rather small, transverse, hair-covered area. On the

trunk behind the head we see some scattered hairs. The list of the genital apertures is

almost semicircular (fig. 2b), with a hole (h) at its anterior end. (This hole, no doubt, is the

orifice of a gland , and — strangely enough — T have not been able to find it in the pre-

ceding species, but I have found it in Aspidvecia and in Sph(eronella Munnopsidis ; however,

I cannot make out with cei-tainty whether it is one tolerably large hole, or perhaps rather

a small area with a very thin membrane pierced with a number of small holes).

MALE. A specimen of normal size is '164 mm. long, nearly of the same breadth

and somewhat flattened (fig. 2e and fig. 2f), thus of small size compared with the female.

A couple of specimens were abnormally small, one of them only '099 mm. in length (their

size in pi'oportion to the normal male is shown by comparing fig. 2d and tig. 2c), similar in

shape to the larger specimens, so these males are cousidei-ably smaller than any other male

of tills family, but it remains an open question, whether they are adults, or— perhaps more
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likely — recently hatched animals (conip. my observations about other species, stated above

on p. 58 and p. 60). — The head is much narrower and somewhat shorter than the trunk;

seen laterally (tig. 2 f) , the limit of the hair-coat runs from the base of the maxillipeds

upward and in a slightly oblique direction forward across the side and the back, and the

two flatly conical eminences (x) aie placed somewhat in front of the limit. Seen from below,

the distance between the outstanding lateral borders of the head is much shorter than its

broadest diameter; in fig. 2e — partly on account of the position of the animal — the out-

standing frontal border does not reach the front outline of the head. The frontal border

scarcely attains to medium breadth, yet it is nuicli broader than in the preceding species,

slightly produced, with pretty well curved margin. Antennul* rather short, 2-jointed ; second

joint somewhat shorter and a little narrower than the first one, with comparatively short

sets and a sensory seta which nearly equals the others in length. Maxillae of medium

size; the terminal margin of the basal joint as in the female. The basal joint of the maxil-

lipeds has on its outer side only one process whicli is placed at its distal end and which,

though good-sized, is much smaller than in My,<. commune; the next joint has no process,

but bears a pretty large spine inside the base of its short terminal joint. Everywhere,

except on the front part of its ventral surface, the trunk is covered with simple hairs of

nearly average length. We see furthermore on the ventral side two long lines (fig. 2e, u),

running right and left of the median line at some distance from it; posteriorly they are

further removed from this line, and near the posterior margin they recurve, continue forward

and outward, and soon vanish altogether; what these two lines are meant for is quite

incomprehensible to me. — The afore-mentioned dwarfish specimens were attached by a

peculiar frontal tlu-ead (fig. 2d and fig. 2g), which is a little longer than the body; the thread

(in both specimens) was fusiform near its centre, and thickened by a high collar at its

broadest point, and somewhat in front of its distal end appeared a similar, but still wider

expansion with a similar collar; the distal end by which it is attached (not drawn in the

figure), seems to have been discoid.

OVISACS. They are exactly like those of the preceding species, varying in the

same way as to size and shape.

LARVA. A full-grown specimen pulled out of an ovisac is represented in fig. 2h,

(the natatory legs are omitted); it is -196 mm. long. The cephalothorax very elongated,

scarcely twice as long as broad. The front has a sinuate oblique list inside the base of

each anteunula. The purpose of the two transverse stripes rendered in the illustration, is

not clear to me. Antennulae 3-jointed; olfactory seta scarcely half the length of the

cephalothorax. Antennae very short, consisting of three very short, comparatively thick

joints, the last one terminating in an exceedingly short seta. Of the maxillulas only

two branches are seen, one of them long, powerful and originating comparatively

far towards the fi'ont, the other very short, spiniform and situated further backward.

The basal joint of the maxillae bears some very short haii's at the distal end of its inner
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margin, the second joint tolerably short, the tliird one of about medium length, smooth, and

in the specimen drawn, as well as in other larvae taken out of the same ovisac, this joint

is curved forward in the same way as in the hinged specimens of other species. The basal

joint of the maxillipeds is long, the second joint a little shorter than the third; the fourth

joint has five or six setiform processes along the central part of the inner margin. The

peduncle of the natatory legs is rather slender. The abdomen of medium length; the first

segment somewhat longer and broader than the second, and the setae of its posterior angles

reaching only a little beyond the caudal stylets; the third segment somewhat narrower and

shorter than the second; the caudal stylets well set off, their setae unusually short, not nearly

half the length of the cephalothorax. — Pig. 2i shows a larva in the act of changing into

a pupa (or a male?); it is represented in a dorsal view; the cephalothorax is short and broad;

the outline of the contents is shown by an inner line.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. Unknown.

HABITAT. The marsupium of Eryihrops ahyssornm G. O. S. from Norway. In a

specimen without indication of locality (bearing a specimen of Af<pidoecia), occurred a large

female with fifteen ovisacs of widely dilfering sizes, as well as a considerable lump of empty

ovisacs, which could not be counted; no male. In another specimen without locality (with

two small specimens of AspUloecia) , appeared one female with fourteen ovisacs, extremely

varying in size, and a great deal of them adhering to each other, one of them being empty;

moreover, a female glued to an ovisac; no male, but the above-mentioned small female of

Mys. commune. In a specimen from Kvalo (bearing one large and four small specimens of

Aspidoecia on its carapace), occurred one completely torn female with twelve fine, almost

equally large, mostly short aud broad, somewhat flattened ovisacs, which on account of

mutual pressure were somewhat polyhedrous in shape ; among them were found a male, also

the head and the skin of the anterior fourth part of the trunk of another female , and to

this skin were attached five males and the broad larva represented in fig. 2i; furthermore,

I found two good normal males and the two above-mentioned dwarfish males, which were

fastened to the marsupial plates by their frontal threads, — which makes altogether ten

males — ; finally four broad larvae wliich had no doubt been hinged, and the contents of

wMch were undergoing the transformation.

VI. Aspidoecia Glard and Bonnier (1889).

FEMALE. The body is considerably broader than long. The head, which is pretty

well defined, occupies a somewhat different position relatively to the genital apertures, from

that of the earlier forms: in fig. 3c the genital apertures in relation to the head are placed
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some distance up on the doi-sal side of the animal; fig. 3f is drawn in such a position as to

show the head a little behind the middle of the trunk, and fig. 3 g presents the same animal

turned half round, with its genital apertures (r) beliind the central point, and the entrances

of receptaculum seminis (r') far to the fi'ont; so we arrive at the result that the distance

from the anterior limit between the trunk and the head along the dorsal surface of the

animal to the genital apertures is considerably shorter than the distance from the base of

the maxillae past the receptaculum seminis to the genital apertures. (The same proportions

also appear in fig. 3 b). — The head is pretty well chitinised; the anterior and lateral parts

evenly rounded (fig. 3h); no outstanding frontal and lateral borders. Antennulse (a) rather

short, 1-joiuted; antenni3e wanting. The mouth exceeding average size; mandibles robust;

hairs of the mouth-border not to be detected (though they probably exist). Maxillulse very

small, principal branches short, additional branch wanting. Maxillae middle-sized, normal,

with smooth joints. MaxilUpeds altogether wanting. The sub-median skeleton forms a plate

which fills up the whole surface between the maxiljse, but ends a little beliind their base.

The head quite naked. The trunk naked; trunk-legs and caudal stylets wanting. As in

Mysidion, no genital area is found, but each genital aperture possesses (besides the lips),

its own skeleton, which consists of a tolerably good-sized, somewhat wry ring (fig. 3e, e;

fig. 3i, e) formed of a pretty broad list, but the part of it (fig. 3i, f) which is turned obliquely

inward and forward is more thinly chitinised than the remaining larger part. The genital

aperture (g) is placed against that part of the ring which turns towards the median line of

the animal, and the muscles (m) by which the aperture opens go in the opposite direction;

to the front, in the list of the ring itself, is a good-sized hole (k), wliich is the orifice of a

gland. The distance between the two rings varies from being a little larger (fig. 3g) to

much smaller than the diameter of each ring. Par in ft-ont of the genital apertures are

seen two knots at a short distance from each other (fig. 3b, r'; fig. 3g, r', and especially

fig. 3e, o), which show, as it were, irregular cracks in the thick chitine; most likely we

stand here at the entrances of the receptaculum seminis, though I have not been able to

trace regular holes, nor have I found spermatophores on the females. The receptaculum

seminis (fig. 3e, r) is large, odd and much broader than long; at each end it curves evenly

backward, and continues as a wide, centrally somewhat narrower, and distally again ex-

panding duct, which is about parallel with the other duct and runs up to the genital

aperture itself

MALE. The body is not a third longer than broad, of a tolerably normal shape,

but altogether hairless (fig. 3 k and fig. 31). The head somewhat longer than the trunk, but

the latter somewhat broader; the fi-ontal border sti'ongly produced, and the lateral borders

well developed ; on a line with the front extremity of the maxillae, and on the border between

the sides and the back, we see the two low conical eminences. Antennulte extremely short,

1-jointed, with a single seta (b) which is olfactory and several times the length of the antennula.

24
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Antennae wanting. Mouth middle-sized; mouth-border provided with very distinct hairs.

Maxillulse small, probably constructed like those of the female, and without additional branch.

Maxillae extremely large, the basal joint much compressed and veiy broad; the two last

joints, which are entirely fused, form a long and powerful, proximally somewhat curved,

distally almost straight joint. The basal joint of the maxillipeds somewhat smaller than in

most species of Sphferonella , second and third joints fused into one exceedingly short joint,

which has no spine at its distal inner angle; last joint slender, pointed, perceptibly longer

than the penultimate one. The sub-median skeleton without processes on its posterior part.

The trunk without legs and caudal stylets. (Fig. 3 k only shows one single, but exceptionally

large spermatotheca (q), but this no doubt is an anomaly in the specimen illustrated,

as in two other individuals I found, as usual, two much smaller and normally situated

spermatothecse.

OVISACS. They are hinged to the lists of the genital apertures, sub-globular or

shortly pyriform, from scarcely middle-sized to small; their- number can amount to thirteen

or fomteen. Eggs of average size, not numerous.

LARVA. Resembles in nearly all its features (fig. 3 m) the larvae of certain species

of Sphceronella parasitic on Amphipoda. The essential difierences found are as follows: the

second joint of the maxillae is short and comparatively thick (fig. 3n), the third joint is

finely serrated at its inner margin; the seta of the caudal stylets is short, not half the

length of the cephalothorax.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. The male comes out of the larva (fig. 3m)

directly, without any intermediate stage. Whether the female passes through the pupa stage

is not known, but it appears more probable to me that its development resembles that

of the male.

HABITAT. The females live attached to the eye-stalks, the carapace, the back

and sides of the fi-ee thoracic segment and the six first abdominal segments of all species

of the genus Erythrops G. 0. Sars (order Mysidacea), in Norway.

REMARKS. The genus comes very near to Mysidion, and the characters by

which both genera are distinguished from those previously described are stated in the

remarks about the last-mentioned genus. From the latter the female differs in the lack of

maxillipeds, in the tolerably short distance between the genital apertures, in the ring by which

each of these apertures is surrounded , and by the two conspicuous chitinous knots above

the receptaculum seminis. The male deviates both from Mysidion and from all other genera

in the minute size of the antennulse and in the smallness of the distal part of the maxillipeds.

And tills genus deviates from all other forms by living attached to the outside of the fi-ee

surface of its hosts. — The whole of my large material collected by Prof G. 0. Sars I have

referred to one species; the subsequent remarks about this parasite will form a supplement

to the above account of the type.
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I. Aspidoecia Normani Giaid and Bonnier.

(in. XII, lig. 3a— 3ii)').

Aspkluecia Normani tiiard and Bonnier, Conipt.-rund. do I'Acad. d. Sciences, 29 avril 1889.
— — Giard and Bonnier, Bull, scient. de la France el de la Belgiquo, T. XX, 1889,

p. 342 etc., pi. X—XI.

— — Giard and Bonnier, Bull, scient. d. 1. Fr. et d. 1. Belg. T. XXV, 1895, p. 479.

FEMALE. The specimen represented in fig. 3 b is an adult female (with two

rudimentary ovisacs and three attached larvs), which is '65 mm. long and •75 mm. broad

and is attached to Er. serratus G. 0. S. ; the specimen represented in fig. 3 c and taken on

the same species (with two males, x, liinged by frontal threads) is -53(3 mm. long and 685 mm.

broad; the individual drawn in fig. 3f and fig. 3g and found on Er. ahyssorum G. O. S. is

•82 mm. long, 1'03 mm. broad and one of the largest in hand. Fig. 3h shows the head,

seen from below, cleaned with caustic potash, so as to show the antennulae, whereas fig. 3d

shows the head partly in front, as it is attached to the female by a large adhesive plate

(s) wliich covers the autennulaj. Far to the front on the head, beneath the skin, and far

apart from each other appear a pair of peculiar rather large hollow spaces (t) with a strange

refi-action of light, somewhat like that of a viscous substance, but what they are meant for

I cannot make out. In the specimen cleaned with potash the antennulae (fig. 3 h, a) are seen

to consist of one single, comparatively broad joint with convex inner margin, whereas the

outer margin is furnished with several short setae. In most individuals the genital rings

are closer together than the length of the diameter of each (fig. 3 e) ; in the larger, but not

in the smaller, younger specimens living on Er. abyssonim, they are further apart than

tliis line (comp. the remarks below).

MALE. The smallest specimen from Er. serratus is •138 mm. long (fig. 31), another

specimen from the same species is ^147 mm. long and 120 mm. broad (fig. 3k); a specimen from Er.

ahyssorum is ^158 mm. in length. The li'ontal border is strongly produced in all specimens

and slightly emarginate in the middle. The frontal thread is even, though a little expanded

at its distal end; in the specimen drawn in fig. 3k, it is scarcely half the length of the

body, in another specimen (fig. 3a, m) between twice and three times the length of the animal.

OVISACS. Mentioned in the diagnosis of the genus.

LAEVA. Of larvae I have found only a few specimens, one of them attached at

the front to the carapace of a host (fig. 3 a, 1), the others fastened to females, and about to

develop into males. So the shape of a free specimen cannot be described. Proportionally

the cephalothorax of the attached specimens is not broad; in one of them its breadth is

•12 mm., the length of the body 20 nun. Antennulae 3-jointed, the olfactory seta about half

the length of the cephalothorax , minus its free segment (fig. 3 m). Antennae fairly short.

On pi. XII the name of the species is written Normanni instead of Normani.

24*
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3-jointed, basal joint thick and pretty long, the two next joints thin and short, terminal seta

short. Maxillnlae? — Maxillae (fig. 3n) with smooth basal joint, second joint short and

comparatively tliick, third joint of average length with finely serrated inner margin. Maxil-

lipeds (fig. 3n) proportionally rather below medium size, second joint longer than the third,

terminal joint smooth. Peduncle of the natatory legs moderately broad. Abdomen much as

in Mysidion, but the third segment is as long as the second.

POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT. My observations and conclusions are stated

in detail in the general part p. 54.

HABITAT. In the diagnosis of the genus I have enumerated the different parts

of the body to which the females may be seen attached. They have been found in all the

northern species of the genus Erythrops, viz. Er. erythrophthalmns (Goes) (= Er. Goesii G-. 0. S.),

Er. elegans G. 0. S. (= Er. pygmmis G. 0. S.), Eh-, microphfhalmus G. 0. S., Er. serratus

G. 0. S. and Er. abyssorum G. 0. S. About the depth in which these species li\'e, and about

the remainder of their biology, I refer the reader to the monograph by Sars. Most of my

twenty-one infested specimens were without special locality, some specimeriS of Er. serratus

and Er. abyssorum were taken oft' Kvalo, one Er. eryfkrophthalmus oft" Tjoto. The parasites

appear on adult males, on immature females and on females with marsupium, but in the

latter the marsupium was either empty or filled with a parasite of the genus Mysidion. To

show the occun-ence of the parasites, I will give the following extract of my notes arranged

according to the hosts.

1. Er. erythrophthahnus (Goes). On a female from Tjoto in which the development

of the marsupium had commenced, appeared a lai'ge parasite with fourteen ovisacs on the

back of its second abdominal segment.

2. Er. elegans G. 0. S. In a female whose marsupium was disturbed, occurred

three parasites, two on the back of the second abdominal segment; one of these animals

was nearly full-grown, the second somewhat smaller; the tliird, almost adult, female, was

found on the back of the sixth abdominal segment near its posterior margin. On a female

without marsupium were found altogether five females : one half-grown specimen on the upper

side of the right eye, at the boundary between the cornea and the stalk; another somewhat

smaller specimen on the inner side of the same eye-stalk ; on the dorsal side of the carapace

were two good-sized individuals, and a large one with three ovisacs, each containing only

one egg, was attached to the second abdominal segment, at the centre of its dorsal side.

3. Er. microphthalmus G. 0. S. On a specimen with empty marsupium appeared

a large female without eggs on the dorsal side of the last thoracic segment. In a female

without marsupium was found a large parasite with six ovisacs on the dorsal side of the

second abdominal segment. On a male I met with a large parasite with six ovisacs on the

back of the first abdominal segment.

4. Er. serratus G. 0. S. In an adult male was seen a good-sized female on the

upper side of the right eye close beliind the cornea. In a female with marsupium containing
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Mysidion, occurred two parasites, one of whieli — a female with twelve ovisacs — was

placed to the front on the carapace, a little to the left of the median process, the other —
a female with tlu-ee ovisacs — was placed on the dorsal side of the last thoracic segment.

On a young individual without marsupium appeared two parasites, one of them — a female

without eggs — neai-Iy in the centre of the back of the second abdominal segment, the

other, a female with two males hinged by their frontal threads (fig. 3c), somewhat to the

right side on the back of the first abdominal segment. In a hardly adult female (from Kvalo),

on the dorsal part of the second abdominal segment (fig. 3 b), I found an adult female with

two minute ovisacs without eggs, and four larvae (v), one of which fell ofi' on being touched,

so that it was not drawn in fig. 3b, but it is the specimen represented in fig. 3 m with an

adult male beneath the larval skin.

5. Er. abyssorum Gr. 0. S. On a female with empty marsupium : five parasites, viz.

two very small females on the right side of the thorax close behind the carapace; and at a

short distance in front of these animals, on the carapace itself, one small and one good-sized

female, to the latter of which was attached near its mouth a strongly impaired male with

a large spermatophore , and the anterior half of another male was fixed by a thread to the

side of the trunk; finally: at the centre of the dorsal surface of the sixth abdominal segment,

a good-sized female (fig. 3f and fig. 3g) — all parasites without ovisacs. In a female (from

Kvalo) with Mysidion ahyssorum in its marsupium, occuired five parasitic females, all on

the carapace; one of them, wliich was very small, was situated somewhat behind the middle

of and a little above the left lateral margin, the four others were placed close together at

some distance behind the centre on the back and a little down on the right side; one of

these was very small, the two others a little larger, the fourth large, without ovisacs, but

with two larvas attached to it. On an adult male (fig. 3a) appeared altogether nine parasitic

females and one larva: one female (a) with six ovisacs is placed on the left hand side of

the carapace ; somewhat behind it and further up towards the back, the larva (1) is situated

;

in an irregular transverse row on the dorsal side of the first abdominal segment are found

altogether five females, one of them pretty small, the four others large (a), two of them each

with one, the two others together with many ovisacs, wliich can scarcely be counted accu-

rately without a dissection; on the back of the second abdominal segment is placed a female

with seven ovisacs, as well as a male (m) hinged to the female by a long tlu-ead, which

had tlie larval skin on its anterior end; to the right of the latter large female is found a

very small female, and on the boundary between the second and the third abdominal

segment, a tolerably small female (in the illustrati<in the last two specimens are marked b.)

REMARKS. I must consider the parasites on all five species as belonging to the

same species. In the females of the four smaller species of hosts, the distance between

the genital apertures is fi'om much to a little smaller than the diameter of each ring, in

not full-grown individuals of the largest specimen, Er. ahyssorum, this distance varies from

being a little shorter than to about the same length as the diameter, but in the adult spe-
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cimens it is appreciably longer. The females which are parasites on the smallest species of

Erythrops, in their adult stage attain to a much smaller size and, as a rule, produce a smaller

number of ovisacs than the females which live on larger and the largest species; thus: the

females are small m Er. elegans{=- pygnusus), larger in i?/-. serrahis, Isivgest in Er. abyssorum.

That the distance between the genital apertures is larger in Er. serratus than in Er. elegans

or Er. microphfhalmus , and largest in Er. abyssorum, seems to me to be accounted for by

the fact, that the entire skin of the trunk, and, as a matter of course, also the part between

the genital apertures, grows more in the large than in the small species, whereas the rings

themselves and the head of the animals do not grow; tliis will also be seen by comparing

fig. 3c with fig. 3f plus fig. 3g, for in the fii-st mentioned figure is represented on a larger

scale a specimen which is about one tliird narrower than the one drawn in fig. 3 f and fig. 3 g

:

in the two last figures the head and the genital rings are much smaller, compared with

the trunk, than in fig. 3c, but the distance between the genital rings is much greater in

fig. 3g than in fig. 3 c. I have come to tliis conclusion by examining the material, and the

fact that I have not been able to find any ditierence between the males of the parasites

fi-om Er. serratus and Er. abyssorum — the male fi'om Er. microphthalmus will be men-

tioned presently — speaks strongly in favour of my opinion, that all these parasites belong

to the same species.

Giard and Bonnier have established the genus and the species on a female with five

ovisacs and two males taken on Er. microphthalmus from Solemsfjord near Floro, Norway.

Finding the female with her males sitting under one end of an obliquely placed specimen

of Aspidophryxus Sarsi G. andB., they were led to suppose that the Copepod was parasitic

on the last-mentioned form, but this is not the case, and the occurrence of the two parasites

close to each other is quite accidental. (In my large material I have found no more than

one Aspidophryxus , wliich was placed on the back of an Er. eryfhrophthalmus , which had

no Aspidoecia on it). Based on the examination of the female, and especially of one of the

males, which has been studied by the authors, I have given a detailed critique of their

account above, on p. 6—8, to which the reader is referred. Here I will only observe that

in examining their male, I did not find any difterence between tliis specimen and those

which I had in hand myself, so I am perfectly sure of the correctness of my determination.



EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

PLATE I.

1. Stenothocheres egregius n. gen., n. sp.
Figure

1 a. Female seen from below, X ^8; a. antennula, c. antenna, f. maxilla, g. maxilliped, m. first

trunk-leg, n. second trunk-leg, p. caudal stylet, r. genital aperture.

1 b. The same female seen from left side.

1 c. Male seen from below, X 58; s. frontal thread.

1 d. Three eggs, X 58.

1 e. Head of female, X 1*J2; /;. olfactory seta of the antennula, c. antenna, e. maxillula, /(. sub-

median skeleton.

1 f. First trunk-leg of female seen from the inner side, X 240; /. inner branch.

1 g. Abdomen and posterior part of the trunk of female seen from below
, X 240

; g. genital

aperture, t. caudal stylets, u. trunk-leg of second pair.

1 h. The same parts as in fig. Ig seen from left side, X 240; g-. genital aperture, )». its muscles

r. receptaculum seminis, u. trunk-leg.

1 i. Male seen from below, X 255; a. antennula, b. its olfactory seta, c. antenna, d. mouth,

e. maxillula, f. maxilla, g. maxilliped, ni. first trunk-leg, n. second trunk-leg, o. abdomen.

1 k. The same male seen from left side; e. maxillula.

1 1. Larva seen from below, X 230; on the right side of the figure the second trunk-leg, on

the left side the branches of the first trunk-leg are omitted, h. olfactory seta of the anten-

nula, e. maxillula, /. pouch, ;;(. first pair of trunk-legs, m\ transverse outstanding list between

the legs of the first pair, n. second pair of trunk-legs, n\ transverse list between the legs

of the second pair, o. abdomen, p\ long seta of the caudal stylet.

2. Stenothocheres Sarsii n. sp.

2 a. Large female seen from below, X 20 ; .s. frontal threads.

2 b. Male seen from below, X 2(5.

2 e. Lump of eggs, X 2G.

2 d. Smaller female seen from below, X 48.

2 e. The same female seen from left side.

2 f. Head of female, X 165; antennulae omitted; e. antenna.

2 g. Antennula of female, X 170; the olfactory seta partly broken oft'.

2 h. Trunk-leg of first pair of female seen from below, X 170; e. exterior branch.

2 i. Abdomen and posterior part of the trunk of female, X 170; g. genital aperture.
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Figure

2 k. Male seen from below, X 170; «. frontal thread, x. spines, perhaps rudiments of a third

pair of trunk-legs.

2 I. The same male seen from left side, X 170; x. spines, perhaps rudiments of a third pair

of trunk-legs.

3. Homoeoscelis minuta n. gen., n. sp.

3 a. Genital area and surroundings of female, X 190; e. solid chitinous list, r. receptaculum

seminis, s. spermatophore, t. caudal stylets.

3 b. Pupa hinged by a frontal thread to the epipod of the host, X 170; a. antennula, c. antemia,

f. maxilla, g. maxiUiped, ni. first trunk-leg, n. second trunk-leg, p. caudal stylet, s. frontal

thread, x. rudiment of a third trunk-leg?

PLATE II.

1. Homoeoscelis minuta n. gen., n. sp. (continued).

1 a. Not full-grown female, with four spermatophores, X ti2.

1 b. Large female which had not begun laying eggs, X 62.

1 c. Female which had nearly finished laying eggs, X 62.

1 d. Male, X 62.

1 e. Rather small ovisac, X 62.

1 f. Fairly large ovisac, X 62.

1 g. Free larva, X 62.

1 h. Head of female, X 226.

1 i. Male seen from below, X 1S2. (The hairs on the frontal margin are too long).

1 k. The same male seen from left side.

1 1. Larva, prepared out of the egg-membrane, X 266.

2. Sphaeronella elegantula n. sp.

2 a. Adult female with two spermatophores, X 27.

2 b. Male, X 27.

2 c. Ovisac, X 27.

2 d. Pupa, X 27.

2 e. Genital area and its surroundings of female, X 162. Of most of the membranous hairs

only the base is drawn.

2 f. Male seen from below, X 147. The maxilliped and the distal part of the first trunk-leg on

the left side were wanting.

2 g. Another and very large male seen from left side, X 14'3.

3. Sphaeronella Atyli n. sp.

3 a. Head of female, X 132.

3 b. Genital area and its surroundings of female, X 232.

4. Sphaeronella danica n. sp.

4 a. Genital area and its surroundings of an adult female, X 213.

4 b. Frontal thread of male, X 236.
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Figui-e

4 c. Pretty large pupa seen from below, X 70.

4 d. Small pupa seen from right side, X 70.

4 e. Anterior part with the thread of the pupa shown in fig. 4 d, X 285.

5. Sphaeronella vestita n. sp.

5 a. Female, with a spermatophore, X 100. The hair-covering of the trunk is only indicated on
its anterior part, but with the exception of the outline on the left .'^ide of the figure, only

the bases of the hairs, the "scales", are drawn.

5 b. Genital area and its surroundings of female, X25I; r. receptacula seminis, indicated by
dotted hnes.

6. Sphasronella chinensis n. sp.

6 a. Female, X 38.

6 b. Male, X 38.

6 c. Pretty young pupa, X 38.

6 d. Old pupa, X 38. The hair-covering omitted.

6 e. The pupa shown in fig. Oc seen from below, X 148.

6 f. The pupa shown in fig. d seen from below, X 114. Appendages, mouth and genital

apertures of the young female are seen through the skin of the pupa.

PLATE III.

1. Sphaeronella chinensis n. sp. (continued).

1 a. Male seen from below, X 198.

1 b. The same male seen from left side.

1 c. Antennula of female seen from below, X 284.

2. Sphaeronella antillensis n. sp.

2 a. Young female, having thrown off the anterior third part of the skin of the pupa, X 48.

2 b. Ovisac, X 48.

2 c. The young female shown in fig. 2 a, X 188; c. antenna.

2 d. Genital area and its surroundings of female, X 294. On the right side of the figure the

receptaculum seminis is indicated by a dotted line, and a spermatophore attached to its

orifice.

2 e. Larva seen from below, X 316. Of the natatory legs only the base of the peduncles is

drawn.

2 f. Pupa seen from below, X 119.

3. Sphaeronella Calliopii n. sp.

3 a. Female, X 12.

3 b. Male, X 12.

3 c. Ovisac, X 12.

3 d. Head of female, X 83. The hairs on the lateral borders and on the sub-median skeleton

drawn only on the left side of the figure.

3 e. Distal part of the left maxilla of female seen from below, >; KWi.

3 f. Left maxilliped of female seen from below, X 166.
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Figure

3 g. Genital area and its surroundings of female, X 150.

3 h. Male seen from below, X 121.

3 i. Another male seen from left side, X 151-

3 k. Larva seen from above, X 117.

3 1. Larva seen from below, X 185. Most part of the long setae of the caudal stylets and the

hairs on the branches of the left natatory leg of the first pair (thus on the right side of

the figure) and of the right natatory leg of the second pair are omitted.

4. Sphaeronella paradoxa n. sp.

4 a. Female seen from below, X 30.

4 b. Another female with a spermatophore seen from right side and attached by its ventral

thread to a marsupial plate, X 30.

4 c. Male, X 30.

4 d. Ovisac, X 30.

4 e. Hinged larva, developing itself into a male, X 30.

4 f. "Female pupa" seen from below, X 30.

4 g. Young female that has just burst the "skin of the pupa" (the shrivelled .skin of the larva),

X30.
4 h. Male seen from below, X 134; q. spermatolhecae, .?. frontal thread.

4 i. Another male seen from left side, X 134.

4k. The dorsal side of the head of the male shown in fig. 4i, exhibiting the hollow spaces

beneath the skin, X 134.

4 1. Much protruding rostrum of a male, exhibiting the mouth-border, the antenna and the ma-

xillula with its two principal branches and the additional branch, X 270.

PLATE IV.

1. Sphaeronella paradoxa n. sp. (continued).

1 a. Head of female, X 263.

1 b. Genital area of female, X 220. The receptacula seminis indicated by dotted lines; the

caudal stylets without setse.

1 c. Free larva, X 167. Parts of the natatory legs omitted.

1 d. Hinged larva, developing itself into a male, X 103. . Comp. pi. Ill, fig. 4 e.

1 e. Anterior half of the cephalothorax of a larva which had been hinged a rather short time,

X 236; s. adhesive plate.

1 f. "Female pupa" seen from below, X 170. The female develops itself beneath the larval

skin which has shrunk extremely, and most of the appendages of which are seen: a. anten-

nula, c. antenna, g. maxilliped, m. first natatory leg, n. second natatory leg, o. abdomen,

s. adhesive plate.

1 g. Young female that has just burst the "skin of the pupa" (the same animal as shown in

pi. Ill, fig. 4 g), seen from right side, X 150; s. adhesive plate.

1 h. Rather young female, seen from below, X 88 ; t. ventral projection terminating in a thread

;

«. the disk-like expanded end of the thread.
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Pig„rc 2. Sphaeronella abyssi n. sp.

2 a. Female with two ovisacs adhering to its anterior oulhne, X 26.

2 b. Male, X 26.

2 c. Genital area of female, X 174. The genital apertures are open; one caudal stylet is absent;

two spermatophores and the proxirnal part of the stalk af a third one are seen.

2d. Male seen from below, X 152.

2 e. The same male seen from left side.

3. Sphaeronella Argissae n. sp.

3 a. Adult, but shrunk and crooked female with a male atlachcd to it near the genital area,

X 30; III. male.

3 b. Ovisac, X 30.

3 e. Recently hatched female attached to a gill, X 30.

3 d. The same female, X 240.

3 e. Part of the sub-median skeleton, right maxilla and the proximal part of right maxilliped of

the adult female, seen from below, X 276; e. maxilla, /'. base of the maxilliped.

3 f. Genital area, with one spermatophore, of female, X 150.

3 g. Male seen from below, X 205.

3 h. The same male seen from left side.

3 i. Outlines of hollow spaces beneath the dorsal skin of the head of the male, X 205.

3 k. Right maxilliped of male seen from the anterior side, X 316. At the proximal end is shown

a process of the second pair of the sub-median skeleton.

3 1. Female pupa seen from below, X 162; a. antennula, c. antenna, e. maxillula, f. maxilla,

(/. maxilliped, p. caudal stylets, s. funnel-shaped adhesive plate.

3 m. The same female pupa seen from left side.

3 n. Anterior half of cephalothorax of larva, X 260.

4. Sphaeronella MetopaB n. sp.

4 a. Genital area of female, X 254 ; o. orifice of one of the receptacula seminis.

PLATE V.

1. Sphaeronella Metopae n. sp. (continued).

I a. Female, X 68.

1 b. Male, X 68.

1 c. Ovisac with about half-developed young ones, X 68.

1 d. Head of female seen from below, X 224.

1 e. Greater part of the head of female seen from left side and showing the antennula (the seta^

omitted), rostrum with antenna and maxillula, the ?naxilla, and the hase of the maxilliped.

1 f. Male seen from below, X 185.

1 g. The same male seen from left side.

2. Sphaeronella HolbOUi n. sp.

2 a. Female, X 20.

2 b. Male, X 20.
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Figure

2 c. Ovisac, X 20.

2 d. Head of female, X 152. The distal part of one maxiUiped broken off.

2 e. Genital area of female, X 125.

2 f. Male, somewhat crooked, seen from below, X 1^3. The distal part of one maxiUiped broken oil'.

2 g. The same male seen from left side.

3. Sphseronella intermedia n. sp.

3 a. Smaller female, with two spermatophores, X ^^

3 b. Male, X ^8.

3 c. Ovisac, X i^-

3 d. Head of female, X 270.

3 e. Genital area of female, X 181.

3 f. Male seen from below, X 203.

3 g. The same male seen from left side.

3 h. Cephalothorax of larva, X 223. Natatory kgs totally and appendages on right side of the

figure almost totally omitted.

4 a. Female, X 53.

4 b. Male, X 53.

4 c. Ovisac, X 53.

4. Sphseronella capensis n. sp.

PLATE VI.

1. Sphseronella capensis n. sp. (continued).

1 a. Head of female, X 342.

1 b. Genital area of female, X 196; o. orifice of one receptaculum seminis, /•. The other recep-

tacuium not drawn, but its orifice is seen.

1 c. Male seen from below, X 243.

1 d. The same male seen from left side.

2. Sphseronella Gitanopsidis n. sp.

2 a. Female, X 28.

2 b. Male, X 28.

2 c. Ovisac, X 28.

2 d. Head of female, X 202. (The antennae not quite correct, comp. the description).

2 e. Genital area of female, X 205 ; t. caudal stylets.

2 f. Male seen from below, X 255.

2 g. The same male seen from left side.

3, Sphseronella Giardii n. sp.

3 a. Adult female which had not yet begun laying eggs, X 28.

3 b. Male, X 28.

3 c. Female which no doubt had finished laying eggs, and with a male adhering to its ventral

surface, X 28.

3 d. Ovisac, X 28.
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3 e. Head of female, X 23G.

3 f. Genital area, X 239.

3 g. Male seen from below, X 1 83.

3h. Another male seen from left side, X '83. In this and in tliu pieceding liguie (he hairs of

the trunk are not correctly drawn, comp. the description p. 135.

3 i. Male pupa seen from below, X lOi-; the distal |)arl of the frontal thread broken off.

3 k. Another male pupa seen from left side, X I'JO; a. antennula, c. antenna.

3 1. Female [)upa seen from left side, X I'Jf-

4. Sphaeronella Bonnieri n. sp.

4 a. Female, X 30.

4 b. Male wrapped up in threads (comp. p. 137), X 30.

4 c. Ovisac, X 30.

4 d. Genital area, X H58.

PLATE VII.

1. Sphaeronella Bonnieri n. sp. (continued).

1 a. Male seen from below, X 174; q. spermatothecse.

1 b. The same male seen from left side.

2. Sphaeronella longipes n. sp.

2 a. About half-grown female, X 37.

2 b. Ovisac, X 37.

"1 c. Basal part of antennula, rostrum with antenna (c) and maxillula, and maxilla of a very young

female seen from left side, X 310.

2 d. Very young female, X 37.

2 c. The same female, X 205.

2 f. Cephalothorax of larva, X 288. The natatory legs omitted.

2 g. Pupa seen from below, X 164.

3. Sphaeronella Amphilochi n. sp.

3 a. Head of female, X 264.

3 b. Genital area of female, X 254. .

4. Sphaeronella Dulichiae n. sp.

4 a. Female, X 41.

4 b. Ovisac, X 41.

4 c. Head of female, X 120.

4 d. Genital area of female, X 194.

5. Sphaeronella Acanthozonis n. sp.

5 a. Female seen from right side, X ^'/z-

5 b. The same female seen from below, X ^^/s-

5 c. Head of female, X 79.

5 d. Genital area of female, X 77.
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6. Sphseronella frontalis n. sp.

6 a. Male seen from below, X 66; q. spermatolheca (llie other sperniatotheca is seen to the left).

The hairs on the lateral margin of the head and on the trunk drawn only on the left side

of the figure; of the maxilliped on the same side only the basal joint is drawn and its hairs

are omitted.

6 b. Another male seen from left side.

6 c. Antenna of male, X 280.

6 d. Maxillula of male seen from the exterior side, X 280; e.' additional branch.

6 e. The proximal larger part of the basal joint of the left maxilliped of male seen from the

anterior side, X 185.

6 f. First right trunk-leg of male seen from below, X 2G5.

6 g. Second right trunk leg of male seen from below, X 265.

6 h. Small part of the skin of male from the dorsal side of the trunk a little in advance of the

middle, X 280.

6 i. Genital area of female, X 166; t. caudal stylets (their seta; no doubt broken off).

PLATE VIII.

1. Sphaeronella frontalis n. sp. (continued).

1 a. Female, X 16.

1 b. Male, X 16.

1 c. Ovisac, X 16.

1 d. Head of female, X 108. The antennula on left side of the figure almost totally omitted.

1 e. Larger part of ccphalothorax of larva (with the iieduiicles of lirst pair of natatory legs), X 200.

2. Sphaeronella microcephala Giard and Bonnier.

2 a. Large female, X 21.

2 b. Male, X 21.

2 c. Ovisac, X 21.

2 d. Head of female seen from below, X «^34.

2 e. Plate representing the frontal border, mouth and one maxillula of another female seen from

below, X 334.

2 f. Genital area of female, X 116. Receptacula seminis and their orifices omitted.

2 g. Male seen from below, X 206.

2h. The same male seen from left side, X 208; i. process of the first pair from the sub-median

skeleton.

2 i. Larva with an adhesive plate covering the froni, X 196. The branches of the natatory legs

omitted.

2 k. Animal considered to be a pupa of this species, X 135.

3. Sphseronella decorata n. sp.

3 a. Large female, X IL
3 b. Male, X 11.

3 c. Ovisac, X 1 1 •
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3 d. Head of female seen from in front, X f'C-

3 e. Head of anotlier female seen from below, X 117.

3 f. Male seen from below, X 81.

3 g. Another male seen from left side, X 81.

3 h. Distal part of a maxilliped of male, X 29G.

3 i. Adult larva seen from below, X 154. The seta; of two of the natatory legs omitted.

3 k. Another similar larva seen from left side. A part of the olfactory seta, the greater part of

the long caudal seta and most of the sets of Ihe natatory legs .omitted.

3 1. Frontal decoration of larva, X 308.

3m. Antenna; of larva seen from below, ab. X 250.

3 n. Right maxilla of larva seen from below, X 312.

3 0. The two proximal joints of left maxilla of larva seen in an oblique direction.

PLATE IX.

1. Sphaeronella decorata n. sp. (continued).

1 a. Genital area of female, X 94.

1 b. Left maxilla of female seen from below, X 323.

2. Sphaeronella modesta n. sp.

2 a. Female, X 23.

2 b. Male, X 23.

2 c. Ovisacs — some containing eggs, others young ones —
, X 23.

2 d. Head of female, X 230 ; x. peculiar area.

2 e. Genital area of female, X 180.

2 f. Male seen from below, X 138.

2 g. Frontal border and one antennula of the same male, X 264.

2 h. Another male seen from left side, X 138.

2 i. Anterior part of larva, X 294.

3. SphsBronella dispar n. sp.

3 a. Small adult female, X 37.

3 b. Male, X 37.

3 c. Ovisacs laid by the female shown in fig. 3 a, X 37.

3 d. Large adult female, X 37.

3 e. Ovisacs laid by the female shown in fig. 3 d, X 37.

3 f. Head of female, X 185. Of the antennula on the right side of the figure only the base

is indicated.

3 g. Genital area of female, X 243.

3 h. Male seen from below, X 202; /. first process of the sub-median skeleton, j. second process

of the same, i/. lateral keel behind the peculiar frontal plate.

3 i. Another male seen from left side, X 219.

3 k. Larva, X 275. The setae of two of the natatory legs omitted.
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, 4. SphaBronella insignia n. sf).
Figure

4 a. Female from biastylis Icevis Norm., >< ~^-

4 b. Male from Diast. Icevis, X 25.

4 c. Head of the female shown in fig. 4 a, X ICO. Of the antennula on the right side of the

figure only the base is indicated.

4 d. Genital area of the female shown in fig. 4 a, X 186.

4 e. Genital area of a female from Diast. cornuta Boeck, X 173.

4 f. Right antennula of the female from Diast. cornuta seen from below, X 290.

4 g. Distal part of right maxilliped of the female from Diast. cornuta, X 290.

PLATE X.

1. SphsBronella insignia n. sp. (continued).

1 a. Male from Diast. Icenis seen from left side, X 67.

1 b. Anterior part of the male shown in fig 1 a and seen from below, X 208; x. peculiar ring,

y. lateral keel, v. frontal plate.

1 c. Male from Diast. cornuta seen from below, X 160.

1 d. The same male seen from left side.

1 e. Larva from Diast. cornuta, X 151- The branches of the natatory legs omitted.

1 f. Front part of the larva shown in fig. 1 e, X 275.

1 g. Right maxilla of the same larva, X 350.

1 h. Pupa from Diast. cornuta seen from below, X 207.

2. SphaBronella curtipes n. sp.

2 a. Female, X 12.

2 b. Male, X 12.

2 c. Ovisac, X 12.

2 d. Head of female, X 192. The distal part of one maxilliped broken off.

2 e. Genital area of female, X71; r. one receplaoulum seminis — the other omitted.

2 f. Male seen from below, X 51.

2 g. Another male seen from left side, X 47.

3. Sphseronella affinis n. sp.

3 a. Female, X 28.

3 b. Ovisac, X 28.

3 c. Head of female, X 292. The hairs of the sub-median skeleton drawn only on the right side

of the figure.

3d. Genital area of female, X 14-6. Both receptacula seminis are indicated by dotted lines, and

on the orifice of one a stalk of a spermatophore is attached.

4. Sphaeronella Munnopsidis n. sp.

4 a. Anterior half (namely: the head with the basal part of the antenna?, and the larger part of

the thorax with the first pair of legs and the basal portion of the three following pairs of

legs) of an adult female of Mnnnopsis tijpica M. Sars, the extended marsupium of which is

occupied by a female parasite with twenty ovisacs; many of the ovisacs are seen through the

marsupial plates. The host is seen from below, X "/s.
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4 b. Area on the female answering to the head and showing the antennula; and its oilier organs

X 122.

4 c. Genital area of female, X 68; g. genital aperture, 1-. hole (or very small thin-skinned area

with minute holes), r. one receplaculum seminis indicated hy a dotted line, witli a stalk of a
spermatophore, «'., attached to its orifice; s. spermatophore attached to the orifice of the

other receplaculum which is not drawn.

4 d. Antennula, antenna, maxilla and maxillipod from the right side of a not quite full-grown larva

seen from below, X 196.

5. Choniostoma mirabile H. J. H.

5 a. F'emale seen from below, X 4.

5 b. Ovisac with eggs, X 4.

5 c. Ovisac with full-grown larvae, X *• (These three figures, fig. 3 a— 3 c, are also found in my
report in "Dijmphna-Togtets zool.-bot. Udbytte".)

6. Choniostoma Hansenii Giard and Bonnier.

6 a. Rostrum of female cut off and seen from right side, X 203; a. membrane of the mouth-
border, h. hairs of the mouth-border, c. maxillula, c . additional branch of the maxiilula (its

distal part is broken off, but indicated by dotted lines).

6 b. Larger part of the terminal face of the rostrum shown in fig. 5a, X 321 ; d. labruni, e. mandible.

PLATE XL

1. Choniostoma mirabile H. J. H. (continued).

1 a. Head of female, X 104; a. antennula, h. olfactory seta, c. antenna, r/. rudimentary maxilliped,

h. sub-median skeleton, k. frame of the head, k' . lateral process of the frame, k" . chitinous

knots belonging to the frame and lying partly beneath the soft skin, t. posterior chitinous

ring, u. anterior chitinous ring.

1 b. Genital area of female, X 104; e. solid chitine, r. one receptaculum seminis indicated by

dotted lines (the other receptaculum is omitted). The genital apertures are open.

1 c. Young one in the Nauplius stage seen from left side, X 81.

1 d. Young one in the Nauplius stage seen from below, X 81. (Fig. Ic and Id are found in

'Dijmphna-Togtet".)

1 e. Hinged larva, X 210; s. adhesive plate. The setae of the two natatory legs on the left side

of the figure are omitted.

1 f. Anterior part of a full-grown larva pulled out of its egg-membrane, X 261.

1 g. Pupa seen from below, 110; a. antennula, s. adhesive plate. Posteriorly and on the sides

the outhne of the contents is somewhat removed from the margin, and posteriorly arc seen

the hairs of the animal shining through the skin of the pupa.

1 h. Large pupa seen from below, X '^0.

1 i. Smaller pupa seen from below, X 40; .s. adhesive plale. The contents marked with a

greyish tint.

1 k. Small pupa seen from below, X 40.
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2. Choniostoma Hansenii Giard and Bonnier (continued).
Funre

2 a. Adult female, X --V*-

2 b. Small female, X '"A.

2 c. Ovisac, X -V*-

2 d. Head of an adult female, X 130.

2 e. Part of the skin of the ventral side outside the head of a small female, X 130.

2 f. Genital area of an adult female, X 128.

3. Mysidion commune n. gen., n. sp.

3 a. The contents of the marsupium of an Erythrops s rrafus G. 0. S. seen from below and con-

sisting of the female parasite with its seventeen ovisacs, X 12.

3 b. Another female with its ovisacs from Er. serratus seen from above (the head situated on the

dorsal side and its front turning backward), X 25; r/. maxillipeds. The contents indicated

only in three of the thirteen ovisacs.

3 c. Four ovisacs of another female, X 25. In the largest ovisac only a small part of the con-

tents, namely six larvaj, are drawn.

3 d. Male, X 25.

3 e. Posterior half of the ventral surface of female, X '42 ; e. skeleton surrounding one genital

aperture; r. transition between the receptaculum seminis and one of its ducts, s. spermatophores.

3 f. Left genital aperture with its lips, muscles and the surrounding skeleton seen from below, X 1 90.

3 g. Male seen from below, X 258
; q. spermatothecas. The hair-covering of the trunk drawn

only on one side.

3 h. Another male seen from left side, X 258 ; .9. frontal thread, t. part of a marsupial plate of

the host, X. conical eminence on the dorsal side of the head.

3 i. Very small pupa seen from below, X 188; x. outline of a mouth (?) beneath the skin of the

pupa. — This and all the other figures of this parasite are drawn from animals taken on

Erythrops serratus G. 0. S.

PLATE XII.

1. Mysidion commune n. gen., n. sp. (continued).

1 a. Head of female, X 182; a. antennula, u. process of unknown nature (perhaps stiffened

viscous substance on the opening of the gland producing it).

1 b. Pupa with dorsal thread, X 25. (The same enlargement as in fig. 3b—3d on pi. XI.)

1 c. Pupa seen obliquely, X 182; a. (misscript fore.) antenna, f. maxilla, g. maxilliped, r. skeleton

surrounding the future genital aperture, t. (misscript for a.) antennula, u. basal part of the

dorsal thread shining through the animal, v. distal part of the thread, x. eminence at the

mouth of the pupa stage, y. mouth of the pupa stage, i/. chitinous lists on the side of the

rostrum of the pupa. The mouth and the maxillulae of the young female are seen at the

anterior end of the animal.

1 d. Very young female in possession of characters which it loses afterwards, X 1 82 ; a. (misscript

for c.) antenna, r. skeleton surrounding the future genital aperture, t. (misscript for a.) anten-

nula, u. basal part of the dorsal thread, v. distal ' part of the dorsal thread, x. odd ventral

process situated at the place of the mouth of the pupa stage, z. body of unknown nature.
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figy^ 2. Mysidion abyssorum n. sp.

2 a. Huad of female, X 182; a. antennula, e'. additional branch of the niaxillula.

2 b. Genital aperture and the surrounding skeleton of female, X 123;
ff.

genital aperture, h. plate

formed of a kind of viscous substance and covering the lips of the genital aperture and the

skeleton behind them, /. stalks of ovisacs, the basal parts of which are confluent and form

the plate mentioned, /.:. hole (or very small thin-skinned area with minute holes) at the

anterior end of the skeleton.

2 c. Male, 43.

2 d. Very small male with frontal thread, X 43.

2 e. Normal male seen from below, X 250; e. niaxillula, </. s|)ermatotheca, ii. line of unknown
nature.

2 f. Normal male seen from left side, X 23G; x. conical eminence on the dorsal side of the head.

2 g. Frontal thread of one of the minute males, X 260.

2 h. Larva seen from below, X 264. The natatory legs are omitted.

2 i. Hinged larva seen from above, X 125.

3. Aspidoecia Normani Giard and Bonnier.^)

3 a. Male of Erythrops abyssorum G. 0. Sars seen from above and infested with nine female ])arasites

of very different size and one larva, X ^^2; a. larger female, b. smaller females, l. larva,

m. male. The posterior part of the abdomen of the host is omitted.

3 b. Female with two rudimentary ovisacs (h.) and three larvae (v.) attached to the dorsal surface

of the second abdominal segment of L'ri/throps serratus G. 0. Sars, X 24 ;
;'. chitinous knots

where the entrances to the receptaculum seminis must be found.

3 c. Sub-adult female attached to the back of the first abdominal segment of an Er. serratus and

seen from the dorsal side, X 39; x. two males hinged by their frontal thread, y. part of the

skin of the host.

3d. Head of a female from Er. serratus, seen much from in front, X 350; rf. mouth, ^.niaxillula,

s. adhesive plate, t. internal space possessing a pecuhar refraction of liglit.

3 e. External genital organs and receptaculum seminis of the female whose head is shown in fig. 3 d,

X 70; e. soUd ring, g. genital aperture, k. hole in the ring, o. chitinous knots, r. receptaculum

seminis with its ducts.

3 f. Adult female from Er. abyssorum, X 24; the head is seen in the middle.

3 g. The same male seen from the side opposite of that of fig. 3 f ; r. ring around a genital aper-

ture, r'. chitinous knots.

3 h. Head of the female shown in the two preceding figures, cleaned with caustic potash and seen

from below, X 350; a. antennula.

3 i. Genital aperture and its surroundings of the female shown in fig. 3f, X 170; e. ring-shaped

skeleton, f. less soHdly chitinised part of the ring, <j. genital aperture with its lips, k. hole

in the ring, m. muscles.

3 k. Male from Er. serratus seen from below, X 291; b. olfactory seta of the antennula, ry. sper-

matotheca. (In other specimens two spermatothecaj were found.)

3 1. Another male from Er. serratus seen from left side, X 324.

On the plate is written Normanni instead of Normani.

26*
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Figure

3 m. Larva which was attached to the female shown in lig. 3 b, its skin is burst along the lateral

margins, and it contains a fully developed male, X 184; « antennula of the larva, h. olfactory

seta of the antennula, s. viscous substance proceeding from the front of the male.

3 n. Right maxilla and maxilliped with a part of the sub-median skeleton of the larva shown in

fig. 3 a as attached to the carapace of Er. ahyssorum and marked I. ; the organs are seen

from below, X 330; h. sub-median skeleton.

PLATE XIII.
(Supplements to pi. II, III and X.)

1. Homoeoscelis mediterranea n. sp.

1 a. Female, X HO.

1 b. Male, X 110.

1 c. Ovisac, X 110.

1 d. Head of female, X 312. The short hairs on the lateral margins omitted.

1 e. Genital area and its surroundings of female, X 322; the receptacula scminis are indicated by

dotted lines; on the orifice of one are attached a spermalophore and the basal part of the

stalk of another spermatophore, on the orifice of the other are seen parts of the stalks of

two spermatophores.

1 f. Male seen from below, X 230.

1 g. Male seen from left side, X 230.

1 h. Full-grown larva seen from left side, X 297. Most of the natatory legs omitted.

2. Sphaeronella danica n. sp. (Supplement to fig. 4 on pi. II.)

2 a. Genital area and its surroundings of a scarcely half-grown female, X 216.

3. Sphaeronella Leptocheiri n. sp.

3 a. Female, X 36.

3 b. Male, 36.

3 c. Head of female, X 165.

3 d. Genital area and its surroundings of female, X 216; e. solidly chitinised ring, </. genital aper-

tures, in. muscles, r. receptacula seminis, t. caudal stylets.

3 e. Outline of a part of a male seen from below, showing the jjrocesses of the sub-median

skeleton, one maxilliped, the legs on the right side and the caudal stylets, X 276.

4. Sphaeronella messinensis n. sp.

4 a. Female with two spermatophores, X 62.

4 b. Head of female, X 214.

4 c. Genital area of female, X 274. The receptacula seminis are indicated by dotted lines, and a

spermatophore is attached to the orifice of one.

5. Sphaeronella irregularis n. sp.

5 a. Female with three spermatophores, X ^l-

5 b. Ovisac, X 41.
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Figure

5 c. Head of female, X 204 Antennulte, one maxilliped and Ihe distal part of the antennae are

broken olf; the hairs almost totally omitted on the right half of the ligurc.

5 d. Genital area of female, X 202.

6. SphaBFonella marginata n. sp.

6 a. Female, X 4. 1

.

6 b. Male, X 41.

6 c. Ovisac, X 41.

6 d. Head of female, X 190; a. antennula, f. rudimentary maxilla.

6 e. Genital area of female, X 280. Only one of the eaudal stylets is found. The receptaeula

seniinis indicated by dotted lines.

6 f. Male seen from below, X 190. The trunk misshaped by pressure.

6 g. Cephalothorax of a full-grown larva, X 273. The natatory legs and most of the olfactory

seta on the riglil side of the figure omitted.

6 h. The two distal joints of a maxilla of the larva, X 273.



ERRATA.

Page 4,

— 7,

— 9,

— 11,

— 11,

— 11,

— 13,

— 18, 1

— 33, 1

18,

33,

37,

37,

47,

52,

52,

54,

55,

55,

93,

115,

ne G, for 'J. Sparre-Sclineidei'" read "J. Sparre Sclinoider".

ne 5 from bottom, for "antennula;" read "antennula".

ne 5 from bottom, for "in" read '^within".

ne 1, for "new a" read "a new".

ne 8 from bottom, for 'twenty-four" read 'twonly-one".

ne 2 from bottom, for ' Stenotocheres" read 'Slenothocliercs".

ne 5 from bottom, for "Croisic" read "le Croisic". — Tbe same error is found in p. 14, line 4 from

bottom, and in p. 16, line 11 from bottom.

ne 17, for "larvae" read "larva".

ne 1 and 2, for 'of medium length" read "comparatively long".

ne 4, for "acute" I'cad "rectangular".

ne 7 from bottom, for "&'. Holhelir read "S. HolbolU".

ne 12 from bottom, for "larva" read "larva;",

line 18, for '^ Homoeoacelis" read ' Homoeoscelis ininuta".

line 16 from bottom, for "larva" read "larva-".

ne 17 from bottom, for "smaller, 12.5 mm." read "between '120 mm. and •147 mm.".

line 9. for 'at least the female pupae" read "the pupK of both sc.xes".

line 13, for '125 mm." read "147 mm.",

line 7, for "body" read "trunk",

line 2, for "maxilla;" teud "maxillula;".
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